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Science group to meet at USD
UNION-TRIBUNE

The annual gathering of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science's Pacific division is scheduled for
Sunday through June 22 at the
University of San Diego.
Scientists from the West
Coast and Pacific Rim will discuss findings related to ice ages, theories of time, nanotechnology, environmental issues,
and brain structure and memory.
A daylong symposium
Wednesday will discuss San Diego County's biotechnology
and pharmaceutical industries.
The following public lectures

are free:
•12:15 p.m. Monday:
Prize-winning biologist Ge
Edelman will discuss "Fro
Brain Dynamics to Consciousness: How Matter Becomes
Imagination."
• 12:15 p.m. Wednesday: Climate scientists Aiden and Marjorie Meinel will discuss "Antiquity's Fingerprints in an Ice
Core: A Cosmic Encounter, a
Cat's Eye and Us Modern Humans."
A full list of public lettures,
which will take place in the university's Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace & Justice Theatre,
can be found at http:// pacific.
aaas.org.

SAN r- ·,;o CUPP ING
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Astronomers link human evolution,
cosmic radiation
Marjorie and
Aden Meinel
By Scott LaFee
STAFF' WRITER

mong working astrono mers,
Aden and Marjorie Meinel
are synony mous with the
science. For almost three-q uarters
of a century, the married couple
have helped not only to better see
the universe -Aden has designed,
buih and operate d telesco pes and
observa tories around the world
- but also to explain it Certain
bands of light seen in auroras are
called Meinel bands.
But after decade s of focusing
their attent ion~a rd, the Meinels - now in their 80s - are gr&Jr
pling with a questio n that seems,
at first light, to be far, far away
from astronomy. Namely: Why did
modern human s and other species
emerge some 40,000 years ago?
Their answer: Cosmic radiation,
which the Meinels will elaborate on
June 20 in a noon public lecture at
1Y~tv of San D'
the annual meeting of the Ya,
vision of the American Associa'
for the Advancement of Science.
"Paleoanthropologists kind of
gasp at the idea," said Aden. '1be
idea of cosmic rays significantly
affecting early homini ds and other

A

0

DATE BOOK
Astran■ •rt Men and Marjorie Meinel lectun on hoW cosmic radiation IIIIIY Uft .......
In the emen,ence ot modem humans.

Noon June 20. Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice theater, University
of San Diego.
for more information, visit http://pacific.aaas.org.

species is pretty dramatic, but
there's some really compelling evidence to suppor t the idea. It's a totally new factor to be considered."

Distinguished careers
Coming from almost anyone else~
the suggestion that a burst of cosmic
radiation profoundly mutated life
th and altered the course ofhu~.
olution would probably be dis,trageous science fiction.
Marjorie Meinel
serious and sig- _.
in astrono my for ~ -

on

SEE

Cosmic, ~

SMIC

of evolutionary changes. "Then,
about 10,000 years ago, the
Earth passed out of the nebula's
. jet of cosmic rays, ending the accelerated mutations," said Aden.

(INUED FROM Fl

Couple want
scientists to
examine theory
good chunk of the last century.
Natives of Pasadena, they met in
a special 11th grade class for gifted students at Pasadena Junior
College. Both were interested in
space science. Marjorie's interest was inherited: Her father, Edison Pettit, was one of the founding astronomers of the
102-year-old Mount Wtlson Observatory, east of Los Angeles.
Aden's interest evolved over
time. It began as an apprentice in
Mount Wtlson's optics shop,
through a stint in the Navy as a
rocket engineer and at the California Institute ofTechnology,
where his doctoral dissertation
eventually resulted in the world's
· olid Schmidt spectrograph
Jevice for measuring and
charting wavelengths of light in
space.
With Marjorie serving as adviser, editor and muse (and
mother to their seven children),
Aden launched a career designing, developing and directing observatories around the world. He
helped establish the first national observatory at Kitt Peak,
southwest of Tucson, Ariz., in
the 1960s, then moved to Steward Observatory and taught at
the University of Arizona. At various times, he helped build telescopes in India and China. In the
1980s, he and Marjorie moved to
the Jet Propulsion lab in Pasadena where they helped launch
space-based telescopes like the
Hubble. Aden retired in 1993,
Marjorie in 2000.
So how does a distinguished
astronomer become interested
in human evolution?
"Frankly, when you retire, you
finally have time to read and
think a lot, said Aden. ''When
'
appens, questions pop up,
times right out of the blue."
a high school student, Aden had participated in some bal-

Insufficient data
But is the nebula's radiation
truly the cause or simply an intriguing correlation? Aden and
Marjorie don't know. They expect their ideas to be questioned
and scrutinized. Indeed, they demand it
"During World War II, I edited articles on rocketry," said
Marjorie. "I had to be absolutely
accurate in my descriptions and
details or things could blow up.
I've always believed that you
have to get the science exactly
right, with nothing misunderstood."

A new theory suggests cosmic radiation from the Cat's Eye nebula
forced the hand of human evolution. NASA
loon experiments at Cal Tech to
study cosmic radiation, which
were utterly mysterious at the
time but are now known to consist of high energy particles (including protons) emanating
from sources in outer space and
bombarding the planet from every direction.
While reading a story about
ice-core research, Aden wondered whether the core samples
also contained information about
cosmic radiation levels over the
Earth's history. To his and Marjorie's surprise, an examination
of existing ice core data showed
a significant surge in radiation
roughly 40,000 years ago about the same time, they noted,
that modem humans emerged
in Eurasia, and numerous other
species in the northern hemisphere were either undergoing
significant change or disappearing altogether.
'That's when we first became
tempted to put two and two together," said Aden. "If there was

a large surge of cosmic rays, and
there's good evidence that these
rays can (cause mutations), the
question becomes, did they help
create new species of life?
"Our findings indicate that
two very rare occurrences happened at roughly the same time,
which suggests that how we've
evolved might not be just slow,
random mutation and natural selection. Maybe we are partly the
product of cosmic radiation."
The Meinels even have a likely source for the radiation: the
gaseous remains of a dying star
called the Cat's Eye nebula discovered by William Herschel in
1786.
According to their hypothesis,the nebula began emitting a
burst of radiation roughly
200,000 years ago. "Around the
time that Neanderthals began to
appear," said Aden.
Approximately 40,000 years
ago, the frequency and intensity
of the radiation surged, spawning in the Meinels' view, a host

Both say that much more research needs to be done, that the
ice cores are just a clue. But Aden is optimistic that he and his
wife have noticed something
overlooked by others, something significant.
He recalls attending a conference at UC Berkeley in 1980
when Luis Alvarez, the Nobel
physicist, and his geologist son,
Walter, first proposed the theory
that a massive asteroid impact 65
million years ago spurred the ex•
tinction of dinosaurs.
'
Though widely accepted now,
the Alvarez' asteroid-impact theory was initially dismissed by
many scientists as folly. Aden
thinks his cosmic ray idea will also require time (and more proof)
to become accepted.
"We're descnbing a creation
event, the impetus behind new
species emerging," said Aden.
"People who are well-established
don't like to change their minds,
and this requires a big change in
thinking. That's why Marjorie
and I like giving public lectures,
especially to young people who
are more likely to have open
minds.
"I doubt either of us will be
around to see how all of this
works out. We just hope others
will find what we've discovered
exciting enough to pursue."

3

mathematician and physicist
James Clerk Maxwell developed equations explaining how
electricity and magnetism
work in tandem. It was Maxwell, in fact, who determined
that electromagnetic energy,
such as light and radio, traveled in waves through empty
space at the speed of light
But Maxwell's equations say
nothing about the direction of.
time. It's irrelevant The equations
work equally well whether electromagnetic waves arrive after or be!ore
they are tran8mitted. In effect, wntes

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
SD Union Tribune

JUN!! 2006

Paul Davies, a physicist at the
Australian Centre for Astrobiology and author of "About
Time," the waves "are indifferent to the distinction between
past and future."

Feelin9 dizzy yet?

Notice something wrong? Are our clocks ticking
backward? The known laws of physics say there's no
reason why the past, present and future
must occur in that order. Backward works, too.
By Scott LaFee
STAfF WRITER

A

re we not drawn onward,
we few, drawn onward to
new era?
The answer would seem
to be yes, if only because

time always moves forward, drawing
not st "we few" but everyone and everything "onward to new era. " .
But what if time is like the palindrome above? What if the so-called
arrow of time files both ways, forward
and back? What then? What now?
What next?
People have debated the nature of
time since, well, people invented _it
Time is in many ways, a fabrication of
our rrun'ds, a superficial construct that
helps us explain the universe, plot our
course through existence and sh w up
when we're supposed tp.
"lbe only reason for time ·
everything doesn't happe
Albert Einstein once sai
And so it goes, one ·
then another - a phe
~cl-effect '1t'
· edthatit's
things any other
physics at the
Sheehan, a prof<
JU·

• 0 ~',an D"&SK0•
•
PrnxemU¥

But She;;:;does, as do ther
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·sts who are meetin this
t USD to discuss an debate

the concept of "reverse causation,"
a fantastical notion that suggests
effects can precede causes, and the
future can influence the past, assuming the past and future actually "exist'' in the first place.
(The symposium is par~ of th~ ~~th
annual meeting of the Pacific D1vis1on
of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.)
"I don't think we've reached any
kind of consensus coherent enough
to be called a state of thinking," said
York Dobyns, a physicist at Princeton
University who is attending the meeting. 'There's a tremendous amoun~ of
disagreement about reverse causation
between people who think the whole
subject is just too speculative to deal
with and people who have actually
grappled with it, either theoretically or
experimentally."
This much, however, can be said:
While reverse causation (also called
backward or retro-causation) may
sound like science fiction, it is firmly
grounded in classical laws of physics. These laws say time is symmetrical, that it moves - or should be
able to move - in all directions with
equal ease.
Case in point: electromagnetis m,
one of the four fundamental forces of
nature. (The others are gravity and
strong and weak nuclear force.)
In the 19th century, Scottish

Most physicists accept the
idea of time symmetry (at least
in the context of things like
Maxwell's equations). The
same cannot be said of reverse
causation, which goes farther
by suggesting the future can influence the past
'The tendency is to ignore it,
to say it's just a fact of nature
that time moves one way," said
Michael !bison, a physicist at
the University of'fexas at Austin.
If reverse causation is real, it
most likely occurs at the largely
theoretical and unseen level of
quantum mechanics, a place
where subatomic particles with
names like mesons and quarks
interact in ways contrary to
both classical physics and common sense.
To wit: Mesons exist simultaneously as both particles and
waves until they are observed.
But until they are observed,
they don't exist.
"Anyone who thinks they
can talk about quantum theory
without feeling dizzy hasn't yet
understood the first word about
it," said the late, great Danish
physicist Niels Bohr who, incidentally, invented much of the
theory.
"People know how to calculate with quantum mechanics,
but that's not to say they know
what it means," agreed Sheehan. "Quantum mechanics is
like poetry. The poem is right
there, for everyone to see, but it
has many different interpretations."
Sheehan offers a couple of
scenarios to ponder:
First, imagine a large boulder at the top of a hill. The boul-

► REVERSE
CONTINUED FROM El

Some theorize
the future can
.Ject the past
der begins rolling downhill.
Now freeze the action witl1 the
boulder midway along its descent. Call this the boulder's
present. At this point in time,
Sheehan says the boulder is being influenced both by ~ts past
(when it was atop the hill) and
by its future (when it will come
to rest at the bottom of the hill)•
The boulder's current position
midway do~ the hill cannot
happen without the eff~t of
both the past and the future.
'The present is always a negotiation between the past and
the future," said Sheehan.
Or think about this: You're
invited to a Saturday wedding.
On Friday, you go to the barber
for a haircut. As you sit in the
chair the future is influencing
the p~esent. The wedding
hasn't happened. It m~y not .
happen at all. And yet its possibility.changes what will be the
past.
The best evidence for rerse causation - perhaps the
only evidence, said Sheehan comes from parapsychology,
which investigates phenomena
not explained by the known
laws of science, such as telepathy, clairvoyance an~ psychokinesis (the alleged ability to
move matter with the mind).

Numbers in limbo
In 1992 a paranormal investigator n~ed Helmut Schmidt
set up a radioactive decay
counter to generate sequences
of random numbers, both positive and negative. The numbers
were recorded, but not seen by
any person. Several months later, these numbers were shown
to a group of students who had
been asked to use their "mind
power'' to skew the sequences
in favor of positive numbers.
Elaborate precautions were taken to prevent cheating.
According to fundamental
physical laws, there should
have been an equal number of
sitive and negative numbers.
ut Schmidt reported that the
students saw more positive
numbers; the probability o! that
happening was less than 1 m a

1,000.

Did the students actually influence the outcome of radioac-

five decay rates recorded
months before? Henry Stapp, a
theoretical physicist at UC
Berkeley, thought so.
Stapp was one of the independent monitors of Schmidt's
experiments. Two years later,
he published a possible explanation for what had happened.
In essence, he suggested that
human consciousness had interacted with the numbers, effectively altering the past
(when the numbers were recorded).
The idea, which Stapp and
others have since expanded upon and promoted, is that human consciousness is an unexplained, nonlinear force of
nature. Like subatomic particles in quantum mechanics, the
numbers in Schmidt's experiment existed in a sort of limho
in which they were positive,
negative and neither until the
students saw them. At that
point, human consciousness
and intent (instructions to think
positive) induced the numbers
to assume a specific condition
or quantum state.
The physics of consciousness is controversial, to say the
least. And Stapp is first to say
much more study and experimentation is necessary, especially by respected scientists in
well-regarded scientific journals.
''You'd think people would
want to either refute or confirm
some of these reports," said
Stapp, ''but the only people willing to test them are people who
already tend to believe them.
Most mainstream labs shy
away for fear of sullying their
reputations, as if they would be
dirtying their hands by even
imagining some of this is possible."

Mind games
For Stapp, who now works at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, it's not inconceivable that quantum mechanics plays some role in
alleged paranormal phenomena like extrasensory perception
(ESP) and remote viewing,
which is the projection of one's
consciousness to distant locations.
These abilities may be a consequence of nonlocality, a wellestablished quantum concept
that says entities far-flung in
distance or time are still entangled and interact via a fasterthan-light, quantum mechanical connection.

Einstein called this phenomenon "spooky action at a distance." He couldn't explain it,
didn't like it and regarded it as
quantum trickery.
In recent decades, nonlocality has been repeatedly observed, tested and measured in
experiments. In one seminal
experiment in 1982, physicist
Alan Aspect at the University of
Paris noted that by changing
the polarity of one speeding
photon (a particle oflight) he
could induce another photon
from the same source speeding
in the opposite direction to
change its polarity. The interaction happened faster than light,
with sufficient distance between the photons that they
shouldn't have ''known" what
was happening to the other.
And yet, inexplicably, there was
some sort of link.
In contrast, paranormal phenomena like ESP and remote
viewing are not as well-substantiated. Supporting evidence
tends to be anecdotal. Purposeful deception and fraud are
common.
In the 1970s, the U.S. Army
and the CIA spent millions investigating the potential of remote viewing, but that effort apparently went for naught and
fµnding ceased. In 1979, the
Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) program
began investigating interaction
between human consciousness
and the physical world. Over
the years, PEAR has produced
a wealth of data indicating human intent by itself, without
any physical connection, can alter the behavior or results of
unthinking machines. The
PEAR experiments, many similar to Schmidt's 1992 random
number generator test, produced only small effects, but
they were observable, measurable and repeatable.
PEAR's operations, however,
are now in the process of closing down, with researchers
moving on to other institutions.
Dobyns, an analytical coordinatqr for PEAR, said he still
thinks "parapsychology and related areas are useful places to
look for evidence (of reverse
causation)."
But he is not optimistic that
many mainstream physicists
will ever take up tbe cause.
'They say it's impossibl,e because there's no evidence and
there's no evidence because it's
impossible."

But physicists like Sheehan
say what we do understand
about the universe fundamentally depends upon the idea that
time is fluid and dynamic. "To
say that it's impossible for the
future to influence the past is to
deny half of the predictions of
the laws of physics," he said.
Nobody's predicting a
speedy or conclusive resolution
to the question of reverse causation. Sheehan says it's the
journey that counts, how we get
from Point A to B to C - or,
perhaps, from C to B to A
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San Diego stem cell researcher urges patience
UCSD professor warns against hype
By ELIZABETH MALLOY, The Daily Transcript
Wednesday, June 21 , 2006
It's been about eight years sine
ers published on the potential of stem cells took the science world by
storm , and for most scientists,
I research is exciting and full of potential, but a local researcher said if the
d must be wary of hype and be careful not to repeat the mistakes of other
field is to move forward, thos
disciplines.
"The promises of stem ce 1lrhini,..,-.,, are enormous in terms of knowledge of human biology, knowledge of human
disease," said Theodore
nn, a professor in the University of California , San Diego's School of Medicine.
"Incredibly good work
ubt come in the future ... But one really has to be very careful , very suspicious."
Speaking at a confere
the American Association of the Advancement of Science's Pacific division at the
University
of
San
Diego,
Friedmann
said those in the science community and the public should be wary of any
1
reports that come out about stem cell research -- positive or negative.
He compared the situation to that of several sciences that have made strides over the past 50 to 60 years . From
the time doctors began intense research on childhood leukemia until the point where treatment had advanced
enough so a significant number of children survived the disease almost 40 years went by. It took nearly 30 years
to get a significant treatment for Hodgkin's disease.
Perhaps the most comparable scientific breakthrough to stem cell research is gene therapy, Friedmann said. In
the early 1970s scientists first began trying to cure genetic diseases by replacing genes, rather than treating
symptoms as was previously done. Like stem cell work , that science was controversial due to moral implications.
That science also experienced both dizzying hype at the start and strong backlash when things went wrong .

r

Though the first papers were published and work began in the early '?Os, researchers didn't get to the point
where they could conduct clinical tests on humans until the late '80s. Newspapers started featuring headlines
about potential "cures" for lung disease and other ailments. Then in the late 1990s, the work suffered a serious
blow when a teenager from Philadelphia, suffering from a genetic liver disease but coping well with the disease
and in fairly good health , died of an infection three days after participating in a gene therapy study. Federal and
academic investigators found moral and procedural problems with the study, Friedmann said .
Though studies in Paris and London around the same time as the fatal liver disease study yielded excellent
results in using gene therapy to cure an immune system deficiency that forced some young children to live in
plastic bubbles , sequestered from the world , even those studies had a drawback, with several patients
contracting leukemia. One died.
Friedmann's point was not that research should stop on stem cells, but just that researchers and the public at
large should be careful. He said he is already seeing some scientists falling into the same traps as gene therapy
researchers.
Some people are, "expecting too much too soon ," he said . ''The science is real , it's very powerful and it's very
important, but the timing [until major results can be seen] is 20 to 30 years."
Recent reports , for example , that stem cells have been used to reverse partial paralysis in rats , doesn't mean
that the science is anywhere near helping paralyzed humans, or that it ever will be. Friedmann was critical of the
federal government for what he perceived as foot dragging over stem cell funding , most likely because of the
current political climate, which appears wary of the research.
Only if more funding and many years of work are put in will stem cells yield rewards , Friedmann said , and no one
should expect large steps forward any time soon .
"(Current] expectations are probably unrealistic," he said. "There needs to be less heat, fewer promises - or at
least promises that can't be kept -- and more light."
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New Presidents or Provosts: California Lutheran
U ., College of the Sequoias, Nova Scotia College
of Art and Design, Simpson U., Southern Oregon

u.
• Mary Cullinan, provost and vice president for academic affairs at Stephen F. Austin State
University, in Nacogdoches, Tex., has been named president of Southern Oregon University .

•
Larry V. McKinney, executive director of the Association for Biblical Higher Education, in
Orlando, Fla., has been chosen as president of Simpson University, in Redding, Calif.
• William Scroggins, interim president of Modesto Junior College, has been selected as pres·
College of the Sequoias, another two-year institution in California.
• John Sladek, vice chancellor of research and professor of psychiatry and neuroscienc
University of Colorado at Denver, has been named president of California Lutheran
• David B. Smith, chair of the art department and assistant to the provost at the pniversity of San
,l)ieg9.i has been a ointed president of Nova Scotia College of Art and Design.
•
• Paul Szuch, vice president of instruction and provost at Pasco-Hernando Community College
(West Campus), in New Port Richey, Fla., is the new resident of Lamar Institute of Technology,
in Beaumont, Tex.
-

Dou Lederman

Comments
There currently are no comments on this item.
Got something to say? Add a comment.
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TO SAY THE LEAST, this may not be the most promising time to ask Americans to pause and consider the
ion's rich history of debate over constitutional theory and the
bright side of Iran's political system1 institutions. And yet that's just what Ali Gheissari and Vali Nasr,
elements of democracy in its curre
hing in the United States, attempt in their new book "Democracy in
Iranian-born scholars now livin
" (Oxford). "Iran is a dictatorial theocracy," says Nasr in an interview,
Iran: History and the Quest fa
ce in Iran than in any other country around it."
"but there is more democr ·
ostgraduate School in Monterey, Calif., and Gheissari, a historian at the
Nasr, a professor at the N
Vniversity of San Diego~. write that for the last 25 years, "Iranians have embraced democratic practices,
participated in elections at local and national levels, and believed that their vote affects political outcomes."
Iran's hard-line president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, they point out, came to office in the ninth consecutive
peaceful presidential election Iran has seen since Islamists overthrew Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in 1979.
By contrast, America's key ally Egypt has been under the dictatorship of President Hosni Mubarak ever since
Anwar Sadat was assassinated in 1981 .
The very fact that Ahmadinejad, a little known former mayor of Tehran and onetime paramilitary leader, came
out of nowhere to beat six better-known candidates shows that there is an element of popular choice in the
Iranian system, say Gheissari and Nasr. (Many observers, including these authors, believe the election was
rigged against reformers, but few say Ahmadinejad himself was the man the clerics would have picked had
they had complete control over events.) They estimate that the turnout in the 2005 Iranian presidential election
was roughly 60 percent.
Still, the US State Department declared the 2005 elections "neither free nor fair," and independent observers
like Human Rights Watch largely agree. The question is whether the Iranian elections are an outright fraud or
whether they are important signs of a nascent democracy. Or, perhaps, whether they're both.

True, there is a hitch or two in Iranian-style democracy. An unelected, unchecked Guardian Council, overseen
8 telected Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei, must approve the men who run for president, and it
http://O-web.lexis-nexis.com.sally.sandiego.edu/universe/printdoc
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rejected over 1,000 candidates last year. Khamenei and the council can veto any legislation that does not
comport with their vision of an Islamic state. Before the 2004 parliamentary elections, in an unprecedented
move, the council deemed numerous sitting members of parliament ineligible to run again.
Michael Ledeen, a scholar at the conservative American Enterprise Institute who wants America to help the
Iranian people topple the ruling clerics, said in an e-mail that Iranian elections "resemble real elections about as
much as I resemble Arnold in his prime." Yet even he stresses the country's "long constitutional history" as a
reason for hope about the future of democracy, should the clerics be overthrown.
Of course, conservatives tend to praise Iranian elections when they like the results. When the moderate
Mohammad Khatami was elected president in 1997, even American hawks hailed the results as proof the
people had turned against the clerics. Daniel Pipes, the founder of the Middle East Forum, said the clerics, in
resisting reform, were opposing the "expressed will of the people." Expressed through elections, that is. In their
book, Gheissari and Nasr stress the long history of debate over democracy that Ledeen refers to. Though it's
not on many American's calendars, this year marks the centenary of the 1906 Constitutional Revolution, after
which the shah of the period was forced to share his powers with the Majles, or parliament, under the terms of
a document modeled on the Belgian Constitution of 1831. The autocratic Reza Shah Pahlavi, who came to
power in a coup in 1921, and his son muted that debate considerably, but they did build educational institutions
and create a technological and cultural elite. The authors view the Islamic revolution of 1979 as undemocratic
to the core, but even the mullahs realized that the Iranians demanded some semblance of political participation
and preserved elements of the electoral system.
Ali Banuazizi, who teaches modem Iranian history at Boston College, says "Democracy in Iran" would be
dead-on-had it come out five years ago. But aroused by the reformers, he says, the ruling clerics subsequently
strengthened their control of the judiciary, booted reformers from parliament, and shut many reformers out of
last year's presidential race. The time for optimism, says Banuazizi, "ended in 2005."
Indeed, Vali Nasr sounded a somewhat more pessimistic note in The New Republic last week in a review of a
book cowritten by the Iranian human rights activist Shirin Ebadi. Democracy in Iran, Nasr wrote, is
"everywhere and nowhere."
NOTES: CRITICAL FACULTIES Christopher Shea's column appears biweekly in Ideas. E-mail
critical.faculties@verizon.net.
GRAPHIC: PHOTO
LOAD-DATE: June 14, 2006
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MEXICO'S ELECTION

The left heads for power amid uncertainty
By David Shirk
June 30, 2006

Mexicans head to the polls on Sunday amid great uncertainty. In contrast with virtually all of Mexico's elections of
the 20th century, pundits agree that the country's first presidential election in the new millennium is too close to
call.
Indeed for the last few months, polls have alternately granted the margin to leftist candidate Andres Manuel Lopez
Obrador or conservative candidate Felipe Calderon Hinojosa. In this tight race, the final result will ultimately
depend on the effectiveness of each candidate's efforts to get increasingly disenchante d Mexican voters to show up at
the polls.
One thing that is virtually assured is that Mexico's next president 'will not be drawn from the Institutiona l
Revolutionary Party, or PRI, which dominated Mexican politics for 71 years. In 2000, the PRI lost the presidency to
Vicente Fox from the conservative National Action Party, or PAN. The former ruling party seemed poised for a
comeback as its candidates recaptured key cities and states in sub-nationa l elections during the Fox administrat ion.
Today, however, the PRI seems a fragment of its former self. The party is now sharply divided by the contentious
nomination of Roberto Madrazo, one-time governor of Tabasco and the PRI's former party chairman. In 2005, the
prospect of Madrazo's candidacy sparked a protest movement - known as ·"All United Against Madrazo" - formed by
other PRI leaders, who have since remained uncharacteristically critical of the PRI candidate.
Madrazo - who helped elect such cronies as Jorge Hank Rhon in Tijuana - also suffers from the widespread public
perception that he built his career on fraud and corruption. Despite an alliance with the Mexican Green Party,
Madrazo lags in third place with just under 30 percent support in the polls.
The fracturing of the PRI and the unpopularizy of Madrazo have converted this race into a contest between two very
different options. On the one hand, Calderon represents the PAN's pro-business agenda and has experience in
Mexico's legislature. His campaign has emphasized his personal integrity and job creation through neoliberal
economic policies. Calderon, who has never won a direct election for public office, is viewed by many voters as el
menos mal (the lesser of evils).
Lopez Obrador, on the other hand, hails from the Democratic Revolution Party, or PRO, an "old wine, new bottle"
conglomeration founded in 1989 by Cold War-era leftists and left-leaning former PRI members. Lopez Obrador,
known colloquially by the initials "AMLO," is himself a former member of the PRI who lost the governorship of his
home st~te of Tabasco to Madrazo in a fraud-ridde n 1995 election.
Later, Lopez Obrador won the Mexico City mayoral race in 2000. Through ambitious public works projects and
generous social services for the poor, young, and elderly, Lopez Obrador achieved very high approval ratings (over
60 percent) in the world's largest city. Yet Lopez Obrador also represents the specter of a newly resurgent Latin
American left, which many see as tainted by populism and anti-Americanism.
In recent polls, the PAN and PRO have been locked in a technical tie. This is a sharp change since March, when
Lopez Obrador enjoyed a comfortable 5-to 10-point lead over his rivals. However, a series of negative attacks on
Lopez Obrador - as well as a number of his own campaign blunders - caused a major reversal of fortunes in April
, ' 'ay that gave Calderon a brief advantage in the polls.

10
1assive shift in public support away from the PRO is a striking illustration of campaign effects. With nearly 45
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percent public support in late 2005, a Lopez Obrador victory seemed almost guaranteed. Lopez Obrador had
overcome serious obstacles, including a series of video-taped corruption scandals involving his close collaborators
and an unpopular, aborted attempt by the Fox government to charge Lopez Obrador with contempt of court over a
predicament with a trivial public works project.
As the elections approached, however, two important campaign decisions destroyed Lopez Obrador's lead and
bolstered support for Calderon. First, Calderon reluctantly made the decision to "go negative," and he launched a
series of slick television ads and public attacks painting Lopez Obrador as a representative of the "bad" Latin
American left.

These attacks - characterized by the PRD as a "dirty war" by the PAN - conjured flaming images of chaos and strife
that would ostensibly result from a Lopez Obrador victory. So questionable was the content of recent ads that
Mexico's federal electoral authority obliged the PAN to pull the spots from the airways, a move that has sparked
debate over how far federal campaign regulations should go in Mexico.
Second, Lopez Obrador's ill-fated decision not to participate in a late-April televised presidential debate generated a
storm of criticism and confirmed negative images of Lopez Obrador as an obstinate extremist. His decision to avoid
debate was a textbook move for a front-runner candidate, but critics carped that public debate is a right of the
voters, not the candidate, and portrayed Lopez Obrador as a nonconformist ill-suited to govern in Mexico's divisive
and polarized political context.
Given strongly negative public opinions of Madrazo, it was virtually inevitable that Calderon would emerge from the
first debate as the more preferable alternative. In the aftermath, some pollsters placed Calderon as much as 10
points ahead of Lopez Obrador. Hence, many looked anxiously to the second presidential debate, held on June 6 for
an omen of the future.
That debate included all five presidential candidates (including minor party candidates Patricia Mercado and
Roberto Campa) and, rather than true "debate," consisted of a two-hour series of mini-speeches on the themes of
public security, governability, migration, federalism and constitutional reform.
While pundits have been split on who won the second debate - many calling it a draw - Calderon appeared the most
prepared and agile in enumerating key points and in addressing his contenders. Slow in his cadence and seemingly
uncomfortable in front of the camera, Lopez Obrador reiterated his campaign's anti-poverty agenda (often deviating
from other topics at hand), spoke primarily to his base and flatly ignored jabs by his rivals.
In the aftermath of the second debate, Calderon's lead diminished to a virtual dead heat with Lopez Obrador.
Figures, released before the June 23 cutoff date for published polling data, suggested that Lopez Obrador has pulled
slightly ahead with Calderon still in the running. Still, a Lopez Obrador victory is by no means as certain as some
pundits (including this one) have predicted over the last few years.
With the race narrowed to two closely matched candidates, this election will hinge primarily on which party is best
able to physically move its voters to the polls. Given voter apathy attributable to recent negative campaigning,
moving Mexicans to the polls may be difficult, though thankfully no World Cup game is scheduled for election day
on Sunday.
In moving people to the polls, the PRD - a traditional "mass" party of the left that has focused primarily on grassroots organization - probably has a significant advantage over the PAN, which has only 200,000 card-carrying
members.
While most of northern Mexico traditionally supports Fox's party, there is still a chance that the PRI - which now
governs every Mexican border state except Baja California - will play the spoiler by pulling votes in the PAN's
erstwhile bastion. Meanwhile, the best prospects for Lopez Obrador depend on his ability to mobilize the support of
poor, rural voters most prevalent in the south and traditionally loyal to the PRI.
In short, Mexico's presidential election is by no means pre-determined. In many ways, this election is Lopez
Obrador's to lose. Many Mexicans feel disappointed that the Fox administration failed to deliver on his promise.c: t"
bring change. With continued concerns over crime, failure to achieve an immigration accord with the United E \ \
and 40 percent of the population still living in poverty, it is easy to see why.
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Yet, the primary issue of this election that most Mexican voters are pondering is not public security, migration or
jobs, but Lopez Obrador himself. His opponents have effectively conjured negative images of leftist extremism that
Lopez Obrador has done little to diminish. Thus, whatever doubt exists about the upcoming election, the real
question that Mexicans will decide on Sunday is whether Lopez Obrador is fit to govern.
■

Shirk is director of the Trans-Border Institute and an assistant professor of political science at the University of San Diego.
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Mexico questions 6 in police, civilian beheadings
Police showed up after kidnap report; say drug cartel behind killings
SAN DIEGO, California (AP) -- Mexican authorities are questioning six people they believe are
linked to or have information on this week's decapitation murders of three police officers and a
civilian in Rosarito Beach, according to the Baja California, Mexico, attorney general's office.
Police officers Ismael Arellano Torres, 36; Jesus Hernandez Ballesteros, 42; and Benjamen Fabian Ventura, 35; were
killed after a large group of armed men -- possibly as many as 100 -- surrounded their cars Tuesday night in a remote part
of the city, about 15 miles (24 kilometers) south of the U.S.-Mexico border, authorities said .
The officers were responding to a report of a possible kidnapping.
The mutilated bodies of the three officers and an unidentified civilian wrapped in blankets bound with tape were discovered
Wednesday morning in an empty lot, police said. Police later located the four heads in the border city of Tijuana , across
from San Diego.

'Drug war frenzy'
Experts said the attack bears the trademark of killings committed by
control key smuggling routes.
"It's a disturbing manifestation of the latest drug war frenzy. Them
law enforcement has corresponded with the militarization of tactics
director of the Trans-Border Institute at the ~Jnjyersjty gt Sap Djeg9 1

in r1A2-<1.indl'•y

violent drug cartels that are battling to

ion of the drug war in many ways on the side of
personnel on the criminal side," said David Shirk,

A witness told police that about 100 men, some wearing uniforms resembling those of Mexico's Federal Agency of
Investigation, or AFI, were at the scene of the alleged kidnapping when the officers showed up, said a spokesman with the
attorney general's office in the state of Baja California, where Rosarito is located. The person asked not to be identified
because he is not allowed to publicly discuss the investigation.
The federal attorney general's office in Baja California said in a press release that no officers were involved in the
disappearance of the four men . The office said it has opened an investigation to determine who the men impersonating
AFI agents were.

Latest of similar attacks
The Rosarito killings are the latest in a series of attacks on law enforcement officials by suspected drug traffickers , who
have formed large squads of heavily armed assailants.
Last month, three men armed with AK-47s burst into the Mexican federal attorney general's office in Tijuana and shot two
agents, killing one.
In April, nearly two dozen heavily armed men tried to assassinate Baja California's top-ranking public safety official on a
Mexicali street.
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In December, gunmen attacked the Tijuana home of a state police commander and killed two of his bodyguards.
And in October, gunmen fired more than 50 bullets at the car of Tijuana's homicide chief in an unsuccessful assassination
attempt.
Copyright 2006 The Associated Press. All rights reserved .This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or
redistributed.
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From the Los Angeles Times

Surfer girl, forever
The woman who inspired 'Gidget' rides a wave of surf nostalgia.

By Hugo Martin
Times Staff Writer
June 17, 2006
THE 18-year-old surfer girl with the sun-bleached hair is breathing heavily and turning bright red
as she approaches her idol, a diminutive grandmother who is signing books after a lecture on
surfing history at UC San Diego.
Tears well up in the girl's eyes when she comes face to face with Kathy Kohner Zuckerman, the
plucky surfing icon known to the world as "Gidget."

FOR THE RECORD:
The original "Gidget": An article in Saturday's Calendar about Kathy Kohner Zuckerman, the
woman who inspired the "Gidget" books, movies and TV series, reported that she spoke before a
group at UC San Diego. She spoke at the University of San Diego. The article identified the person
who invited her as Jerome Lynne Hall, an anthropology prnfessor at UC San Diego. He is a
professor at the
·
of San Die o. -

"You are my hero," the girl stammers.
Zuckerman has been bouncing around the country lately, making public appearances at surfing
museum openings, surfing contests and beach festivals. But this is the first time she can recall
anyone getting emotional at meeting her.
Minutes earlier, Zuckerman was bubbling with enthusiasm before an audience of 50 or so,
including rosy-cheeked college kids and gray-haired surfers in Hawaiian shirts. She pranced among
the blown-up photos that chronicled her life. There she is with Sandra Dee. That's her on a
surfboard in Malibu. Here she is with her father reading the "Gidget" book.
But when the sobbing surfer girl calls her a hero, Zuckerman is dumbfounded. Gidget a hero?
To the outside world, she was that sassy teenager whose fun-loving exploits in Malibu 50 years ago
were the basis of the "Gidget" books, movies and TV shows. To the surfing world, she was the
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novice wave rider who exposed surfing's subculture to America's mainstream. And to a handful of
purists, she was the reason California's best surfing spots have been overrun by pushy kooks and
annoying wannabes .
What's all this hero talk?

Her first ride
It's the summer of 1956 and a spunky 15-year-old tomboy from Brentwood wanders along the
beach in Malibu when she comes upon a group of sun-baked men in cutoff jeans, hanging around a
rickety shack made out of palm fronds and driftwood.
She asks if she can borrow one of the balsa-wood surfboards that lean against the shack. She never
surfed before but is eager to try. The men consider this short-haired pixie and agree to loan her a
board in exchange for her lunch, two peanut butter-and-radish sandwiches.
Later, when she returns from the surf, one of the surfers calls her "Gidget," a fusion of "girl" and
"midget." The girl doesn't protest. It means she is accepted into the gang of surfers with names like
Moondoggie, Bubblehe ad and Beetle. She was the Gidget.
At home, she spills her excitement onto the pages of her diary:

June 24th, 1956.
Dear Diary:
I didn't do too much but go to the beach. I didn't think I'd have fun but I met Matt [Kivlin} and he
took me out on his surfboard. He let me catch the waves by myself and once I fell off and the board
went flying in the air. I didn't get hurt at all .. .. I hope Matt will take me surfing again. ·

She excitedly tells her father about her vagabond surfing friends . How they live for nothing - not
nice cars or stylish clothes - but to surf. She tells him about the lingo they use to describe how
"jazzed" and "stoked" they get when they catch a "bitchin" wave.
The girl's father is a Hollywoo d script writer who decides to write about this odd surfing
subculture. In six weeks, he produces his first book, a fictional tale called "Gidget." It becomes a
phenome non in 1957, outselling Jack Kerouac's "On the Road." Two years later, Hollywoo d
releases the "Gidget" movie, starring Sandra Dee, followed by two sequels and a 1965-66 television
series starring Sally Field.
Suddenly, everybody wants a part of the fun-filled beach life depicted in the "Gidget" movies, the
subsequent "Beach Blanket" spinoffs and the sentimental Beach Boys tunes.
Back at Malibu, hordes of surfers pack themselves shoulder-to-shoulder on the breaking wave,
evidence that Gidgetma nia has changed surfing forever. Moondog gie and the rest of the gang are
uprooted when lifeguards demolish the palm-frond shack. Even Gidget is turned off to surfing
when she returns from college to find Malibu overrun with newcomers.
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"There were too many boards," she says, remembering the scene. "Too many surfers."
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'Gidget haters'
It's an overcast weekday when Zuckerman, now 65, returns to the scene of the crime, Surfrider
Beach in Malibu. The waves are flat and only one surfer remains, a teenage girl who lugs an
oversized surfboard out of the water. The girl trudges past Zuckerman, barely glancing at the 5foot-1 surfing icon sitting in the sand in a pink hat and matching blouse.
Zuckerman points to a small cove near the pier. This is where Gidget learned to surf. A few other
girls surfed Malibu back in 1956 but not many. Gidget, still tan and energetic, occasionally surfs
but only when the water is warm and the waves are gentle.
She points to a sand heap near a white brick wall. That is where Zuckerman hung out with surfers
like Terry "Tubesteak" Tracy, Bill Jensen, Mike Doyle and half a dozen other surfers at the palmfrond shack.
And that is where "Tubesteak" dubbed her Gidget. The rest is surfing history.
"She started that whole thing," says Tracy. "Back then, surfing was a West Coast thing but Gidget
was nationwide. You can walk into any bar in Peoria, Ill., and mention that name, Gidget, and
they've heard of it."
So when places like Surfrider Beach, San Onofre and County Line became overrun by throngs of
surfcrashers, some surfers blamed Gidget. She was an easy target. Some "Gidget haters" didn't
know or care that Gidget was a real person.
Fred Reiss, a 51-year-old surfer from Santa Cruz, wrote a novel in 1995 about a surfer who returns
to Malibu 30 years later to kill everyone involved in the "Gidget" movie for ruining his surf spot.
The book, "Gidget Must Die," was a cheap shot but Reiss says the story was rooted in the real-life
resentment many surfers felt toward Gidget.
"I worked at a Santa Cruz surf shop for seven years, and I met most of the legends, as well as tons
of guys from the '60s period, and nearly all of them said, 'Gidget ruined surfing,' " he says.
But Gidget has legions of fans who insist she has been unfairly blamed for a surfing craze that was
ready to explode anyway because of advances in surfboard technology and a counterculture
movement that reshaped the country in the late 1960s and early '70s.
Dick Metz, a lifelong surfer and founder of the Surfing Heritage Foundation in San Clemente, says
those who blame Gidget don't know their surfing history.
At the time of the "Gidget" movies, he says, the popular balsa-wood longboards were being
replaced by shorter, lighter polyurethane foam shortboards. The new, easily maneuverable boards,
he says, were a big reason surfing caught fire in the 1960s.
"The change of materials was going to change the sport," he says. "I don't care if there was a book
or a movie."
Zuckerman's father, Frederick Kohner, wasn't the only one to profit from Gidgetmania. Locals like
Miki "Da Cat" Dora, Johnny Fain and Mickey Mufioz got paid to perform the surfing stunts for the
"Gidget" movie.
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"Some people want to blame Gidget. How about blaming Hollywood?" says Jerome Lynne Hall,
the UC San Diego anthropology professor who invited Zuckerman to speak at his surfing history
course.
As for Zuckerman, she shrugs off such criticism. After all, how could she foresee the popularity of
the "Gidget" books,'the movies and, ultimately, the surfing lifestyle, she asks. She was just a kid
trying to fit in somewhere and she found that place among the surfers.
"I was as innocent as the day was long," she says.
When she left for college in 1958, Zuckerman left surfing behind. She married a Yiddish scholar,
moved to Pacific Palisades, raised two kids and worked as a teacher and later a part-time restaurant
hostess. When reporters called to ask if she was the original Gidget, she would answer, "Yeah, so
what? Why does anyone care?"
But now the surfing world does care.

Getting her due
In the last few years, Zuckerman has been the honored guest at pro surfing competitions, surfing
museum openings and surfing festivals. In 1999, the bible of surfing, Surfer Magazine, named
Zuckerman the seventh most influential surfer of the century. Two years ago, she was dubbed
"patron" of the Rip Curl Malibu Pro Women's Championship Tour.
"To most of the public, she was the first girl to surf," says Marty Thomas, a spokesman for Rip
Curl, the surfing and snowboarding company that invited Zuckerman to the event.
Gidget's resurgence has come during a nostalgic phase in the surfing world. In the last decade,
veteran surfers have opened surfing museums, filmed surfing documentaries and published
commemorative surfing magazines. Maybe the renewed interest in longboards in the late 1980s
spurred old-school surfers to feel nostalgic for the early days. Maybe the deaths of several surfing
pioneers, such as Dora in 2002, forced the surfing world to reconsider its history.
Whatever the reason for the look back, in surfing's rear-view mirror, Gidget has gained respect as a
surfing pioneer who helped break surfing's gender barrier.
Debbie Beacham, the 1982 women's surfing champion, taught herself to surf on a used surfboard
she bought at a garage sale in Coronado after watching Sally Field in the "Gidget" television series.
"It seemed so mysterious and different and nobody did it where I was from," Beacham says.
"There's a lot of good that came from Gidget," says surfing hall of famer Jericho Poppler Bartlow,
who co-founded the Women's International Surfing Assn. "She made girls realize they could do
something that was considered just a man's thing."
After her visit to Surfrider Beach, Zuckerman stops by Duke's, a warm seaside restaurant in Malibu
where she works twice a week as a hostess. The place is named for Duke Kahanamoku, the
Olympic swimmer who spread the gospel of surfing to Australia and America in the early 1900s. A
black-and-white photo of a 15-year-old Gidget in Malibu shares the wall with grainy photos of
Duke poised on a giant balsa-wood board.
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Customers routinely wander around the restaurant gazing at the photos. When they stop at the
picture of Gidget, Zuckerman rushes over.
"That's me," she announces.
The customers give her a quizzical look.
"I'm the girl on the beach," she says. "I'm Gidget."
Then she leads them to a table and recounts stories from the summer of 1956 and that little shack
on the beach.

If you want other stories on this topic, search the Archives at latimes.com/archives.
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Historian tracking evolution of San Diego
By Pat Sherman
COMMUNITY NEWS WRITER

POWAY - Iris Engstrand has
chronicled an ironic progression in the
terminology used for the people behind
growth in the San Diego region - from
the visionary "pioneers" of the 1800s to
the architects of today's dreaded "urban
sprawl."
"In the early days they'.re called 'pioneers' and·'settlers' and all these nice
words, and they're encouraged - people
want them to come and we advertise
:k East," said Engstrand, a professor
v• history at the University of San Diego.
"Now, it's just
opposite. these are ffke
bad people - 'the developers."'
Engstrand will discuss some of the
civic builders that populate her book,
"San Diego: California's Cornerstone,"
at 11 a.m. Monday at the Jewish Family
Services North County Inland Senior
Center, 16934 Chabad Way in Poway.
Lunch will Qe served at noon. Reservations are requested.
Engstrand thought development of
her own 300-page tome was complete,
but then San Diego Mayor Dick Murphy
resigned last year. The move called for
some speedy, last-minute additions.
"I got to say, 'Stop the presses,"' Engstrand recalled. 'That was fun."
The contents were largely culled .from
her 1981 book of the same name, which
she wrote for the San Diego Chamber of
Commerce, and its 1992 update, "Gateway to the Pacific."

the
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gas in the 1930s.
'They were going to (install) the
natural gas all in one big day of change,"
Engstrand said. 'They had to have 5,000
of these little Model Ts go out to every
house in San Diego and change every
stove and every gas heater."
Among the items Engstrand would llke
to include in future editions of her text is
a city ledger in the black.
y textbook for teachers,
"It's really been one of the worst fis·story buffs," Engstrand
cal disasters of the city," Engstrand said.
ot everything you've ever
''We've had some crisis in the 1850s but
to know about San Diego and it
nothing that's really compared to this."
a chronology at the end."
The process of updating a historical
Engstrand serves as editor of the]ourwork often includes changes to the existnal of San Diego History. She is a 2006
ing text, Engstrand said:
recipient of San Diego's annual Historic
'That's the thing about history," EngPreservation Award, and the Ben Dixon
strand said. "It does keep changing and
Award from the Congress of History of
y more documents are discovered."
San Diego and Imperial Counties.
To provide future gen~rations with a
Engstrand grew up in Long Beach and
portrait of a region's past, an author must
is a graduate of the University of Southconsider all sources, from the copious
ern California. She recalled family trips to public documents
of political figures and
Vista to visit her uncle.
landowners to the elusive record of con"I remember when Foster's Freeze
tributions by average citizens, Engstrand
came to Vista," she said. "It was this big
said.
deal."
Getting he( students to question the veAmong her 20 published titles, Engracity of current documents and texts is
strand has written about both natural and
easy, Engstrand said. It's getting them to
political power, including a biography of
consider historic references as potentially
San Diego's populist mayor, Harley Knox, fallible that
takes some effort.
and a history of the San Diego Gas &
"If it's written the other day, they know
Electric Co.
that there's probably someDemocrati c
Engstrand said one of her more interor Republican leaning, so you have to be
esting explorations into the history of San careful," she said.
"But if it's written in
Diego's energy supply was when the city
1887, of course those people all told the
switched from manufactured to natural
truth."
Whet: "Pioneers of San Diego"
When: 11 a.m. Monday; lunch at noon.
Where: Jewish Family Services North County
Inland Senior Center.16934 Chabad Way, Poway
Cost: free;lunch$5.
Reservations: (858) 674-T123

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
SD Union Tribune
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Iris En9strand, a history professor at University of San Diego who has written numerous books on San Diego, will speak in Poway,

discussing some of the civic builders that populate her book, "San Diego: California's Cornerstone." ScottLinnett / Union-Tribune
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(L-r) t.angressmember Bob Filnei; Larry Hinman, waiter Lam, Leon WilHams and Supervisor Ron
.....,__ Congres.vnember Riner and Supervisor Roberts announced the finalists for San Diego
County's Richard P. Geyser President's E1hlcs Award on Jin 2. The 2006 award finalists are
....._ Hinman, waiter Lam and Leon WIiiams.
HINnan is a philosophy professor at San Diego State University, founding clrector of the
co-founder and director of the San Diego
Vallas Institute at the Univers" of San
fOWldei; president and CEO of the
ogy.
Cenw far Ethics in
Diego City Council membei; county
Alllance fur African Assistance, and Williams . _ __
board.
supervisor and chair of the Metropolitan ,,___
o Human Dignity Foundation's
1he aard recipient will be announmd 111m1...,,.;,,,,
e 24.
10th amlversary gala aboard the USS Midway on

-~
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Cell photos of death a macabre new twist
Mob mentality not unusual, experts say
01:54 AM PDT on Thursday, June 15, 2006
By JOE VARGO, IMRAN VITT ACID and MARY BENDER
The Press-Enterprise

The young people who witnesses say snapped photos with cell phones
Saturday of a Moreno Valley teenager dying from a gunshot acted
reprehensibly, but experts say their actions were nothing more than a
basic human response with a new technological twist.
People have collected memorabilia and mementos from morbid death
scenes for centuries. Roman guards gambled for Jesus' robe at Calvary,
and spectators dipped their handkerchiefs into John Dillinger's blood
after the gangster was shot dead 70 years ago. Bystanders ripped a sleeve
off Abraham Lincoln's coat after he was assassinated in 1865 .

Seeking help
Anyone with information
on the shooting of
Brooke Nicole
McKinney is asked to
contact the Moreno
Valley Police
Department at 951-4866700.

Brooke Nicole McKinney, 15, was fatally
Related
shot late Saturday while attending a
middle-school graduation party on the
Family missing lively teen
Moreno Valley's south side, just east of
March Air Reserve Base.
Cell photos of death a
macabre
new twist
Police said about 20 people -- teenagers
and young adults -- were at the party
when a dispute broke out among guests. Shortly afterward, 10 shots rang out.
Brooke, a freshman at Valley View High School, died about 45 minutes later.
As she lay in the driveway of a home near the party, at least four neighbors who witnessed the chaos
said they saw several young people photographing Brooke's body with their cell phones.
And while police officers did cardiopulmona
resuscitation on the girl, a bystander kicked
beat one of them.
'What Am I Thinking?'
The Moreno Valley incident illustrates
mentality at work, said Eric Pierson, ass ciate
professor of communications at the University of
San Diego. I

...
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People who misbehaved gave license for others to
follow suit. Advances in technology sparked the
actions, Pierson said.
"Before, if you wanted to do something this
gruesome, you had to find a camera and make sure
you had film. Somewhere in that process, your
humanity would say, 'What am I thinking?'"
Pierson said.
With instant access to cell-phone cameras and
other technology, that period ofreflection is gone,
he said.
Candles, posters and photographs form a
shrine outside the Moreno Valley home of
Randy and Marla Walters. Brooke Nicole
McKinney, the couple's niece, was killed
Saturday. The couple had raised Brooke from
when she was 18 months old, Marla said.

Confusing Scene
Police officers and neighbors painted a confusing
and chaotic scene in the moments after Brooke was
shot about 11 :45 p.m. in the 24600 block of
Freeport Drive.

Residents called in reports of shots being fired and of someone being hit by a car, Moreno Valley Police
Chief Bill Di Yorio said.
A man who was in his home was struck in the chest by a stray bullet that pierced a window. He had been
rushing downstairs to check on his mother after hearing the gunshots.
Octavio Macias, 22, was still recovering at Riverside County Regional Medical Center n Moreno
Valley, his brother, Juan Macias, said Tuesday.
A woman at the home where the party was held declined repeated requests for comment.
Witnesses Jesus Covarrubias and Richard Castro, interviewed over two days at separate locations, were
adamant that they had seen people point cell phones at Brooke and snap photos.
Covarrubias, 32, said he ran to the scene and was shocked to see people taking pictures.
"You feel like, 'What are they doing?' ... 'Why are they doing that?' " Covarrubias said.
Castro, 30, lives next to the house where Brooke fell, a home across the street and a few doors down
from where the party was held. He said he saw five to eight teenagers photographing her with cell
phones.
"There's a girl dead or dying, and they're concerned about taking pictures? It was pathetic," said Castro,
who dialed 911 after hearing shots.

(

He rejected suggestions that the youths were trying to help the girl or use the screens of their phones to
light up her face.
"They were putting their cell phones close to her. They were only there for two seconds: and they took ·
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off running," he said.
Police, who were nearby, arrived within a minute of the call.
There was little blood, and Brooke's injuries appeared consistent with those of being hit by a car, Di
Yorio said. Authorities did not know the girl had been shot until coroner's officials took X-rays, he said.
The crowd turned angry and attacked officers Bill Mooney and Cory Tomps, who attempted
cardiopulmonary resuscitation on the girl.
Mooney was punched and kicked by one reveler. Other partygoers screamed at them to save Brooke, Di
Yorio said.
"They had to call in more officers for crowd control," he said.
Di Yorio said police did not arrest the assailant because they did not want to divert from their lifesaving
efforts.
He could not confirm whether guests took pictures of Brooke but is asking eyewitnesses with
photographic evidence to tum it over to detectives.
Authorities have not made any arrests or identified a motive for the slaying, saying that many revelers
fled as emergency workers rolled to the scene.
Cell-Phone Mentality
Robert Nash Parker, professor of sociology at UC Riverside, said the use of cameras could have been a
form of voyeurism or a way to protect onlookers from the reality of the incident.
Parker, director of the Robert Presley Center for Crime and Justice Studies, drew parallels between the
crowd's reaction and the "bystander apathy" that gripped 38 neighbors while Kitty Genovese was being
stabbed to death in New York in 1964.
He also noted guards photographing images of soldiers taking part in criminal activity at Abu Graib,
which led to courts-martial and convictions for some of the participants.
"That picture is another way of distancing yourself from it. 'It's not really happening in front of me. It's
happening through this little window,'" Parker said.
He wondered whether the teens thought their cell-phone cameras could be their ticket to notoriety or
riches in this era when an exclusive photo of a celebrity's new baby can fetch millions.
He mentioned the videotaping of a 1991 beating by Los Angeles police of a motorist stopped for a
traffic violation.
"Rodney King gets videotaped, and that videotape becomes a major cultural icon,'' Parker said. "People
think: 'Maybe ifl take this picture, I'll get on the 'Today Show.'"
'Private Vultures'
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Those who took photos of Brooke committed no crime, law-enforcement officials and constitutional-law
experts agree.
Their actions, however distasteful, are protected by privacy laws, and there is no statute preventing
people from using their personal cell phones to capture even disturbing images in public places.
Robert Pugsley, a professor at Southwestern Law School in Los Angeles, likened the picture takers to
"private vultures" but said the only possible crime they face is leaving the area without giving their
statements to police. That could hinder the investigation, he said.
Pugsley said that other partygoers were under no obligation to rescue or treat Brooke.
"It's one of those situations where there ought to be a law against it, but there isn't," said Ingrid Wyatt, a
spokeswoman for the Riverside County district attorney's office. "Is nothing sacred? What were they
thinking? It's immoral but not illegal."
Brooke's uncle, Moreno Valley resident Randy Walters, said he was at first dismayed by reports of cellphone pictures. But Walters, whose family worships at Koinonia Evangelical Center in Riverside, said
he forgives them and whoever is responsible for Brooke's death.
"God's judgment is a lot worse than mine could be," he said. "God's judgment is forever."
Staff writer Bettye Wells Miller contributed to this report.
Online at: http://www.pe.com/localnews/inland/stories/PE_News_Local_D_cellpic15 .84c4bc.html
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SECTION: NEWS; Pg. A- 1
LENGTH: 1501 words
HEADLINE: For-profit 'voters guides' called misleading;
Mailers not backed by political parties
BYLINE: John Marelius, STAFF WRITER
BODY:
Ronald Bonn doesn't belong to a political party, so it probably came as no surprise when the "Official
Voter Guide of California" turned up in his mailbox last week.
But Bonn quickly became irate as he exam ined the card and even checked out its Web site .
The mailer recommended nothing but Republican cand idates and the Web site advertised itself
reaching conservative and independent voters."
"Right-wing skul lduggery," concluded Bonn, who teaches journalism at th~ University of San Diego.
"It calls itself the 'Official Nonpartisan Voter Guide of California,' which would lead the unwary recipient to believe it
is official, nonpartisan and a voter guide," he wrote in an angry note to The San Diego Union-Tribune . "In fact, it is
none of these."
Jess Durfee was equally incensed when he received the "Voter Information Guide for Democrats." It recommended
Phil Angelides, Dianne Feinstein and a full slate of Democrats for statewide offices and Congress.
The "Voter Information Guide for Democrats" also recommended the re-election of San Diego County Supervisor Ron
Roberts, a Republican.
Most voters have no idea about the party affiliations of candidates for local nonpartisan offices. Durfee isn't one of
them . He is chairman of the San Diego County Democratic Party .
Particularly galling to Durfee was that the "Voter Information Guide for Democrats" endorsing Roberts landed in
mailboxes the same day as an official mailing from the county Democratic Party touting Richard Barrera, the only
Democrat running against the incumbent.
"It's a really sleazy business and if you read the fine print, you 'll figure out it's a sham," Durfee said . "It's a for-profit
business and has nothing to do with party politics. All it has to do with is making money ."
In the days leading up to tomorrow's primary election, voters' mailboxes have been st uffed with such slate ma ilers. A
few represent the official endorsements of political parties, labor unions, environmental groups or taxpayer groups.
Most such mailers are put together by pol itical consultants and other commerc ial vendors based on not much more
than candidates' willingness to pay to get their names on them .
This time of year, consumers of all forms of political advertising might reasonably conclude that the purveyors of
are not always sticklers for veracity.
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Slate mailers are a particularly controversial, and virtually unique, feature of Cal iforn ia campaigns.
"Slate mailers are not the most ennobling feature of California politics," said Jack Pitney, a professor of government
at Claremont McKenna College. "The essential premise is voter misunderstanding. I don 't think very many voters
would find them persuasive if they understood it was simply a business transaction and not an endorsement by a real
group."
·
Because television time in California's major cities is proh ibitively expensive for all but the most well - heeled
candidates, slates are a popular campaign vehicle because they allow candidates for low-visibility offices to get their
names out by pooling their resources.
This is particularly true for candidates running for the lower statewide offices or countywide posts where candidates
need to appeal to large numbers of voters and, in most cases, can't raise enough money to effectively do it.
"I think that slates are effective in primary races and in nonpartisan down-ticket races," said Republican political
consultant Tom Ross. "In those races, people are looking for identifiers . They might not know enough about a
candidate, so they're looking for other pieces of information they can associate with a candidate."
Natalie Blann ing, a Republican political consultant in Sacramento who produced the Official Nonpartisan Voter Guide
of California, sa id slates are the most cost-effective way for many candidates to campaign.
"You're getting these things for 8 to 12 cents per household," Blanning said. "If you 're doing your own direct mail,
you'd pay 50 cents."
Kim Alexander is president of the California Voter Foundation, whose Web site contains a compendium of voter
information. Like many, Alexander adm its to having mixed feelings about commercial slates.
She criticizes slate vendors who engage in mercenary and deceptive practices. But she said slates serve a useful
purpose in California, where ballots are jammed with candidates for obscure offices that even the most sophisticated
voters know next to nothing about.
"I have 22 people I elect to represent me here in Sacramento and I can't tell you who they are and what they do, in
some cases," Alexander said. "And I'm the California Voter Foundation, for crying out loud ."
Tim Hodson, who directs the Center for California Studies at California State University Sacramento, regards slate
mailers as a legitimate campaign tool no more subject to abuse than any other.
"It can be useful to a voter who, rationally, doesn't spend a huge amount of time on politics to get a mailer from a
political party or organized group that says surfers believe these cand idates will support surfer rights," Hodson said.
Slates are a huge business in California, so much so that some political professionals believe they are losing their
impact because of their sheer numbers .
"The ultimate test is, of course, the 13-second test, " said Democratic strategist Bill Carrick. "That's my ca lculation of
how long it takes me to get from the ma ilbox to the trash can and I don't think very many of these pass the 13second test."
There are 57 slate mail organizations registered with the Secretary of State's Office. Not all are active in every
election cycle, but cumulatively they account for millions of pieces of mail.
Some slates are aimed at broad swaths of the electorate. Others, such as the Alice B. Toklas slate in San Francisco,
are directed at narrower constituencies. Often the titles of slate mailers are intentionally vague .
"You never get a mailer that says 'Union Hacks for Candidate A' or 'Rich White Businessmen for Candidate B, ' " said
Republican strategist Dan Schnur. "Instead, it says for 'Furry Woodland Animals for Candidate C.' "
As for the Official Nonpartisan Voter Guide of California, Blanning said the mailer's Republican leaning is pla in for
anyone to see and that it is only mailed to Republicans and voters who "decline to state" a partisan affiliation when
they reg ister.
"We t ry to pick the strongest Republican or the strongest conservative," she said.
Larry Levine, a Democratic political consu ltant in Sherman Oaks, produced the Voter Informat ion Guide for
1crats and a generic Voter Information Guide that recommends the same candidates and propositions but is sent
28 ?dine to state" voters .
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Levine said he never sells space to Republicans running for partisan office . But he sometimes does for loca l
nonpartisan offices, as was the case with Roberts, after consulting with Democratic campa ign managers or labor
union leaders in the area.
"It could be a district where a Democrat can't win and we're looking to help the most responsib le Republican in the
race," Levine said. "We'd always prefer to have a Democrat with solid credentials who could win the seat. That isn't
always possible."
State law requires the true nature of slates be explained on the mailers themselves. Whether any but the most
discerning voter can read the tiny print or figure out what it means is another matter.
Voters are told that the endorsements are not those of an official political party organization, that the candidates and
issues are not necessarily endorsing each other, that candidates for nonpartisan offices could be of any political party
and that candidates marked with an asterisk paid to be included.
"It's like the fine print at the bottom of your credit card bill," said Hodson at CSU Sacramento. "You don 't know what
it says and you probably don't want to."
Campaign officials say there is often the impl ied, sometimes stated, threat that if you don't buy in, your opponent
will.
"Slates are a form of legalized extortion," said Adam Probolsky, a Republican pollster in Orange County . "I wouldn't
say that in every election that's their M.O. But that's absolutely the card they hold in their pocket. They say, you
don't want to be on board, I've got some other options."
Courts assiduously we igh the First Amendment implications of any effort to regulate political communication and
have sent a strong signal that any further regulation on slate mailers will be hard -pressed to pass constitutional
muster.
Robert Stern co-wrote California's Political Reform Act and was instrumental in drafting Proposition 208, a sweeping
overhaul of campaign practices that was approved by voters in 1996 but was gutted by the courts and the
Legislature .
One of its provisions, vigorously opposed by the slate industry, would have required that the asterisk that denotes a
candidate who paid to be included be replaced with three dollar signs. The court threw it out.
"I can't think of any more reform that wou ld be upheld by the courts," Stern said .
GRAPHIC: 1 PIC; 1 GRAPHIC; CAPTIONS: 1. In the days leading up to tomorrow's primary, unofficial slate mailers
such as this one have flooded mailboxes in California. A closer look at the fine print, A8. 2. A closer look at an
unofficial political slate ma iler; PHOTOBY: 2. Compiled by John Marelius, Union -Tribune Staff writer I UNION TRIBUNE
LOAD-DATE: June 8, 2006
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On lin e (And Oi lin e)
MBA Pro gra tns
Business schools combine traditional instruction with technology
♦

By LIZ SWAIN
arlier this year, Congress eliminated a
restriction limiting federal financial aid
to colleges that held at least half of their
courses on a campus. That ended a regulation
known as the "50 percent rule." It was implemented in 1992 after investigations revealed
that some for-profit schools were no more than
diploma mills. The recent congressional action
allows students to obtain financial aid for
degree programs that are completely online.
While it remains to be seen how local business schools will be affected by the ruling,
financial aid is just one consideration when
deciding whether to earn an MBA degree in a
classroom or online. Students in University of
Phoenix's online programs appreciate the flex;bi lity when fitting coursewo rk into their
,chedules. They can log in at midnight to attend
class if need be, says Bruce Williams, marketing v.p. for University of Phoenix San Diego.
Students also enjoy communicating with classmates "across time zones and sometimes the
International Date Line."
Phoenix has onground courses and is in its

E
1

16th year of offering on!ine education . "The last
seven or so years has really demonstrated tremendous growth in this modality, with the student
population expanding to become about half of our
total enrollments," says Williams. The university's online enrollment is on the rise in programs
for master's degrees in business, health care, technology, education and criminal justice.
Williams says the university 's online
strength is the asynchronous platform.
"Students don't have to synchronize their
schedule with other students or faculty."
Online programs and onground degrees
also are offered by Keller Graduate School of
Manage ment of DeVry University. When
business schools began offering online courses,
the educational community started debating the
benefits of electronic instruction versus the
brick-and-mortar experience. In subsequent
years, administrators realized that a middle
ground exists. They created programs and
courses containing elements of both formats.
"Some business schools are typically
hybrid," says JoAnne Starr, assistant dean of

on-campus classes
USD's School of Business offers a blended learning approach with online and
p, says Bob
leadershi
global
in
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ent
managem
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supply
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science
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for the master
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Schoultz, director of the MSGL program. (photo/lambertpho
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Thomas Green, dean of National University's
School of Business and Managment, says the
congressional action on financial aid won't
affect the university. (photo/lambertphoto.com)
UCSD's Rady School of Management.
Technology is incorporated in various ways
at area business schools. Synchronous sessions
bring students and instructors online at the
same time. Business students use applications
like Excel and Access to make decisions . Those
who miss a class could watch a replay of it on
their iPods. At National University, school
supplies could include a headset and microphone. Students use these to connect online
with instructors and classmates. At UCSD,
business professionals in the Flex MBA program attend classes on campus. Some watch
the live streaming of a guest speaker in the Bay
Area, says Starr. Furthermore, students may
work on a group project online or participate in
an electronic chat.
Chapman University doesn' t offer any
fully online programs. However, the school is
consistently putting more courses online, says
Ruth Black, assistant dean, distance learning.
Locally, Chapman offers graduate degrees in
h4man resources and organizational leadership.
Both are traditionally onground programs.
Online courses, says Black, increase the number
of options students have. Reflecting on the
elimination of the 50 percent rule, she anticipates that for-profit schools will have the advantage in the near future. Some business schools
aren't able to move as quickly. Black notes that
implementing change at private schools like
Chapman includes the accreditation process.
Over the next decade, Black projects that all
schools will offer more online education.
Point Loma Nazarene provides the traditional classroom format for its MBA, says
Dejon Davis, graduate admissions counselor.
Classes are scheduled in the evening for business professionals.
At CSU San Marcos, "we don't have an
online component for our current c.11 rri,..,.J.. "
e
says Keith Butler, MBA director 3 I

operations. That will change in the
fall of 2007. The 1evised curriculum will include an individual
project that will be housed electronically. "The electronic portfolio will allow students to demonstrate their MBA-level work to
their current and prospecti ve
employers," says Butler.
The congressional ruling won't
affect National University, says
Thomas Green, dean of the School
of Business and Management. The
reguiation "opens up the marketplace. The big differential bas to be
the quality of the program. It's
incumbent upon us that our courses
are current and relevant." National
offers online and onground education, and the executive MBA program is a hybrid. Green notes that
some faculty and students are comfortable in a classroom; others are
comfortable online. "We give them
the benefit of both," he says.
In addition, the uni versity
replaced videoconferencing with
iLinc. A Web cam sends the live
image of an instructor in the classroom to students in locations as dis-

gies; tho e in the current session
studied four. In bott, session , students in San Diego and scientists
in New Mexico held videoconferences throughout the semester.
Student groups in the recent
class presented their results to scientists last month. Erica Sullivan,
wbo returned to her alma mater
for the presentations, earned her
MBA from SDSU in 2002 and
then served an internship at Los
Alamos. Sbe wa hired there and
works in business development
and licensing for the Technology
Management Office. Sullivan
asked DeNoble and Sandy
Ehrlich, SDSU Entrepreneurial
Management Center director, to
develop the special course. "We
were very intrigued," says
DeNoble, professor of management and entrepreneurship.
Says Sullivan, 'The caliber of
students at SDSU is really quite
·ood, and we have a lot of students
ihere with strong technology backgrounds, making it a great place for
the national lab to find students
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tant as Afghanistan. Students use
headsets with microphones to participate in the class. Their pictures
are displayed on the screen when
they talk. iLinc comes with a whiteboard and the system can display
PowerPoint presentations. The setup allows a South Dakota city manager to teach a class. "He brought in
a guest speaker," says Green.
Sessions can be recorded and
students who miss a class can
download it to their iPods. iLinc
connects several MB A students at
three small National campuses.
They are linked electronically into
a larger MBA class.
University of Southern
California is concentrating on
establishing roots locally. USC's
Marshall School of Business is
launchi ng an executi ve MBA
(EMB A) program at La Costa
Resort and Spa's conference center. The resort is undergoing renovation, and La Costa is worki ng
with the school on the project,
says Cherie Scricca, associate
dean for the EMBA program.
Courses fo r the two-year

versed in both technology and business. Video conferencing has
worked out really well. While I
think there is an intrinsic value to
face-to-face contact, it's not always
possible or affordable, and video
conferencing is the next best thing."
Various forms of technology are
implemented in Alliant International University's Marshall
Goldsmith School of Management.
"Information Technology for
Decision Making" is a required
graduate business course, says
Rachna Kumar, professor of information systems and technology.
Students work with Microsoft
Office software, using Excel for
general analysis and decision making. They chart scenarios ranging
from the pessimistic to optimistic
outcome. Rather than relying on
"gut feeling" before deciding,
Kumar says Excel provides "six
decisions at the click of a button."
Kumar schedules online chats
for her onground classes and has
students post group and individual
projects online. Part of a student's

EMB A degree begin in August.
Students will attend classes
Fr·

there's n
immedi
USD 's School of Business
Administration offers a blended
learning approach with online and
on-campus classes for the master
of science in supply chain management (MS-SCM) and the MS in
global leadership (MSGL), says
Bob Schoul tz, director of the
MSGL program. "Our MSGL student cohort includes many acti veduty military officers, and so we

grade comes from critiquing other
projects. Some international students return to their own countries
during the summer and continue
their studies through online courses, says Kumar.
Technology at University of
Redlands includes the educational portal Blackboard, says Keith
Roberts, associate business school
dean. Blackboard is mandatory
for MBA students and available
for undergraduate business school
students. "It's a great tool," says
Roberts.
Students
go
to
Blackboard for the syllabus and
course documents. They can read
an item posted by the instructor,
participate in an online discussion
and take an exam· electronically.
Redlands has web-enhanced
classes consisting of six sessions.
Half are online; the other three are
in the classroom. Student requests
prompted the scheduling, says
Roberts. Initially the plan was for
four online sessions, but students

r

use distance learning to accommodate the needs of those who are
globally deployed, as well as those
who live outside of San Diego," he
says. "While distance and online
learning will continue to grow in
importance at major universities,
there is no denying the value of
face-to-face interaction with fellow
students and top-notch faculty."
SDSU students in Alex
DeNoble's technology commercialization course are charged
with identifying the marketable
potential of technologies developed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Students in the fall
session evaluated fi ve technolosee next page

JoAnne Starr, assistant dean of
USD s Rady School of Management.
(photo/lambertphoto.com)

"want the face time."
Today's MBA students could
be divided into those who want
the in-person experience and
those
more
comfortable
online. "Everyone in higher education has to look ahead how to
best deploy quality education,"
says Starr of UCSD . ❖
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Need
To Know More?
For additional information about

MBA programs, contact:

Alliant International University: (858) 653-36 15,

alliant.edu

California State University, San Marcos: (760) 750-4267,

csusm.edu

Chapman University: (619) 296-8660,
chapman.edu

Keller Graduate School of Management: (61 9) 683-2446,

devry.edu/keller

National University: (800) 628-8538,
nu.edu

Point Loma Nazarene University: (619) 563-2856,

ptloma.edu

San Diego State University: (
Executive MBA: (619) 594-6
sdsu.edu

University of Califomi
rady.ucsd.edu

University of Re911•
redlands.edu

fl

r.um

of San Diego: (619) 260-4860
usmess.sandlego.edu

University of Southern California: (213) 740-7846
marshall.usc .edu
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Reform needed

Need for affordable housing brings renewed interest in defect
litigation
By ERIK PISOR, The Daily Transcript
Friday, June 9, 2006
As some members of the building industry predict a rise in the construction of attac
meeting the demand for affordable or work force housing , discussions have incre
construction defect litigation (COL} reform .
This was the topic of a group discussion recently held as part of a University of San Diegq J3urnham-Moores
Workforce Housing Symposium.
By the early 2000s, condominium construction was at a virtual standstill, mostly because of a blizzard of
construction defect suits. ·
In 2003, the California Legislature attempted to jumpstart that segment of the housing industry by passing bill
"SB 800," designed to reform construction defect litigation and protect builders from lawsuits. The measure
established a mandatory procedure prior to the filing of a construction defect lawsuit.
The procedure gives the builder with a right to attempt to repair the defect prior to litigation, inspections and
mediation. The bill also states that if the builder fails to follow any of the procedures, the homeowner is entitled to
proceed filing an action.
There is a 10-year statute of limitations for construction defect actions, and builders are required to supply
homeowners with a minimum one-year express warranty covering the fit and finish of certain building
components.
While these standards have been laid down, industry insiders still see areas for reform as COL still hinders a
builder's ability to build affordable work force housing.
Paul Tryon, CEO of the San Diego Building Industry Association, said the cost of getting a project insured, if a
builder can get it insured, has reached a level that, when combined with land costs, makes it unfeasible for a
builder to develop 30 units on an acre.
·
"I don't know how some of the projects are doing it," Tryon commented.
The reason for the high cost of insurance is directly related to the amount of past CDL; insurers are weary of
providing coverage for projects that are similar in scope to past projects that were taken to court for defects.
"I feel the insurance industry has been completely absent from trying to solve the problem," said Greg Colgate ,
president of California Tile Co.
One solution, according to Marc Kaplan , president of Aspen Insurance Brokerage, is to inform insurance
companies and the public, through public relations efforts, that builders are building better quality homes and
complying with building codes .
Another solution in obtaining insurance on a project is for builders to inform insurers that they will have a thirdparty inspector on the job site to ensure all work is up to code.
Obtaining a third-party inspector is also one way to avoid a lawsuit from a homeowners association, as an
attorney will likely look to take to court a project that didn't have an inspector, according to Steve Grimes, director
of client services for Roel Consulting Group; a division of Roel Construction.
"They have to win to get paid. They don't want to spend money with the threat of losing," Grimes said . "Builders
have to see that as a means to stay out of trouble"
The legal community around the construction industry is also seen as another hurdle. Those within that industry
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are hesitant to support CDL reform, since it will mean fewer cases for them .
According to Colgate, attorneys seem to be dismissing the obstacles that SB 800 should put in their way.
"What that makes me think this is they're still allowed to do too much ," Colgate said , adding the solution to this is
limiting what attorneys can do to solicit homeowners for potential lawsuits against builders. In addition, he said
there should be laws regarding attorney disclosure to homeowners associations, which would result in greater
homeowner awareness.
One result of past construction defect cases is that some builders, feariag possible litigation, overbuild their
project. Kaplan cited an example where a company laid too thick a slab of concrete , which unnecessarily
increased the company's project costs .
Increased costs (resulting from overbuilding , hiring third-party inspectors and other costs of compliance)
eventually equate to more expensive housing .
Combine this with the fact that condo conversions -- one type of housing industry that insiders believe is a means
to affordable housing - have limited or no protection under SB 800 . This may explain why providing affordable
units in the future will be difficult.
Along with suggesting SB 800 be revised to include condo conversions, Tryon also proposed revising the special
master system , which allows the homeowners association and builder to hire a mediator (usually an ex-judge)
prior to a lawsuit being filed .
Regardless of what type of reform needs to be taken , all in attendance agreed that implementing these solutions
to protect builders from CDL should be done through state legislation and industry organizations.
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An Old Formula That Points to New Worry
By MARK HULBERT

BAD news, stock investors: the market is likely to underperform garden-variety money market funds through the
end of next year.
That gloomy forecast comes from a market-timing model that, while not perfect, has had an impressive track
record over the long run.
The model arose from research conducted some 15 years ago by William Reichenstein, a professor of investments
at Baylor University, and Steven P. Rich, a finance professor there. They reported their results in an article in the
summer 1993 issue of The Journal of Portfolio Management.
The model is quite simple, especially when compared with many econometric models. It has just three
ingredients: the stock market's dividend yield, the interest rate on 90-day Treasury bills and the median of
projections from analysts at Value Line, the investment research firm, of how much the 1,700 stocks they monitor
will appreciate over the next three to five years. The first two numbers are readily available at many financial Web
sites, and the third is published weekly in the Value Line Investment Survey. The formula for combining the three
pieces of data can be easily figured with a spreadsheet program or a calculator.
Despite the model's simplicity, the professors found in back testing over the period from 1968 through 1989 that
its periodic readings had done an impressive job of forecasting the stock market's gains and losses over the
subsequent six calendar quarters.
To be sure, the model has had a mixed record in the 13 years since their study appeared. Though the model has
performed well in the current decade, its record in the 199o's was poor. Through much of that decade, it projected
below-average performance for the stock market, thereby greatly underestimating equities' actual returns.
The model's failure in the 199o's, however, may be the exception that proves the rule. In an interview, Professor
Reichenstein contended that the stock market's outsized returns in that decade were in large part attributable to
investor "irrationality," and that the model should therefore not be faulted for failing to forecast them. The model
aims to forecast what the market's level would be if investors were rational, and "no model built on rational
pricing is able to explain irrational behavior," he said.
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A study by The Hulbert Financial Digest provides further support for the notion that the model's failure during the
199o's was an anomaly. The study focused on its performance from 1968 through 2006 - a period that includes
the 22 years covered in the professors' original study and the 17 years since. Even after the incorrect forecasts in
the 199o's are taken into account, the model's overall record is good enough to be statistically meaningful and not
likely to be mere luck.
So what does the model say about the current state of the stock market? Unfortunately, the message is pessimistic.
In fact, it has been more bearish only 15 percent of the time since 1968. Specifically, it projects that the total
return of the Standard & Poor's 500-stock index over the next six quarters will be one percentage point below that
of riskless 90-day Treasury bills. Because those bills, at current rates, are to produce a 7.5 percent return over the
next six quarters, that would mean a total S.& P.500 return of around 6.5 percent - equal to about 4 percent,
annualized.
Professor Reichenstein emphasized that because so many factors would influence the stock market over th
six quarters, we should not place too much weight on the exact number of his model's forecast. But, based
current low reading, he said, he is confident in forecasting that the-stock market's return from now to the
next year will be "well below average."
ONE investment adviser who bases his market timing in part on this model is Dan Seiver, who publish
newsletter called the PAD System Report; he is also an emeritus professor of economics at Miami Univ
Ohio and is now a visiting professor of economics and finance at San Diego State University and the University of

San Die~~- Professor Seiver writes that the model's recent level "matches the reading for the second quarter of
1987 (before the crash), and is fairly close to the reading for the fourth quarter of 1968 (before a six-year
punishing bear market)."
He also points out that the model's current reading is far lower than it was at the beginning of bull markets. In the
second half of 1982, for example, before the great bull market of the 1980 s, it projected a six-quarter equity return
1

that was 15 percentage points higher than today's forecast. The projection from late 1974 was more than 30
percentage points higher than today's.
''You can draw your own conclusions, but these numbers make us very afraid," Professor Seiver writes. "Expect
weakness or worse over the next year."
Mark Hulbert is editor of The Hulbert Financial Digest, a service of MarketWatch. E-mail:
strategy @nytimes.com.
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Journal
Time & Money
Is bankruptcy inevitable for San Diego? Our new mayor
promises a valiant effort to avert it, but we may already be too
far gone.
l

~

!£By Ron Donoho

I

THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO had deferred maintenance needs in 2003-repair of
potholes, sidewalks, storm drains and the like-totaling $372 million. Ah, the good old days.

This year, costs have likely soared above $400 million . No money has been spent on the
deferred maintenance since 2003 . We're near broke, remember? Next time your car thumps
through a road crater, shake up and smell the city's red ink.
"It's a very real problem," says new District 2 City Councilman Kevin Faulconer. "It's
noticeable on city streets. Especially in my district, it's some of the worst I've ever seen."
When the city's money problems first went public, the "Enron-by-the-Sea" name-calling was
an embarrassing black eye. Even Jay Leno poked fun at our political plight. Not so funny. But
hey, our weather is still great ... right?
Only now, the multi-billion-dollar pension deficit is hitting us where we live. The mayor's
budget-which must be approved by June 30 to go into effect July 1-aims to spend just $11
million, possibly less, on some patchwork city maintenance. In 2003, it was estimated we
needed $143 million for storm drains alone, and another $165 million for streets.
Say this loudly: Sanders did not create this problem . But tossing $11 million at our very
apparent maintenance problems is dusting the chandeliers while the Titanic sinks. Still, some
city councilmembers express amazement and joy that Sanders came up with so much money,
given our fiscal plight.
·
Cut to the Chargers. In April, Mayor Jerry Sanders plainly announced: "The city ... has far
greater financial and resource priorities than providing the Chargers with a new stadium."
The team's most recent stadium proposal called for no public expenditure- though it did cali
for city land to be given to Chargers' ownership, for mixed-use development. Giving away city
property is certainly an expenditure of sorts. But the Chargers claimed the deal would
eventually begin to make money for the city.
That's not to be argued here. What should be noted, though, is the Chargers' claim they
couldn't get a development partner for a new stadium/mixed-use project at the Qualcomm
Stadium site. Partnering with a developer would have begun the process of getting a stadium
initiative on the November ballot. It's too late now.
Developers were wary of the political situation in San Diego, says Chargers spokesman Mark
Fabiani. They didn't want to enter into contracts that might be voided if the city declared
bankruptcy, he says.
So outside business interests and Mayor Sanders have decided the city's current shaky
financial situation is not conducive to large-scale business deals. Great. At least everybody
agrees. (The Chargers are now allowed to look at other sites in San Diego County, to keep the
team as a regional asset. Whether that's achievable, again, is not to be debated here .)
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The point is, the Chargers are now at higher risk of moving. Some cite Sanders' decision as
necessary, but a death knell. (Again, not a knell to be charged to Sanders.) Fabiani, who
historically resists suggesting the Chargers might bolt, surprises me . "Yes," he says, "the city
is at great risk to lose the Chargers. Not the region, but the city."
Some people don 't believe any dictates from the Chargers. Some believe the team will be
wooed away . Maybe you love the team, or maybe you'd rather plant petunias on fall Sundays .
But if you take Fabiani at his word-that developers stayed away because of the political
climate-the folks lining up to take the blame become the politicians who could n't control the
budget .
By the way, how's your tan?
THE WHEELS OF THE CITY are on the precipice, says Alan Gin.

"This was always looming," he says. " If you run deficits, it'll eventua l!
have such an anti-tax atmosphere in San Diego. This is a problem t ha
Gin is an associate professor of economics at the University of San Diego1• He's been a widely
quoted observer of the local economy since 1988. "The city can't continue to push hard
solutions into the future," he says, referring to Sanders' call for issuing "pension obligation
bonds" to cut the deficit. Pension obligation bonds are loosely defined by some as credit cards
used to pay off other credit cards.
Interestingly, says Gin, the local economy is still strong-despite the political malaise. But he
concedes the political situation could eventually affect the economy, including the real estate
market.
"It hasn't at this point-there are other factors affecting housing right now," Gin says. "It
could be possible, though, that people and businesses wouldn't want to move to San Diego
because it was a city with a problem. I won't say this would have a big impact. But it could be
one more negative to add to the equation."
So is the city a step closer to bankruptcy?
Gin is on the fence about bankruptcy being the best fix. "But one way or another, I don't think
it's politically viable," he says . "It'd be a black eye for the city, and it'd mean a loss of faith in
civic officials. There 's too much stigma carried with it for the politicians."
"I DIDN'T RUN FOR THIS OFFICE to declare bankruptcy," says Councilman Faulconer. He
also doesn't believe the city should raise taxes. "We shouldn't throw more money at City Hall.
Let's do a top-down review. Let's utilize city property better and do things with transparency."

That, says mayoral spokesman Fred Sainz, is what Sanders is doing.
"Look, we've been in office for five months," says Sainz. "These problems, like deferred
maintenance, have been around for 10 years or more. We 've been in the same Chargers
situation for three years. What's happening now is that we have a mayor that's willing to whip
up the hornets' nest while looking for credible solutions."
Sainz defends the mayor's choice to seek pension obligation bonds-if not in this budget, later
in the fiscal year. "We are not mortgaging our children's future with POBs," he says. "It's more
about refinancing our debt. If you don't believe in POBs, then you don't believe in investing in
the real estate market."
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And bankruptcy, says Sainz, is not on the mayor's radar-now. "It would be a very last
option," says Sainz. "But it has no merit now . It wouldn't make good business sense . We don't
have a cash-flow problem . And bankruptcy doesn't make the pension debt go away. The
downsides to bankruptcy are significantly greater."
REMEMBER PAT SHEA? His wife, Diann Shipione, was the whistle-blower on the pension
board who brought the deficit to light. Shea ran for mayor and didn't make it out of the most
recent primary. His platform was anchored in the notion that bankruptcy is the quickest and
most efficient way to right the ship .

Shea believes the city is wasting time with Band -aid solutions-like putting $100 million from
tobacco settlements into the pension system-on a King Kong-size problem . "We should have
stopped and restructured when we still had assets," he says. "Selling liquid assets and
capitalizing other money streams will delay the inevitable, but it won't divert the inevitable.
"The problem we have is systemic. We have promised a benefits package [to city workers]
that's not doable. Even if $2 billion fell from the sky right now, we'd still have a problem."
Shea is an attorney. He's a high-profile lawyer who assisted in Orange County's 1994
bankruptcy filing. It's a strong possibility he'd be involved in-and profit from-a San Diego
filing.
I bring this to his attention . "Look, if you have cancer, you go to a cancer doctor," says Shea.
"If he tells you, 'Yes, you have cancer,' do you suspect his motives because you'll have to pay
him money for the cure? Do you just hang out, and see what happens?"
Orange County's problem, says Shea, came abruptly. Bad investments drained that county's
coffers in months. "It's different with San Diego," he says. "Money was promised [to
pensioners] that was never there. It's taken years to stretch to where we are. It almost would
have been better for an abrupt situation to have happened in San Diego."
Why?
"Because people react to a crisis," says Shea. "Unfortunately, structural and financial problems
are not best addressed in crisis mode. And governments aren't like most people or
companies-govern ments react to crises. They wait for the sewer pipes to burst, or a fire to
occur, and then they look for the solution."
The citizens don't seem too alarmed either, opines Shea. "You can't save people who don't
want to be saved," he says. "I've tried to communicate this message. But people just want to
go to the beach and expect fairy dust to fix the problem.
"I'm hopeful, but this is depressing. Look what hoops we're going through just to get this
year's budget passed. We care more about how we'd be perceived [if the city filed for
bankruptcy], I think, than being a well-run city."
Businessman and activist Dan Shea (no relation to Pat Shea) believes bankruptcy for the city
is almost inevitable.
"It's because of the way our city conducts business," he says. "Politicians won't make logical
decisions. Sanders is trying. He's an honest man. But politics is insidious."
Smart people can have divergent points of view. Chasing down the right answer for San Diego
can be a circular endeavor.
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Most of us would be loath to file for personal bankruptcy. It's embarrassing and stigmatizing.
But if you can't pay for food, shelter and gas; can't fix the holes in your driveway, the house
has become an eyesore, and Visa and American Express are calling daily; if your last lottery
ticket missed by a mile . .. you might have to bite your lip and reorganize .
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Renting in
San Diego:
The Last
Good Buy?
San Diego
Search San Diego Magazine
renters may
not have
equity in their
homes, but
they're
getting a deal
in other ways
By Rich Acello

THOUGH COMMONLY regarded as the lessdesirable way to acquire housing, renting does
have its advantages. If the roof leaks, a renter calls
the landlord, not the contractor or a repair service .
Renters don't pay property taxes, insurance or
homeowner-association fees. If an Otay Mesa
renter's job moves to Carlsbad, the renter is free to
move with it and avoid hour- long commutes. A
renter doesn't own his or her home-but he or she
doesn't owe a 30 -year interest-bearing note,
either.

Renters might have missed out on the Southern
California equity bonanza, but a homeowner who
sells a primary residence here has two options: Buy
another San Diego property-which will, in all
likelihood, be more expensive-or take a one-time
" cash out" in a less-expensive ZIP code . Des
Moines or Buffalo, anyone?
Good news: Compared to rents in comparable
California cities, San Diego rentals are a bargain .
Accord ing to the most recent survey conducted by
the San Diego County Apartment Association
(SDCAA), the average rental rate for a studio
apartment in San Diego County is $721 ; for a onebedroom, $860; for a two -bedroom, $1,107; and
for three or more bedrooms, $ 1,565 . In the city,
average prices are slightly higher. Compare the
average three- plus-bedroom city rental rate of
$1,686 to the $2,800 -and -up monthly mortgage
payment (30 -year fixed) for a median -price San
Diego home of about $500,000 (after 10 percent
down).
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Diego County residents by 2020, housing of any
kind should be at a premium. Since there's not
enough land to accommodate single-family homes
for that many people, the Apartment Association
says multi-family housing will be in demand,
preferably along transportation corridors and close
to jobs and shopping.
Nevin, however, points out there's very little new
apartment construction on the drawing boards.
"The numbers don't work," he says . "To make a
rental project work today, you'd need rents on the
order of $2,500 a month." That will eventually
happen, he says, before there's much new
construction. "It's Econ 101," Nevin says. "When
rents somewhat parallel what they would be with
new construction, there will be an incentive to
build."
The economist would also like to see San Diego
become a little more like its northern neighbor.
"For a county of our size, we have a dismal supply
of quality rentals," Nevin says. "In Orange County,
which is the same size in terms of population, they
have an amazingly good supply of quality
apartments, due to savvy developers like The
Irvine Company and Sares Regis."
It's one thing to make a choice to rent rather than
own, but some economists say the high cost of
living, combined with wages that can't keep up, is
creating a "rental class" here.
"San Diego has the second-worst income-to-costof-living ratio among metropolitan areas in the
state, behind only San Francisco, and it's due to
the high cost of housing, both for sales and
rentals," says Alan Gin, associate professo of
economics at the Unjyersjty of San Diei;ic:. "..-....-~
not talking about students, but working people who
can't afford to buy homes-teachers, firemen and
policemen."
On June 8, USD's Burnham Moores Center for Real
Estate (619-260-2256) holds a Workforce Housing
Symposium to explore options for those who, as
Gin says, "were previously considered middle class
and can't afford to buy houses here."

© 2006 San Diego Magazine
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New Home Construction Slows
As San Diego home builders confront a softening real estate market, they are
canceling and delaying new developments -- a trend that experts say could have
ripple effects for the local economy.
By WILL CARLESS Voice Staff Writer
Tuesday, June 6, 2006 9:39 PM PDT
Wednesday, June 7, 2006 I As the number of homes for sale in San Diego County continues to
escalate and sales levels remain stagnate, the county's builders have begun to slow the once-rampant
pace of new home construction.
Some of the largest construction companies building on San Diego's outskirts and in its core have
begun to reduce the number of homes they are constructing at any time, a trend that could impact a
regional economy that has thrived with the help of the booming real estate and construction
industries. Countywide, 2,836 residential building permits were issued in the first quarter of 2006,
compared to 4,818 in the same period last year -- a 41-percent aecrease.
"Some of the consumers have held off a little bit, and as a result, homebuilders are mirroring that
and slowing their process down," said Paul Tryon, CEO of the Building Industry Association in San
Diego.
Tryon said builders are not likely to cancel projects altogether and sell off any land for reduced prices
because land is so scarce and so valuable in San Diego. Rather, companies will continue building at a
slower, more measured pace, he said.
That's the approach Paul Barnes, president of the San Diego division of Shea Homes, said his
company will be taking. Barnes said some Shea projects have been tremendously successful but
others have seen slower sales. Barnes said his company has slowed production in projects that have
seen slow sales, though he didn't offer details on specific projects.
Barnes said slowing production doesn't mean th.at each day carpenters hammer fewer nails or
bricklayers lay fewer bricks. It means that project managers do not rush to produce their maximum
potential number of properties, opting instead to build fewer homes in the same time period.
"A year and a half ago, you may have built to the point where you'd be delivering, say, 72 home
year and now maybe you've cut that back to 50," he said.
However, the new trend does mean less demand for construction workers and tradesmen.
That's a real concern for Tryon, who said builders can sustain a slowing demand for a whil
in the long term. Tryon also said some local builders who have bought up overvalued prop
recent months may struggle to turn those projects into profits in the softer real estate mar
The slowdown in construction also worries Alan Gin, a professor of economics at the University of
.~an Diego's Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate.
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"A large portion of the job growth that we've had over the last several years has been real estaterelated, so there's concern that as things slow, a large part of that job growth could be taken away,"
Gin said.
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Gin cautioned that a slowing of the residential construction sector could have many ripple effects for
the local economy. As new homes are built in the county, he said, people move into them from older
properties. Those older properties then go on the market and are picked up by other homebuyers in
the area. At every step in the real estate chain, there are several players, from mortgage brokers to
interior decorators, who stand to lose from a decrease in new construction.
"[New residential] construction sets off a cycle where everybody is moving up in the housing market.
Without these new developments, there's going to be less of that going on," he said.
Gin said there has been some shift from residential construction to commercial construction, which
will help the industry to continue ticking.
The value of commercial construction permits has increased notably since 2005. That doesn't do
much for the thousands of Realtors and mortgage brokers in San Diego who buy and sell residential
real estate, however. In addition, Chris Thornberg, a senior economist at the University of California,
Los Angeles Anderson Forecast, cautioned against reading too much into commercial building
permit application statistics.
Commercial building permits, unlike residential permits, are measured in dollar amounts, not simply
in the total number of permits issued. Because construction costs have skyrocketed in the last few
years, Thornberg said, the same amount of construction now costs much more than it did a couple of
years ago, so while more money is being spent on permits, there's not necessarily that much more
building going on.
"It's clearly up, but we're talking just the last couple of quarters and I'd be careful to read too much
into it," Thornberg said. "In general, residential is much more labor-intensive than commercial, so is
it enough to make up the difference? I don't think so."

Please contact Will Carless directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Residential Building Penn It Appllcatlons In San Diego
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Job growth for May reverses April slump
Building, manufacturing among top contributors
By Dean Calbreath
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

June 17, 2006

A rebound in construction and manufacturing employment as well as strong growth at schools and hospitals
helped California employers add 14,800 workers to their payrolls last month.
While the numbers weren't strong, they put the state into a relatively healthy employment position heading
into summer, economists and employment analysts said. They are also a healthy contrast to April's figures,
which showed a decline of 4,800 jobs.
"The state figures aren't bad," said Esmael Adibi, director of the Anderson Center for Economic Research at
Chapman University in Orange. "Job creation is slowing down, but it's still running at a pretty good growth
rate. "
Adibi noted that year-over-year employment growth has averaged 1.6 percent since the beginning of the
year, only slightly slower than last year's 1.8 percent. In comparison, the labor force is growing at 1.3 percent.
In seasonally adjusted terms, the hiring spurt was led by educational and health services, which added 5,300
workers statewide last month.
Construction companies added 3,700 jobs; telecommunications, 3,100; and the long-declining
manufacturing sector 2,000. Other categories showed less growth. And leisure and hospitality firms shed
3,2oojobs.
"Year over year, leisure and hospitality is still up more than 5,000 jobs compared to last year," Adibi said.
"It's a very strong sector, although the quality of the jobs is relatively low."
On the other hand, he noted, the manufacturing industry continues to deteriorate despite its recent growth
spurt. And professional and scientific job growth has slowed substantially over the past year, "which is too
bad, because those are pretty good paying jobs," Adibi said.
The unemployment rate in California inched up from 4.9 percent to 5.0 percent, compared with 5.2 percent
nationwide. San Diego County's unemployment rate - which is not adjusted for seasonal fluctuations dipped from 4.1 percent to 3.7 percent, thanks to a surge in summer-related jobs.
San Diego employers added 5,300 jobs last month, including 3,100 jobs in construction and 1,300 in leisure
and hospitality, mostly related to the oncoming vacation season.
"There are seasonal factors that are driving the current numbers," said Cheryl Mason, who oversees San
Diego and Imperial counties for the California Employment Development Department. "This is a period of
time when we start to see leisure and retail expanding through the summer months, and then they start to
decline a little bit."
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Alan Gin, an economist at the University of San Diego, worried that much of the job growth came from lowpaying work in the hospitality rndustry as well as con
·on and finance jobs that could be vulnerable to a
slowdown in real estate.
"About 30 percent of job growth last month was related to r
in the real estate market, I question how long that is going to be

' in said. "With the current softness
ustained."

According to the latest figures from DataQuick, overall median home prices in San Diego County have
increased only 0-4 percent over the past year. During May, the median sales price slid 3 percent to
$490,000.
"Builders are cutting their prices because they're not getting buyers," Gin said. "Unlike existing homeowners,
they can't afford to wait for prices to improve, so they're more anxious about cutting their prices. All of this
signals that we're in a definite slowing situation and down a little bit in some areas."
Adibi noted that statewide, growth in construction jobs has declined substantially. In January, construction
work was growing at an 8.8 percent rate, but it is now growing at 2.9 percent, largely fueled by office
construction rather than residential developments.
"Down the road, toward the end of this year or beginning of 2007, weakness will be more prevalent, with job
losses in construction and financial activity," he said.
Despite the caveats, a survey by Spherion Corp., an employment firm, shows that workers have growing
confidence in the strength of the state's job market.
Spherion's California Employee Confidence Index in May reached its highest level in the past year, rising 6.2
points to 62.8 points. The poll, conducted by Harris Interactive, shows that 26 percent of California workers
believe the economy is getting stronger, up six percentage points from April. In addition, 32 percent of
workers believe more jobs are available, a nine percentage point jump from the previous month.
"The interesting trend in California this month is that with continued job creation and lower unemployment
rates, more workers are now realizing that they are gaining the upper hand in the job market," said Ralph
Henderson, senior vice president of the Western division of Spherion.
On the other hand, a survey by Manpower Inc. in San Diego suggests that in the next three months, hiring
may be slower than it has been over the past quarter.
From July to September, 45 percent of the companies interviewed plan to hire more employees, compared
with 53 percent that had similar intentions three months ago and 57 percent that were planning to bring on
new employees last year at this time, according to the Manpower survey.
"San Diego area employers have weaker hiring intentions than in the second quarter," said Phil Blair,
president of Manpower's operations in San Diego County. "Employers are also less positive about hiring than
they were a year ago. "
•Dean Calbreath: (619) 293-1891; dean.calbreath@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.sig nonsandiego.com/news/business/20060617-9999-1 b1 ?jobs.html
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Prices take
spring slide
.

Other indicators point to housing market
that has weakened somewhat after boom
By Rover M. Showley
STAFF WRITER

San Diego County housing prices
took their biggest-ever spring stumble last month as the median sales
price fell to $490,000, down $15,000
fr
e previous month.
median price was just $2,000
higher than it had been a year earlier
and was dowi 5 percent from the
record level of $518,000 it reached in
November, according to DataQuick
Information Systems.
Meanwhile, other indicators also
pointed to a market that has weakened considerably after the region's
lengthy real estate boom. Sales were
down for the 23rd straight month,
days on the market stood at two

months and inventories of unsold
homes topped 19,800, a 7.1-month
supply.
The decline in prices was cone
trated in new housing, a histori
volatile category. For newly
homes, condos and condo
sions, the median drop
$495,500 in April to $424,
the second largest drop ·
gory since DataQuick
cord keeping in 1988.
$104,000 drop from D
er.
Universit.tof San Diefio economist
Alai\ Gm said the su ~n decline
probably reflects builders' discounts
on asking prices and similar reductions at the many apartment comSEE

Houslnt, CS

plexes that have been convertAmong s1gruncant aecreases
ed to condominiums.
in the new category was a 60.3
By contrast, DataQuick said percent drop in Rancho Bernarresale house prices actually do's 92127 ZIP code area,
rose to a new record of where prices dropped from a
$569,500 last month, up $14,500 median $1.2 million on 29
from April and up $19,500 from homes in May 2005 to $491,250
May 2005. Resale condos rose on 66 homes this May.
$2,000 from April to $397,000,
On one cul-de-sac in 4S
just shy of the all-time record of Ranch, located in that ZIP code,
$400,000 set in March.
seven of the 13 homes are on
On a neighborhood-by- the market, all priced at $1 milneighborhood basis, Data- lion or more.
Quick figures showed that 51
Homeowner Jennifer Harpar~as had higher overall prices er, whose 4,432-square-foot
a year ago, while 36 were house is on the market for
.., .,er. Among the significant in- $1.25 million, said her husband,
creases in the single-family-re- Jim, an air traffic controller, has
sale category was 66.8 percent a job transfer opportunity in
in La~ ~ __,,,,...., $2.4 million Denver.
on 2 4 8
.8 percent in
Po,w,rv-.n~.,,.....~~,500 on 50 re-

sales.

Six for-sale signs were seen yesterday on Palomino Valley Place
In 4S Ranch. A nearby street held two more sale signs. County
sales were down again In May. KC.Alfred/ Union-Tribune

ay housing prices
May'05

Aprll '06
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------·--Resale condos
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$555,000

___ ___
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"
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$488,000

Mly'06
$569,500
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$395,000
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3.6%
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-4.4%

$490,000
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2,030

2,081
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3,705
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Resale houses
Resale condos
New homes
All combined

2,649
1,173
1,319
5,141
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"If our house sells for what
we want, we're going to go,"
she said. "And if it doesn't,
we're going to stay here because we actually love 4S
Ranch. But we just can't pass
up an opportunity to move
somewhere different"
Her agent, Scott Voak of
Century 21-Paradigm, said it is
simply a coincidence that half
the block is selling - some to
move up to even more expensive homes in the area, others
to take new jobs elsewhere.
One challenge in completing
sales is that buyers often need
to first sell the" previous home.

1,162
4,217

-21.4%

-----17.0%
--11.9%

-18.0%
UNION· TRIBUNE

.Adam Strom of Prudential CaliforRia Realty is juggling that
situation in a pair of listings in
Mission Hills and North Park.
A couple in Mission Hills
wants to move east but can't
until their buyers, a couple in
North Park, sells theirs.
"We were a little apprehensive and saw a lot of homes on
the market," said Mara Conner,
who with husband Fabio Tucci
wants to move to Mission Hills
for better schools for their two
preschoolers. "But we've been
on the market 21/2 weeks now
and had showings almost every
day. We've had positive feedb_ack and are waiting for a good

"Offer."

► HOUSING

CONTINUED FROM PAGE C1

Industry looks
for ways to give
a positive spin

AlthoucJh Michael and Sarab Lopes haven't yet sold their
El Cajon condo, they say they're happy
with their new real estate agent. Jim &ird I Union-Tribun
e

In El Cajon, Michael Lopes

and his wife, Sarah, put their

1,147-square-foot town house
on the marke t in Octob er and
had no offers. Then they hired
Calvin Goad of Re/M ax Associates last month , cut the asking
price from $380,000 to $348,000
as he sugge sted and now are
gettin g intere st
"He's terrific - he's generated a lot of activity," Lopes said
of Goad.
Indust ry leader s are grasping for ways to give a positive
spin to the trends . Leslie Appleton-Young, chief econo mist for
the Californi~ Association of
Realtors, said she no longe r
uses the term "soft landing" to

descri be the slowdown in sales
and softening prices.
"I'm search ing for a new
monik er," she said.
Charle s Jolly, presid ent of
the San Diego Association of
Realtors, said comin g on top of
record sales and prices, the current San Diego marke t canno t
help but seem slow by comparison.
"We're just back to a normal
market," he said.
Horac e Hogan, presid ent of
the Building Indust ry Association of San Diego County, said
builders are cutting back on
building new homes .
''You have to think of the
long-term and short-term objectives," he said. "Builders are
currently respon ding to the fact
that highe r intere st rates have
slowed the pace of sales activity."

If they continued building at
a quick er pace, he said, builders would lose money becau se
of the amou nt they have spent
already on land and materials.
More supply, partic ularly in
lower-priced multifamily developme nts, requi res land-u se
chang es that affect long-term
supply, he explained.
Gin, the USD econo mist,
said he would call the presen t
marke t a "plateau," following
the proverbial "soft landing."
'Ther e are two questions,"
he said. "Are we going to fall
over the cliff or if we don't, how
long is the plateau going to be.
I'm not in the 'crash ' category. I
see things relatively flat for the
next couple of years at least"
RCH)er M. Showley: (619)
293-1286;
roger.showley@uniontrib.com
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Optimer Pharmaceuticals Names John D. Prunty Chief Financial
Officer
BIOWIRE2K
SAN DIEGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--June 14, 2006--Optimer Pharmaceuticals, Inc. has appointed John
D. Prunty, C.P.A., as the company's Chief Financial Officer and Vice President of Finance.
"We are very fortunate to have someone of John's caliber joining Optimer," said Michael N. Chang,
CEO and President of Optimer. "With his strong finance and accounting background , he is a great
addition to the Optimer team ."
John Prunty joins Optimer with over 20 years of senior management experience in finance,
accounting, public offerings, mergers and acquisitions, and SEC accounting and reporting. Prior to
joining Optimer, he was the Chief Financial Officer, Vice President of Finance, and the Corporate
Secretary at Maxim Pharmaceuticals, Inc., where he served for over five years as a finance executi
He also served as Senior Director of Finance and the Corporate Controller for Gen-Probe
Incorporated and held senior level finance positions at I-Bus, a Division of Maxwell Technologies
John began his career as an auditor at Ernst & Young, LLP, where he spent seven years in publi
accounting . He is a certified public accountant and received a B.B.A. from the University of San Diego
and a M.S. in Management from San Diego State University.
Optimer Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a privately held biopharmaceutical company based in San Diego, CA,
is focused on the development and global commercialization of anti-infective products for the
treatment of serious infections. The Company also specializes in using its proprietary synthetic glycolchemistry technology for drug discovery. More information can be found at www.optimerpharma.com
Contacts

Optimer Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Christina Donaghy, 858- 909-0736
cdona h y_@.QQtimergharma .com
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Guess names new CFO
Los Angeles Business from bizjournals - 8:13 AM PDT Wed nesday

Guess? Inc. named Dennis R. Secor the company's senior vice president and chief financial officer,
effective July 5, the company announced Wednesday.
Secor, 43, will be responsible for all the company's corporate financial operations, r
banking and investor relations.
He previously was the vice president and chief financial officer of the Cana
Electronic Arts Inc. since 2004. He also was the controller and ultimate!
finance at Callaway Golf Co. (NYSE: ELY).
·
He has a bachelor's degree in accounting from the University of San Diego and is a certified public
accountant.
Los Angeles-based Guess? Inc. (NYSE: GES) designs, markets, distributes and licenses apparel
and accessories. The company owns and operates 319 retail stores in the United States and
Canada.
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New President at McCormick Land Co.
By Kitsa p Sun Staff
June 11, 2006

PORT ORCHARD
McCormick Land Co ., deve loper of the McC
ormick Woods comm unity near Port Orch
ard, has a new presi dent.
He is Seat tle nativ e Doug Skro but, who form
erly served as vice pres ident for Finance
and Deve lopm ent for the
comp any, which was found ed in 1960 .
"The legacy of McCormick Land Com pany
is described in its name - the land, " said
Skro but. "Com pany
foun ders assembled 6,00 0 acres of prim e
real estat e in Kitsap Coun ty and spen t years
caref ully plann ing and
deve lopin g porti ons of the prop erty. Toda
y, dema nd for new home s is grow ing in Kitsa
p Coun ty and our
comp any is respo nding to that dema nd.
I look forwa rd to build ing on the legacy of
a grea t comp any, and
being part of a new era for both our comp
any and the Kitsap Peninsula."
Foun der C.E. McCormick assembled the comp
any's land holdi ngs in the 1920 s and 30s.
The McCormick Woods
comm unity , a 1,30 0-ac re mast er planned
golf course comm unity , was creat ed on a
porti on of the comp any's
land, and new neigh borh oods and homes
are unde r deve lopm ent in the comm unity
.
Anot her 1,20 0-acre parcel of the McCormicK
holdi ngs adjac ent to McCormick Woods was
sold to Kitsap Coun ty
for a coun ty park.
McCormick Land Co. recen tly form ed a partn
ershi p with Gran ite Land Co., a subs idiary
of Gran ite
Cons truct ion, which is an NYSE-traded comp
any and a mem ber of the S&P 400 Inde x.
The partn er
inclu des McCormick Woods and surro undin
g prop ertie s total ing appr oxim ately 4,00
0 home sites
villag e cente r. McCormick Land Co. serve
s as oper ating partn er.
Linda Niebanck, longt ime presi dent, is leavi
ng the comp any's empl oy but will conti nue
·
assis t with long- rang e plann ing, mark eting
and home owne rs' association relati ons.
Skro but holds an unde rgrad uate degr ee
in acco untin g from the Univ ersity of San
Diego. an d an MBA from the
Univ ersity of Sout hern Calif ornia . He lives
in Seat tle with his wife Ann and their three
child ren .
Copy right 2006 , kitsa psun .com . All Rights
Reserved.
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HOUSING

The Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate at USD will host a Thursday
(June 8) symposium on how to fill the gap for middle-class workers who are not
eligible for affordable housing programs but are being priced out of the housing
market. Lou Galuppo, director of residential real estate for the center, says only
12 percent to 15 percent of most households could afford to buy in the current
market without having substantial equity from an existing home. The symposium
will be from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in USD's Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace &
Justice.
Conference participants from the public and private sector, including planners,
elected officials, lenders and builders, along with housing advocacy groups, will
discuss possible changes in environmental laws, federal and state income tax
deductions, financing for new infrastructure, construction defect legislation, and
smart growth policies that could make housing more affordable. The results will
be compiled into proposals to present to local, state and national elected officials,
along with housing advocacy groups. Workshops will take place from 9:45 to
11 :45 a.m.

Keynote speakers are Robert F. Adelizzi, chair of the Monterra Corp., and
Bradford Blash, director of equity and mezzanine investments for Fannie Mae.
For more information visit usdrealestate.com.
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THURSDAY, JUN 8- SYMPOSIUM
2006 WORKFORCE HOUSING SYMPOSIUM

Keynote speakers include Robert Adelizzi, Mon
Blash, Fannie Mae; and Sherm Harmer, Urban Ho

SPONSORED BY THE SAN DIEGO DAILY TRr<nr.-n-:nlPT Organiz
ation:
Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate Us,) Information:
Kristen
Korbacher 619-260-4231 Kristen5@sandiego .edu Cost: $35.00
When:
Hours: 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM Where: USO, Institute For Peace
& Justice,
5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, 92110, Venue Phone - (619) 260-761
9
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THURSDAY, JUNE 8
WORKFORCE HOUSING SYMPOSIUM

The Burnham-Moores Center for R~I Estate
will host the 2006 Workforce Housing Symposium.
Attendees can choose from six topics to discuss in
groups.
• 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
• Institute for Peace and Justice. Universily ~ ,
San Djego, 5998 Alaca Park, in San
• Cost: $35
• Call (619) 260-4231 or visit
www.usdrealestate.com
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DNESDAYS,JUNE 7-28
LEGAL COURSE
Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate is offering #Legal Aspects of Real Estate,· a course about
the historical, foundational and fundamental legal
principals regarding legal terminology used in the
real estate business.
• 6 to 9 p.m., every Wednesday
• University of San Diegll). E-~ --""Center, 5998 Alaca Park,
• Cost: $425
• Call (619) 260-4231 or visit
www.usdrealestate .com
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L ESTATE
Legal Aspects of Real
Estate course participant
cal, foundational and find
s will learn about the hist
amental legal principals
used in the real estate
in regards to legal temino oribusiness, and will gain
logy
an understanding of the
tion between real and
property and how our
legal system treats the distinccepts differently . For com
two con plete course schedule or
Organization:
to register visit web add
DB
res
-Moores Centers Info
www,USDAea s e.
rmation: (619) 260-42 s.
31
· No Details Available Wh
9:00 PM 'Nhere: USO
en: Hours: 6:00 PM anc
hes
ter
Con
f. Ci;inter, 5998 Alcala
n Diego, 92110
Park,
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W EDNESDAY, JUN 14 - COURSE
LEGAL ASPECTS OF REAL ESTATE
legal Aspects of Real Estate course participants will learn about the historipll, foundational and findamental legal principals in regards to legal teminology used in the real
estate business, and will gain an understanding of the distinction between real and
property and how our legal system treats the two concepts differently. For complete
course schedule or to register visit web address. Organization: SD urnham-Moores
Centers Information: (619) 260-4231 www,USDRealEstate. o
No Details
· Available When: Hours: 6:00 PM -9:00 PM Where: usritDouglas
er Cont.
Center, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, 92110
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WEDNESDAY, JUN
LEGAL ASPECTS OF REAL ESTATE

Legal Aspects of Real Estate course participants wiH learn about the historical, foundational and findamental legal principals in regards to legal teminology
used in the real estate business. and w ill gain an understanding of the distinction between real and property and how our legal system treats the two concepts differently. For complete course schedule or to register visit web address.
Organization:
urnham-Moores Centers Information: (619) 260-4231
www,USDRe s ate.com Cost: No Details Available When: Hours: 6:00 PM 9:00 PM
SD/Dou@las F. Manchester Conf. Center, 5998 Alcala Park,
San Diego,
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WEDNESDAY, JUN 21 - COURSE
LEGAL AsPECTS OF REAL ESTATE

Legal Aspects of Real Estate course participants will learn about the historical,
foundational and fundamental legal principles iri regard to legal teminology used
in the real
estate business. and will gain an understanding of the distinction between
real and
property and how our legal system treats the two concepts differently. For
a complete
course schedule or to register, visit Web address. Organi zation~
umha~
Moores Centers lnfomllltion: (619) 260-4231 www.USDRealEstate.
No
Details Available VVhen: Hours: 6:00 PM - 9:00 •PM Where: US
s F.
Manchester Cont. Center, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, 92110
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WEDNESDAY, JUN 21 - COURSE
LEGAL ASPECTS OF REAL ESTATE

Legal Aspects of Real Estate course participants will learn
about the historical, foundational imd findamental legal principals in regards
used in the real estate business, and will gain an underst to legal teminology
tion between real and property and how our legal systemanding of the distinccepts differently. For complete course schedule or to registertreats the two conOrganization: USD~Burnham-Moores Centers Information: visit web address .
(619) 260-4231
www,USDReliiEsfal!.com
·
Details Available When: Hours: 6:00 PM 9:00 PM V\lhere: USD/Dou
ester Conf. Center, 5998 Alcala Park,
San Diego, 92110
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WEDNESDAY, J UN 7 - COURSE
LEGAL AsPECTS OF REAL ESTATE

Legal Aspects of Real Estate course participants will learn about the historical,
foundational and findamental legal principals in regards to legal teminology used
in the real estate business, and will gain an understanding of ,he ,distinction
between real and property and how our legal system treats the two concei:its differently. For complete course schedule -or to register visit web address.
Organization;. USD/Burnham-Moores Centers Information: (619) 260-4231
www.USDRealEstate .com Cost: No Details Available When: Hours: 6:00 PM 9:00 PM Where:
uglas F. Manchester Conf. Center, 5998 Alcala Park, San
Diego, 92110
--~~-----~~~~
~
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Prudential California Realty has
donated 12 computers from its local offices
to the Burnham-Moores Center for Real
Estate t US .

machine personally, so these co
undoubtedly be put to good use," says
Riedy, executive director of the center.
Students eligible to receive the comput-:
ers include those in the university's Master
of Science in Real Estate program and
School of Business undergraduates with an
✓
emphasis in real estate.
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fy i
San Diego

Datebook
"When People Take Power: The
Pro•Democracy Movement In
Nepal," will be presented by Dee
Aker and Laura Taylor, 12:30 to 1:45
p.m. today, Joan 8. Kroc Institute t.__ __
Peace &Justice, Universi!Y. of~
~Aker and Iaylor will tallcabout
ll'ieir'recent work in Nepal. Bring a
lunch. Information: (619) 260-7807.
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the Future," Iraqi scientist, educator, feminist Naba Saleem
Hamid speaks for Voices o
Women, Friday, July 7, 7 p.m., a
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peac
and Justice at Universi[r of San,

~ (5998

Aicala ParJ. Free.

RSVP: 619-443-1265.
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■ Friday, July 7, Dr. Naba
Saleem Hamid, an Iraqi scientist,
educator, trainer and feminist,
will speak at the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice at
~7
. Free. RSVP to
rsvi0.-1'.k:el~ x.net, or call (619)
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Remembrance: Chris McCallister
La Cueva grad was on life's fast track
By Phill Casaus
Tribune Editor
June 28, 2006

Chris McCallister's life story reads like a dream: student body president, homecoming king, National Hispanic Merit Scholar,
high school soccer standout, college graduate, successful businessman, law school student.
That the tale ends at age 25 is heartbreaking to his family and friends . But they say the ripple effect of McCallister's
personality - a smile that could light up a room, a daily drive to be productive - will outlast their tears.
"He used every minute that he got," said McCallister's mother, Gerri. "I just think he was too special to stay, so I'm just going
to count it as a gift that we got him for 25 years."
McCallister, an Albuquerque native and 1999 La Cueva High School graduate, died Saturday night after he was struck and
killed by a car on a San Diego street.
According to the San Diego Union-Tribune Web site, McCallister was hit while crossing a street with some friends in Pacific
Beach, a popular enclave for young people. The newspaper reported that police said the teen driver of the vehicle, Daniel
Hall, drove away after hitting McCallister. A witness followed the car onto a San Diego freeway until officers stopped it.
Hall was booked into a San Diego jail on suspicion of vehicular manslaughter and felony DWI with hit and run, the newspaper
reported .
The phone at McCallister's parents' Far Northeast Heights home has barely stopped ringing for
share their favorite stories about the man who seemed to enliven a room just by entering it.
"He was just one of those guys," said Gerri McCallister. "If he had a bowl haircut, every
everyone else had the spike thing. He was just a leader."

friends calling to

id. If he had the spike thing ,

Mccallister was about to enter his final year of law school at the University of San Diego. He was working at a law firm
specializing in real estate, but he also had a side business in commercial lending .
"He had it all," said McCallister's older sister, Kellie. "And he had the charm to go with it."
McCallister graduated from the University of California-Santa Barbara in 2003 and planned to direct his studies in law school
toward corporate law. He later decided to concentrate on the legal aspects of commercial lending, his sister said.
Family members quickly learned that Chris, always on the run , was eager to hear how his family was doing. But they'd often
learn about his life through text messaging .
That was all he had time to do.
"He was just so driven and determined to succeed and take care of his family ," Kellie said.
He also was wise beyond his years. In a 1999 Tribune story on top high school graduates, McCallister gave the following
·
advice - prophetic, as it turns out - to students who followed him:
"Don't hold back in life," he said, "because it doesn't last forever."

68
Survivors include his father, Chris; his mother, Gerri; and his sister, Kellie.
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His family plans to begin a scholarship in his name at the University of San Diego Law School.
A memorial service will be at noon Saturday at Calvary Chapel, 4001 Osuna Road N.E. A memorial service will be Monday at
Canyon Hills Church in San Diego.

D

Copyright 2006, The Albuquerque Tribune. All Rights Reserved.
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Chicks Magnet
Junichi Semitsu, Never Away From His Posts as
Blogger of the Band
By J. Freedom du Lac
Washington Post Staff Writer
Monday, June 19, 2006; C0l

Ad·,•erti~emen

I n v • n t
Acheni~ernen

Does Junichi Semitsu have the
the history of summer jobs? P
In the real world, Semitsu
ofessor at the
University of San Diego School S)fLaw. But in this
parallel universe into which he's somehow stumbled,
Sernitsu is working as the designated blogger for the
Dixie Chicks.
Good work if you can get it! "Incredible," Sernitsu
says.

(

Armed with a laptop and an all-access tour pass, Semitsu, 32, is spending his summer on the road with
Natalie Maines, Martie Maguire and Emily Robison, documenting All Things Dixie Chick. He is one of
the music industry's first embedded bloggers, assigned to be everywhere and write whatever about this
lightning rod of a country-music group.
And we do mean whatever: In one of his earliest posts at spaces.msn.corn/3dixiechicks, Semitsu -- who
is a fan but by no means a sycophant -- wrote about some of the pseudonyms the Chicks have used at
hotels, a common if rarely discussed practice in the celebrity strata. On Wednesday, he posted this:
"Emily showed up to the concert in London sloppy drunk. She was so inebriated she couldn't speak,
much less sing. Natalie and Martie, in a panic, yelled, 'You're drunk again?' "
But in the very next sentence he revealed that it all was just one of Robison's "anxiety dreams."
Semitsu has also joked about the Chicks' undergarments in between blogging about rehearsals, exclusive
parties and the Texas trio's reaction to a "60 Minutes" profile that aired on the eve of the release of the
new album "Taking the Long Way." His posts are cleared by the Chicks' camp before landing online,
but Semitsu insists he has free rein.
"I was told to just go and write anything I feel like writing about," he says. "I don't know of any other
artist of their caliber that's essentially invited a nonmusic journalist into their entourage and
commissioned them to follow them around and write about it. It's an experiment, and hopefully, I won't
single-handedly ruin their careers. No pressure."
Plenty of musicians have their own blogs, from Fall Out Boy to Radiohead, and online tour diaries have
become de rigueur. "I can't even name all the bands doing it, there are so many," says Antony Bruno,
digital/mobile editor at Billboard magazine. "But I haven't heard of an individual artist bringing a
blogger on board to do it for them ."
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Of course, few best-selling artists have had to work around the sort of major promotional obstacles that
have threatened to trip up the Chicks, whose new album has been largely ignored by many of the same
country radio stations that initially helped catapult the band to stardom.
Not that the frosty reaction has been a major surprise, given that "Taking the Long Way" has more in
common with the breezy California pop-rock of the 1970s than contemporary Nashville. Then there's the
tremendous backlash against the Chicks that began in 2003, when Maines told British concertgoers,
"Just so you know, we're ashamed the president of the United States is from Texas." The Chicks' recent
defiance and apparent rejection of the country-music industry and fan base hasn't helped.
Anticipating the cold shoulder, the Dixie Chicks and their label, Columbia Records, partnered with
MSN on a Web site whose featured attraction is the blog, which is updated regularly though not daily.
Semitsu isn't on the Chicks' payroll -- MSN is paying his summer salary and expenses. Nevertheless,
Samantha Saturn, vice president of digital media marketing at Columbia's parent, Sony BMG, refers to
Semitsu as "our blogger" and says his work is an important cog in the Dixie Chicks' overall promotional
strategy.
"Previously, radio drove a tremendous amount of awareness for the Dixie Chicks' records," Saturn says.
"But there was some question this time, based on what happened, whether we'd have that amount of
airplay. So online was a key area."
"Taking the Long Way" hasn't exactly flopped ; the album entered the Billboard Top 200 at No. 1 and
has sold nearly 1 million copies in just three weeks. But ticket sales for the band's U.S. tour reportedly
have been disappointing, and questions persist about the staying power of the new album.
As sharp as Semitsu's writing may be, and as broad as MSN's reach is, a blog is not a radio station. It's
one thing to read about a band, an album, a song. Hearing the music is another experience altogether -and a passive one at that: Music literally comes to listeners on the radio, whereas finding Semitsu's riffs
requires some effort and intent.
·
MSN would not say how many people have visited the blog.
Semitsu is a newly married onetime poet, sometime musician and blogging hobbyist who grew up in
California's Central Valley. He has a few, but not many, country CDs in his collection, including most of
the Dixie Chicks' catalogue. Still, he'd never written anything about the band on his politics and pop
culture blog, Poplicks.com. He has no journalism training, having majored in economics and minored in
ethnic studies at UC Berkeley before going to law school. He was an attorney, briefly. Now, he's
teaching first-year law school students about researching and writing.
It was a mystery to him, too, how and why he landed_the tour gig. In fact, when he was first contacted
by MSN, he thought he was such a long shot for the job that he could barely be bothered to put together
his writing samples. (He also thought that maybe he was being "Punk'd" by some of his friends .) "I
figured every single blog was contacted, and I just happened to make the top thousand list," he says.
He wasn't MSN's top pick. But when the front-runner didn't pass muster with the Chicks (personality
clash, apparently), Semitsu got the gig.
"I truly believe that there is some sort of higher power involved in me getting this job," he says. "And I
believe that higher power is the Make-a-Wish Foundation!" ·
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The job comes with a few ground rules. Semitsu stays away when the Chicks are getting dressed -- "and
I don't go into their bedrooms," he jokes. There's also the screening process for his posts, though
Semitsu says it's in place only to ensure that he doesn't violate anybody's privacy or release confidential
information. "They don't screen for editorial content."
When Semitsu first met the Chicks, he says, the musicians told him they didn't want him to come across
like their fan-club president or a member of their marketing team. "They said, 'Want you to be honest.
Feel free to criticize us and make fun of us.' "
While he's poked gentle fun at the girls in some of his posts, he suggests it's unlikely that he'll be
dropping the hammer on the band anytime soon. Something about not wanting to screw up his summer
job.

"It would," he says, "be awkward to be in a room and constantly traveling with people when you're
writing bad stuff about them."
© 2006 The Washington Post Company
Ads by Google
Dixie Ch icks Tickets
Buy Dixie Chicks Concert Tickets . Where Fans Buy & Sell Tickets. TM
www.StubHub .com
Visit DC Night Out
A reality blog and podcast covering life of blind people, travel, tech
www.dcnightout.com
Dixie Chicks Ringtones
Available Now And For Free. Send It To Your Cell Phone Now!
www.free-ringtones-now.net
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Give the Lady What She Wants
BY GAIL RERJOT
.lune 17, 2006; Page A I 0

Why are Chicagoans like me all choked up over the imminent
demise of Marshall Field's? And why have 60,000 people signed a
petition protesting the venerable department store's fate? Perhaps it's
because shopping at the 154-year-old emporium is a tradition that
runs very deep. Almost everyone has a story about how Uncle
Charlie bought Aunt Madge a fur coat at Marshall Field's that was so
beautiful that she would cry every time she put it on. It's impossible
to shake memories like that.

DOW JONES REPRINTS
~ R This copy is for your
personal, non-commercial use
only. To order presentation-ready
copies for distribution to your
colleagues, clients or customers,
use the Order Reprints tool at the
bottom of any article or visit:
www.djreprin ts.com.

• See a sample reprint in PDF
form at.
• Order a reprint of this article now.

Of course, Chicago's grand dame of merchandising is not exactly closing its doors; it was simply
bought up -- and not for the first time. For more than two decades, it has been owned by various
conglomerates; this time it wound up in the hands of Federated Department Stores. But unlike
previous owners, Federated plans to swap the "Marshall Field's" sign for "Macy's." The execution
is set to take place this fall.
The plan, announced somewhat tentatively in late 2005, will affect Marshall Field's stores across
the Midwest, including the original and beloved State Street store, with its seven-ton Great Clock
depicted in Norman Rockwell's "The Clock Mender." The building is a National Historic
Landmark with massive granite columns (rivaled only by the Temple at Karnak) and a soaring
Tiffany ceiling. It's a veritable cathedral of commerce.

***
For a long time, the State Street store was the largest department store in the world (it's still
second to Macy's); along with the now-defunct Wanamaker's in Philadelphia, Marshall Field's
invented the American department store. It was a young R.H. Macy who sent an emissary to
Chicago to study the merchandising methods used by the men who ran Field's -- not the other way
around.
Many of the things later generations took for granted -- 30-day revolving credit, the no-questionsasked return policy, the escalator, the bridal registry, the bargain basement -- were Marshall
Field's innovations. It even originated the public book-signing back when it was the largest
bookseller in the world. Over the years, Field's has hosted such diverse authors as Somerset
Maugham, Willa Cather, Amelia Earhart, Jimmy Carter and Judy the Elephant.
Marshall Field's wares have always been special to its customers. Its State Street Store had an
Antique Silver Department, a Fine Arts Department, a Coin and Stamp Collection Department --
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and a Gun Shop. Field's made its own candy in a hidden kitchen upstairs -- including the famous
Frango Mints (called Franco Mints before the Generalissimo came along). It sold exotic cheeses,
diamonds and the best deli sandwiches this side of the galaxy. But customer service really set the
store apart. "Nothing is impossible for Marshall Field's" was the slogan at the personal service
desk. And they found exactly what the customer wanted -- exactly where and when she wanted it.
While much of what made Field's magical has been scaled back or eliminated, much abides. In a
recent poll, Field's was second only to Nordstrom among department stores in customer service.
Macy's didn't even make the list.
Is Federated making the right call by ignoring customer pleas and giving Marshall Field's the ax -or is it having a "New Coke" moment? Federated says that while some customers bellyache when
their local stores are absorbed, they get over it fast, and the savings in advertising and other costs
make it worth it. That was Federated's experience with Bullock's in Southern California, which
was Macyfied a few years ago. Midwesterners, however, unlike Southern Californians, often have
deep regional roots, so the analogy may be inapt. Central Ohio's Lazarus department store was
absorbed in 2005; but just this month the Columbus Dispatch reported a substantial dip in profits
during its first year as a Macy's. If Lazarus can carry that kind of loyalty, just imagine what Field's
will command.
Federated has pointed to polling data that found a majority ofresidents in Field's markets
considers Macy's to be as or more fashionable than Field's. But when the Institute for Retailing
Excellence at the University of St. Thomas conducted a poll in Minnesota (where Field's has
several stores), a full 19 .5% (more than a quarter of Field's actual Minnesota customers) said that
the name change would cause them to moderately or substantially decrease their shopping. Only
3.6% said they would increase their shopping. A store that upsets that many customers for a
significant length of time is toast.
Early this year, after Federated indicated that an accommodation was in the works, Chicagoans
thought that Field's would be granted a reprieve. It turned out to be wishful thinking; Federated
offered only a promise to market Frango Mints throughout the Macy's empire and to bring
celebrities like Sarah Jessica Parker to the grand opening. The ladies who lunch at Field's Walnut
Room were not amused.
Marshall Field himself was fond of saying, "Give the lady what she wants." It remains to be seen
whether Federated will do that.
Ms. Heriot, professor of law at the [,Jniversity o(San Diego, was a sales clerk at Marshall
Field's between college and law school.
URL for this article:
http ://online .wsj .com/article/SB11504999564448 2995 .htm1
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From the Los Angeles Times

Top California Officials to Get 18% Pay Hike
Panel OKs raises for a dozen elected officers.

By Evan Halper
Times Staff Writer
June 24, 2006
SACRAMENTO - At a time when most California workers are struggling to have their salaries
keep pace with inflation, the state's top elected officials will be treated to an 18% pay hike this
year.
A government commission that sets the salaries approved the increase Friday after the attorney
general and the state superintendent of education - both of whom earn $148,750 a year complained that they were underpaid.
The raises are the first in six years to be awarded to the dozen state constitutional officers. They
will boost the governor's salary, which millionaire Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger does not accept, to
more than $200,000. Members of the state Assembly and Senate, who received a controversial 12%
raise last year, were given an increase of 2% in their $110,880 pay.
The unanimous decision by the California Citizens Compensation Commission, a panel that meets
annually to set salaries and benefits for the state's top elected officials, drew criticism from some
fiscal conservatives and watchdog groups that questioned whether the state could afford the pay
hikes - and whether the recipients deserved them.
"It is completely inappropriate," said Assemblyman Keith Richman (R-Northridge), one of 19
legislators who refused to accept the pay raise that was granted to them last year. The state is still
struggling with a chronic budget deficit, Richman noted, with spending projected to exceed
revenues by several billion dollars in coming years.
Doug Heller, executive director of the Santa Monica-based Foundation for Taxpayer and Consumer
Rights, said the raises would bring the officials further "out of whack with where real Californians
are economically."
"These politicians are placed financially so far above the mainstream that it skews their view of
reality," he said.
But recipients of the raises, many of whom have been getting paid less than top members of their
own staffs, said the pay hikes were long overdue. Among them is the attorney general, who is paid
less than some first-year associates at California's corporate law firms.
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"He is the top law enforcement official in the state," said Tom Dresslar, a spokesman for Atty. Gen.
Bill Lockyer, who is serving his last year in the job. "Even with the raise, the attorney general will
still be making less than the Marin County district attorney and the El Dorado district attorney, to
name a few . . .. It just got to the point where it was untenable."
Indeed, the attorney general's new salary of $175,525 will still be lower than that of at least a half
dozen county district attorneys. (Los Angeles County D.A. Steve Cooley earns $220,445.) But it
will be higher than the pay of any other state attorney general in the country. The next-highest paid
attorneys general are those ofNew York and Virginia, where the salary is about $150,000.
State Supt. of Public Instruction Jack O'Connell, meanwhile, will continue to lag behind his peers
in at least three other states despite the big raise. His $175,525 salary will be nearly $50,000 less
than his counterpart in Florida gets. The schools chiefs in Ohio and Massachusetts also will
continue to earn more than O'Connell - as will the top administrators of 72 local school districts in
California.
O'Connell's new salary is about equal to what the head administrator of the Westminster
Elementary School District in Orange County is paid. (L.A. schools Supt. Roy Romer is paid
$250,000 annually.)
"This brings the pay more in line with what other officials around the country and around the state
are earning," said Rick Miller, a spokesman for O'Connell.
The salaries of the lieutenant governor, controller, treasurer, secretary of state, insurance
commissioner and the four members of the state Board of Equalization - which mediates tax
disputes - also were raised 18%. Those officials currently earn between $131,250 and $140,000.
Voters created the seven-member, bipartisan commission in 1990 with Proposition 112, giving it
authority to set salaries and benefits without approval from lawmakers or the governor.
Commissioners come from business, labor and the general public.
Current members include John W. Mack, former president of the Los Angeles Urban League;
Thomas Dominguez, a bomb technician with the Orange County Sheriff's Department; Larry
Gotlieb, a vice president with KB Home; Cristina Vazquez, a leader of the Union ofNeedletrades,
Industrial and Textile Employees; and David K. Wong, a law enforcement officer in S
Mack did not attend Friday's meeting.
"We're looking at what is the fair thing to do for elected officials who are spending
seven days a week on duty," Gotlieb said.
The raises were also encouraged by labor unions and at least one campaign finan
warned that underpaying the state's top executives makes them more vulnerable t
Robert Fellmeth, executive director of the Center of Public Interest Law at the University of San
Diego School of Law, said too many state officials have become susceptible to "deferred bribes" making decisions on behalf of companies that hire them for high-paying jobs after they leave
office. He suggested that a bump in pay would remove some of the temptation.
"Another $40,000 paid to people who make these momentous decisions more on the merits - is money well spent," he said.

so they are made a bit
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SACRAMENTO
Elected officials to get boost in pay
18% for statewide officeholders, 2% for legislators
- Lynda Gledhill. Chronicle Sacramento Bureau
Saturday, June 24, 2006

(06-24) 04:00 PDT Sacramento -- The citizens commission that decides what top
officeholders will earn voted Friday to give California's constitutional officers an 18
percent pay increase, which would make Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger the highest paid
governor in the nation at $206,500.
Lawmakers, who saw a 12 percent jump last year, will get a 2 percent increase to keep up
with inflation. The increased salaries will take effect Dec. 4.
Schwarzenegger has not accepted a salary since taking office in 2003, and his office said
that practice would continue. A spokesman for Treasurer Phil Angelides, the Democratic
candidate for governor, said he would not accept the raise if elected.
The California Citizens Compensation Commission was established in 1990 after voters
passed Proposition 112, allowing for the independent group to decide the salaries of the
state's elected officials.
Members of the commission said they were concerned about California's salaries lagging
so far behind other states and local officials.
"Looking at similar compensation in other states, California is woefully behind," said
Larry Gotlieb, acting chair of the commission and an executive with KB Home.
While California's governor will be the highest paid -- New York's governor is second at
$179,000 -- the salary is not out of line with what city managers around the state earn.
For example, the Alameda County executive makes $275,018, the Los Angeles city
manager makes $241,206 and the mayor of San Francisco earns $179,136.
Gotlieb also noted that the state does not provide housing or transportation for its
governor, despite the size of the state.
Statewide officeholders had not seen a pay increase since 2000, and the 18 percent raise
this year merely keeps pace with inflation, said commissioner Thomas Dominguez, an
Orange County sheriff's investigator.
"Does (the raise) fix the inequities as the data clearly shows? No, not at all," he said. "But
we've continued to make these baby steps to fix these inequities so that the raises are not
always so controversial and are more palatable."
After the governor, the attorney general will be paid the most among statewide
officeholders with a salary of $175,525 . But even with the raise, the attorney general will
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make less than district attorneys in 12 California counties. Santa Clara County pays the
most at $233,676 a year, while San Francisco's district attorney makes $167,225,
according to figures provided by the state Department of Justice.
The commission meets once a year solely to set elected officers' salaries. There are seven
members, but two positions are vacant and one member was absent, which required all
four members present to approve the increases.
News of the raises didn't sit well with some state workers.
Service Employees International Union Local I 000, which represents 87,000 state
employees, just cut a deal last weekend with the Schwarzenegger administration that will
give workers a 3.5 percent pay increase in July, and another increase of up to 4 percent
next year.
"That's just wrong," said Kitty Reed, 59, a part-time employee of the state Victim
Compensation and Government Claims Board, commenting on the raise for politicians.
"They don't deserve it, especially with all the perks they get."
Reed said she hopes the governor and Legislature remembers their raises this year as they
vote on a proposal to increase the state's minimum wage.
Danny Yu, 45, a computer engineer with the state's Employment Development
Department said the pay hike "sounds like way too much to me. They should probably
earn less money, not more."
At least one labor union boss advocated for the raises. Lou Paulson, president of the
California Professional Firefighters, said the higher salaries will allow average citizens to
hold public office.
"Ifwe were to take a satellite view of California right now, you would not see anywhere
else in the state labor folks talkin bout increases for management," he said. "And I
know some folks may think hell
zen over when you talk about increases for
management, but from our per
e it's an important thing that needs to happen."
ady make tremendous public sacrifices, but they
shouldn't have to choos,,....,.....,.,..,n supporting their family and their position.
Robert Fellmeth, exec
director of the Center for Public Interest Law at the
!Jniversity of San Diego, said the increase could help keep public officials honest.
"We, the public, want to own them. We don't want anyone else to own them," he said.
"They should be ours."
Superintendent of Public Instruction Jack O'Connell, who is running for re-election, said
he will take the raise, his spokesman said.
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A spokeswoman for Jerry Brown, Democratic candidate for attorney general, said the
question of whether he would accept the raise is premature since he hasn't been elected to
the job. Brown is paid a little over $115,000 as Oakland's mayor.
Although lawmakers didn't receive much of a raise this year, the 2 percent comes on the
heels of a 12 percent boost that took effect December 5.
That brought the salary for rank-and-file lawmakers up from $99,000 to $110,880. The 2
percent raise the commission adopted adds $2,217.60 to their salaries.
The Assembly speaker and the president pro tempore of the Senate saw their salaries rise
to $127,512 in December, as did those of the minority leaders in each house. Each will
now be paid $130,062.
At the time of last pay raise, 17 Assembly members declined to take it, as did two
senators. Assemblyman George Plescia of San Diego declined to take the 2005 raise but
did accept the $28,512 increase in his salary that came with his becoming GOP leader of
the lower house earlier this year.
Unlike statewide officeholders, California's 120 lawmakers are eligible for per diem,
money paid to defray the costs of regularly commuting to Sacramento and spending
Monday through Thursday there.
Per diem, tax free if a lawmaker lives more than 50 miles from the capital, is $153 each
day when the Legislature is in session -- some $32,000 annually.

Chronicle staff writers Greg Lucas and Mark Martin contributed to this report. E-mail
Lynda Gledhill at lgledhill@sfchronicle.com.
Higher pay for top elected officials
After six years without
a pay raise, state constitutional officers will get a hefty salary
increase in
December, while legislators will get another 2 percent over last year's
increase. Here is a breakdown:
Current

Percent

New

Last

Office
co~pensation increase compensation
raise
Governor
175,000
18%
206,50 December 2000
Lt. governor
131,250
18%
154,875 December 2000
Attorney general
148,750
18%
175,525 December 2000
Controller
140,000
18%
165,200 December 2000
Treasurer
140,000
18%
165,200 December 2000
Secretary of state 131,250
18%
154,875 December 2000
Superintendent
of public instruction 148,750
18%
175,525 December 2000
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Insurance
commissioner
Board of
Equalization members
Legislativ e members
Speaker/president
pro tern
Minority floor
leader
Majority floor
leader
Second ranking
minority leader

165,200 December 2000

140,000

18%

131,250
llO, 880

18 %
154,875 December 2000
2 % 113,097 . 6 December 2005

127,512

2% 130,062 . 2 December 2005

127,512

2 % 130,062 . 2 December 2005

119,196

2 % 121,579 . 9 December 2 005

ll9,196

2 % 121,579 . 9 December 2005

Source : California Citizens Compensation Commission actions
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Troubled Boxing Panel Nears Expiration Date
Even as it is set to close at midnight Friday, there is momentum for a new board to replace
it.

By Greg Johnson
Times Staff Writer
June 28, 2006

The state Athletic Commission, which oversees boxing and increasingly popular extreme fighting
bouts, will cease to exist at midnight on Friday, promptin g concern among promoters, fighters,
boxing fans and television industry executives about the future of the perennially troubled sport in
California.
The seven-me mber commission, which has struggled for years to safeguard the interests of fighters
and fans, will fall victim to an ongoing review of state commissions and boards that might have
outlived their usefulness. Yet, even as Sacramento allows the troubled commissi on to close its
doors this week, legislation to create a new commission is gathering steam.
That legislative push, spearheaded by Sen. Don Perata (D-Oakland), passed its first hurdle last
week when an Assembly committee unanimously approved S.B. 247, which includes tougher
regulations for the boxing industry. Perata hopes to have a bill on Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's
desk by the end of August that calls for a new athletic commission to be established Jan. 1. The
current commission was created in 1924 to counter a culture of corruption and criminal behavior in
an era when boxers and their fans had little protection from shady elements. The commission,
whose members are appointed by the governor and legislators, issues and renews licenses held by
boxers and promoters, regulates fights and oversees the mushroom ing sport of modified martial
arts . In recent years it has described its mission as making California the "model state for the
welfare of boxers."
But state legislators have complained that some commissi<;mers seemed more interested in using
their appointments to wrangle free ringside seats than regulating the sport.
The commission on occasion has been unable to hold meetings because it couldn't attract a quorum.
The commission has also struggled with an antiquated accounting system - that tracks revenue
and other data generated by bouts - yet rebuffed suggestions that the error-prone manual system
be replaced with a computerized program.
The commissi on also has been hamstrun g by a shortage of staffers and, for a time, the absence of
an executive director. Last summer, the state auditor faulted the commission for failing to
accurately track a pension program created to benefit retired boxers.
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Still, some industry observers say the current boxing commission's reputation in Sacramento began
to rise in the past year after the appointment of some new commissioners and the arrival of a new
chief executive, Armando Garcia, who took over day-to-day operations. Garcia, one observer said,
"is a guy who actually has been showing up to do business, he's showing that it's possible for the
commission to have competent managers."
Last year the commission won a 12-month reprieve in Sacramento - time that elected officials
hoped the commission would use to clean up its act. But frustrated lawmakers ended up letting the
board die June 30.
Robert Fellmeth, a former commission chairman appointed by Gov. Jerry Brown, testified during a
June 20 legislative hearing that killing off the commission was unfortunate but necessary.
"What the legislature has done here is akin to how we handle one of our children who is
consistently misbehaving," Fellmeth said during an Assembly committee hearing on S.B. 247. "It
seems the commission needed this six-month timeout to help it understand that the administration
and the legislature were serious about the need for reforms," Perata said.
During the hearings, legislators heard from boxing great Sugar Ray Leonard and a Hollywood
contingent from "The Contender," a reality-based television series that showcases boxers.
No one spoke against S.B. 247, which would, among other things, establish minimum credentials
for commission appointees.
Though the commission will cease to exist, its handful of office and field staffers will continue to
regulate boxing matches and modified martial arts bouts. As of Saturday, the boxing operation and
its $ I-million annual budget will report to Charlene Zettel, director of the state Department of
Consumer Affairs.
But many in the boxing industry worry that the interim supervision will make matters worse in a
sport that already has significant credibility issues. A report prepared by a legislative analyst in
Sacramento cautioned that consumer affairs personnel "will not be subject to public meetings,
potentially leaving the regulated industry without an official, public avenue to participate."

Times staff writer Steve Springer contributed to this report.

If you want other stories on this topic, search the Archives at latimes.com/archives.
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Accounting Industry
Loses Bid to Relax Rule
By PETER NICHOLAS
Ti m PS Sl fljf WrUer

SACRAMEN°l"O - In what
some waLchuu~ i,;;rnui:,s are ..:niling a victory for CaliforrJa consumers, the accounting industry
and its legislative allies have
abandoned an attempt to roll
back protections put in place after the collap$e of Enron Corp.
State Sen. Liz Figueroa (DFremont) said Tuesday that a
bUl that had been moving swiftly
through the Legislature would
be stripped of a provision that
would have opened the door for
out-of-state accountants to offer
tax shelters and practice in California with0ut the oversight now
required.
Figueroa is chairwoman of
the -Business, Professions and
Economic Development Committee. which was to hold a hearing on the bill Monday. That
hearing was canceled so that
both sides could settle their differences - a negotiation that
ended Tuesday morning.
"It's dead," Figueroa said of'
the proposal. "I explained to
them [proponents of the bill]
that this was not acceptable. I
would not allow that to come out
ofmycommittee." ·
Until recently, the bill, sponsored by a trade group that
represents California accountants, appeared a lock for passage. The Assembly approved it
last month by a vote of 68 to 4.
As first put forward . the bill
would have allowed out-of-state
accountants to practice or provide unspecified tax services
without a permit or any kind of
notice to California regulators.
It was supported by the
Board of Accountan~y, a state
panel that licenses and regulates
California's 75,000 accountants.
A plurality of the board's 15
members are appointees of Gov.
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Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Watchdog groups contend
that the board has been steadily
undoing consumer protections
enacted after Enron's 2001 coliapse - partly caused by questionable accounting practices while taking positions favorable
to the industry it oversees.
The bill's author, Assemblyman Rudy Bermudez (D-Norwalk) , said he did not intend to
jeopardize consumer protections.
"It's a work in progress,". he
said. "We've worked very hard to
'.!" rve out a pie~e ,,r legislation
that helps consumers, helps the
industry and provides greater
services for Californians overall."
F llmeth
ter for Public Interest Law
University of San Diego s aw
school, said she was pleased that
the provision had been dropped .
"Obviously I'm delighted,"
Fellmeth said. "But for the life of
me, I still cannot understand
why the Board of Accountancy,_
whose paramount priority is
public protection, would support
this rollback of basic protections
without scrutinizing it more
carefully."
Under
the
agreement
reached Tuesday, out-of-state
accountants would be required
to apply for a permit if they
wanted to practice in California.
That means they would need
to fill out a four-page form in
which they must reveal whether
they had been convicted of a
crime, investigated or disciplined for their conduct in their
home state.
The revised bill will also instruct the accounting board to
examine whether the state's $100
permit fee is too high.
The legislation is to go before
Figueroa's committee for a hearing next week.

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
SD Union Tribune

JUN 1 ! 2116
Watchdog report
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CROSSING OVER: TOXIC WASTE
U.S. lacks good data
on hazardous materials
trucked from Mexico
By Mike Lee
STAFF WRITER

While U.S. politicians debate how
best to keep illegal immigrants from
crossing the border, huge holes
plague America's system for counting
and inspecting toxic waste migrating
north from Mexico.
U.S. environmental officials can't
say how much of the waste is trucked
in each year, what the top sources of
that waste are or which chemicals get
transported most through border
crossing points, including the Otay
Mesa and Calexico stations - where
hazardous waste gets funneled into
California.
This lack of data, compounded by
11y inspections, has hampered reg.>ry efforts at the state and national
levels. It also has undennined scrutiny
of major waste importers because
there is almost no way for the public to
know who these companies are without sorting through thousands of
forms.
Some environmentalists and border
regulators even suggest that terrorists
could take advantage of the limited
inspections to shuttle dangerous materials into the United States.
SEE

Waste, A&

Moises Lopez (left) of the U.S. Department of Transportation and
Kevin Suzawa of U.S. Customs and Border Protection Inspected a
barrel containing used electronic parts at the Otay Mesa port of
entry last week. Nelvin Cepeda/ Union-Tribune

Key entry points
The United States lacks a
comprehensive system to
quantify and inspect toxic waste
imported from Mexican industrial
plants for disposal. The Border
Compliance Assistance Center,
a small U.S. nonprofit group
funded by a federal grant, has
started compiling information. It
concedes its figures are based on
incomplete data.

Port

Hazardous waste In pounds•

0tay Mesa
El Paso, Texas
Calexico
San Luis, Ariz.
Brownsville, Texas
Nogales, Ariz.
Laredo, Texas
Del Rio, Texas
Hidalgo, Texas
TOTAL

24,209,328
10,842,705
5,699,689
1,400,341
584.460
265,121
188,093
52,052
15,356
43,257,145

• Annual estimate

SOURCE: Border Compliance Assistance Center

CONTINUED FROM PAGE Al

Small percentage of
trucks are inspected
'The federal government really ,
hasn't done its job in terms of having
people on the border to check (hazardous cargo)," said Steve Owens, director of the Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality. "We see it not
only as an environme1;1tal issue but a
urity risk."
Jiffering definitions of toxic waste,
non-standardized forms and Mexico's
inability to deal with the quantity of
hazardous byproducts are further reasons for the uncertainty.

But perhaps what concerns experts
most is that the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency lacks a computerized system to quickly receive and
process details about cross-border
movements of hazardous waste.
The EPA makes do with paper manifests on which truckers list the hazardous waste that they are hauling.
Three years ago, the agency abandoned its Haztraks computer database
that quantified data taken from those
manifests. The EPA had hired a private contractor to do the data entry,
an~ the project was more than two
years behind when the program folded in 2003.

Today, the EPA relies on a $30,000a-year program that is much smaller in
scope, and administered by the Border Compliance Assistance Center, a
nonprofit educational outfit. The center hires a private contractor in Virginia to replicate some of the data entry
that the EPA gave up on. It started
cotnpiling numbers on cross-border
hazardous waste about 18 months ago.
. By the time the center's computerized figures are made public, they are
several months old and riddled with
uncertainties.
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"We try to capture some of the information, and do the best we can .. .
since nobody else is doing it. .. .
Sometimes it's difficult to decipher
what is going on," said Paul Chalmer,
director of the center.
It's unclear how much it would cost
to implement a robust system for inspecting and quantifying toxic waste
coming from Mexico. It is likely to
cost several hundred thousand dollars
a year to maintain the data.

Problematic pattern

(

Critics of the EPA question why a
federal agency doesn't have a more
high-tech alternative. The agency's
plans for adopting an electronic manifest and creating a near-real-time
tracking system using radio transmit-ters are years away from completion.
The arrangeme nt is "utterly inad~
quate for the governmen t or the public's needs to lmow what hazardous
materials are crossing our borders,"
said Am,elia Simpson, director of the
Border Environmental Justice Campaign for the Environmental Health
Coalition in National City.
Limited oversight on the border fits
the U.S. governmen t's larger pattern
for toxins, critics say. Environmentalists, university researcher s, labor
groups, consumer advocates and
others have taken the EPA to task in
recent months for failing to address
concerns about how hazardous chemicals are regulated nationwide.
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Some EPA officials aclmowledged
problems with the current border
waste program. Without regular inspections, "we can't lmow who is really
complying and who is not," said John
Rothman, an EPA lawyer in San Francisco.
The most recent estimates from
Chalmer's center show that imports of
hazardous waste from Mexico have
roughly doubled to more than 43 million pounds per year since the EPA's
calculation in 1997.
The waste typically starts as chemicals in the United States that are
shipped to U.S.-owned maquiladoras,
or manufacturing companies, in Mexico. Nearly 3,000 factories line Mexico's northern border. After the maquiladoras use these chemicals, many
of them must send the byproducts to
the United States for disposal under an
agreement between the two countries.
Several border analysts said fractures in the regulatory system probably have increased the number of clandestine dumps in Mexico for
hazardous waste that is supposed to

be exported.
"Imagine the accumulation of toxic
waste in Tijuana and Mexico over the
last 40 years in canyons and places
that no one lmows," said Jorge A
Vargas, a professor who specializes at
Me~can law at the JJniversitf of Sap
Diego.
• Sud~ concerns are w1den;;
a 2003 statement in Mexico
digest for governmen t activ
statement said only 26 percen
country's hazardous waste wa.
dled properly.
'The remaining 74 percent is
posed of in secret dumps or in in~Pl
priate sites, which represents a sign
cant source of contan1ination not on
for the water, air and groun~, but also
for humans and animals through direct contact," the statement said.
Ricardo Castellanos Percevault, a
top Mexican environmental official in
Baja California, said maquiladoras ~e
heavily regulated and comply with
waste rules the vast majority of the
time. But he, too, lamented the lack of
easily accessible data: in Mexico about
hazardous waste shipments.
"We have all the paperwork ... but
the electronic tools are not up to what
we need," he said.

'The big picture'
Powered by a federal grant, Califor-

Kevin Suzawa, a hazardous materials enforcement officer with U.S. Customs and Border Protection
, and Karen Curiel
of Pacific Treatment Environmental Services reviewed transportation documents at the Otay Mesa
port of entry.

nia boasts the only regular inspection
program for hazardous wastes on the
2,000-mile U.S.-Mexico border.
As a result, waste officials such as
Owens in Arizona said it is likely that
more and more trucks with toxic
waste are heading to the other border
states. At least that's the theory. Without a solid national monitoring program, regulators can't be certain.
"It's kind of the hazardous waste
version of undocumented folks coming across the border," Owens said.
''When they tighten up the borders for
hazardous waste· entry (in California),
importers are going to come through
Arizona because our borders aren't
controlled."
If companies can get away with classifying toxins as less hazardous, they
can pay less for disposal and the waste
could be mishandled at the landfill.
Arizona and other border states rely
on U.S. Customs and Border Patrol
officials to inspect imports of toxic
waste. Customs agents have other
pressing issues to worry about, such
as illegal in1migrants and drugs.
Border officials typically inspect a
very small percentage of hazardous
waste shipments, according to a 2005
report by the Commission for Environmental Cooperation, which is sanctioned by the governmen ts of the United States, Canada and Mexico. It

0:)
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described the current controls as ineffective and inconsisten t
Owens has been trying to get money from Arizona's Legislature for three
inspectors. In Texas, similar efforts
have failed to win political support because of their cost.
In California, inspectors aim to
make sure the paperwork from truck
drivers hauling waste into the state
matches what is in the barrels holding
the waste.
On a typical day at the Otay Mesa
port of entry, crews from the California Departmen t of Toxic Substances
Control check 20 to 30 inbound trucks
that have queued up for hazardous
waste inspections.
For toxic waste, Otay Mesa is by far
the busiest port on the U.S. border.
Roughly 24 million pounds cross there
annually, according to totals compiled
by the data entry specialists in Vrrgi.ni.a. Some 19 million pounds cross elsewhere each year.
Juan Manuel Jimenez, a supervisor
for the state's Departmen t of Toxic
Substances Control in San Diego, says
his inspection team has a good handle
on specific loads of toxic materials that
enter California.
But without national numbers to
use for comparison, Jimenez can't tell
whether,the waste that enters the state
is proportionate to the waste produced

The EPA pulled the plug on Haztraks in 2003, saying the $250,000-ayear program wasn't worth the money
partly because of the two-year backlog
in data entry. EPA officials said Haztraks wasn't critical for enforceme nt
They say they are moving toward a .
more complete waste-tracking system.
The agency plans to roll out a standardized hazardous waste manifest
form in September. The document will
clearly show which wastes are imported and exported in each truck.
The EPA also is proposing an electronic manifest that would allow for
quick analysis of waste trends and
, potential problem areas. Agency officials would like to make the companies using the system pay for it, ensuring a steady funding source and
raising hopes for up-to-date analysis.
That program is still years away from
being ready.
Finally, the EPA is starting to experiment with a radio-transmitter identification system that may provide near
real-time tracking of waste shipments
along the border.
That, too, remains a distant reality.
"At first blush, one might say if
Amazon.com can do (nearly instant
tracking of online purchases) ... why
can't we?" said Rothman, the EPA lawyer.

by maquiladoras along its southern
border. .
"We need to have the big picture,"
Jimenez said.

Low-tech system
Waste products include metallic elements and solvents used in the manufacturing of televisions, circuit boards
and other consumer goods.
The forms used for tracking such
materials are problematic, Chalmer
and others said. The papers don't indicate which port the waste came
through. Sometimes they are illegible.
At other times, they are so general
that it is hard to say what is coming
across the border.
In the mid-1990s, the EPA joined
with Mexican officials to track crossborder movement of hazardous waste
by using the Haztraks computer database. It was an attempt to manage the
increasing amount of such traffic under the North American Free Trad.eAgreement.
Some regulators found Haztraks
useful and it proved popular with researchers and the public. Kathryn Kopinak, a guest scholar at UC San Diego's Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies,
said she once used Haztraks to show
that a major Mexican generator of
hazardous waste was drastically under-reporting its shipments to Mexican authorities.
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Celebrity Brockovich plaintiff in 2 suits here
Scripps, Sharp sued in Medicare cases
By Keith Darce
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

June 25, 2006

Erin Brockovich, the resourceful legal assistant made famous by Hollywood's depiction of her epic fight
against Pacific Gas & Electric, now is going after two of San Diego's largest hospital operators.
She is the plaintiff in a pair of lawsuits filed recently in San Diego Superior
Court that claim Scripps Health and Sharp HealthCare charged Medicare
millions of dollars for fixing mistakes made by hospital staffers.
The suits allege that the federal government's health insurance program for the
elderly wrongly paid for treating infections, injuries, botched operations and
illnesses.
"You are supposed to have your left leg operated on but they operate on your
right leg," said Ken Connor, an attorney involved in the cases. "Medicare pays
not only for the operation on your right leg, but for the one on your left leg as
well."
Though hospitals are technically liable for the cost of their errors, Medicare
often pays for the procedures on a contingency basis. But little or none of the
money is ever repaid, according to the suits.

Erin Brock ovich has
e xpa nded beyond her
environmenta l advocacy
roots w ith hospita l
lawsuit s.

The San Diego cases are among 40 suits filed across the country in recent weeks by two law firms
seeking to capitalize on a federal law that lets individuals sue on behalf of the federal government to
recoup Medicare overpayments.
·
The suits seek reimbursement of those costs to Medicare, an amount that could reach into the billions of
dollars according to one calculation. That money could help offset some of the skyrocketing costs
predicted for the health insurance program in the coming years, according to Brockovich's lawyers.
Without specifying a dollar amount, the suits seek "double damages" or twice the amount paid by
Medicare to the hospitals for the treatment in question.
Brockovich and the lawyers involved could pocket millions of dollars by sharing in reinbursement and
damages ordered by the courts.
Spokesmen for Scripps and Sharp said they could not comment on the lawsuits because company
executives had not yet been served with them.
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The lawyers targeted Scripps and Sharp because they are major players in the Southern California
hospital market, said Connor. He works for Tampa, Fla.-based Wilkes & McHugh, one of two law firms
steering the legal effort.
"Scripps and Sharp are both very large providers, and thousands of people come through them," he said.
Medicare payments make up 31 percent of revenue at Sharp's five hospitals and 17 percent of revenue at
Scripps' five hospitals, said spokesmen for the health care systems.
Brockovich, who is represented by Girardi and Keese of Los Angeles, is suing the hospitals on behalf of
the U.S. government in all of the California cases. Medicare and the federal government are not
defendants.
"What Erin does by virtue of her name and reputation is help focus attention on what is a national
problem," Connor said. "When you introduce Erin Brockovich into the mix, people start paying
attention."
Brockovich became a household name in 2000 when actress Julia Roberts portrayed her in a hit
used her name as the title. Brockovich continues to work as a legal assistant at the Westlake Vi
firm of Masry and Vititoe, and she keeps a busy schedule on the public speaking tour.
Masry and Vititoe is not involved in the Medicare cases.
Brockovich's star quality could play well with juries, said Shaun Martin, a professor at the :University 9.f
San Diego School of Law.
"It may be a good strategy if you get to trial because jurors will be excited to see her, and they will know
her reputation," he said.
Brockovich's assistant said last week that the celebrity paralegal was not available for comment.
The cases also give Brockovich a means of expanding her activism portfolio beyond environmental
causes, said Jan Emerson, spokeswoman for the California Hospital Association, a hospital trade group.
"It's a misuse of the litigation system. There are no specific allegations of wrongdoing. There are no
patients who have allegedly been harmed," Emerson said. "It's all about (Brockovich) because she
doesn't want to be pigeonholed."
Connor said U.S. taxpayers for years have been footing a huge bill for hospital errors, known as "never
events" in health care industry parlance.
Nationwide, about 3 percent of the 40 million Medicare beneficiaries who were admitted into hospitals
between 2002 and 2004 required additional treatment because of hospital mistakes, according to a recent
study by HealthGrades, a firm in Golden, Colo., that scores the performance of U.S. health-care
facilities. Those errors cost Medicare $9.3 billion, the study said.
Mark McClellan, head of the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, told the U.S. Senate
Finance Committee that the government could save hundreds of millions of dollars a year if Medicare
stopped paying for hospital mistakes.
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"As a necessary step toward encouraging better care and lower overall health care costs, we support
further steps such as eliminating payments for never events," he said.
Connor said the lawsuits could force hospitals to take better care of patients, reduce the overall cost of
health care and help slow down the increasing costs of the health insurance program for seniors.
"Why on earth should these hospitals keep profits that they never should have gotten because of
substandard care? We are talking about billions and billions of dollars that should never have been
paid," he said.
In addition to the San Diego suits, at least 33 other similar suits have been filed in California against
hospitals and nursing homes in the counties of Fresno, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San
Bernardino.

Most of the cases nationwide have been filed in state courts, where they are more likely to receive a
friendly hearing - particularly in California. Federal courts have handled more of these types of cases,
and federal judges have become increasingly hostile to them, said Shaun Martin, a professor at the
University of San Diego School of Law.
"California courts are lagging behind and often treat these suits more favorably," he said.
The suits are being brought under the Medicare Secondary Payer Statute, a law passed in the 1980s that
bars the government from paying for medical treatment expected to be covered by an insurance
company or another liable party.
Litigation under the statute is becoming more common.
The United Seniors Association filed suit last August against the nation's three biggest tobacco
companies seeking damages on behalf of Medicare for the cost of treating diseases cause by smoking
cigarettes. The tobacco companies have asked a federal judge in Boston to dismiss the case.
Martin, the USD law school professor, said the Medicare cases are similar to whistle-blower suits that
became popular with plaintiff lawyers in the 1980s.
"The reason they are so popular is because whoever brings the suit gets a share of the proceeds," Martin
said.
"The hope with some plaintiff lawyers is that if you file 20 lawsuits, one of them might survive," the
professor said. "A l-in-20 chance of getting paid $30 million might be worth throwing a lot against the
wall to see what sticks."
•Keith Darce: (619) 293-1020; keith.darce@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.sig nonsand iego.com/news/business/20060625-9999 -1 b25su its.html
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An Article

SOUTH DAKOTA TO INITIATE REFERENDUM FOR
GRAND JURY INVESTIGATIONS INTO OUT OF
CONTROL JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT
Letter to Arizona Senator Farnsworth, Chair- Arizona Judiciary Committee
June 20, 2006

By Linda Geist Gehring (View author info)
Phoenix, Arizona Following is a letter from homeowner Linda Geist Gehring to Senator Farnsworth - Arizona State Senate
Judiciary Committee :
Dear Senator Farnsworth :

In light of previous emails regarding the need for judicial accountability, and the fact that due to high filing fees
and no bans at any level for "attorney free" actions in Arizona (with even small claims actions below $2,500 able
to be moved to the civil division, when the "right to have an attorney" was constitutionally provided for
CRIMINAL, not civil, actions), please see and article from the ABA Journal with respect to South Dakota and its
grass roots movement to begin addressing some of the travesties and unconstitutional decision which have
been handed out by a judiciary without adequate checks and balances.
Leaving appellate courts to this task is not working, not with the cost to appeal any cases costing by any
reasonable estimate $50-$100,000, with pro se litigants held to "graduate school" standards in familiarity with
the Rules of Civil Procedure and the Rules of Civil Appellate Procedure mandated by the courts (who, again, are
making their own law unconstitutionally with respect to how cases can even be heard or come before them).
With the average education level in the U.S. at the high school level, this provision is prejudicial and ensures
that justice in this country will only be afforded the rich, certainly not the intent of our founding fathers by any
stretch of the imagination .
Either establishing a better independent (not Bar or Supreme Court review by other trade members, and the Bar
is a "trade" organization, but through other criteria). Judges use the "appeal" remedy for "abuse of discretion"
decisions for their convenience and political reasons, which actually are additional "damages" against at least
one of the parties and the citizenry in general. Litigation has become a "business" for private enterprise (the
attorneys) and the public sector (the government), not for the purposes for which the founding fathers
envisioned, and Jefferson did warn that this branch of government had the potential to be the most threat to our
"new" form of government than any other. It has become such and is getting worse with each and every
"activist" ruling unchallenged .
Protection from making unpopular decisions is one thing, but being aware and heeding "the will of the people" in
following our constitutional provisions first and foremost is why they are there, and those rulings are not so
difficult since our constitution is very clear, short and to the point in most of the recent unpopular decisions
which have been vehemently protested (both the Teri Schiavo matter and Keio, both major abridges of the
constitutional in the value and sanctity of "life" be it a "newborn disabled child" or a "breathing yet severely
impaired" adult, no one has a right to take a life that is not being kept "alive" by machines. That judge committed
"murder," in the name of the law, and soon it will be the insurance companies that determine who lives and dies
in this country, or spouses such as Mr. Schiavo, whose main concern was getting on with his new life, and the
insurance proceeds he would be gaining in the process .
Keio was a downright "economic" decision not for the people, but for the government and ruled on by a
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government official (which even the Supreme Court judic1ary and its members are benefactors of the public
governmental till , and sometimes lose sight of the individual rights and freedoms our constitution was written in
order to uphold, and land ownership being primary, which is why many of our forefathers left England due to the
monarchy's "takings").
Below is the article:
SOUTH DAKOTA TO VOTE ON PUTTING JUDGES ON TRIAL
Statewide Initiative Would Allow Citizens to Sue Judges
BY RICHARD ACELLO
South Dakota voters will get a chance to decide whether their state will be the first to allow suits against judges
for alleged misconduct.
The South Dakota Judicial Accountability Initiative Law is a ballot measure that would establish a process to
allow litigants to sue judges for various kinds of misconduct.
Supporters say they turned in about 48,600 signatures in support of JAIL to Secretary of State Chris Nelson-about 15,000 more signatures than are needed . And the state
certified this first-of-its-kind ballot measure Dec. 26, 2005, for a statewide vote on Nov.7.
JAIL is designed to make the judicial branch of state government "answerable and accountable to an entity
other than itself," says a statement on the JAIL Web site. The proposed amendment to the state's constitution
would create a special grand jury that would have the power to set aside a judge's judicial immunity and allow a
petitioner to sue a judge for either civil or criminal misconduct.
JAIL is intended to address a laundry list of alleged judicial abuses, including eminent domain abuse, probate
fraud , falsification of court records, and family court misconduct.says Gary Zerman , a Valencia, Calif., lawyer
who is both a consultant and spokesman for JAIL.
The text of the amendment, posted on the Web site, says judges _shall not have immunity for:
• Deliberate violations of the law, or of the state or federal constitutions.
• Fraud or conspiracy.
• Intentional violations of due process .
• Deliberate disregard of material facts .
• Judicial acts without jurisdiction .
• Acts that impede the lawful conclusion of a case, including unreasonable delay and willful rendering of an
unlawful judgment or order.
"There's no mechanism to ensure accountability" in the judicial system, Zerman says.
The judicial accountability movement started in the late '90s with a California judicial reform act that proved too
costly to get on the ballot, Zerman says . "In California, you need more than a million signatures , so you have to
pay for signature-gatherers," he says.
The movement found a patron in Bill Stegmaier, a businessman from Tea , S.D. With fewer than 800,000
residents, South Dakota is the 46th-most populous state. It has sent liberals such as George McGovern and
Tom Daschle to the U.S. Senate, but it also voted for President Bush in 2004 and booted Senate Minority
Leader Daschle out of office that year.
In most states, judges stand for election, though the procedures differ from state to state.
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In South Dakota, judges are appointed by the governor and stand for a retention election every eight years.
The state bar is resisting the temptation to dismiss the JAIL movement as a collection of Internet-powered
gadflies. "We have to take this very seriously," says Thomas Barnett, executive director of the State Bar of
South Dakota, which has about 2,600 members .
"This doesn't have to do with South Dakota . The truth of the matter is they came to South Dakota because we
don't require very many signatures [to get on the ballot] . Their hope is to start here, and if they're successful ,
move on to other states."
Critics of the movement say JAIL threatens the independence of the judiciary, which is essential to impartial
justice. "The only way judges can be fair and impartial is to be free of pressure," says Doreen Dodson , a St.
Louis attorney and co-chair of the ABA's Standing Committee on Judicial Independence. "Exposing judges to a
grand jury every time a litigant may disagree with them is just an attempt to intimidate judges and improperly
influence justice."
Zerman defines the initiative as "just a basic covenant that we require of every individual--that you're held
accountable."
Zerman argues that "absolute immunity isn't so absolute ." He cited a 1978 U.S. Supreme Court case, Stump v.
Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349, in which judicial immunity prevailed, but not without dissent. Linda Kay Spitler
Sparkman was attempting to sue Indiana Circuit Judge Harold D. Stump for approving her mother's request to
have her sterilized at age 15 without a hearing and without her knowledge.
Her suit had alleged violation of her federal constitutional rights, including her 14th Amendment right to due
process of law. Turning down her claim, the majority said the judge had jurisdiction to consider the petition by
Sparkman's mother, entitling him to judicial immunity, even if his judicial acts were in error.
"You had an appellate court that was so disgusted with Justice Stump's conduct that they voted 3-0 to take
[immunity] away from him," Zerman says . "The Supreme Court then reversed it 5 to 3, and there were three
Supreme Court justices that were also repulsed by the conduct." Those justices were Potter Stewart, Thurgood
Marshall and Lewis F. Powell.
Legal scholars say that, if passed, JAIL would waive immunity for state judges, but not for federal judges.
"My assumption is that the state could define or waive immunity of v
professor at the University of South Dakota School of Law. "Butt
is appellate review."

ypes," says Jonathan Van Patten, a
ay of dealing with LJudicial] mistakes

Van Patten points out that even the dissenters in Stump en rsed e concept of judicial immunity--but not in
the particular case before the court. "The dissent said Stu 1 wa acting outside his jurisdiction, and therefore
[the sterilization] wasn't a judicial act" that was protected y m unity, Van Patten explains.
Michael Ramsey, professor at the eUniversity of San Die~o School
of Law, also says the amendment would
I
apply to state judges only. "If the judges in question areederal judges, then any state law or constitutional
amendment is going to be trumped by federal statutory pre-emption ," he says.
Though JAIL would affect only South Dakota judges, the debate over it has expanded to the role of the judiciary
in general.
For example, Dodson says the appointment of federal judges to lifetime terms frees them from political
pressure, but Zerman says the system has created judges with too much power. "They're appointing [Chief
Justice John] Roberts for a term of 30 years.
He's like a new king ," Zerman exclaims . "We didn't throw off the yoke of the king of England to get these new
kings--Supreme Court justices."
It's an argument with a historical ring , Ramsey says. "The Jeffersonian Republicans in the late 18th century
thought judges were a bunch of aristocrats without regard for the people," he explains. "I'm nervous about this
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[amendment] as a solution , but the idea of judicial accountability is something people should think about."
While JAIL has sparked a sharp debate, the two sides agree that judges have become lightning rods for
controversial decisions.
"In the past, judges were above the fray," Barnett says . "Now they're not. People tend these days to play the
blame game. They blame the U.S. Supreme Court for the Keio v. New London [eminent domain] case when
actually blame belongs with the Connecticut legislature that empowered municipalities to condemn for private
economic interests."
Zerman says the blame is justified . "There's no one else to blame," he says. "Judges were placed third in the
U.S. Constitution with good reason. Now they've leapfrogged over the other two branches, so everything winds
up in the courts, and they've made a mess of it."
© ABA Journal
View Comments (2) I Post a comment

For more information, please check out the articles listed below:
• Homeowners Associations : Legal Bread And Butter - Taffy & Andy Rice
• SEEKING GOD'S WILL AND AMERICAN JUSTICE - Taffy & Andy Rice
• ~JUDGES "SECRET FILE" EXPOSED~ - Taffy & Andy Rice
• DO YOU BELIEVE? - Taffy Rice
• Legalizing Illegitimacy - Taffy Rice
• ~JUDGE ORDERS TYRANNY~ - Taffy Rice
• ~"WE ARE A NATION OF LAWS, and WE MUST ENFORCE OUR LAWS .''~ -Taffy Rice
• -A Separation of Power- - Taffy Rice
• Judge Adele Grubbs today is demanding that my husband and I be jailed immediately for refusing to obey her unlawful order - Taffy
Rice
• Who Requires a Judge to Follow the Law? - Taffy & Andy Rice
• -Do As I Say, Not As I Do!- - Taffy Rice
• Candidate Calls for Impeachment of Judge Adele Grubbs - Taffy & Andy Rice
• Judicial Accountability In itiative Petition Signatures Certified - Chris Nelson - South Dakota Secretary of State
• American Bar Association
• Eddie Farnsworth
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Altruism has failed to meet the demand for organ transplants. Instead of letting
thousands die each year while waiting for an organ transplant, we should test the
market's ability to meet the demand.

On the Issues

On December 23, 1954, Richard Herrick got the most remarkable Christmas present
from his identical twin brother: a kidney. Doctors at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in
Boston performed the first successful kidney transplant on the twenty-four-year-old
Coast Guard veteran. Today, a painting by Joel Babb commemorating the operating
room scene hangs in the Countway Library at Harvard Medical School.

Until recently , I hoped to receive the same gift. Mysteriously, after routine lab tests taken in August 2004, I learned that my
own kidneys retired early.
I was one of about 91,000 people who was awaiting an organ , according to the United Network for Organ Sharing
(UNOS) , a national nonprofit that facilitates matching and placement of vital organs such as kidneys, hearts, livers, and
lungs. Almost 65,000 people are awaiting a kidney, but only about a quarter will receive a transplant within the next year.
The wait is four- to five-years long . Out of desperation, surgeons have begun using less healthy organs. Faced with a
patient on the verge of death, they might transplant, for example , a virus-infected liver from a deceased intravenous drug
abuser, as the New York Times Magazine reported last summer in a story titled "Will Any Organ Do?"
The need for kidneys, and organs in general, has long outstripped supply. The annual number of so-called cadaver
kidneys--those made available at the time of death--has remained fairly stable at 2 to 3 percent growth a year for the last
decade. Yet the number of people needing new kidneys increases by about 14 percent each year. Epidemiologists predict
that by the year 2010, the wait on the UNOS list for a kidney will double to ten years.
Altruism Does Not Cut It
Fortunately, the practice of living donation--wherein a healthy person, typically a relative or close friend, volunteers a
kidney--has been growing. This is medically low-risk; a healthy person can function perfectly well with only a single kidney
(sections of lung or liver can also be removed while the donor is alive, but not, of course , a heart). According to the
Department of Health and Human Services, the number of living donors has exceeded the number of cadaver donors
every year since 2000. In 2004, for example, there were 6,647 living compared to 6,324 cadaver donors. But living
donation at its current rate of growth cannot fill the gap between supply and demand . If this trend continues and waiting
time for a kidney transplant extends to ten years or more, death on the waiting list will be far more common than
transplantation.
Clearly, the system is in bad shape. And this is largely because of a misplaced faith in altruism.
The system expects people (or their loved ones) to give a body part and receive nothing in return. In fact, it is against the
law to receive money or anything of value in exchange for an organ , a principle set down in 1984 by the National Organ
Transplantation Act. Violators face fines of up to $50,000 and felony prison terms of up to five years . "Organ
transplantation is built upon altruism and public trust. If anything shakes· that trust, then everyone loses," says the UNOS
website . But so many have lost already: eighteen people die each day while waiting for an organ and , without changes ,
the situation is virtually guaranteed to worsen .
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Without a doubt, some people are capable of supreme acts of generosity. In fact, among the roughly 6,650 living donors
mentioned earlier, a small number gave their kidneys to a stranger. These admirable souls either called a hospital to offer
an organ or sought potential recipients via advertisement.
But reliance on generosity makes for woeful public health policy. The distance between opinion and practice is often
considerable. Surveys generally find that over 80 percent of respondents approve of the idea of organ donation at death.
Yet fewer of them {about 60 percent) say they would permit their own organs to be taken after death , and only 30-40
percent of those surveyed actually designate themselves donors on their driver's licenses or on state-run donor registries.
Another problem is the relatively small number of deaths that are "eligible" to participate in donation . About 13,000-15,000
individuals die in hospitals in a manner that permits their organs to remain healthy enough for transplantation. Optimally, a
single body could yield two kidneys , one liver, one heart, one pancreas, and two lungs, and therefore save seven lives.
Thus, if every family gave permission, this would be a vast improvement over the status quo. Yet even assuming a
maximum yield of 30,000 kidneys annually {up to two for each of the 15,000 deceased individuals), barely half of the
nation's need would be met.
To make matters worse , only half of all eligible deaths result in donation, according to a 2003 report from the Department
of Health and Human Services. Despite the law. as set forth in the 1964 Uniform Anatomical Gift Act, which grants
immunity to any health organization that honors the deceased 's wish to donate, hospitals continue to ask families'
permission--and about half the time families do not consent to remove their loved one's organs , sometimes even reversing
the deceased 's expressed desire to donate. The problem of family refusal--in essence , the reversal of their loved one's
altruism--has been deemed such a problem that Australia passed a law in 2004 to prevent families from overriding their
loved ones' expressed wishes . Forty-three states in the U.S. have similar laws but, unfortunately, they are not enforced.
Titmuss and the Altruism Doctrine
The doctrine that altruism should count as the sole legitimate impulse behind donation can be traced to Richard M.
Titmuss, professor of social administration at the London School of Economics. From 1950 until his death in 1973, Titmuss
wrote widely about class inequality and was instrumental in shaping the British welfare state.
In 1971 , Titmuss published The Gift Relationship: From Human Blood to Social Policy, which rapidly became a bestseller
in the United States. In the book, Titmuss compared the efficiency of the UK and U.S. systems of blood procurement. He
concluded that the free giving of blood within the National Health Service was a more efficient way to collect and distribute
blood than the practices of the American system , which were partly commercialized. First, blood in the U.S. obtained from
paid donors was more likely to be contaminated , given that prostitutes, drug addicts , and others at high risk for transmitted
diseases were among the donor groups. Second , Titmuss claimed , the idea that people would give their own blood with no
expectation of reciprocation encouraged a sense of community.
On the first claim, Titmuss was partially correct. When organizations such as the Red Cross collected from addicts and
prostitutes, the blood obtained was indeed more likely to be tainted with hepatitis. But it turned out that this could be
avoided by setting up collecting sites in middle-class neighborhoods where most people in the vicinity had homes and
jobs. Nor was free blood guaranteed to be cleaner. When AIDS appeared in the early 1980s, most of the infected blood
came from gay men, a socially conscious group that volunteered blood regularly . In any case , blood is tested today for HIV
and hepatitis B and C, and contamination is rare, whether blood is paid for or not.
Titmuss's second claim , however--that altruistic acts are among the most sensitive indicators of the quality of human
relationships and values in a society--is alive and well. As a faithful socialist and member of the Fabian society, Titmuss
believed capitalism to be morally bankrupt. He wrote that blood donors were ''taking part in the creation of a greater good
transcending the good of self-love. To 'love' themselves they recognized the need to 'love' strangers. By contrast, one of
the functions of atomistic private market systems is to 'free' men from any sense of obligation to or for other men
regardless of the consequences to others who cannot reciprocate."
Money allegedly taints transactions because of the risk that the giver has been coerced into giving against his will , has
been exploited into treating his body like an object, or has been forced into violating his own moral commitments. Also , a
free market supposedly suppresses charity--an argument disputed by the health of American philanthropy.
The current U.S. transplant "community" similarly sees the market as incompatible with fairness. To maintain the equal
distribution of scarce organs , the argument goes, the community {e.g., UNOS) must exercise total control. According to
Mark Fox, head of the UNOS ethics committee : "The prisoner in California gets the heart transplant because he needs it
and is
first on the list. It's blind to whether you're a saint or a sinner or a celebrity. That's key to maintaining the public trust."
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On the contrary, depending upon how heinous the crime , it is just as likely that this kind of aggressive equity undermines
trust. When rationing is necessary, one would imagine that the public prefers to think of authorities as wise stewards of
scarce resources, not radical egalitarians. In any event, public trust is already badly damaged because of the long waits
and daily death toll over which UNOS presides.
"Almost everyone agrees that an incentive program would encourage more donation than would a purely altruistic
approach," says Adam Kolber of th,e Upjyersjty of San Die91~1 Law School. "It is as if the institution of organ donation is
being used as a means to further another goal, not specifically
d to organ donation." What Kolber is referring to are
the Titmussian ideals of community connectedness, egalitaria
d a general collectivist mentality--all geared toward
preserving control over distribution of a scarce resource--paire
ar of markets, competition, and self-interest. The
problem is that the system itself may be the cause of the shortag
rged with regulating . As nephrologist Benjamin
Hippen has observed, the human cost of this is a system "degener
o an equal opportunity to die on the waiting
list."
Finally, a system based on altruism-or-else fails to accommodate one of
widely held values in the bioethics
canon: autonomy. Individual freedom is enhanced when options are increa
is includes the freedom to refuse
remuneration. Indeed, if such arrangements ever become possible by federa w, then we will know who the truly altruistic
donors are. They will be the ones who choose to give their organs, or those of a loved one , for nothing of value in return .
Today , Titmuss's ideological offspring populate bioethics committees and medical schools. They regard our current
system of "detached generosity," in the words of University of Chicago legal scholar and economist Richard A. Epstein, as
an exemplar of resource redistribution . Even if it falls short of its public health goal, at least it symbolizes the ideal of social
equality. In the end, however, the cost of pursuing Titmuss's vision of a noble act is to deny other people their very lives--a
consequence that is almost surely true , given well-established economic principles, and one that professionals should at
least have the chance to put to the test.
An Unnecessary Barrier

For years, creative physicians and ethicists as well as frustrated patients have tried to change the system to increase the
number of organs available for transplant. Unfortunately, the transplant "community" has rejected practically every
suggestion and fledgling effort, charging innovators with violations of equality and altruism.
In 2003, Alex Crionas, a young man on dialysis living in Orange City, Florida, started his own website to attract potential
donors. Fortunately, Crionas met a young man at a party who decided to donate a kidney to him; this man had never seen
Crionas's website . The young man passed the medical qualifications, but as the date for surgery neared , the Tampabased transplant center refused to perform the surgery because of the existence of Crionas's website , even though the
two did not meet that way. The center went further, noted the Tampa Tribune, which reported the story, and refused to
accept, a priori, any living donor for Mr. Crionas because of his website . According to Dr. Douglas W. Hanto, head of the
ethics committee at the American Society of Transplant Surgeons, such brokered transplants would "undermine trust in
the whole system." Dr. Hanto's group even asked its members to boycott privately arranged transplants .
This is absurd. The UNOS "system" to which Dr. Hanto refers is for dead donors. The website is for living donations. Not
only are these different pools of donors, but a live donation also takes t~e recipient out of the cadaver waiting pool and
thus benefits people on the list because they can move up. Additionally, sites like MatchingDonors.com and other public
efforts raise awareness: a person who might never have thought of donating could , after seeing the site , decide to do so.
Again , the more organs offered , the quicker people are taken off the UNOS list, to the benefit of all.
On his website (selflessact.net), Mr. Crionas elaborates: "To the person needing an organ, the whole world is his family.
Why should he wait to be called off a list when he can take the initiative to expand his circle of friends, his family , among
whom an altruistic donor may be found?" He also posts letters from the organizations that blocked his transplant: the
American Society of Transplant Surgeons ("transplant community should discourage such 'directed donation' [made
through] internet stories") and Lifelink Healthcare Institute of Florida ("[we are] strongly opposed to the solicitation of
organs through web sites").

(

In the end , happily, Mr. Crionas found a different center to perform his surgery. But his poignant letter reveals the grave
limitations of our transplant policy and the callous paternalism of those in control. Deviation is interpreted as a sign of
selfishness, a violation of the altruistic code. "I see patients increasingly willing to take things into their own hands," Dr.
Hanto told a reporter disapprovingly. Sidestepping a broken system does not "undermine the trust" in it, as UNOS says;
circumvention is symptomatic of the system's dysfunction. In Mr. Crionas 's case, his resourcefulness was an attempt to
enlarge on potential public altruism.
I had my own brush with the transplant establishment when I turned to MatchingDonors.com , a website created to help
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link potential donors and recipients. The site lists about 2,700 potential donors and 120 possible recipients , and it says it
has brokered thirteen transplants, with about twenty more recipient-donor pairs matched and awaiting surgery. The site
charges organ seekers several hundred dollars for a listing . There is no charge for donors, and fees are waived for
seekers if necessary.
I went to the website because friends who said they would look into donation either turned out to have disqualifying
medical problems or spouses who objected , or they grew scared . Once you "meet'' a donor on the website, the process
follows the standard months-long screening process , with physicians at a transplant center determining whether the donor
is medically and psychologically eligible to proceed with the surgery.
What could be a more dramatic enactment of generosity than giving an organ to a stranger? Yet when I wrote about the
experience in the New York Times, Dr. David Steinberg , director of medical ethics at Lahey Clinic Medical Center in
Burlington, Massachusetts, voiced the incomprehensible complaint: "It is not unreasonable to ask whether it is ethical for
people to go on dialysis or die while Dr. Satel gets a kidney that, perhaps more appropriately should have gone to
[someone on the UNOS list]." This is the same illogical point raised by Dr. Hanto: how can receipt of a living kidney
disadvantage someone waiting for a cadaver organ? Besides, I was on the UNOS list (because it was possible no live
donor would come through for me), and if I received a living donation , then my name would have been removed and the
next person would have advanced .
Other critics fret about whether the website process is unfair, as some prospective recipients could write more compelling
"ads" to attract more donors. (For the record , my notice was two sentences long , including only my age, place of
residence, profession , and blood type, and within a week I received a number of inquiries.) Arthur Caplan, bioethicist at
the University of Pennsylvania , observed of online matching , " Not everyone has the means to use the Internet." What
Caplan is saying , then , is that the ethical conduct of anyone in need of a transplant is to be passive and resigned to his
fate at the hands of a grossly inefficient system.
Searching for a donor via the Internet is a symptom of the desperate need for more organs. Unfortunately, many
bioethicists and physicians obstruct the kinds of innovation that could increase the number of organs donated .
Presumed Consent and Remuneration
Consider "presumed consent." Also known as "opt out," this approach is used in most European countries. It stipulates
that individuals presumably agree to donate their organs at death unless they specifically decline to do so. In the U.S., the
system of deceased organ donation operates on a voluntary system known as explicit consent, in which one is presumed
not to want to donate in the absence of explicit instructions to the contrary.
In 1989, Spain adopted presumed consent and within a decade the number of donors more than doubled . After Austria
passed a presumed consent law in 1982, its donation rate quadrupled, and by 1990, the number of kidney transplants
performed was nearly equal to the number of people on the waiting list. In Belgium, an interesting natural experiment took
place: the law passed in 1986, but some locales did not implement it. The city of Leuven did and within three years its
donation rate more than doubled. Meanwhile, Antwerp did not and donation rates remained flat. Though not all regions
have seen such marked improvement with presumed consent, it is generally accepted that adopting a presumed consent
policy could raise deceased donation rates by about 15-20 percent.
Nonetheless, transplant policy experts believe the policy has a poor chance of being accepted here, despite endorsement
by the American Medical Association . The biggest concern of critics is that organs would be removed from people who , in
life, might not have wanted to donate--that is, those who failed to indicate their objection out of simple negligence. One
wonders , however, what Titmuss might have said : with an assumption of altruism built into the system , as is the case with
presumed consent compared to opt-in , shouldn't we expect the bonded , "loving" community of citizens to make it their
business to comply with the policy?
And wouldn't a sense of community be strengthened by a program like LifeSharers? LifeSharers is a network of organ
donors who agree to offer their organs first to other organ donors when they die. Participation is free and open to anyone ;
LifeSharers works through a form of directed donation that is legal under state and federal law. Giving organs first to organ
donors, the theory goes, will convince more people to reg ister as organ donors. The program is too new at this point to be
able to prove that it increases registered donors, but there is no denying that it promotes fairness (about 60 percent of the
organs transplanted in the United States go to people who have not agreed to donate their own organs when they die) and
it actually rewards altruism. Yet Sheldon Zink, director of the Program for Transplant Policy and Ethics at the University of
Pennsylvania, finds fault. Touting the primacy of UNOS, she writes in the American Journal of Bioethics that organs
"should go first to people that UNOS determines are most in need .. .. [Also] LifeSharers contradicts the concept of equity
by denying anyone in need ."
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Another potential solution to the organ shortage is remuneration of various kinds. This does not violate the integrity of the
UNOS list, yet many consider it the buzzing third rail of transplant policy'. Some tentative efforts to introduce controlled
remuneration into the organ transplant system have been unsuccessful. In 2003, Representative Jim Greenwood (RPenn.), proposed to sponsor a handful of demonstration projects in which the government would pay for the purchase of
life insurance policies payable to a living donor's designee. This modest proposal would have simply created a few pilot
programs, but it was opposed by the National Kidney Foundation and the American College of Surgeons. (The American
Medical Association , American Society of Transplant Surgeons, and UNOS, however, approved.) The state of
Pennsylvania proposed the allowance of $300 toward funeral expenses, but the bill failed . Wisconsin recently passed a bill
allowing live donors to subtract up to $10,000 in costs (e.g ., missed work, travel) from their taxable state income.
Also in 2003, a bold group of physicians, legal scholars , economists, and other concerned individuals formed the Ad Hoc
Committee for Solving the Intractable Organ Shortage. With the most common reason for missed donation opportunities
being refusal by the donor's family , the express purpose of the committee was to lobby Congress for pilot programs to test
the effects of paying the relatives of postmortem donors a modest sum-perhaps $5,000 or $10,000-which the family
could put toward the deceased 's estate or give to charity. Tax credits and health insurance discounts were other options.
Predictably, the idea was rejected by the National Kidney Foundation and, this time , by the American Society of
Transplant Surgeons. "Any attempt to assign monetary value t.o the human body ... devaluates the very human life we
seek to save ," claimed Dr. Frank Delmonico of the National Kidney Foundation . The fear of such monetary transactions is
so great that many hospitals refuse to accept transplants from recipients who are not related to the living donor.
Some bioethicists fear that nonaltruistic arrangements debase human beings. They recoil from what they consider the
"commodification of the body." Leon R. Kass, former head of the President's Council on Bioethics, says that a donor or
family who receives payment for an organ is hardly different from one who sells a "pork belly," and comes "perilously close
to selling out [one's] soul." Accepting money in exchange for an organ , he writes, "repels us, quite properly I would say,
because we sense that the human body especially belongs in the category of things that defy or resist commensurationlike love or friendship or life itself." This strikes me as a poor analogy. Unlike one's personality or a set of ideas, which do
indeed constitute selfhood , one's identity is not threatened by having a diseased kidney or replacing a defective body part
with someone else's. We replace heart valves and fit amputees with artificial limbs all the time. We have well-established
markets for semen, blood plasma, teeth , and human hair.
Then there is the Titmussian objection that financial arrangements will mean the loss of a personal link. I, for one,
welcome that. I preferred not to know whose organ I would have. Ideally, I would have liked to carry on the entire
transaction via vending machine to keep it as impersonal as possible. If my fellow prospective recipients wish to develop a
relationship with their donors, fine , but for me anonymity would have been best. Why? I worried that my feelings of
immense gratitude toward a donor would have turned into a sense of constricting obligation .
Proof that my sentiments are not unusual resides in the existence of a modest literature devoted to "the tyranny of the gift."
The phrase was coined by sociologists Renee Fox and Judith Swazey. Referring specifically to an organ , they write , "the
gift the recipient has received from the donor is so extraordinary that it is inherently unreciprocal. ... As a consequence ,
the giver, the receiver, and their families may find themselves locked in a creditor-debtor vise that binds them one to
another in a mutually fettering way ." I object to Fox's and Swazey's portrayal of a vice-like entanglement as inevitable, but
surely it can happen .
The "tyrannical" aspect also extends to donors, who may feel compelled to give, though not out of pure altruism. Imagine,
for example , a person who does not really want to donate, but feels a sense of obligation to do it lest his relative or friend
be forced onto dialysis. Another person might donate in order to seem like a hero or gain attention or inflate her selfimportance. Yet another might do so out of guilt. A paradoxical effect of such coerced altruism is that it exploits the
emotions and generosity of potential donors.
In Kidney for Sale by Owner: Human Organs, Transplantation and the Market, bioethicist Mark J. Cherry argues incisively
against the transplant establishment's consensus that altruism is the only morally acceptable motive for donation. "The
question is not whether selling organs has harmful elements, but whether on balance, the costs outweigh the benefits," he
writes. "Concerns support caution ; they [should] not sustain prohibition.'' For the record, most of those in favor of markets
do not promote the ability of a prospective recipient to purchase directly from a living individual or the family of the
deceased; instead, market proposals govern the purchase of organs by authorized firms for sale to transplant centers.
For virtually every procedural objection , Cherry suggests a solution. For example , worries that impoverished people will be
financially coerced into selling their organs could be averted by only allowing people above a certain income level to
participate in the organ market. (Though who is to say that the poor should not be allowed to make a rational decision to
part with an organ--and liberate themselves from poverty in the process?)
Might the exchange of money be so off-putting to some potential donors, their families , or recipients that they would refuse
to consider donation at all? Those people could still donate under the terms of our current system , but how many would
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forego the opportunity to give the money to a charity? Would that not complement, rather than undermine, the altruistic
impulse that motivated them in the first place? With pilot programs , we could study so many of these questions. If, in the
very unlikely case, the incentives were no better in recruiting donors than the current system, we could return to business
as usual.
What's more, a regulated market would likely suppress the international black market, which has indeed produced horror
stories of exploited donors and recipients alike. In my view, individuals should be able to use their own wealth to purchase
organs, and public agencies and charitable organizations should be allowed to use their funds to supply organs to the
needy within an organized structure that prevents corruption . As legal scholar Richard Epstein puts it: "We should all be
far better off if altruism were confined to a more modest role : as a reason for private charity for those in need."
Most important, we need scientific data. No country has a regulated organ market, so there are no functioning models to
study. Nonetheless, nearly all of the arguments against financial incentives are based on assumptions that can be
resolved by empirical studies.
By emphasizing generosity as the only acceptable motive for donation, many bioethicists and physicians undermine their
own cause, which is to alleviate individual suffering and improve public health. The system they defend is tied so tightly to
a particular ideal of social justice that it ends up committing a greater moral failure, resisting developments that could
increase available organs and thus save thousands of lives yearly .
·
Many transplant professionals have lost sight of one of the most important measures of ethical worth: whether more good
than harm results from the decisions they have imposed on us. The imperative to innovate and experiment is great
because altruism alone cannot solve the problem. To expect as much is to hold a na'fve view of human nature; to accept
as little is to stand by while many die.
Dr. Sally Sate/ is a resident scholar at AEI.

+l This essay is available here as an Adobe Acrobat PDF.
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Lawyer Among '100 Most Influential'
By - 6/28/2006
San Diego Business Journal Staff
Pamela A. Bresnahan, recently named an adjunct professor at the University of San Diego
School of Law, has been named among the 100 most influential lawyers in America by the
National Law Journal .
A partner at Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP's Washington, D.C., office and
chairwoman of its litigation practice group, she was one of 14 women lawyers in the United
States selected by the New York City-based legal publication.
Bresnahan was named to Best Lawyers in two categories businesses and commercial litigation .

legal malpractice law and

As trial counsel, Bresnahan represents lawyers, financial institutions and professionals,
broker/dealers, directors and officers and accountants, among others.

(

A graduate of the University of Maryland, she earned her law degree from the University of
Maryland School of Law.
-

Pat Broderick

San Diego Business Journal, Copyright© 2006, All Rights
Reserved.
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Rice Joins Lerach
By - 6/1/2006
San Diego Business Journal Staff
John J. Rice, a 15-year veteran of the U.S. attorney's office, has joined the firm of Lerach
Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins LLP on its securities-fraud task force.
Most recently, Rice worked as an assistant U.S. attorney in the Southern District of
rosecuted organized crime
California, specializing in public corruption cases . He also h
York, and was nominated
cases for the U.S. attorney's office in the Southern District
to serve as branch chief in the Northern Mariana lslands.AM~ Mr.lting public corruption and
white-collar criminal cases.
Rice was a member of the trial team that obtaine·~ llallY.lerdicts against former San Diego
an Ralph Inzunza on corruption
Acting Mayor Michael Zucchet and former City
charges in 2005.

(

An adjunct professor at the.Upjyersjty
course in federal crimes .

of San Djegg Law School,

Rice most recently taught a

He graduated magna cum laude from Harvard University, and earned his law degree from
the University of Virginia.
-

Pat Broderick

San Diego Business Journal, Copyright© 2006, All Rights
Reserved.
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Press Release

Former Assistant U.S. Attorney John J. Rice Joins Lerach
Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins LLP
Thursday June 1, 10:53 am ET

SAN DIEGO, June 1 /PRNewswire/ -- Lerach Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins LLP ("Lerach Coughlin")
announced today that John J. Rice, a 15-year veteran of the United States Attorney's Office, has joined the firm's
securities-fraud task force.
Mr. Rice joins Lerach Coughlin after spending almost two decades prosecuting a wide array of complex white-collar
criminal cases. Most recently, he worked as an Assis
U.S. Attorney in the Southern District of California ,
stints prosecuting organized crime for the U.S. Attorney's
specializing in public corruption cases. He has als
Office in the Southern District of New York and
ated to serve as Branch Chief in the Northern Mariana
riminal cases.
Islands, prosecuting public corruption and w

(

Mr. Rice has been praised for his dilig
o combat graft, corruption and collusion among public and private
officials in San Diego. In 2005, he wa
er of the trial team that obtained guilty verdicts against the acting San
on federal corruption charges. Mr. Rice is also currently an adjunct
Diego Mayor and a well-known coun
professor at the University of San Diego Law School, most recently teaching a course in Federal Crimes.

.

-

·-

"I am honored to be able to work again with some of my former colleagues at the United States Attorney's Office and
to practice at the most successful securities class-action law firm in the country. Lerach Coughlin offers a veteran trial
lawyer like me an environment rich in legal talent and the resources and opportunity to make a difference for those
shareholders who need it. I look forward to working with the firm's many talented lawyers, including former federal
Judge Lawrence Irving, whom I know well and before whom I have appeared ," Mr. Rice said.
"We are indeed fortunate to have someone of John Rice's background and experience join our firm. Our large
corporate corruption cases are made-to- order for him," said Mike Dowd , a member of the firm's management
committee .
Mr. Rice graduated cum laude from Harvard University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in History, and he received his
Juris Doctor degree from the University of Virginia . Mr. Rice served as a judicial law clerk to the late U.S. District
Court Judge Judith N. Keep.
Lerach Coughlin has more than 175 lawyers in San Diego, San Francisco, Los Angeles , New York, Boca Raton,
Washington, DC , Houston, Philadelphia and Seattle (http://www.lerachlaw.com). Lerach Coughlin is actively engaged
in complex litigation , emphasizing securities , consumer, insurance, healthcare, human rights , employment
discrimination and antitrust class actions. As a result, Lerach Coughlin attorneys have been responsible for
recoveries of more than $45 billion , including the $7.1 billion of recoveries to date in the Enron class action , the
largest securities class action recovery in history.
John Rice is available for comment at 619/871-3634. Mike Dowd is available for comment at 619/231-1058.

Source: Lerach Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins LLP
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SanLuisObispo.com
Posted on Wed, Jun . 21, 2006

Crawford will fill judge vacancy
SLO County assistant counselor appointed to replace retiring Hilton
By Leslie Parrilla
lparri lla @thetribunenews.com

Jae Crawford, assistant counsel for San Luis Obispo County si
Crawford, 59, of Los Osos fills a vacancy left by the retir
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger announced the appoin
county from 1974 to 1977. He worked for the Law

, has been appointed to the local Superior Court.
udge Douglas Hilton. The seat pays $149,160 a year.

sday. Crawford was a deputy district attorney for the
Edward S. Mack in Los Angeles from 1972 to 1974.

Crawford graduated from the University of San Diego School of Law and received a bachelor's degree from UC San
Diego.
He said Tuesday that he expects the appointment to be a welcome challenge.
"I hope to be an asset to our Superior Court," Crawford said. "I think that I'm going to strive to be fair to everyone that
appears in my courtroom. I've got significant civil experience and hope to rapidly adjust to a criminal law assignment."
Crawford, who has never practiced criminal law, expects to handle misdemeanor cases initially.

~; 2006 San Lu,~ Obisp,, T11bu11t' and wire s,·rvice wurce . All Ri~ht~ Resened
http:i/ww" .sanluisohispo.com
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Barrett a first of his kind
06/07/2006 11 :29 PM ET
By Kevin Yanik / MLB.com

Alex Barrett answers the telepho~e one evening at his Hawaii home, and on the other end of the line is a stranger who
wants to talk to him about his baseball career.
Barrett is shocked , yet he is excited, too . After all, he's 59 now, and baseball seems like a lifetime ago. He's almost forgotten
about the game and the role it's played in his life.
So why, he wonders to himself, is anybody else curious about his playing days?
The answer is simple, really. The interest in Alex Barrett grows out of the fact that he's the answer to an Astros trivia
question : Who is the club's first-ever draft pick?
Well, Alex Barrett, of course .
First of his kind
In the inaugural First-Year Player Draft of 1965, the Astros used their No. 1 pick on Barrett, the fourth player taken overall.
They picked him ahead of 809 other players, including future Hall of Famers Johnny Bench , Carlton Fisk, Nolan Ryan and
Tom Seaver.
Unlike those players , though , Barrett left no legacy in the big leagues. He had no hits. No at-bats. No September callup. Not
even a Moonlight Graham -- like moment in the field for a half inning.
Barrett's seven-year stint in the Minors isn't a "Field of Dreams" tale that comes to life. His story is one, some people might
say, about a dream that ends half-fulfilled .
Barrett might disagree.
"I look back on my experience as just a great opportunity," he said . "I wouldn't trade it for anything. I don't feel bad for it
because I probably tried too hard . That's a mistake I can live with ."
His life changed dramatically one day near the end of his senior year of high school, he says. That date has since escaped
Barrett, but it was June 8, 1965.
Maybe Barrett was in history class that morning. Or, perhaps, he was getting ready to read Shakespeare or Dickens in an
English class.
Decades later, Barrett can't recall specifically. All he remembers is that Atwater High {Calif.) coach
Fran Oneto called him into the gymnasium that morning to deliver some life-altering news.
"[Oneto] pulled me out of class at about 10:00 a.m. and told me I had been drafted," Barrett says.
Indeed , he had been. The Astros selected Barrett, an 18-year-old shortstop from Atwater, Calif.,
just behind Rick Monday, Les Rohr and Joe Coleman.
Complete coverage >

Even though Barrett never made the bigs like those players, he got a taste of the Major League treatment. The day Barrett
was drafted, the club scheduled a flight for him to Houston to meet team officials at the Astrodome and introduce him to the
fans .
"Probably the only real perk I had that the other guys didn't have was [the Astros] flew me into Houston," Barrett says. "They
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probably were going to introduce me or something , but my plane was lat~. It was a little bit late.
"They may have had plans. But somebody told me they put my name up on the scoreboard . But I wasn't there when that
happened ."
He still enjoyed that first trip to the Astrodome. He visited the team's clubhouse and met Hall of Farner Nellie Fox, an Astros
coach during the '65 season .
"He said hello to me, walked me out and showed me the ballpark," Barrett says. "I was like, 'Wow, that was really
something ."'
He stayed in Houston for a couple of days and took batting practice at the Dome, which had opened just two months earlier.
So Barrett, at least, was one of the first players to hit indoors and field ground balls on Astroturf.
Later in his career, Barrett played in the Dome once more.
"It was kind of a special workout," Barrett says. "They wanted to take a look at me. I did well during that time . It was basically
a simulated game in the Astrodome , so there was live pitching and things.
"It wasn't like a game, but they just wanted to keep an eye on us."
Moving on and out
The fun with the big-league club lasted only so long, though . Shortly after he was drafted, the Astros sent Barrett to Coco ,
Fla., where he joined the Rookie Level team in
lorida State League .'
In Coco, Barrett played with outfielder Kei
Minor League towns until he settled in T ·
"I had a great two weeks at Oklaho
"But I didn't have a good year, ne

d, the club's second-round pick. Eventually, Barrett moved along to other
lahoma City in the early 1970s.
hen I got called up there , hitting home runs , batting over .300," Barrett says.
really good year."

quietly exited the game in '72. He finished up college at Fresno State and then studied
After struggling in the Minors, Ba
law at the1 University of San pjegg. He became an attorney in 1980.
Now, Barrett practices law in Hawaii , where he works with that state's Department of the Attorney General.
But he only discovered the island because of a trip he made during his baseball career to play the Hawaii Islanders, a TripleA team in the Pacific Coast League .
·
"I got a one-way ticket and started managing a bank," Barrett says .
He even had his own real estate company for about 20 years. Few of his colleagues know about his playing days, though .
"Some people play ball , something like that happens to them and they just stay in it," Barrett says. "I'm talking about things
that I never even think about."
This sto1y was not subject to the approval of Major League Baseball or its clubs.
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From the Los Angeles Times
COLUMN ONE

California, Here They Come
Be it for love, money or just the good food, folks keep moving to
the Golden State, despite its flaws, where newcomers still surpass
defectors.
By Maria L. La Ganga and David Streitfeld
Times Staff Writers
June 26, 2006
Some planned their moves with meticulous care, plotting over many years to swap dank skies for
California's enduring sunshine. Others decided on a whim over wine: Goodbye, Queens; hello,
Temecula.
Some were drawn by age-old lures steeped in poverty and pain.

opportunity, a shot at reinvention -

while others fled homelands

And then there were those who simply fell in love. With a woman. A landscape. Or even, like Pegah
Hashemi, an idea.
The architectural designer landed near Hancock Park last August, from Iran via stints on the East Coast.
In the chaos and crowds and freewheeling culture of Los Angeles, she finally found a home.
"Any other place you go, there's a majority and a minority," said Hashemi, 27. "But there are so many
immigrants here that the majority disappears. It's liberating. You can grow in whatever direction you
want."
Even as real estate prices rise to fearsome heights and freeways become impassable, even as wildfires
consume some h·omes and rampaging mud swallows others, even as experts declare the state
ungovernable and a major earthquake inevitable, the refugees from New York and Manila and Tehran,
from Texas and Nepal and Washington, D.C., continue to come to California.
For all the attention focused of late on illegal immigration, California is by far the favorite destination of
legal immigrants to the United States - about 200,000 in 2005 alone. Moreover, although the numbers
fluctuate with the economy, the Golden State remains a powerful domestic magnet as well, with about
600,000 people from other states arriving here last year.
No matter how taxing life sometimes seems here in the most populous state in America, newcomers still
outnumber defectors, drawn by varying notions of the California dream.
"California is one of the very few states whose allure has never faded," said Marc Perry, chief of the
Census Bureau's Population Distribution Branch. "The faces of the immigrants change, the tongues they
speak change, but the people keep coming."
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Why do they come? One of the strongest and most enduring reasons is the sunshine itself. "A Climate
for Health & Wealth Without Cyclones or Blizzards," boasted an 1885 booklet from the Chicago-based
California Immigration Commission.
It worked then. It works now. Just ask Thu Hoang, 43 .
This winter, Thu and her husband, Hung, were visiting relatives in the San Fernando Valley. They
decided to take a weekend jaunt to San Diego. Lunchtime brought them to beautiful, wealthy La Jolla.
Back in New York, it was dreary. But the French bistro they chose was soaked in sunshine. There were
flowers everywhere. People looked happy.
They had just been served the wine when Hung proposed rearranging their lives.
"Let's move to California," he said.
An information technology manager for IBM, Thu has teams in India, China and North Carolina. Her
bosses don't care where she lives. Hung, 57, is a retired information technology executive and musician.
In March, they came to scout out houses, choosing one in Temecula twice as big as their apartment in
Queens. On April 28, they moved in.
"Six months ago we wouldn't have known where Temecula is," said Thu. No fashion hot spot, the Inland
Empire city has few venues for Thu to wear the 100 pairs of shoes that accompanied her here.
No matter. "It's so beautiful here, it feels like a perpetual vacation," Hung said.
For every Los Angeles County resident who told Public Policy Institute of California pollsters in March
2005 that they planned to be gone by decade's end, there seems to be someone like Terry or Kristin
Kent.
Terry was born, grew up and has spent all of his 32 years in Wisconsin. The only exception was college,
for which he voyaged to neighboring Minnesota. That's where he met Kristin, who has otherwise spent
all of her 29 years in Wisconsin.
Their families are in Wisconsin. Their friends are in Wisconsin. They love Wisconsin.
Yet when Kristin got her master's degree in business administration this spring from the University of
Wisconsin, the couple refused to apply for any jobs that were not in Los Angeles.
"The world is so big, and there's only so much time," said Terry, a lawyer who specializes in land and
water use issues. "So much of what the world has, you just can't find in Wisconsin. But you can find it
here."
The Kents just rented a one-bedroom apartment in Los Feliz that costs double what they were paying in
Madison. Kristin envisions a typical Saturday morning: wandering the neighborhood, stopping in a cafe,
heading to the beach - "and doing it in January."
Not everyone comes for the sunshine, of course. Galina Angarova was wooed in part by what all that
sunlight produces. Living in Moscow, she met and married a Northern Californian. They moved to San
Francisco in August; she never wants to leave.
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In the Siberian village where she was born, she said, "not a lot of things are available, even food. You
will not find an avocado .... A lot of my friends don't know what sushi is."
Angarova, 30, is eating her way through San Francisco. "The number of good restaurants here on
Fillmore Street," she said, "exceeds the number of good restaurants in all of Moscow."
The quality and range of the food here are indeed a wonder, thanks to some of the world's most
bountiful soil and accomplished chefs. Even the grumpiest Californians would concede that. But try
driving across town to a favorite restaurant, they say. Try to find parking at your favorite market.
Still, newcomers tend to see congestion differently from longtime residents' view. When Vasinee Florey,
45, left suburban Bangkok for suburban San Francisco, the first thing she noticed about the traffic was
that "it's better" here.
"You should see the traffic in Thailand, especially in Bangkok," she said. "You cannot go far in an
hour."
Everything's relative, in other words.
Hans Johnson, a demographer with the Public Policy Institute of California, crunched census statistics to
uncover the reasons why some people come and go.
California's humming economy was the strongest draw; the unemployment rate in several big counties,
including Orange, San Diego and Riverside, is significantly under the national rate. More than a third of
the arrivals from other states told the Census Bureau recently that they're here for job reasons.
But an equal number said they had left California because they'd gotten a job elsewhere. An additional
5% of those departing over the last five years - 134,000 adults -went in search of cheaper housing.
In a state where the ability to afford a house is at record lows, that's not surprising. What's truly puzzling
is the 84,000 or so adults who said they were moving to California for a less expensive home. Maybe
they're all from Manhattan, or maybe it is just further testament to the state's ability to induce
derangement.
Migration between the states is a murky area. The Census Bureau, using Internal Revenue Service data,
calculates that, since 2000, California has lost 340,000 more people to other states than it has gained
from them. But the state Department of Finance, using what it says are more accurate data from driver's
licenses, calculates a net gain of 366,000.
Sunshine and sea and sky are all very well, but in the end, op'portunity is what really matters.
It's been that way for generations. As a Southern Pacific Railroad poster promised in 1905 : "Come to
California and see for yourself. Millions of chances for happiness and riches."
Think Gold Rush adventurers and those who followed: the merchants who outfitted a state in the making
and the engineers who designed the railroads and irrigation systems, the bridges and harbors. The
Dustbowl refugees in the 1930s and aerospace workers in the 1950s, and those seeking high-tech riches
in the 1990s. For generations, migrants sought a future for their families through the verdant agricultural
fields.
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Think older men like Pedro Pinto, 60, who left Jalisco, Mexico, this spring for the uncertainty of Los
Angeles, where he hopes to find work and send money back home: "I'm looking for a job, any kind of
job," he said through an interpreter at a labor center.
And young men like Jason Hall, 28, who arrived in Fresno in August from Staten Island via Houston. "I
wouldn't come here ifthere were no jobs," said Hall,whose in-laws live in the Central Valley.
"Wherever there's opportunity is where I'll go."
A computer systems analyst for the county of Fresno, Hall lives with his family in a small apartment
with a view of the railroad tracks. But he has his sights set on bigger things. When law school starts this
fall at the University of San Diegq, Hall will be there, notebook in hand. His wife Tenisha, 26, hopes to
soon have her bachelor's degre
ed out online while caring for their toddlers.
"I don't ever see myself living i
and see limitless opportunity."
At least one debate about immigra
Are people pulled here or pushed h

iddle of the country again," Jason said. "I look out over the water

s kept pace with the successive waves of arrivals like the Halls.
e they running to hope, or fleeing from disarray?

Suman and Nirmala Roka are refugee om Nepal. With that small Himalayan country in the throes of
upheaval as an ancient monarchy gives way to an uncertain future, Suman applied for, and won, a green
card in the U.S . immigration lottery. The couple - with one 5-year-old child and a baby on the way ended up in Cerritos on Dec. 5.
Relatives in Los Angeles helped cushion the family's landing. A hotel professional in Katmandu,
Suman, 39, now commutes in a secondhand Honda Civic to Artesia, where he works the night shift at a
7-Eleven.
"In Nepal, the hotels are closing down, my profession damaged," Roka said. "I wanted to give my
children a better future."
Politics also pushed Annie E. Strickler to California, but it was the domestic version. After Strickler
turned 30 a few months ago, she persuaded her boss in Washington, D.C., to let her move her job to San
Francisco.
The Sierra Club's deputy press secretary said she loves D.C., but her five years there encompassed the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the anthrax scares, the snipers who terrorized the region and an
administration "that doesn't reflect my values."
And so one of the most Democratic states gained yet another Democrat. "My job is the same," said
Strickler, "but it's so much easier here."
The California dream of an easier life - ample opportunity with a backdrop of natural beauty and a
caressing climate - has been artfully packaged since the waning days of the Gold Rush, first by railroad
companies, later by Hollywood.
Ever since the dream was born, it has produced pain along with pleasure. Some '49ers struck it rich;
others went home, poor and broken. Disappointment and failure are persistent California themes.
Maria Sementsiv, 20 and hopeful, arrived in Los Angeles from Ukraine earlier this month for her second
summer in the Golden State. Her visa expires in October, but she'd like to stay. She thinks.
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"Those things which I saw on the television, or in books, it was a little different than I thought," she
recalled. "It's not all an ideal life, nice houses, rich people. There were some problems for me at first."
For some newcomers, the dream crumbles on arrival. Eric Field, 42, traded New York for Fresno last
fall because he fell in love, but the relationship rapidly fizzled.
For the moment the furniture refinisher is staying put, but partly that's because he can't afford to go
back. And although he has good clients, a "tremendous landlord," a supportive church and good friends,
he sees California's darker side, where "people would come out for paradise, and it would elude them."
Will the disappointed dreamers be better off elsewhere? Will California be better without them?
Various experts project that the population will rise from 37 million to 48 million by 2030. As a result,
the state will require a lot more water, electricity, houses and space on the freeways . California has four
of the 10 fastest-growing big cities in America, according to Census Bureau statistics released last week
- more than any other state.
Experts have been cautioning that California has to stop growing ever since the state was home to only
Native American tribes, Spanish missionaries and a few trappers.
"Under no contingency does the natural face of Upper California appear susceptible of supporting a very
large population," wrote Lt. Henry Augustus Wise of the U.S. Navy.
That was 1849, and the warnings have continued ever since. California historian Philip Fradkin
remembers moving here in 1960 from New Jersey: "People were saying, 'We're going to be swamped.'"
Forty-six years and 21 million new arrivals later, Fradkin has joined the chorus. "At some point, I have
no doubt we're going to be swamped.'' Soon, he thinks, the California dream will finally, officially,
irrevocably tum to nightmare for immigrants and residents alike.
We're not there yet. California is still a powerful draw -

at least for people like Elizabeth Winter.

She's a Massachusetts native who graduated from Wesleyan University in Connecticut. On May 15, her
23rd birthday, she arrived in San Francisco.
Home will be an apartment shared with three college friends. A dozen other Wesleyan pals are spread
around the state. "It's like a 'Westward Ho' thing," Winter joked.
She's not sure she'll stay. She knows she'll miss the changing seasons on the East Coast, and her parents.
"But sometimes," she said, "you fall in love with a place.''
Copy right © 2006, The Los Angeles Times
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USD center picks
its
first director
•
The Cent er for Applied
Nonprofit Rese arch at the
·
of San Diego has
nam
ew or soc,
expert Linda Kato a
director.
Kato, a researcher at
l'lOnprofit MDRC social poli
center, was selected after a
nationwide search. She b~
gins her new job Sept. 1
! Part of the university's nonprofit leadership program, the
center tracks data and trend s
within the San Diego nonprofit sector. Earlier this year, it
released a study showing that
~ percent of the leaders of
San Diego County's largest
charities plan to retire or r~
sign over the next five years.
Kato said the research at
USD has been noticed across
the country.
"I'm excited to begin working with the doctoral students
on projects I know will impact
the sector both locally and nationally," Kato said in a p~
pared state ment "The potential is just tremendous."
"

-JeffMcDonald

(
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enter fOr Nonprofit Research gets new director
Dr. Linda Kato has been
appointed director of the Center
for Applied Nonprofit Research at
the University of San Diego's
School of Leadership & Education
Sciences.
"The center has done some
amazing work in its early stages
- work that is already being
talked about in nonprofit academic circles across the nation,"
Kato said. I'm excited to begin
working with the doctoral students on projects I know will
impact the sector both locally and
nationally. The potential is just
tremendous."
Kato is currently a researcher at
Mli>RC, a nonprofit social policy
research firm. She has conducted
research on the Job-Plus
Community
Revitalization
Initiative, the California Works

for Better Health Initiative, the
Camden
Regional
Equity
Demonstration and the Work
Advancement Support Centers
Demonstration project.
Kato received her doctorate in
political science from the
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology. She has taught social
policy analysis at the Boston
College School of Social Work,
and has worked in secondary education teaching Asian Pacific Rim
and religious studies, as well as
organizing service learning programs.
Kato will start at USD on Sept.
I. Source Code: 20060615tp
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Ernest Reyes, a real estate broker and agent for 35 years and the founding owner, pres ident and CEO of Network
Realty in San Diego. has been named to the U.S. Small Business Administration's Regulatory Fairness Board for
Region IX by SBA Administrator Hector V. Barreto . The region includes California, Nevada, Arizona , Hawaii and
Guam. The board resolves complaints about excessive enforcement of federal regulations. "Ernest Reyes brings to the
board a solid 35-year background in small business and a first-hand knowledge of the regulatory challenges faced by
business owners," says Ruben Garcia, district director of the San Diego SBA office.
Reyes was the co-founder and founding board chairman of the National Association of Hispanic Real Estate
Professionals.

RECYCLING
Goodwill Industries of San Diego County and Dell have introduced Reconnect San Diego, a free drop-off program for
recycling of unwanted computers. The pilot program will help protect the environment through the responsible recycling
of computer equipment. and provide area residents a convenient opportunity to support a local nonprofit organization .
Reconnect San Diego takes advantage of the existing donation and retail infrastructure of Goodwill and the recycling
experience and resources of Dell. The goal of the pilot program is to dive1t at least 2 million pounds of used computers
and computer equipment from landfills over one year and to provide consumer education on the importance of proper
computer disposal while creating job opportunities for individuals with disabilities and other employment barriers.
San Diego residents can call toll-free (888) -4-GOODWJLL or (866)-48-73873 or visit reconnectpartner ship.com or
sdgoodwill.org to locate the most convenient drop-off location at any of the 24 local Goodwill donation centers and retail
stores.
Goodwill will sort the donated computer equipment. which will be recycled through the Dell Asset Recovery Services
value recovery program. Dell's product recovery partner will remarket the recycled materials, such as plastics, glass and
metals, and all sales proceeds will go to Goodwill to support the nonprofit's job training and employment services
programs .
Residents are responsible for removing data from hard drives and other storage media before donating to Goodwill, and
state law requires that all donors sign a statement about the use of the computer equipment being donated. Goodwill staff
will provide donors with a tax receipt at the time of donation.

***

The Carlsbad City Council has voted to certify the environmental impact report and approve local land use permits for

the Carlsbad desalination plant being developed by Poseidon Resources Corp . Poseidon wants to construct a 50-milliongallon-per-day plant at the site of the Encina Power Station , but faces several other hurdles, including approval by the
California Coastal Commission, before it can proceed with construction. The target date for completion is 2009. The city
council concluded there are no significant, unavoidable impacts for both the construction and on-going operatio n of the
plant related to 13 different areas studied .
Next, Poseidon Resources is scheduled to obtain the plant's ocean water discharge permit from the State
Quality Control Board. The board is scheduled to consider the permit issuance at its next regularly s
August.

EDUCATION
Linda Kato has been appointed director of the Center for Applied Nonprofit Research at.JJSO;s School of
Leadership & Education Sciences. The center is part of the Nonprofit Leadership & Management Program headed by
Pat Libby. Kato is currently a researcher at MDRC, a nonprofit social policy research firm, where she has conducted and
coordinated field research on the Job-Plus Community Revitalization Initiative, the California Works for Better Health
Initiative, the Camden Regional Equity Demonstration and the Work Advancement Support Centers Demonstration
project. Kata's position has been funded through the Westreich Foundation.
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Nonprofit summit examines
fut.ure ·leadership turnover
for local organizations
By TIFFANY STECKER
The Daily Transcript

SAN DIEGO - More than
two-thirds of nonprofit leaders
plan to leave their organization s
in the next five years, and the
pool for potenti:il r, , }l'l c-Pments
looks shallow.
'
These findings, by Universi
1i'f San
Diefo
Nonprofit
9
Leadership an Manageme nt
graduate
students
Laura
Deitrick and Paige Creager, were
presented at the Generation
Next Nonprofit Leadership
Challenge on Wednesday. The
event, hosted by USD's Center
for Nonprofit Research, sought
to address the coming turnover
of executive directors and plan
for smooth transitions for San
Diego nonprofits.
Deitrick and Creager sent surveys to 546 San Diego nonprofit
executive directors whose organizations reported more than
$500,000 in 2004.
"What we wanted to do was
frame (the situation) and see
what that meant for San Diego,"
said Dietrick.
Respondent s varied from the
arts, education, environmen t,
health, human service, international, public/socia l benefit, religious and mutual membership
benefit sectors. '
Sixty-eight percent of executive directors anticipate leaving

---·-

--

their position within the next
five years. More than half of the
directors, most of whom are
from the baby boomer generation, cited retirement as their
next move. Forty-one percent
expected to seek a position as an
independen t consultant and 28
ercent expect to find another
'j:ion with a nonprofit.
le would like to stay in
r in a flexible part-time,
ed type of thing,"
sai
explaining the
draw t
·ng work.
.
Thirtyrcent of those
surveyed c
ack of professional growth opportunitie s as
the main reason for leaving an
organizatio n. Thirty-two percent anticipate accepting a higher-paying position elsewhere
and 28 percent will leave in
order to devote fewer hours to
work.
The research also showed that
finding qualified candidates to
replace outgoing directors will
be difficult. The lack of competitive salaries and benefits coupled with San Diego's high cost
of living may prevent good candidates from working at San
Diego nonprofits. Little time
spent on searching and overall
lack of qualifies applicants were
two other barriers.
See Nonprofit on SA

-

Continued.from Page 1A

As a result, 76 percent of
directors felt it would be "somewhat to very difficult" to find a
qualifie.d replacemen t, and 68
percent felt the candidate pool
in- San- Diege.-wa.s "we.li-..iO Ne.Y,
weak."

The study made several recommendatio ns: that organizations open dialogue between
executive directors and board
members; that they provide fle:iCtime and sabbatical leave to plan
smooth transitions· for a change
in leadership; that leaders create
opportunitie s ' for learning and
growth ; and that human
resource managers promote
from within the organization .
Education
opportuniti es
include providing scholarships
and incentives for professional s
to continue their education. This
• would satisfy the need for professional growth and improve
the candidate pool for new managers, according to the survey.
"The risk is bigger not to provide . those
opportuniti es,
tt.c~e ~eeple~are,, loekiBJJ ioc
them within their jobh aidCrueger.
The presentation was followed
by a group activity facilitated by
Frances Kunreuther, author of
"Up Next: Generation Change
and the Leadership of Nonprofit
Organizations," and a panel discussion with five local nonprofit
leaders:
Sister
RayMonda
OuVall of Catholic Charities,
Fernando Sanudo of Vista
Community
Clinic,
Britta
iustesen of San Diego Family
Literacy Foundation and Jeffrey
Kirsch of the Reuben H. Fleet
Science Center.

Suzanne Stewart Pohlman,
executive director of Interfaith
Conimunity
Services
and
attendee of the event, said that
her organization has considered
leadership turnover.
"~xami nea Yie -need of
senior managemen t.staff l~aving
or retiring," she said, calling the
change a "natural opportunity"
for new ideas.
Interfaith, a North Countybased social services provider,
promotes from within ·and has
provided financial incentives, in
the form of scholarship s and
one-time cash awards, for its
staff to pursue advanced
degrees.
"It's very important to be consistent," she said. "We try to be
good at that."
tiffany.stec ker@sddt.c om
Source Code: 2006053Itb b

BBB

untary but can help with fundraising and marketing efforts'
. must answer quesagencies
tions, submit paperwork for review by the Wise Giving Alliance and adhere to a set of 20
tandards.
Among other things, the
standards call on nonprofit
board members to meet reguhave begun offering the seal of larly, to practice adequate overapproval to local charities.
sight and to avoid conflicts of
. Seven agencies have applied interest. They also ask organito the San Diego chapter since zations to spend at least 65 perthe program started in March, cent of their income on proand all have been approved . grams and services and to
The cost of the seal ranges make financial statements availfrom $1,000 to $15,000, depend- able to anyone who asks.
ing upon how much money a
"Charities are supposed to
charity collects in donations.
be transparent, so most of them
"Consumers have a lot of op- don't have a problem with it,"
tions and they're a lot savvier Sonner said. 'The standards
than they used to be," said Hi- aren't asking them to do anylary Sonner, director of charity thing outrageous, just to follow
review for the local Better Busi- what consumers would want."
ness Bureau office. "It's more
The alliance plans to compile
important than ever that donors reports on most of the San Diehave confidence in the charities go area's major charities they give to."
whether they seek the seal of
approval or not - so it will have
Seal is voluntary
the information if donors ask
To get the seal, whkh is vol- about the agencies.
CQNTINUEO FROM PAGE B1

USO sponsored
eight dialogues
on ethics in fall
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Business
•
reviewer
now rates
charities
'BBB's methodology
questioned by some
By Jeff McDonald
STAFF WRITER

The same folks who collect
cu mer complaints and issue
of approval to deserving
.___,1esses are turning their attention to San Diego's nonprofit
community.
The local chapter of the Better Business Bureau is now
awarding its famous logo to
charities in San Diego and Imperial counties so people who
donate to those organizations
can feel more confident that
their money will be well spent.
Some nonprofit executives
are not especially keen on the
idea. They worry that the charitable sector is too diverse to
adhere to a one-size-fits-all
standard.
The Better Business Bureau,
a national tax-exempt agency
with 140 or so independent affiliates, has rated private companies on behalf of consumers for
decades.
Under a program developed
three years ago, the Bureau's
· Wise Giving Alliance began reviewing national charities as a
service to philanthropists and
to others interested in nonprofit
ntability.
ce then about two dozen
Better Business Bureau chapters around the country, including the San Diego chapter,
SEE

BBB,B4

'

within San Diego's $10 billion
nonprofit community.
In the fall, they sponsored
eight ethics dialogues to promote discussion among local
charity executives and to develop a framework they can use in
making decisions.
The monthly sessions, which
were completed last week, exposed a range of questions regarding how transparent charities need to be.
Should financial statements
be posted on Web sites? Do
government regulations represent the minimum ethical req uiremen ts? Should board
Confidence down
meetings be open to the public?
Audrey McNabb, a doctoral
Even though most nonprofhip proits operate efficiently and effec- student in the le
he USD
tively, a spate of recent scan- gram who
are no
dals in San Diego and dialo
1art because
nationwide has driven down
o diverse.
the level of confidence among
nonprofit
•theles ,
donors.
oups should work together to
Researchers at the Uniyemjraise operating standards
~ of San Diego, which offers
vanced degree~ in nonprofit across the board, she said.
leadership, long ago recog- "We're all doing similar work,
nized the need for more ac- and we're all vested in doing
countability and collaboration what we're doing."

Bureau is issuing its seals, "we
will probably look into it more,"
she said.
The question of transparency and accountability is among
the most pressing issues facing
the nonprofit sector nationally
and in San Diego County.
Two years ago, California became the first state to pass a
law requiring stricter oversight
and transparency among the
largest charities. The U.S. Congress is also looking at new
would
that
regulations
strengthen rules on donations,
auditing and reporting.

a

·

Skeptical of offer
Some nonprofit leaders are
skeptical of the offer.
Because San Diego's nonprofits provide such a broad
range of services, some executives and board members worry that a single standard can
not be applied fairly to every
organization.
Sara Roscoe Wilson of Nonprofit Management Solutions, a
nonprofit that offers counseling, training and other services
to local charities, questioned
the methodology the alliance
uses to decide whether to issue
a seal.
'They're not going to go in
as_ investigative reporters," she
said. "It's sort of 'Are you in
compliance with best practices
at a very basic level?' "
Wilson said she and her
board of directors have considered developing their own set
of standards that might be
drawn from best-practices
guidelines around the country.
Now that the Better Business

The USD Center for Applied
Nonprofit Research plans to develop an ethics framework out
of the discussions later this
year. In the meantime,
McNabb said she welcomes
the Better Business Bureau
seals of approval.
"Overall standards are a
good idea," she said. "Accountability, and particularly imposed accountability, is rarely
met with a smile."
One of the first San Diego
area charities to apply for the
seal was the local Alzheimer's
Association chapter, which now
posts the Bureau's logo on the
home page of its Web site.
"We know that our donors
check a variety of sources
when they make informed decisions," said association Vice
President Barbara Mandel
Pache. "We want to be able. to
provide information to them in
as many forms as possible."
Jeff McDonald: (619) 542-4585;
jeff.mcdonald@uniontrib.com
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The Caretaker of a Much-Covete d Family
Flag
Lunch at the Four Seasons
BY PRANA Y GUPTE - Special to the Sun
June 15, 2006
URL: http://www.nysun.com/article/34488
James Power IV has enviable name recognition.
While he was, of course, born with the name, Mr. Power had to work especially hard to
earn the recognition. His father made sure of that.
The brand that his Massachusetts born father, James David Power III, created three
decades ago, "J.D. Power and Associates," is the world's best known marketing
information services company. Its market research, forecasting, consulting, training, and
customer satisfaction surveys are keenly awaited by consumers and businesses alike, but
especially by the global automobile industry. Why? Because a nod from JDP A can lead
to significant surges in sales.
Indeed, the company's plaques - bearing a distinctive medallion created by Mr. Power's
wife, Julie, a graphic designer - are coveted by the auto manufacturers, as well as by
financial, insurance, telecommunications and travel industry companies. They are widely
featured in such companies' television and print advertising.
"It's humbling," Mr. Power said the other day during a brief visit to New York from his
California headquarters in Westlake Village, near Los Angeles. "But I'm proud to be
carrying the family flag. I'm proud of what my dad and mom built up. I feel that I've
accepted the responsibility to be the caretaker of the brand and image of J.D. Power and
Associates."
His father is the eminence grise of the company, the Wharton man who gave up a
flourishing career in the auto industry to found the company in 1968. Mr. Power's own
title is executive vice president of international operations, which means he oversees the
company's large and growing businesses in different parts of the world. This
responsibility apart, Mr. Power also is part of the senior leadership of the organization,
which was acquired last year by the McGraw-Hill Companies for an undisclosed sum.
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"My father started the business along with my mother on their kitchen table," Mr. Power
said. "So when I was growing up, J.D. Power and Associates was like a sibling. One of
my first jobs was taping a quarter to the surveys that my father would send out. Those
quarters were meant to be an incentive for consumers to respond to his surveys."
He was the oldest of four Power children. One sister, Mary, works at the company, as
head of its travel practice. Jonathan Power is a therapist. And Susan Power is executive
director of the New England Golf Course Association.
Their father would invite clients to the family home. Among the first guests were
executives of Toyota Motor Corporation, whose entry into the American market had been
less than auspicious.
"My father conducted important surveys that showed Toyota what American consumers
really wanted in their cars," Mr. Power said. "I was enthralled with the auto industry, and
I got exposed to sushi and other Japanese delicacies at the same time. I progressively did
other activities for the company, including key punching data, odd jobs, deliveries, and
even cleaning rest rooms. My siblings did the same.
"This experience instilled a sense of making a difference. I saw from what my father and
mother did what impact they had on clients and em loyees and their families . My parents'
outlook and approach laid the foundation for the
at I would later play in the
company."
Mr. Power said he grew up reading the trad
father's shoulder every Monday night, wh

ation "Automotive News" over his
eekly would arrive.

"In high school, I had a desire to either
chitect or go into business, especially
advertising. At the University of San Diegp, 1 got a chance to bring the auto industry and
advertising together, and took a summer internship at the ad agency Foote, Cone and
Belding on the Mazda Motor account," Mr. Power said.
0

After graduating with a history major, Mr. Power was invited to work for FCB.
"Working for an ad agency was a great experience - I also met my wife Julie there - and
got the opportunity to make contributions and have significant impact on a brand and
company at a relatively young age," Mr. Power said. "After several years at FCB, though,
my interest in actually working for an auto company increased and I took a position at
Chevrolet, helping them relaunch the import-oriented_Geo brand of vehicles in the
southwestern U.S.
"While it was a great experience and I learned a lot, I also experienced the pains of
working for a slow, bureaucratic, and waning giant like General Motors. I felt I had lost
the opportunity to make a significant difference," he said.

I I7

His father quietly suggested that perhaps it was a good time for the son to join the family
company. The year was 1990, and JDP A was about to embark on its greatest period of
growth.
He was put in charge of managing research projects. At the same time, Mr. Power was
responsible for JDPA's joint ventures in the Asia-Pacific region. He helped establish a
strong presence for the company in Japan.
His affection for Asia proved enduring - and it translated into prosperous business for the
company. JDP A serves 14 industries in Asia; it conducts 4 7 syndicated studies annually,
and 97 proprietary studies.
Mr. Power moved to Detroit for three years to monitor the auto industry, returning to
California in 1997 to take charge of the company's international operations; it has a dozen
overseas offices. In addition to Asia, he has helped develop business in Europe, where
JDP A conducts 20 studies annually in seven industries.
That means Mr. Power must spend at least 40% of his time traveling. He needs to stay in
close contact with the 30 or so auto companies around the world. He must attend the
seven or eight major auto shows that are held in different cities globally. He manages
global client relationships, and also help with JDP A's strategic directions.
He recently co-wrote "Satisfaction: How Every Great Company Listens to the Voice of
the Customer," with colleague Chris Denove.
"The company will continue to grow, and my role will grow in the same step as the
company grows," Mr. Power said.
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Day of achievement
Day of harmony
"Asian Americans ...come to the table with the best of both
worlds: The discipline of Asian culture with the freedom of
American society."
- Jung-Ho Pak, Third Annual Asian Heritage Awards
Photos by Paul Yung
For more photos, go to www.asianheritageawards.com

Photos, beginning clockwise, top left: Speaker
Jung-Ho Pak enjoys a
light moment with
Councilwoman Donna

Frye; San Diego School
Board member Katherine
Nakamura, left, with Asian
Heritage Award nominee
Juliette Hoang; the theater
where the awards were

presented; Tom
Yanagihara, president of
the Japanese Friendship
Garden, accepting the cultural preservation honor
from Bob Adkins, president of Neighborhood
National Bank, while
Marcella Lee emcees and
Rosalynn Carmen, ASIA
co•publisher, looks on;

ome members of the Asian Pacific Islander community are like the violins in a symphony
orchestra, leading a main theme with soaring
ideas. Others are like violas and bas800nS - inner voices
who help support the main melody. Still others are like
bass section - giving selflessly of their broad suppo
an entire organization.
The analogy of a community as orchestra
ered by Jung-Ho Pak, musical director of
'hamber Orchestra, to thoae attendin
,ian Heritage Awards, sponsored by
u/ Culture & Commerce.
The event honoring achievement
gories was
held at th;TJuivGEHitv pf Sae Pi@sBAJoan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice on Thursday, May 18.
While Pak told more than 300 in attendance
"Separately, we make sound. But the fact that we co-exist
in the same place allows us to make music," a deeper
message seemed to resonate with many when he said,
"The one thing I haven't been prepared for is the role as
anAsianAmerican. Like many second generationAsian
Americans, I have spent a good portion of my life focusing
on being American. Only recently ... have I embraced with
pride my own ethnic heritage and has Korea, my parents'

the luncheon gathering at
the University of San
Diego; San Diego Asian
Professionals showing
some of the votes cast;
and Sally Wong-Avery,
after receiving the special

recognition plaque from
Pechanga's Rod Luck,
right, and special recogni-

tion symbol pinned by
County Supervisor Ron
Roberts. With them are
ASIA publishers Len
Novarro, left, and

Rosalynn Cannan, center.

country, embraced me."

Indeed, it has. After Pa.k's speech, Robert Yae, president of the Korean Festival Association, delivered greetings from Byung Hyo Choi, consul general of the Republic
of Korea, who complimented the conductor1s music as "the

(

ultimate bridge builder for a multicultural society." Choi
also thanked ASIA for organi:r.ing the awards and "giving
the community an opportunity to acknowledge our
heroes." The newspaper's founders , co-publishers Leonard
Navarro and Rosalynn Carmen, presented Pak with a
special "Community Pride" commemorative crystal.
Close to 12,000 individual votes were cast by email
ballot and through the newspaper in selecting those honorees worthy of recognition. Those singled out included:
Joann Fields, representing the office of San Diego
Councilman Tony Young, in the category of Legal Affairs
and Government
Buu-van A.J. Rasih, poet-Art, Philosophy and
Literature:
Dr. Zhu Shen, director of development for Immusol
Inc. - Science, Technology and Research
Dr. Mitsuo Tomita, director medical education for
Kaiser Permanente - Medicine and Health
PASACAT, the Philippine-American Society and
Cultural Arts Troupe - Performing Arts
Maria Arcega-Dunn, Fox 6 anchor - Media
Alan Gin, author, Index of Leading Economic
odicators - Business Enterprise
Dr. Patricia Hsieh, president Miramar College Education
Robert Ito, president, Ito Girard & Associates - - -neurship
oese Friendship Garden - Cultural

ll9 tion

I Bautista, founder Mabuhay Alliance !ity Service

The program also honored Sally Wong-Avery,
founder of Chinese Professional Services and the Chinese
Service Center and principal of the Chinese School of San
Diego, for her years of dedication to the Asian community
of San Diego.
Channel 8 anchor and reporter Marcella Lee emceed

the luncheon and awards ceremony, produced
by Silk Road Productions.
In his talk, Pak discussed a few Asian
stereotypes - positive and negative - and told
the audience it needs to go beyond that.
"Asian Americans, in particular, with their
hybrid upbringing, come to the table with the
best of both worlds: The discipline of Aaian
culture with the freedom of American society."
As such, he added, "We need to be the most
compelling and relevant organizations we can
be, regardless of our self-proclaimed intrinsic
worth for a specific ethnic constituency ... We
need to create real projects that bring us
together, that inspire us to communicate and
work for the benefit of all Asians. We need to
plan for a future that invites us to use our
considerable combined economic and cultural
influence.
"Together, as an Asian American collective,
we can affect change in ways that are impossible individually."
The awards were presented by the follow ing sponsors and their representatives: Rich
Grosch, San Diego Community College
District; Yen Tu, Viejas Enterprises;
Timothy Yeun, Burkett & Wong Engineers;
Tom Hawthorne, Hawthorne Machinery;
Jerry Washburn, TMC Entertainment;
Jessica Chang, Cox Communications;
Dwayne Junker, Epsilon Systems Solutions;
Clare Kristofco, UCSD; Dave Shepherd, KB
Home; Bob Ad.kins, Neighborhood National
Bank; and Jimmy Kelly, Time-Warner
Cable.
Wong-Avery was presented the Special Recognition
plaque by Rod Luck, vice president human resources pf
Pechanga Resort & Casino. ASIA also presented
Wong-Avery with a 24 karat gold symbol of the Asian
Heritage Awards, which San Diego County Supervisor
Ron Roberts pinned on her.
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First Class Graduates
ral Catholic
Graduation ceremonies for the first graduating class of Cathed
us June
·
High School (CCHS) were held on th un·v rsit
ing
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institut
ar
four-ye
to
on to college and 79 percent
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Harvard, Princeton, Notre Dame, Stanford, UC Berkeley, MIT, US
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ic
econom
and
l
and U~. The class of 2006 reflects the cultura
expecte
CCHS, the diocese's newest Catholic high school. Graduates are
ts and a
intellec
d
to make informed decisions reflective of well-develope
closing
the
gospel value system. Most 2006 graduates transitioned from
known as
University of San Diego High School (USDHS), affectionately
ns in a
"Uni," and had the special challenge of carrying on USDHS traditio
class of
new school community. Jim Tschann, president of CCHS, said, "The
sense
ing
emerg
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and
Uni
of
legacy
2006 contributed significantly to the
s are
tulation
congra
Our
.
School
of traditions at Cathedral Catholic High
done
have
They
ents.
heartfelt as we salute them for their accomplishm
the
is
year,
last
opened
splendid things on behalf of CCHS ." CCHS , which
Diego.
San
of
e
first of three new secondary schools planned by the Dioces
County resiMater Dei Catholic High School, serving South Bay and East
will serve
dents, is set to open in fall 2007. Pax Christi Catholic High School
For more
students in North County and has not yet set an opening date.
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directo
,
Clifton
Eileen
t
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CAREER PROS: Friendly Job Market Greets New Grads
by Michael Kinsman
Warren Ruis, a college senior, figures he hit the perfect storm of good fortune. The business administration major
started looking for work in March. He interviewed with four companies and received four job offers. His timing was
perfect.
"I was really surprised how fast things fell into place," confesses Ruis, who just started his new job as a supply chain
management associate with San Diego Gas & Electric Co. "I heard the job market was going to be pretty good this
year, but I didn't expect this ."
At first, college senior Dave Novi didn't think his luck was so good. He'd sent out about 100 resumes in recent
months and received only lukewarm interest. Then the interview invitations kicked in . Two job offers came his way,
but Novi held out. Finally, in May, LPL Financial in San Diego offered him the job he wanted, and he took it.
Novi immediately went from signing his job contract to San Diego State University's student travel agency, where he
booked a celebratory 26-day trip to six European countries.

Happy Days
Successful job-search stories abound this year, as a strong national ecor,,omy and employers eager to expand
operations have made this the best year since 2001 for college graduates to find jobs.
US companies expect to hire 13.8 percent more college graduates than just a year ago, according to the National
Association of Colleges and Employers. That's brought even better news for jobseekers. NACE reports that the top
fields now dangle starting salaries in the $50,000 range . The average starting salary for all college graduates this
year is estimated to be $45,723 - 6.2 percent higher than a year ago.
"I think a lot of companies have realized they can no longer afford to neglect hiring younger workers," comments
John Challenger, president of the Challenger, Gray & Christmas outplacement firm in Chicago. "They know that
college graduates have the technical proficiencies they need throughout their companies , and they are now willing to
pay more for that."
Challenger reasons that a sustained economic upswing and the recognition that baby boomers may soon be retiring
also are spurring employers into action. "There is no question that this is the best hiring market in the past five
years," he adds.
David Smith, a labor economics professor at Pepperdine University's Graziadio School of Business and
Management, thinks the hiring surge is mainly a reflection of the overall economy, which grew at a robust 5.3
percent rate during the first quarter of 2006, its fastest rate in two-and-a-half years. Corporate profits climbed 8.8
percent, down from 13.8 percent in the fourth quarter of 2005. Additionally , unemployment rates are relatively low
across the board: The nation's jobless rate in April was 4.7 percent.
Jking at the whole, Smith wasn't surprised that employers have been aggressive in hiring this year. "Business
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profits have been strong for the past two or three years and that tends to make companies more at ease when it
comes to hiring," Smith figures. ''The entry-level markets are the first and most sensitive to economic conditions, so it
would make sense that hiring is increasing. Those are the same markets that slow down first in a downturn." But the
swiftness of the rebound has caught some in the career counseling field by surprise.

Multiple Offers
"I actually had one of our students come in and ask for advice on how to negotiate for a job," relates Linda Scales,
the University of San Diego's director of career services. "I was stunned. In recent years, students would have taken
the first job to come along, but now they are negotiating for the best deal. That's a big difference."
The Unjyersjty of San Diego h,olds several job fairs during the year, encouraging all students to attend so they will be
better versed in what em
ers are seeking. And while the job fairs have always been popular with employers , they
were even more so this
e're limited by space as to how many employers we can take," Scales notes. "Still,
we're seeing a lot more
s express interest in attending." One late-March job fair had slots for 80 employers;
the slots were filled a man
the fair.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car is one
6500 last year. "We've been gro
management trainees, which requ
12 college campuses in Southern..-C
management jobs, Martin points out,-

est college recruiters, expecting to hire 7000 graduates this year after hiring
percent a year and that means we have really concentrated on
e degrees," explains Kim Martin, responsible for Enterprise recruiting at
Enterprise depends on in-house advancement for most of its
cruiting a constant supply of college-educated workers is essential.

Major Difference
Their choice of majors always plays a role in how easily students land a job. Scales reveals that USO graduates in
accounting, outside sales, pharmaceuticals, financial services and the hospitality industry have been in particular
demand this year.
"Accounting students have definitely been in high demand the past couple of years," she continues, pointing to the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 that required companies to increase financial controls and reporting .
Jonathan Haskell, a finance and real estate major, talked seriously with six accounting firms. He had offers from
midsized regional firms in San Diego and Denver, but held out until he landed an offer to join the Big Four firm Ernst
& Young as an auditor.
''That's the job I wanted all along," he declares. "I thought in a big company I'd have a lot of opportunity and a
chance to learn a lot."
Haskell thinks that choosing accounting also was a good decision, given recent financial scandals and increased
regulatory oversight. "Most of the people I know that are going into accounting are having an easy time getting jobs,"
he reports. "I know people who are a little older, and three or four years ago it wasn't quite as easy to get hired."

Michael Kinsman is a syndicated columnist for Copley News Service. His e-mail address is michael.kinsman@uniontrib.com .

Copyright 2005 JJ Acquisition Corp. All rights reserved.
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Serving Douglas County Slnce 1880

Ruppel top of her class at University San Diego
Record Courier Staff Reports

lune 16, 2006

Gardnerville parent Willi Ruppel came by to share the
news that his daughter, Renee, gave the afternoon
valedictory address at the, University of San Diego.
"I'm extremely proud," he said of the 2002 Dou
School graduate. "It shows how a product of our
school system can go and compete with students a
national university and come out on top."
Willi went down to San Diego to watch Renee graduate.
Renee was one of six members of her class to have a 4.0
grade point average. She received the Wall Street Journal
Students Achievement Award and the Delta Sigma Pi
Scholarship Key for business administration.
She went to Meneley Elementary School and Pau-Wa-Lu Middle School. As a student, Renee's name came up
several times over the years. As a senior she was the senior class representative, involved in the high school's
"Every 15 Minutes."
As a junior named one of Douglas High School's students of the month, Renee was described as "very much
involved in programs at DHS and is described as being extremely involved, organized, a strong student and
independently driven."
In 1998, Renee was one of a handful of students to be named champions in the Academic Olympics.

nnn
In the fall of 1991, a tall fresh-faced blonde girl came into The Record-Courier's offices on Eddy Street and
asked if we needed a photographer.

At the time we'd just said good-bye to Chris Tumbusch and Eugene Jack was our main shooter, but we'd been
thinking about adding a second part-time photographer to cover real estate.
We hadn't gotten around to advertising when Belinda Grant walked in the door with a portfolio under her arm.
Her material was amazing. She'd attended art school in Florida and had moved to Nevada to be with her aunt and
uncle.
It wasn't long before Eugene went to the Appeal to take over for their longtime photographer Lisa Tolda and
Belinda was The R-C's chief photographer.

Belinda has in many ways been the face of The R-C at events of all sorts, even though that face was half covered
1-iy a camera with a wisp of silvery blond hair rising above it.
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Wegner graduat es
from USD
Christa J. Wegner graduated cum
laude from the University of San
Diego May 28. Wegner graduated
earned a bachelor's degree in
communication studies. While at
USD she was a member of Lambda
Pi Eta, the communications studies
honor society, and a resident
assiS',;JJta . Wegner is a 200 I
grad~ofFallbrook Union High

School. Her parents are Scott and
Rachel Wegner.
The Universi of San Diego
is a Catholic ins itution of higher
learning charte ed in 1949; the
school enrolls approximately
7,500 students and is known for
its commitment to teaching, the
liberal arts, the formation of values
and community service.
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Mel Strangie-Brown of Danvers graduated with high honors from No~hern Essex
Community College , with a major in liberal arts, writing, during the 44th annual
commencement exercises Saturday, May 20.
Lindsay Williamson , daughter of Steve and Susan Williamson of Danvers,
graduated summa cum laude from Purdue University, May 10. She received her
Bachelor of Art degree in psychology. She was awarded "outstanding senior" in the
psychology department and the ESPN Regional Academic All American Award for
division one athletes. She will be attending Sam Houston State University in the fall,
enrolled in the forensic clinical psychology doctoral program.

The following students were named to the dean's list at Salem State College for
the spring 2006 academic semester: Sarah Amirault, Rory Amor, Derek Armand,
Sherri Arno, Heather Barnes, Robert Barrows, Nathan Barthelemy, Rachel
Barthelemy, Diana Billings, Courtney Black, Tracy Brennan, Lauren Bucco, Amanda
Bucco, Matthew Byrne, Julie Campilio, Michelina Ciruolo, Eric Clarizia, Jamie Cobb ,
Shaina Conrad, Kate Crowley, Michelle DeCristoforo, Chandra DePrimio, Katherine
DiGangi., Anabella Dominick, ,Darci Finocchiaro, Angela Foley, Daniel Grunst,
Jarrett Hanley, Steven Hatch, Susan Hickey, Heather Hopkins, Linda Huss·ey, Derek
Jones, Kimberley Koufos , Judith Kraybill, Alyssa Kymalainen, Donna Kym
Christine Lawlor, Nicole Lee, Brunilda Leka, Leah Leonard, Samantha Lo
Elizabeth Macken, Toni Mannette, Joshua Mansell, Patrick McDermott,. C
Mielcarek, Peter Milczarek, Robbin Miraglia, Lisa Nichols, Elizabeth Paul
n
Peabody, Leanne Puleo , Joseph Pyburn, Becky Pydynkowski, Kerin Ril
Ross, Morgan Ryan, Scott Santos, Irina Shuruyeva, Colin Smith, Kelly_
Tefft, Peter Tentindo , William Waldron, David Watson, Kathleen Whelt
Wight, Amanda Willmonton , Todd Wilson , Camrin Yorgy.
Students must attain a grade point average of at least 3.0 to be pla
dean's list.

Kara Pesola graduated magna cum laude from the Unjversjty of San PirQP on
May 28, with a bachelor's degree in ethnic studies and Spanish. She was a member
and president of Sigma Delta Pi, the Spanish honor society. She studied abroad in
Mexico, Chile and Spain. Pesola is a 2002 graduate of Danvers High School. Her
parents are Dr. Thomas and Joan Pesola.
***
Sarah Cormier of Danvers received an Associate Degree in Culinary Arts from the
College of Culinary Arts, Johnson & Wales University, at the Providence campus
ceremony held this May.
***
Local student Ashley H. Gordon, the daughter of Amanda Smith of Danvers and
Steven Gordon of Fort Lauderdale, has recently been named to the dean's list for
the spring 2006 semester at Saint Michael's College. Ashley H. Gordon is a May
graduate majoring in English Literature at the liberal arts, residential Catholic college
located in the Burlington area of Vermont.
Students who complete a minimum of 12 credits and achieve a grade point
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School board OKs funds for salaries
UNION-TRIBUNE

June 14, 2006

SAN MARCOS -The school board approved spending about $121 million in the 2006-2007 school year,
mostly on employee salaries and benefits.
The entire budget, including money rolled over from previous years, is $136.5 million. It includes $1.2
million taken from the district's savings to cover expenses beyond the expected revenues.
The budget includes money for hiring 26 new general education teachers and filling 7½ full-time specialeducation positions.
District administrators requested money to fill eight new positions, but the board approved only one: an
assistant principal at San Marcos Elementary School. The school is gearing up for new teachers and
programs to increase student achievement.

-Linda Lou

Scholarships go to 48 students
SAN MARCOS - The BECA Foundation has awarded $67,750 to 48 coun
A group of North County business owners and educators started BECA
number of Latino students headed to college. BECA, the Spanish wor
to aspiring Latino college students and offers each scholarship recipi
counseling.

sago to help increase the
holarship, provides money
entor to help with college

This year, recipients include graduates from several high schools
ding Oceanside, San Marcos,
Vista, San Dieguito Academy, Sweetwater and Rancho Buena Vi
tudents will attend a variety of
schools, including Southwestern College, the University of San Diego, Palomar College, the University
of California Berkeley, University of California Los Angeles and California State University San
Marcos.
The scholarship awards dinner will be July 15 at Cal State San Marcos, in the Gordon Clarke
Fieldhouse. For reservations call (760) 741-8246.

- Elena Gaona

Teachers group backs candidates
F ALLBROOK - The teachers association has endorsed three candidates for the high school board of
education in the November election. They are Marc Steffler, Bill O'Connor and Mike Schulte.
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'Very Proud'
Graduates ready to take on the future
01 :27 AM PDT on Friday, June 16, 2006
By KENNY KLEIN
The Press-Enterprise

SAN JACINTO - Andrea Seccombe added another diploma to her collection Thursday.
This time, it was a high school diploma to go along
with two AA degrees from Mt. San Jacinto
College.
"There are just more opportunities with a prop
education," said Seccombe, 18, a member oft
Soboba Band of Luisefio Indians. "I'm ready fi
next step."
Seccombe, one of 311 San Jacinto High Sch
students who graduated at the stadium on Idyl
Drive, is heading to the University of San Diego t~
study international relations.
The graduation ceremony included speeches from
historian Suzanna Kincaid, salutatorian Seccombe
and valedictorian Kristen LoPresti. More than
1,000 people attended.

DeeAnn Bradley/ The Press-Enterprise
Photographing themselves Thursday before
the procession are, from left, Carmen
Wences, Nicole Mitchell, Toni Williams and
Reina Necochea. A historian, along with the
salutatorian and valedictorian, greeted
students and visitors.

As the graduates walked to line up on the football
field with the school's orange and black colors,
some screamed "06," others spoke with friends and
some made sure sunglasses and graduation caps were adjusted just right. In the bleachers, others held
stuffed tigers, representing the school mascot.
"I'm going to be an architect and build and design my dream home someday," said graduate Carmen
Wences, 18.
Seccombe told the crowd about the invaluable help she received from family, teachers and friends and
wished everyone luck after high school.
Sixty-four students of the graduating class have completed one college class or more, school registrar
Joan Warneke said.
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"They have already taken the next step and that will make the transition easier," Warneke said.
Principal Gwen Smith said the class of 2006 accomplished many goals.
Smith pointed to highlights, including the football team playing Verbum Dei High School and traveling
to the CIF semifinals in Thousand Oaks, Sara Robles becoming the state champion discus thrower and
homecoming queen Beatrice Alvarez's bid for a national wrestling title.
"The class of 2006 has earned the right to graduate in honor and dignity," Smith said. "The class of 2006
is made of incredible stuff and we are very proud of them." ,
Graduate Chris Buenas, 17, plans to build custom cars while going to Mt. San Jacinto College.
"Always trying hard and not giving up is not only a high school lesson, it's a lesson for life," Buenas
said.
Online at: http://www.pe.com/localnews/hemet/stories/PE_News_Local_H_hsanjac16.24d b657.html
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LARGEST EMPLOYERS

Ranked by total number of local employees as of Jan. 1, 2006
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1600 Pacific Highway, San Diego 92101
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8695 Spectrum Center Blvd., San Diego 92123
www.sharp.com

City el Su Diqe
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www.sandiego.gov
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4275 Campus Point Court, San Diego 92121
www.scripps.org
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www.kp.org
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3375 Camino del Rio S., San Diego 92108
www.communitycollege .edu

1850

1850

lecally

na
na

na ·

(619) 525-4487

38,BQcr
38,700
1

na
na

na
na

Administration of state
functions, services and
agencies

na
na

na

State of California
Sacramento

Rogers Davis

University of California
Oakland

1960

.

(858) 534-8273

27,200
26,654
2

15,505
14,971

11,695
11,683

Higher education, research
and health care

Mary Anne Fox
chancellor

(619) 725-8000

19,777
17,914
10

13,044
12,224

6,733
5,690

Public education

Cart A. Cohn
superintendent of
schools

Ruth Peshkoff

San Diego Unified School
District
San Diego

1854

(619) 531-5100
(619) 685-2299

15,71-5
15,687
0

15,460
15,492

255
195

Municipal and regional
government services

Walter F. Ekard
chief administrative
officer

Carlos G. Arauz

County of San Diego
San Diego

1850

(858) 499-4000
(858) 499-4140
(BOO) 827:4277

13,377
13,175
2

8,541
8,347

4,836
4,828

Health care, hospitals,
medical groups,
health services

Mike Murphy
president, CEO

Janet Villalobos

Sharp HealthCare
San Diego

1946

(619) 236-6400
(619) 236-5515

11,777
12,213
(4)

10,125
10,441

1,652
1,772

Municipal governmentpublic agency

Jerry Sanders
mayor

Rich Snapper

City of San Diego
San Diego

1850

(858) 678-7200
(858) 678-6767
(BOO) 727-4777

10,932
10,617
3

7,418
7,152

3,512
3,465

Health care, hospitals,
h·ome-health services

Chris Van Gorder
president. CEO

Vic Buzachero

Scripps Health
San Diego

1924

(619) 528-5000
(619) 528-7535

1,43i

4,90J3
4,71i

2,529
2,409

Cherie Sampson

Kaiser Foundation
HospitaVHealth Plan
Oakland

1967

(858) 674-0420

6,937
6,968
0

5,623
5,518

1,314
1,450

Provides worldwide mail
service, handling 44
percent of world's mail

John Platt
San Diego district
manager

Bruce Lane

U.S. Postal Service
Washington, D.C.

1869

(619) 388-6500
(619) 388-6913

5,648
5,220
8

2,124
2,054

3,524
3,166

Associate degrees in
academic and vocational
majors

Constance M. Carroll

Wayne Murphy

San Diego Community
College District
San Diego

1914

11251 Rancho Carmel Drive, San Diego 92199
www.usps.com/sandiego

Su Diqe c....■ity C■Ue11 District

ntalilm■ II

Administration of federal
functions, services and
agencies

4100 Normal St., San Diego 92103
www.sandi.net

Couty el Sa■ Diqe

C..,.ay ll■scri,ciH

Yur
P1rutc■a11NY
l■catiN

na
na

9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla 92093
www.ucsd.edu
Sa■

•ZIii
•ZIIS

.......
,_.,

na
na

1350 Front St, San Diego 92101

DI C■lifer■i■, S11 Diqe

•ZIii
•ZN5

lacal IIICW¥1
Tdlelsl

39,10cJ2
38,900
.51

(2)

U■inrsity

Part-tiae

(800) 688-9889

Federal Information Center, Pueblo, Colo.

State If Califlnia

hll-tiae

United States
Washington, D.C.

(1)

2

....

•ZNI
•ZN5

c..,.y_

7,121
. 4

3

Nathaniel L. Oubre'
Health care, hospital,
outpatient surgical centers, senior vice president
urgent care clinics

chancellor

12
(12)

13
(14)

14
(16)

15
(15)

16
(17)

17
(20)

18
(22)

19
(30)

20
(40)

21
(25)

22
(24)

23
(21) ·

24
(NR)

25
(26)

(619) 696-2000
(619) 696-4379

4,931
5,442
(10)

4,670
5,217

261
225

Energy services and
infrastructure

Donald E. Felsinger
chairman, CEO

Joyce Rowland

Sempra Energy
San Diego

1998

(858) 826-6000

4,733
4,762
(1)

4,383
4.444

350
318

National security, IT
outsourcing, environment,
health care, energy

Kenneth Dahlberg
chairman, president,
CEO

Bernie Theule

Science Applications
International Corp.
San Diego

1969

&111u..■t U■io■ Hi1II Scll11I District

I619 I 644-8027

1,983
2,038

1,613
1,590

San Diego County
high school district

Dr. Terry Ryan
superintendent

San Diego County
High School District
San Diego

1920

(619) 465-5361

4,345
4,312
1

Steven Sonnich

1100 Murray Drive, La Mesa 91944
www.guhsd.net

(619) 594-5200

4,269
4,369
(2)

2,483
2,390

1,786
1,979

Higher education

Stephen L Weber
president

Christine Delgado

California State University
Lono Beach

1897

&■ •r■i Dy■■■ics ussco•

(619) 544-3400
(619) 544-3541

4,200
4,200
0

na
na

na
na

Design, construction and
repair of ocean-going
vessels

Fred Harris
president

Don Dame

General Dynamics
Falls Church, Va.

1959

N1...11111&11111•1C11'11.

(858) 514-9806
(858) 499-0160

4,048
3,957
2

na
na

na
na

Command and control and
communication solutions

John Pettitt
corporate lead
executive

na

Northrop Grumman Corp.
Los Angeles

1939

(619) 443-2300
(619) 328-4164

3,565
3,430
5

3,522
3,391

43
39

Gaming and hospitality

Karol Schoen
general manager

Rick Salinas

Barona Band of Mission
Indians
San Diego

na

(858) 675-5100
(858) 675-5132
(800) 628-2880

3,334
3,233
3

2,215
2,100

533
513

Inpatient hospital services,
outpatient services, home
care, health education

Walter George
chief human
resource officer

Janet Wortman

Palomar Pomerado Health
San Diego

1950

(858) 675-2600
(858) 675-5055

3,100
1,560
99

3,049
1,512

51
48

Defense systems

John Jarman
vice president

Robert Gould

BAE Systems, Inc.
Rockville, Md.

1961

(619) 260-4600

3,072
3,090
(1)

1,295
1,289

1,777
1,801

Private university

Mary E. Lyons
president

Gregory Pogue

University of
San Oiego
San Diego

1948

(858) 576-1700
(858) 966-8015
(800) 788-9029

3,056
3,121
(2)

2,017
2,035

1,039
1,086

Health care for children of
all ages, regional pedlatric
trauma center

Kathleen Sellick
president. CEO

Carolyn Stoll

Children's Hospital &
Health Center
San Diego

1954

(619) 544-5000
(619) 544-5825

3,000
3,000
0

3,500
3,000

0
0

Gas turbine engines and
compressors, gas turbinedriven power systems

Jan Sutton

Caterpillar, Inc.
Peoria, Ill.

1927

(858) 784-1000

2,900
2,955
(2)

na
na

na
na

Basic research in
immunology

na
na

na

The Scripps Research
Institute
La Jolla

1955

(858) 571 -2121
(858) 571 -2101

2,875
2,942
(2)

974
956

1,901
1,986

Restaurant company that
operates and franchises
Jack in the Box restaurants

Linda Lang

Sheila Harris

Jack in tha Box Inc.
San Diego

1954

s...,.&,ru
101 Ash St, San Diego 92101
www.sempra.com
Scie■ce A,11lic■tius l■t1111■ti111I

C•l'II•

10260 Campus Point Drive, San Diego 92121
www.saic.com

S■■

Di111 St■te University

5500 Campanile Drive, San Diego·92182
www.sdsu.edu
2798 Harbor Drive, San Diego 92113
www.nassco.com

9326 Spectrum Center Blvd., San Diego 92123
www.northropgrumman.com

BarNa V■ller l■■cll Resift ■■ii C■si■o
1932 Wildcat Canyon Road, Lakeside 92040
www.barona.com
hll■■ r t'1■llllil1 He■hll

15255 Innovation Drive, San Diego 92128
www.pph.org
BAESpte■s

10920 Technology Place,, San Diego 92127
www.na.baesystems .com
U■innity

I,~

If S■■ Di111

5998 Alcala Park. Sa ~2110
www.sandiego.edu

Cllilillll■'s H1111ita1,

3020 Children's Way,
www.chsd.org

S.l■r T■rlliNs l■c.

Diego

123

~

2200 Pacific Highway, San Di
www.solarturbines.com

Tu Scri11p Resurcll l■stitllte

~
1
92101

~

11
10550 N. Torrey Pines Road, La Joll11
www.scripplj.edu

J■c:11 i■

.., Bax l■c.

9330 Balboa Ave., San Diego 92123
www.jackinthebox.com
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- Not .....,..
NANot~

~

.

• ~ figures obtained through the Calijomia State.Employment Development llepartment.
'Elu:ludeo tol!'l.for Jaooary 2006.

:Fonnerly ~National Steel and Shipbuilding Co.

w
0

Steve Gosselin .president

: Kyocen,'s reduction in local employment relates to the outsourcing of wireless phone manufacturing and related functions. Clualcomm, No.

.l 1 last yea,. declined participation in this yeafs list. The lt>ffowing companies did not return S1.1Veys for this year's list: SBC, No. 18 lut year;

~Notrriad

As al Jdy 1. 2006.

5

\'w,air Depot North Island. No. 23 last year; Chula Vista Elemeota,y School District. No. 28 last year; Cox Communications, No. 33lnt ya,; Genen
~ , N o. 35 last year. California State University. San Ma-cos, No. 41 last year; Callaway Goll, No. 42 last year; Paradise Vl/wy Hospital. No. 4:
last year; National University. No. 44 last yea,; Pfizer Inc., No. 45 last year; Southwest Marine, Inc., No. 46 last year. IISBC Auto Finance, No. 47
last year; and Evans Hotels, No. 49 last year. Fifteen additional firms returned surveys but did not rank in the top 50 for the 2006 list.
Soun:ea: The companies and the Calffomia State Employ1)18f11 Development Department.
It is not the intent of this list to andoBe the participants nor to imply a company's size o, numerical rank indicates its quality.
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Mexicans must mail ballots immediately
Absentee voting ends on Saturday
By Norma de la Vega
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

June 26, 2006

Mexicans living outside the country who are registered to vote in the presidential election Sunday must mail
their ballots immediately if they want them to be counted.
The Mexican Federal Electoral Institute, known as the IFE, said more than 12,000 ballots have not been
received and called on those who have them to mail them as soon as possible.
This is the first election in which Mexicans living abroad are able to vote. Federal election authorities must
receive the mail-in ballots no later than Saturday.
In Mexico City, Patricio Ballados, the IFE's coordinator for voting from abroad, said air-mail deliveries take
several days. Ballados said the institute approved the ballots of 40,000 emigrants and, as of the end of last
week, it had received 27,700 of them.
Contrary to early expectations, emigrants' votes won't play an important role in the election. Mexican
officials had predicted some 4 million Mexicans living in the United States would meet the criteria for the
absentee ballots, but the number is far smaller.
Ballados said 54,000 emigrants registered to vote, and 14,000 were eliminated because they didn't follow
the registration process precisely.
·
Overall, 71 million Mexicans have registered to vote.
The registration process for those who live outside Mexico was complex, expensive and had to be
accomplished in a short time.
Jorge Santibanez, president of the border think tank Colegio de la Frontera Norte near Tijuana, said in a
recent discussion at the University of San Diego that emigrants didn't bother to vote because their concerns
and interests were not addressed.

•Norma de la Vega: (619) 293-1386; norma.de._,.__..._

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsand iego .com/news/mexico/20060626-9999-1 m26ballots.html
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_YEXP ORT ·to provide oppor tµnitie s·
release. The expo will take place F. Manchester Conference Center.
all day, from 9:15 a.m. to 5 p.m., at For details, call (619) 260-4231 or
.
.
-the San Diego Business Park at visit usdrealestate.com.
By Tiffany S_tecker
The Alliance in Support of
1850 Dornoch Court ,F or iqformaAirport Pro_gress in the 21st
tion, visit mexport.org.
The San Diego chapter of the · Century (ASAP21) will be holding
After last week's immigration
several community forums across
forum, the border theme contin- American Marketing Association
will hold its annual awards cere- the ·county to educate residents
ues into this week with MEXand sol'icit feedback on the
PORT 2006, hosted by the Otay_ mony Monday to honor marketairport ballot measure.
cerupcoming
The
region.
the
in
leaders
ing
and
Commerce
of
Mesa Chamber
the San Diego Regional Economic emony will begin at 6 p.m. at the This Wednesday, the organization
will be in San Marcos. The meetDevelopment Corp.. Airport •Lyceum Theatre in Ho·r ton Plaza.
402ing will go from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
(619)
call
debate continues ' to simmer For information,
Marcos Community Center.
infoSan
e-mail
or
7825
and
election,
the
months before
For information, visit asap21.net.
sandiego@marketingpower.cQm.
local earnings continue to be at a
In order to help San Diego busiCome learn about the historistandstill before Q,2 reports roll
penetrate the international
nesses
fundamenand
cal, foundational
m.
market, CommNexus will coordital legal principles in real estate
nate meetings with Cambridge
Wednesday at the "Legal .Aspects
Events
More than 240 cross-border of Real Estate" seminar. The event Wireless and Cambridge UK
event is open to
businesses will exhibit at MEX- will focus on the distinction . Wednesday.
PORT 2006, a • showcas~ of ·.between •real and pr(?perty, and CommNexus members only. The
on how the legal syste~ treats each meetings will be held at the Qel
maquiladora companies
Thursday. In the past year, the differently. The course will take Mar · Marriott. For. information,
'llaquiladora industry grew by 13 ·place from 6 to 9 p.m. at the . call (858) 546-4153 or e-mail
ercent, .according to . a press .l,Tnjyersity of San.Diego's,D~uglas bavant@commnexu s.org.

On the Agenda

This

I

The San Diego MIT Forum will
showcase Designscape, an online
in
busine~s,
landscaping 1
titled
forum
Wednesday's
"Developing a Go-to-Market
Straiegy . and Implementing
Implications." Martha Dennis,
principal of Gordian Knot, will
moderate a panel including Gail ·
Naughton, dean of the College of
Business Administration at San
Diego State · University; Tony
Pauker, regional president of the
Olsen· Co.; Peter. Shaw, CEO . of
Akonix; and Bill- I-Jolmes, president and CEO of Ddn Corp. The
event will go from 5 t9 8 p.m. at
the Salk Institute in La Jolla. For
information; visit www.sdmitforum.com.
The Citizens Coordinate for
Century 3 (C-3) will also host
community dialogue regarding
the issues surrounding a new
airport on Thursday. The panel
will include Angel~ Shaf~r-Payne

Diego County .
rt Authority, ·
the Alliance in
John Cha
Support of Airport Progress in
the 21st Century (ASAP21),
Diane Coombs of C-3 and T.J.
for
Taxpayers
of
Zane
Responsible'Pl;mnin g. The event
will begin at 7:30 a.m. at the
Holiday Jnn Embarcadero on
Harbor Drive. For information,
call (619) 232-7196 or e-mail
c3sandiego@cts.com .
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Internship delivers a daily dolphin dose
June 27, 2006

You know it's going to be a good summer when your
internship co-workers are named Alvin, Casique,
Dazzle and Nellie, and they regularly juggle
basketballs, perform pirouettes and eat nothing but
fresh fish.
Justin Eddings, a senior from Huntington, N.Y., is
spending three months this summer working with
Atlantic Bottlenose dolphins as an intern at the
Dolphin Conservation Center at Marineland in Florida .
As an intern, Eddings spends his days assisting the
professional dolphin trainers with the public education
programs - including dolphin hands-on and interaction Justin Eddings '07, biology major, is
interning at the Dolphin Conservation
experiences - along with feeding the dolphins,
Center at Marineland in Florida.
cleaning the 1.3 million gallon tank, assisting with
administrative tasks and presenting PowerPoint presentations about dolphin conservation
issues.
He also participates in the Daily Dolphin Assessment, in which the trainers and interns
physically inspect the dolphins for any signs of disease or abnormalities. That includes
Pebbles, a female dolphin who is pregnant and due in December, and Nellie, who was born at
the oceanarium in 1953 - 15 years after Marineland' s founding as the world, s first
oceanarium in 1938.
Eddings, a biology major with a concentration in marine biology, was particularly well
qualified for the internship as he has been a volunteer at the Mystic Aquarium and Institute
for Exploration since November 2004. There he spends alternate Saturdays working with the
Beluga whales, sea lions and seals. In addition, for the past four summers he has worked at
the Sea Stars Marine Camp at the Cornell Cooperative Extension Marine Program in
Centerport, N.Y.
"I want to hit all the areas of marine biology but right now I am really interested in working
with dolphins," Eddings said.
According to Eddings, the Dolphin Conservation Center, located just steps from the Atlantic
Ocean a few miles south of St. Augustine, focuses more on conservation issues and education
- where the public can experience dolphins up close - than the stereotypical dolphin "shows."
Currently there are 11 dolphins in residence there.
The intern training program consists of four levels, in which the interns are given increased
responsibilities. Three weeks into the internship, Eddings completed his first level and is
beginning the second level.
Eddings also credited a class he took in his freshman year at Connecticut College - Biology of
Marine Mammals - for preparing him for this internship. In addition to classroom work, the
class featured trips for whale watching off Provincetown, Mass. and seal watching in the Long
Island Sound just a short boat ride from campus.
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Eddings is one of seven interns at the facility, which includes students from other colleges
such as University of San Die
Michigan State University, Florida Southern College, Texas
State University, and the Co lle
Charleston. The internship is unpaid, so he appreciates
the college ' s CELS funded int
program, which guarantees a $3,000 stipend to CC
students who complete a comp
·ve career preparation program.
Upon graduation Eddings hopes to
aquarium or oceanarium setting an

a position in marine biology, perhaps in an
graduate school.

Learn more about the CELS internship program. And view the biology department course
catalog .. At Connecticut College, students may major in biological sciences without a specific
concentration or choose a concentration in either ecology or cell/molecular biology. Within the
biology major, students may structure their program around a theme such as marine biology
or developmental biology.
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Answering the call
Tracey Schuster came to the rescue when the LAPD museum
needed assistance organizing its vast storage of photos.
By Dinah Eng
Special to The Times
June 3, 2006
The Los Angeles Police Historical Society and Museum needed help. The organization, dedicated to
preserving department history and fostering community relations, had boxes and boxes of
photographs in storage but no organization system - much less a coherent idea of what was in the
boxes.
Across town, Tracey Schuster, he<!,d of special collections and visual resources reference at the Getty
Research Institute, was looking for a sabbatical project to dovetail with her interest in military and
law enforcement history. The former USO volunteer, with several family members in the Navy, had
decades of experience working with collections but had never organized one from scratch.
"This is incredible," she says she remembers thinking when she first saw the society's holdings.
"Then I thought, this is a big mess, and it needs me."
As a result of her efforts and those of society Executive Director Glynn B. Martin, the museum
housed in the 1925 Highland Park police station is now home to a collection of 15,000 to 20,000
images documenting the history of the LAPD and the city from about 1869 to the early 1980s, with
new material added continually.
"The historical significance is tremendous," Schuster says (?f the archive. "In addition to documenting
LAPD history, there are images that show the history of the city itself - its architecture,
transportation, fashion of the times - and is unparalleled."
On Monday, the society and a group of student volunteers will be recognized at an awards luncheon
in Washington, D.C., as one of the nation's top 10 local preservation projects in the History Channel's
"Save Our History" program.
The conservation project took off in April of 2005, when Schuster was granted a three-month paid
sabbatical from the Getty Research Institute. Not long after, the historical society received a grant
from the History Channel to work with students from Woodrow Wilson High School, a police
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magnet school.
"We had drawers and drawers of negatives and had no idea what they were of," says Martin, who
retired as an LAPD sergeant II from the Northeast Area (the LAPD designation for the museum's
location) before becoming executive director in 2005. "The first unmarked negative in a glassine
sleeve I picked up was of John F. Kennedy shaking hands with Chief [William] Parker."
The students' role was to resleeve negatives (about 2,000 of them) and digitize them (about 1,000), so
prints can be made available while the negatives stay safely stored away.
Martin explains that the collection was amassed from donations from the families of officers and
images saved from various departmental activities. "There's everything from photos of medal of valor
ceremonies and events to personnel portraits and personality shots with people in Hollywood or
foreign visitors," he says.
The LAPD's photography archive, which includes crime scene images taken in connection with
investigations, is separate from the society's collection, which is more eclectic, with unidentified
photographs of old Los Angeles, shots of the San Fernando Valley at the tum of the century and even
images of people's dogs.
There are some police personnel photographs as well, and although that collection is not
comprehensive, representatives from every era have been found . Among the oldest images are four
poster-size panels that tell the story of Theodore Denny Romans, a Union Army soldier incarcerated
at Andersonville, the infamous Confederate prison, during the Civil War. After he was freed, Romans
served in the LAPD until he retired in 1905.
The society itself was established in 1989 as a nonprofit, its members mostly active and retired
members of the LAPD. Funding comes from donations, fundraisers and fees for filming at its
building, which has played a role in TV shows, movies and commercials.
The structure was in use by the LAPD until 1982, when the then-Northeast station moved to Atwater.
After suffering damage from vandals, arson and water, it was restored and reopened in 2002 as the
society's headquarters and museum.
The facility is open to the public, with displays of photographs documenting the role of the LAPD
during presidential visits to L.A., along with exhibits about police uniforms, the bomb squad and
motorcycles. One display covers the North Hollywood shootout, the 1997 bank robbery that left two
robbers dead and more than a dozen people, including 10 police officers, injured.
When Schuster arrived at the museum, photographs were being housed in the main building and a
nearby trailer (donated by Sylvester Stallone) that had been wired for air-conditioned storage. For
two weeks, she sorted through boxes crammed with as much trash as photography. When museum
officials decided that the trailer was insufficiently secure for an archive, the material was hauled back
into the museum.
As weeks went by, Schuster converted the former roll-call room in the basement into a work space
where she sorted images by subject, labeled folders and boxes, created a classification system and
began cataloging.
It was the first effort, Martin says, "to intervene, preserve and conserve to make sure these photos
will be around for generations to come."
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For the students from Wilson High, it was a chance to gain an appreciation for the history in their
hands.
"We came every other week, and some of us would put negatives in an envelope while some were
working at the computer," says Elizabeth Ochoa, a senior who plans to study psychology at the
Universi of San Die o with the goal of becoming a homic;ide detective. "Seeing these pictures gave
us all a different vie
n how the LAPD has evolved and its history."
In addition to the student ,
to help, as did a photo histo

e of Schuster's colleagues at the Getty Research Institute came out
worked on images in need of cleaning or other first aid.

Schuster did minor conservation
the backs of images with an archival

ch as removing old tape, and transcribed information onto
ncil.

"There were a lot of old brittle photos that were starting to tear and crack, so we stabilized them by
sleeving them and getting them organized in boxes," she says. "Anything 10 by 14 inches or smaller
can live in upright boxes, but anything bigger has to go in flat boxes. We put rolled-up photos into
plastic bags and stood them on end in a box because they need professional conservation to get them
flat."
She worked with Martin to determine terminology for subject categories, for easy identification and
access. The archive itself is not open to the public, but copies of images can be obtained for a fee .
The museum, which provides a meeting room for community groups, also offers research about
department history, including to the entertainment industry. It has a fleet of historical vehicles that
appear in parades, and a mobile museum that can be sent to community events.
Although her sabbatical has ended, Schuster continues to volunteer as a consultant and has joined the
society's board of directors. She also visits the museum once a month to catalog new acquisitions and
continue other work. Only two of 12 series in the collection are fully processed, she says, and it will
be a long time before everything is cataloged and accessible.
Even so, "this is making so much material accessible to researchers that wasn't there before," she
says. "Having a scheme in place means that everything now has a home to go to."

*
Los Angeles Police Historical Society Museum and Community Education Center
Where: 6045 York Blvd., Los Angeles
When: Open to the public 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mondays through Fridays and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. the third
Saturday of the month.
Price: $4 and $5; free for children under 12
Contact: (323) 344-9445; www.laphs.com<252>
If you want other stories on this topic, search the Archives at latimes.com/archives .

'I 1 1SR prints
Article licensing and reprint options
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•Guiding the Lives of Children
of Divorce and Separation" is topic
for seminar hosted by San ff
Family Law Council for
Saturday, June 24, 1:3
Manchester Conferenc
Universi5 of San D~o (5998 Alcala Par. Author/ mcian/consultanl lsolina Ricci presents "up-

beat approach" from her new book.
$JO. 619-985-4111. (LINDA VISTA)
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W8:it,ES~Y. JU'l 7 - FORUM
. THE IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION: Is YOUR BoARD ON

BOARo

From startups to conglomerates, companies must adapt with
agility and speed to the new reality of lightning speed
technology
advances combined with the lowering cf trade and poli1ical
barriers.
Globalization is one of the hottest issues facing directors
today. Our
veteran panel will share their experiences and answer your
questions.
Organization: Corporate Directors Forum b1fu 11 Btiu, , cdf@directors-forum.com CCllt $55.~ $75.00 \Mw1: Hours: 5:30 PM
- 8:00 PM
\Nta9: U
B. Kroc Center, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego,

92110
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Draft brings mixed emotions for local players
By Kirk Kenney, sT Aff WRITER

San Diego State right-hander Bruce Billings
wasn't completely healthy early this year, struggled with his command and didn't find himself
until the last six weeks of the season.
That likely dropped Billings' stock in the eyes
of scouts, who also would have liked to see the
junior from Morse High develop a third pitch to
go with his fastball and slider.
But don't blame Billings for being a bit befuddled by the entire draft process.
'The Rockies called me at the end of the sixth
round (fuesday afternoon) and asked if I'd sign
in the seventh for $100,000," said Billings. "I
asked if I could have a couple of minutes to talk
it over with my family and they said, 'Yeah,
sure.'
"Ninety seconds later they picked someone
else."
. Billings said the Philadelphia Phillies called
him Tuesday night and asked if he would sign
for a substantially lower figure than that offered
by Colorado. Billings said no.
Philadelphia still selected him yesterday in

~

the 31st round.
"I see it as they're trying to take me on a sales
price," said Billings. "I'll just get better next year
and prove some people wrong."
The two-day draft ended yesterday when St.
Louis made the final pick of the 50th round. The
range of emotions was probably almost as varied as the 1,502 players selected. There were 44
local players among those taken. San Diego
State had a school-record nine chosen - only
UCIA (11) and Clemson (10) had more among
four-year colleges - an<l, U~had a school-record six.
Now begins the process
which in some cases will last
in the 'fall.
The decision to begin their
reers will be simple for some p
USD right-hander Josh Butler and
hander Justin Masterson, second-r,
tions by Tampa Bay and Boston, res·
and Aztecs center fielder Quintin Be
round pick by the Phillies.
There were others, such as USD pitcher Nate
Boman, a ninth-round pick of the Angels, and

second baseman Keoni Ruth, 17th rQund by the
Cubs, who were happy to be drafted, but have
situations complicated by injuries.
"It's up to me to perform to a level that they
would offer a bonus that is enticing enough to
sign," Boman said by phone from Massachusetts, where he is preparing to play in the Cape
Cod League.
Before Boman was injured last season he was
viewed as a potential first- or second-round pick
by many observers. He will face hitters in a real
game next week for the first time in 15 months,
when he suffered a shoulder injury that required surgery and led him to redshirt this
season.
And there were others, such as Billings, who
were filled with disappointment. USD catcher
Jordan Abruzzo, taken in the 39th round by
Boston, falls into this category. Abruzzo, too,
might be expected to use this as motivation to
return to the Toreros next season with something to prove.
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
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'Gades savor 'E'-xcellent ending
By Kevin Witt
Times Herald-Record
kwitt@th -record .com

Fishkill - This Evan Longoria thing is really catching on at Dutchess Stadium.
Longoria, the Tampa Bay Devil Rays' first-round draft pick, was the last hitter in the Hudson Valley
Renegades' dramatic 5-4 victory over Aberdeen last night.
Longoria sat smiling in the dugout moments after it was over, shaking his head in disbelief. No, it wasn't a
walk-off home run with two outs in the bottom of the ninth.
More like a semi-hard hit ground ball that shortstop Jedidah Stephen threw away. Jairo DeLaRosa scored
from second base and 4,244 people went home happy.
"It's just where I wanted to be," Longoria said of the first-and-second, two-out situation . "We got it do
got it done, but ... "
The error made a winner of reliever Erik Walker (1-0), who struck out five and walked one in two
innings . Walker was the Devil Rays' 20th-round pick this month out of UNG-Charlotte, where he
career leader in saves .

s iani"A111is:

Fans.got their first look at pitcher Josh Butler, Tampa Bay's second-round pick out of the University of S~n
Diego. Butler threw 2a hitless innings, striking out four. The Renegades are 2-1 . Aberdeen is 1-2
"Impressive," Renegades manager Matt Quatraro said of Butler. "I hadn't even seen him throw on the side.
He comes in there throwing smoke, change-ups and sliders. He dominated."
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Goodbye, USD; hello, Fishkill
By Ken McMillan
Times Herald-Record
kmcm illan th-record .com
Fishkill - Hudson Valley Renegades pitcher Josh Butl
knows it's time to get serious .

d living the high life in college but now he

In college baseball circles the ,University of San Diego is known as "Club Med" for its absolutely perfect
weather and its hilly location 'overlooking the city. Butii:,r spent three years pitching for the Torreros, all the
while knowing he was destined to play pro baseball.
Butler's dream came true when the Tampa Bay Devil Rays made the 21-year-old right-hander the third pick
in the second round of the June draft. He has foregone his senior 'season in order to start his pro career.
"I was anxious (to play pro ball} and yet again I know I needed that time to grow," Butler said of his decision
to attend college first. "It was kind of a relief to just go out and have fun there before focusing in on ... pro
baseball as my career. Now I am more mature and ready to go."
A starter for USO, Butler is expected to come out of the bullpen for the Renegades for short stints as they
protect an arm that has already worked 110 innings in college action this season . His first action should
come this weekend.
"I'm very excited," Butler said yesterday.
The tallest pitcher on the Renegades' staff at 6-foot-5, Butler tends to keep the ball low with a good sinking
fastball and slider. His arsenal includes a change-up and developing curveball. Butler said his main pitch is a
two-seam fastball that runs in the low-to-mid 90 mph range. The scouting report says Butler likes to jam the
right-handed hitters and will likely break some bats, like he did in the Cape Cod summer league.
Butler appeared in 19 games for San Diego this season, starting 15 contests. He posted an 8-5 record and
one save. He struck out 99, walked 34 and held opponents to a .264 average. He gave up five home runs,
three coming in his last start three weeks ago in an NCAA regional game with Fresno State.
Renegades pitching coach Dick Bosman says he likes what he's seen of Butler during his side work.
"He has a live arm and the ball is live," Bosman said .
The plan is to piggy-back Butler with some of the Renegades starters who are on shorter pitch counts. Butler
will be held to a pitch count around 50 to 60.
Bosman said pitchers coming out of established Division I programs tend to assimilate well to pro ball. "They
have a good feel for pitching , for situations and so forth," he said .
With first-round pick Evan Longoria expected to be shipped out within two weeks, that will leave Butler as
the Renegades' highest draft pick.

\

"There is a little pressure," Butler said . "They expect you to perform right away . They give you a lot of money
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to go out there and play baseball. There is always that little bit of pressure but I try not to think of that too
much, just go out there, have fun and throw."
Butler said he prefers starting to relief work, but is willing to do whatever the Devil Rays ask of him .
"To tell you the truth , whatever gets me up (to the majors) the fastest is what I want to do," Butler said .
/'
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Pitchers receive bulk of Rays' first-day attention
By BOB PUTNAM, Times Staff Writer
Published June 7, 2006
The Devil Rays know pitching is a valuable commodity. That's why they continued to stack their deck
with aces.
After selecting Long Beach State third baseman Evan Longoria in the first round (third overall), the
Rays took 11 pitchers with their next 17 picks.
Last year, the Rays drafted 32 pitchers with their 50 selections.
"We got a lot of pitchers," executive vice president Andrew Frie
and we were aggressive in drafting (pitchers) where we thought t

. 'It was a numbers game,
be."

The first one the Rays took Tuesday was JJnjyersjty of San Die~ right-hander Josh Butler in the
second round.
Butler was at his computer scrolling through picks when he found out he was selected.
"I was a little surprised because I didn't talk to the Rays that much before the draft," Butler said. "But
I'm happy where I'm going."
Butler started the season strong, helping San Diego sweep Texas. But he wore down and his strikeouts
dropped. He contributed that to overwork, resulting in tendinitis.
"I just needed to tweak my arm a little bit and give it time to heal," Butler said. "I missed three or four
starts, but I feel like I'm now 100 percent."
In the third round, the Rays took Nick Fuller, a right-hander from Kell High in Marietta, Ga.
"I had a pretty good idea I was going there," Fuller said. "That was where I wanted to go all along. I feel
like I have a pretty good shot of moving up quickly through that organization."
Butler and Fuller both said they wanted to sign quickly.
"There's no need to hold out," Butler said. "I want to get down there and play as soon as possible."
Signability, however, could be an issue with two other high school pitchers selected: Vero Beach righthander Alex Cobb (fourth round) and Forrest (Tenn.) left-hander Michael Minor (13th round). Both
have signed to play in college: Cobb at Clemson, Minor at Vanderbilt.
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the same feel for his pitches, specifically his slider, than he has during his five-game winning streak.
"That real distinctive feel that guys
I don't think he quite has that rig
(tonight)."

·n their fingertips that really permits that fine control at the end,
addon said. "But that doesn't mean he won't have it

SIGN HIM UP:

The Rays signed second
d draft pick Josh Butler, a 6-Joot-5 right-handed pitcher from the
lJniversity of San Diegp who they thought could have been a first-round pick. The Rays also announced
the signings of sixth-round catcher Nevin Ashley, seventh-round pitcher Ryan Reid and 10th-round
outfielder Desmond Jennings.
MINOR MATTERS:

Triple-A Durham was shut out in both ends of a doubleheader Thursday, getting three hits total (two by
Shawn Riggans) . ... Reliever Juan Salas pitched 11 /3 innings in his Triple-A debut, extending his
streak of innings without allowing an earned run to 36.
MISCELLANY:
Julio Lugo hit his first leadoffhomer of the season and seventh of his career .. .. Reliever Shawn
Camp's wife, Heidi , became ill during the game and was taken to a stadium first-aid station .... The
Rays used their "three-four" defensive shift against Phillies slugger Ryan Howard, deploying four
outfielders as they do for Boston's David Ortiz . .. . The two singles by James Shields were one
more than the Rays got from their pitchers in nine games at NL parks last season.... The Rays are 9-4
against the Phillies .... As expected, Maddon was a popular interview subject, with a TV crew from his
Hazleton, Pa., hometown and an area newspaper on hand .... Tomas Perez, who spent six seasons
with the Phillies before being let go this spring, was warmly greeted by former teammates .... The
Phillies' streak of homering in home games ended at 14, as did Bobby Abreu's 14-game hitting streak.
The Rays have allowed one homer in their past 791/3 innings.
© Copyright, St. Petersburg Times. All rights reserved.
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Minnesota makes Singleton's day
O'Dowd grad one of several locals drafted by major league teams
By David Schoen, STAFF WRITER
Inside Bay Area

Steve Singleton figured he was going to be selected before the 11th
So did the Minnesota Twins .
"Word was that I was possibly going to be taken anywhere
Tuesday. "The Twins told me they were expecting me to
decided to take advantage."
Singleton , a junior shortstop at theJ,Jniversity of San Diego and
Twins in the 11th round, No . 336 overall.
•

Major League Baseball first-year player draft.

h round, at the earliest, to the 10th," Singleton said
th at point, too, but when they saw I was still there, they

a 2003 graduate of Bishop O'Dowd High, was tabbed by the

Singleton was one of several locals to be chosen on the first day of the draft, which continues today beginning with the 19th
round. Singleton's USD teammate, former San Ramon Valley pitcher Josh Butler, was taken in the second round (No. 47) by
Tampa Bay .
Also, De La Salle left-hander Clayton Tanner went in the third round (No. 89) to the Giants, Deer Valley right-hander Matthew
North was picked by St. Louis in the ninth round (No. 286), and Cal State East Bay infielder Ray Stokes was chosen in the 16th
round by San Diego (No . 483) .
"It's exciting. I was actually expecting more, but things happen," Singleton said. "I'm looking forward to it. The Twins
organization is a good organization to go into. They don't have a ton of middle-infield prospects, so it's looking good ."
Singleton was regarded as one of the top defensive shortstops on the West Coast, but the switch hitter blossomed offensively
this season .
Singleton led the Toreros in batting average ( .363) and hits (89) to go along with 17 doubles, two triples, five home runs and 41
RBIs . He was a first- team All -West Coast Conference selection and helped the Toreros to a 33-25 record and a berth in the
NCAA tournament.
"I defintely feel my hitting is no longer a question," the 6-foot, 180-pound Singleton said. "It was something that was
questioned a bit coming out of high school, whether I could be a consistent hitter, but I think I put those rumors to rest the last
couple years, especially this year."
Singleton said he was drawing the most interest from the Padres, Phillies and Pirates before a scout from the Twins made
contact earlier in the week. When Singleton slipped, the Twins called at the end of the 10th round to notify Singleton they would
take him if he was still there .
"It definitely picks you up, being down a little bit, and then all of a sudden you see your name pop up on the screen," Singleton
said. "I've matured a lot physically and mentally . I'm a much better player than I was in high school. I think I made a big jump
since then. I think I'm ready to go play pro ball."
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BASEBALL

Indians clear Wright to start
working out
Ruth's shoulder is examined by a Cubs doctor; Fisherbaugh is likely to
return to UH
By Al Chase

achase@starbulletin.com
An illness, an injury and a lack of money have stalled the possible pro baseball careers of three
Hawaii players selected in the 2006 Major League First-Year Player draft.
Steven Wright, picked in the second round by the Cleveland Indians, has recovered from a bout with
mononucleosis that knocked him out of the NCAA regional when the Hawaii Rainbows were in
Corvallis, Ore.
"I was just cleared to start working out Wednesday," said
Wright, who plans to sign when the Beverly Hills Sports
Council, his agent, and Cleveland work out a satisfactory
deal .
The Indians have signed only one of their first 10 picks. They
have not reached agreement with their No. 1 selection, lefthander David Huff from UCLA, or their third- and fourth-round
picks.

Steven
Wri~t:

Agent is
working on a
den/ with 1he
Indians

In most cases, the money needed to sign the top pick has an effect on the dollars available for the
other draftees.
'
The Chicago Cubs are taking a cautious approach with Keoni Ruth, the first-team All-West Coast
Conference second baseman from th~ Unjyersjty of San Djeqo
The Kamehameha graduate dislocated his left shoulder in NCAA
ball.

(

"The Cubs flew me to Chicago on Tuesday to be examined. The doctor told m
but there is no need to rush into surgery," Ruth said .
"He said they had players in the minor leagues with the same kind of injury who didn't have surgery
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and are playing . They want me to continue with rehab and they will check me again in a month,
month and a half."
The Cubs selected Ruth in the 17th round .
Darrell Fisherbaugh, taken in the 50th round by the Boston Red Sox, is playing for the Anchorage
Bucs in the Alaska Baseball League.
Initially, the Red Sox said there was not the amount of money available Fisherbaugh was asking for
and he planned to take the summer off and return to Hawaii this fall.
"After the way he pitched against Kansas, I told Darrell we would make him a starter right out of the
gate this fall," said UH coach Mike Trapasso. "If that doesn't work, he can always go back to closer."
But, the Red Sox told the junior right-hander to be patient and check back in a couple of weeks to
see if the money situation had changed.
That's when Fisherbaugh decided to stay active and headed to Alaska last week.
The Red Sox have signed their No. 1 pick, eight of their first 12 and 17 of the 52 players they
drafted. They also signed two pitchers who were undrafted free agents.
CLICK FOR LARGE PAGE
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White Sox draft Texeira
By ROBERT COLL/AS, Staff Writer

Thursday, June 08, 2006 1 :OS PM

MAKA WAO - Kanekoa Texeira received the wake-up call of his life on Wednesday.
At 6:15 a.m. , a member of the Chicago White Sox front office rang his cell phone, and he
answered groggily from his home in Makawao. The news awoke Texeira in a hurry - the 6-foot1, 205-pound right-hander was selected by the world champions in the 22nd round of the Major
League Baseball draft, 675th overall.
"I had a pretty good workout with them a couple of weeks ago," Texeira said. "In fact, things
up there went really well. They told me to listen for them because they would probably take me.
But it was at 6:15 this morning. They woke me up . I was surprised when they called that early."
Texeira, who grew up in Makawao before attending Kamehameha Schools Oahu and
Saddleback (Calif.) Junior College, said he will sign with the organization this week and expects
to be sent to a rookie-league assignment in Great Falls, Mont.
He was the only player with Maui ties drafted in the 50-round, two-day draft. On Saturday
night, 2004 Molokai High School graduate Milton Loo signed with the Cincinnati Reds, who
drafted him in the ninth round last year .

.

"We are still discussing some things, but they are excited to have me and they said I was a good
player and they can' t wait for me to go up and play," Texeira said. "I would expect to go to
rookie league, but I may move up at the end of the season.''
Texeira was 6-2 with a 4.10 earned run average this season for Saddleback, which finished 2914. He has four pitches - fastball , curveball, slider and change-up.
"The slider is my out pitch,'' Texeira said. "I can reach the low-90s on most days and the high80s on all days. ''
Texeira was taken in the 31st round last year by the Milwaukee Brewers after going 2-1 with a
1.89 ERA in his senior season at Kamehameha.
"I tried to beat my high school pick, where I got picked last time,'' he said. "I am pretty happy
and pretty stoked that the White Sox picked me. I really didn't have a successful season last
year. I knew my named wasn't going to get called, so I came back this year and tried to do better
and was successful. ' '
Texeira played at Saddleback with former Baldwin infielder Shevis Shima and former Maui
High pitcher-catcher Vance Otake. The trio played with and against each other on Maui - on
youth all-star teams and when Texeira was with the Pukalani Astros.
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"I knew them from young days," Texeira said. "We used to play baseball over the summer and
it was great at Saddle back. It was like we were back at home.''
Keoni Ruth, an infielder at the Universi of San Die o, was on the Kamehameha state title
team with Texeira in 2003 and was picked in the 17th roun
Chicago Cubs on Tuesday.
In the future, the pair could meet in the minors - or in Chicago.
"I played with him in high school and now he is with the Chicago
said of Ruth. " It could be interesting in the future. I am happy for him, t
decision to go. Since I was young it has always been one of my dreams to
baseball. I have to try and work hard to try and reach it. I have to make sure
my way. I just have to make the best of this opportunity."
■ Robert

ization," Texeira
ope he makes the
play professional
nothing comes in

Collias can be reached at rcollias@mauinews.com

Copyri ght © 2005 The Maui News.
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The ....l'"'al•~ball team played some of
in the nation this season,
the best co
e of the best college
which mean
pitchers in the
e pitchers, all
In fact, the Tor
00 prospects
juniors, ranked amo
rica, and a
in this year's draft by
Price, who
sixth, Vanderbilt sophomo
7.
is projected as the top pitche
"All of them are going to pitch in the big
leagues, and we're 5-1 or whatever against
them," said USD coach Rich Hill. "Our guys
will be able to take that as a group accomplishment for the rest of their lives. These guys will
be in their late 20s and 30s, raising families,
barbecuing on Sunday and saying, 'I remember when we beat that dude.'"
Hill offers his observations on the opposition
as well as USD junior Josh Butler, who also is
rated among the nation's top prospects:

Tim Lincecum, Washington
Right-hander, 6-0, 165 (BA ranking: 2)

• Against USD: He was let down by his
de nse, allowing seven runs - only three
d - on eight hits over five innings with
..,., strikeouts and four walks in an 84 loss to
the Toreros.
• For the season: 124, 1.94 ERA, 199 SO in
125113IP.
• Hill's comment "His curveball. It's freaky.
You can't hit it, so why swing at it? Hard, late
break. Seems like three feet It's a freakish
type of delivery and arm slot Their coach told
me he could throw every day. His arm's never
sore. Ne er missed a start Wants to long toss
after starts. Wants to pitch on Tuesdays.
"I exix.:ct to see him in the major leagues in
somebody's bullpen by the end of the year."

Brad Lincoln, Houston
Right-hander, 6-0, 200 (BA ranking: 3)

• Against USD: He struck out nine with just
one walk in 8113innings and only two of the
four runs he allowed were earned. The Toreros rallied against him, and then scored five
times in the 11th inning against the bullpen for
a9-4win.
• For the season: 12-2, 1.69 ERA, 152 SO in
127% IP. Also hit .295 with 14 HR, 53 RBI.
• Hill's comment "He's a tick below Llncecum, probably. He's got the bulldog, stocky
frame, airs it out, slider. Never walks anybody.
I think where he really jumped up the charts is

I
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"I didn't see the velocity against us. That
dead arm kind of thing. But you give him a
month, send him out in spring training and
he's going to be pretty special."

Brooks Brown, Georgia
Right-hander, 6-3, 205 (BA ranking:
31)

• Against USD: The only top pitcher to beat
the Toreros, allowing three hits over seven innings with seven strikeouts and two walks in a
1-0 Georgia win.
• For the season: 7-4, 4.17 ERA, 111 SO in
991/3 IP.
• Hill's comment 'The competitiveness
of him is what struck me. Pull the hat down
low, throwing in the low 90s. Power curveball.
But what he had working against us was his
change-up. We stacked the lineup full of lefties
to neutralize his slider and he just went to the
change and that night it took him to an extra
level."
Washington's Tim Llncecum has a "freaky"
curveball, according to USD coach Rich HIii.
Kevin P. Casey/ The Associated Press

his change-up really improved. He's probably
the most competitive gamer out of this group.
"We didn't beat him, but we won that game
in extra innings."

Kyle McCulloch, Texas
Right-hander, 6-3, 185 (BA ranking:
16)

• Against USD: He went 3113innings in the
season opener for both teams, allowing one hit
and one run in a game the Toreros went on to
win-4-2.
• For the season: 8-5, 3.61 ERA, 82 SO in
109%IP.
• Hill's comment "He's your more polished
kind of guy. Throws three pitches for strikes.
Very projectable."

Justin Masterson, SDSU
Right-hander, 6-6, 245 (BA ranking:
24)

• Against USD: Went eight innings, allowing
eight hits and three runs with one walk and
one strikeout in a 3-1 loss to the Toreros.
• For the season: 6-7, 4.81 ERA, 108 SO in
116 IP.
• Hill's comment "He looked good against
us and did a good job against everybody else
in the country. He threw a ton of innings. They
sent him out there every Friday or Saturday. A
real durable guy.

Josh Butler, USD
Right-bander, 6-5, 200 (BA ranking:
77)

• For the season: 8-5, 3.09 ERA, 97 SO in
107%IP.
• Hill's comment "Josh is really projectable.
His curveball took him to a different level
this year. His slider is excellent at times. His
change-up is devastating at times. When he
locates his fastball it's unhittable at times. The
key phrase there is 'at times.'
"He's still a young kid. He's still growing into
his body."

David Price, Vanderbilt
Left-hander, 6-6, 215

• Against USD: He went 4% innings in the
season opener for the Commodores, allowing
five hits and five earned runs with five walks
and seven strikeouts in a 10-0 loss to the Toreros.
• For the season: 9-5, 4.16 ERA, 155 SO in
110113IP.
• Hill's comment "He is a tall, lanky lefty
with a power, power arm. Those SEC teams
did not want to face that guy on Fridays. He
had a stretch where he was unhittable.
''He's just a young kid. We took advantage
of him as far as the running game, the bunting
game, those kinds of things we were able to
jump on him a little bit"
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293·1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com

USD got a close look at some of the top pitching ·
prospects in this week's major league draft
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Matusz and Romanski Named Freshman All-American
Collegiate Baseball named Brian Matusz and Josh Romanski Freshman All-American
June 8, 2006
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - The Universi of San Die
honors as named by Collegiate Baseball Thursday
tabbed a starting pitcher and Josh Romanski was n

d two freshmen earn Freshman All-American
. Left-handed pitcher Brian Matusz was
ultiple position player.

Matusz, an All-West Coast Conference honorable mention
WCC Freshman team selection,
finished his impressive freshman campaign in a Torero unifo
·ng 93 batters, walking 39 and
Pitcher of the Week award this
posting a 4.25 ERA and a record of 4-3. Matusz also earned one
season after turning in a dominating performance against Pepperdine University on April 21 . During this
performance he allowed one run on five hits. He allowed four of the five hits in the first four innings,
and then he settled down and only allowed one hit for the remainder of his outing. Matusz also held the
normally potent Pepperdine batters to a .192 batting average in the win.
Romanski, the 2006 WCC Freshman of the Year and All-WCC second team
honoree, posted a 5-4 record, 4.50 ERA and fanned 54 batters. On offense, he
hit .287 with four homers, six doubles and 20 RBI. Romanski was also selected
to the Fullerton Regional All-Tournament team this past weekend after going 6for-12 (.500) one double two home runs and four RBI from the plate and
recorded one win for the Toreros on the mound. Romanski was also named the
WCC Player of the week on two different occasions and once named the WCC
Pitcher of the Week.

Josh Romanski named
Freshman All-American as a twoway player.

/cs--body .html"> Home
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Toreros
rally again,
but fall just
short again
Second loss to 'Dogs by
same score ends season
By Kirk Kenney
STAFF WRITER

FUILERfON - Minutes after last
night's 9-8 loss to Fresno State eliminated
D from the NCAA baseball
ros players and coare too caught up
ent to properthat transly
pired
Butto
Toreros
this much:
silient spirit tli'
this team to a seasonopening home sweep over Texas was
with them on a final-out fly ball gloved
by Fresno State right fielder Brian
lapin at Goodwin Field.
"You talk about how it hurts and
how it stings, and it does," said USD
left fielder Josh Romanski. 'Those are
two words that sum it up pretty well.
The guys poured their hearts out all
weekend .. .. We never quit. We were
relentless.
·'"This time we came up short. That's
what happens in baseball. You play
this game knowing that could happen,
but you go out there and give it your
all like we did."
The Bulldogs stayed on the field
and played deep into the night against
Cal State Fullerton, which needed just
one win to advance to this weekend's

8
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USD

out of the bullpen to retire the
Bulldogs in the top of the
ninth.
Then USD's David Harris
led off the bottom of the ninth
against Fresno State reliever
Brandon Burke with a routine
fly to right field, but lapin lost
it in the lights. Harris, running
all the way, slid into second
with a double.
Super Regionals.
Fresno State (45-17) reOn Friday, Burke picked
quired a victory if it was to Harris off first base to put an
push the Titans into a decisive abrupt end to the Bulldogs'
game tonight. No small task, 9-8 win. Fresno State tried to
made all the more difficult by hold Harris close to second
the energy just exerted to base this time by faking a pick
overcome a team that kept play.
That may have been the
coming.
Bulldogs fans in the crowd difference a moment later
of 1,562 may have relaxed when USD's Kevin Hansen
when Fresno State assumed a dropped a bunt toward third
9-2 lead in the top of the base that Burke was able to
fourth inning, put at ease in field and make a throw to
particular by the three-run ho- third before Harris could get
mers first baseman Kent Sak- there.
Burke struck out Justin
amoto hit in both the third
Snyder for the second out beand fourth innings.
"We've had some horren- fore walking Romanski,
dous, horrific kinds of losses, which put the tying and winlosing leads late, walk-off ho- ning runners on base.
USD's Steve Singleton
mers, on and on and on," said
USD coach Rich Hill. "All sea- came to the plate and worked
son long our guys battled a 2-2 count against Burke bethrough adversity and over- fore lofting a fly ball to right
coming things. Today was field. lapin did not have to
just another example, proba- look into the lights for this
one.
bly the best example."
"lknewnwascaught"said
It began when USD freshman left-hander Ricardo Pe- Singleton, who watched the
cina came on to relieve starter ball into Lapin's glove just to
Matt Couch (7-5) in the f\fth make sure.
Only then could USD acinning. Pecina proceeded to
hold the Bulldogs hitless for cept defeat.
'There's nobody on this
four shutout innings.
Meanwhile, the USD of- team that didn't think we were
fense began chipping away. going to win this game when
The Toreros (33-25) scored we were down 9-2," said Sintwo runs in the fifth. They gleton.
He summed it up this way:
added two more in the sixth.
Another in the seventh. And "So much character. So much
one in the eighth. All of the heart."
sudden it was 9-8.
USD right-hander Josh
I
Butler, who started Friday Klrll·Kenney: (~19) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
against Fresno State, came
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Season ends
with another
one-run loss
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urKe' s heads-up
play thwarts US
in regional again
■ RB

grad sends
Toreros home with
crucial forceout
MIKE SULLIVAN
STAFF WRITER

FULLERTON - Brandon
Burke had the biggest impact
on the University of San
Diego baseball team during
its three-game stint in the
2006 NCAA baseball regionals.
One problem - the cool
performer in
pressure situations doesn't
play for the
Toreros.
The Rancho Bernardo High product
saved Fresno State's second
victory in three days against
the Toreros by recording the
final four outs of a 9-8 game
that eliminated USD from
the double-elimination regionals on Sunday night before 1,562 at Goodwin Field
on the Cal State Fullerton
campus.
Because of Burke's herolcs, 19th-ranked Fresno State
~ (45-17) advanced to the late
Sunday night regional chamionship game against sec-

ond-ranked Cal State Fullerton. The Toreros, who rallied
from a seven-run deficit, conclude the season 33-25.
"It's tough to deal with it
as a baseball player, but in
life you have to deal with
stuff like that," Toreros junior
catcher Jordan Abruzzo said.
"Then you have to face it and
move on and reflect on the
great things that happened
this year.
"It's just real tough to deal
with it right now. It's just too
bad it had to end."
Just like Friday, when
Burke executed a superb
game-ending pickoff play, it
was a throw that wasn't directed toward home plate
that proved to be the most
pivotal toss from the sophomore's right arm.
David Harris started the
bottom of the ninth inning
with a fly ball to right field
that Fresno State's Brian
Lapin couldn't locate. It
dropped for a double.
Kevin Hansen then attempted to bunt Harris over
to third. Burke fielded the
ball while moving toward the
third-base side of the infield
and took a risk by firing it to
third base to narrowly cut
down Harris.
►

USO, C-4

"That's how we practice
it," Burke said. "That's the tying run. We were playing for a
win.
"Once we got him at third,
I was completely confident
that we would be fine after
that because that's a huge momentum changer."
Toreros coach Rich Hill, po'tioned in the third-base
ching box, said he knew
,le loomed when he saw
kick toward Burke.
' d of kicked up and
ht to him," Hill
ew at that point
that Y- was in position to
make the throw. There was no
force play on, so it was a little
bit risky for him to do that.
"I thought Brandon made
a good play and spun and
made a good throw."
The Toreros weren't done.
Josh Romanski walked with

two outs to move the tying
run to secon.d. Burke then
used his change-up to retire
Steve Singleton on a fly to
right to record his sixth save
of the campaign and end
USD's season.
"You talk about how it
hurts and how it stings, and it
does," Romanski said. "Those
are two words that sum it up
pretty well. Guys poured their
hearts out all weekend. We
had three marathon games,
and we never quit.
"There's not a word in the
English dictionary that can
describe our effort this weekend."
Fresno State led 9-2 after
four innings behind two
three-run homers by first
baseman Kent Sakamoto. .
The Toreros chipped away
at the deficit by scoring two
runs in both the fifth and
sixth innings and single runs
in the seventh and eighth.
They bounced into groundball double plays during the
fifth and sixth and left the

CHRIS CARLSON / ASSOCIATED PRESS

USO catcher Jordan Abruzzo tags out Fresno State's Loren Storey
at the plate during the third Inning on Sunday.

bases loaded in ~eventh
when Lapin made
~ e running catch toward .__.., ,line to
grab Romanski's liner.
In the eighth, Daniel Magness' RBI-double pulled USD
within one. But with two out,
Burke entered the game and
struck out Ryan Lilly.
"Our offense just kept
chipping away, chipping away,
chipping away, chipping away
to get to the point where
we're one run away and -the
winning run is on first base,"
Hill said. "That was an amazing effort against a top-20
team, and I'm very proud of
our guys."
Contact staff writer Mike Sullivan
at
(760)
739-6645
or
msullivan@nctimes.com.
To
comment, go to nctimes.com.
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Abruzzo il(ld US~deliver a ~ruising to Billikens
Junior catcher has Tonros
record day at plate 19
By Kirk Kenney

am
the
that b
e
outfield
Saint Louis
the USD
team is in tr,
Especially cat,
Jordan Abruzzo.
The
Toreros
certainly
crushed a couple plants and
must have broken a few
branches after hitting five home
runs in yesterday 's 19-12 NCAA

12

STAFF WRITER

FUILERTON -A 2&acre arboretum seives as the backdrop
to Cal State Fullerton's Goodwin
Field.
If there are any protected species in the botanical gardens or

Vpnezt: USO still needs three
more wins (first game, 5 p.m. today)
to advance to a Super Regional.

egionals win over Saint Louis.
A crowd of 1,446 watched
'Abruzzo lead the way. He was
5-for-5 and set school records
with three home runs and eight
RBI. It was a bit of vindication for
the junior from El Capitan High,
who struck out in a critical ninth-

inning situation in Friday's 9-8
loss to Fresno State.
"I came out with a little chip
on my shoulder, to be honest,"
said Abruzzo. "But I never expected to do somethin g like that
I don't know how to explain it.
I'm speechles s."
The victory eliminated the Billikens (32-29), who were making
their first NCAA tourname nt ap-

Jordan Abruzzo (29) Is greeted after his clinching three-run double. Jeff Lewis/ Associated
Press

Jordan
Abruzzo

5-for-5,3
SEE

USD, C7

homers, 8 RBI

► USD

CONTINUED FROM PAGE Cl

Abruzzo has 3
of team's five
homers in rout

(

pearance in 40 years.
USD (33-24) stays alive for
another elimination game today at 5 p.m. against the loser
of last night's game between
Fresno State and Cal State Fullerton. Today's winner stays on
the field, hoping for another
victory that would extend the
regional to a decisive game tomorrow night
'This time of year, anything
can happen," said USD coach
Rich Hill, who may have been
speaking to the Toreros' tournament hopes.
Actually, Hill was referring to .
what transpired after USD built
a 10-0 lead for starting pitcher
Brian Matusz - most of it coming during a second inning that
included homers by Justin Snyder, Josh Romanski and Abruzzo - through four innings
against the Bi~ens.
"It was a hot and windy day,"
said HilL on an afternoon when
the temperature approached
100 degrees in the stands and
had to be hotter on the field.
"Our offense took advantage of
it, and so did theirs."
Saint Louis rallied for eight
runs in the fifth to make it 1~.
When USD expanded its advantage to 12-8, the Billikens rallied again with four runs off
reliever Josh Romanski (5-4) in
the eighth to draw even.
"We kept battling back," said
Saint Louis coach Bob Hughes.
"But coming back from a 10run deficit used up every bit of
our energy to claw our way
back into it Then we couldn't
get anybody out
"Never in our wildest dreams
would we think we would give
up 19 runs in a game."
Hughes couldn't believe
USD would score seven runs

Justin Snyder gets all of a second-Inning pitch for a two-run
homer as USD bullt an early 10-0 lead. Jeff Lewis/ Associated Press

off reliever Eric Mueller (0-3) in
the bottom of the eighth - on
just one hit Five walks and two
errors provide explanation. The
hit? It was Abruzzo's, of course.
After homering in the second, fourth and sixth, Abruzzo
thought about going deep a
fourth time with the bases loaded in the eighth. He had to
settle for a double down the
right-field line.
"It still drove three guys in,
and that was the main thing,"
said Abruzzo.
Saint Louis made a pitching
change after the hit, and Abruzzo received a hero's welcome
when he came to the Toreros'
dugout during the break.
Abruzzo broke into a gaptoothed grin as he approached
his teammates. It seems one of
his front teeth was knocked out

after· a collision at the plate
when he was 15. Abruzzo's replacement tooth came out two
weeks ago in a game against
UC Riverside, and he hasn't
had a chance to get another
one. No matter.
'Tm toothless and I have to
show it to everyone," said Abruzzo. '1 have to. You have to smile."
USD's Keoni Ruth was smiling after the victory, but it was
as a member of the supporting
cast on the bench.
Ruth missed his first game of
the season after separating his
left shoulder against Fresno
State. Ruth wasn't wearing the
sling he had on after Friday's
game, but Hill said it's doubtful
Ruth will be available today.
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
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HEADLINE: Bills battle back but come up short
BYLINE: By Jim Inghram SPECIAL TO THE POST-DISPATCH
DATELINE: FULLERTON, CALIF.
BODY:

St. Louis U. managed to come all the way bac
early 10-run deficit but quickly gave most of it back as
the Billikens lost to the U niversi of San Die
-12 in an elimination game Saturday in the Cal StateFullerton regional of the NCAA baseball tournament.
The Toreros (33-24), the No. 3 seed in the regional and an at-large team from the West Coast Conference,
raced to a 10-0 lead after four innings -- scoring six runs off starter and loser Eric Rohr (Belleville West) and
four off reliever Dave Sever.
SLU (32-29), the No . 4 seed, refused to give in. The Billikens scored eight runs in the fifth, with the key hits
being two-run doubles by Greg Rodgers (St. Charles), Ziggy Moore (Wentzville Holt) and Jon Guyre
(DeSmet).
San Diego added runs in the sixth to lead 12-8, but the Billikens again battled back. With two outs, Matt Mach
(MI CDS) hit a chopper up the middle that scored Tim Landy and Rodgers to tie the score 12-12.
"It took a lot of effort to climb back into it," SLU coach Bob Hughes said. "We used every bit of energy to do
it. II
In the bottom of the eighth, the Billikens' efforts were wasted when San Diego scored seven runs. The big hit
was a bases-clearing double by catcher Jordan Abruzzo. The three RBIs gave Abruzzo, who is expected to be a
high draft pick next week, eight in the game. He finished five for five with four runs. Three of his hits were
home runs, including one that traveled about 450 feet.
"We'd been pitching well before coming here," Hughes said. "Never in my wildest dreams did I think a team
would hit us like that."
San Diego had 18 hits, including three doubles and five home runs.
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.1e ninth, SLU went in order to close the game and end its first postseason appearance since 1966.
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USD's Justin Snyder slugs a two-run home run early In the Toreros' 19-12 win over Saint Louis.

Abruzzo slugs three HRs
as USD avoids elimination
MIKE SULLIVAN
STAFF WRITER

scored and eight RBIs.
"Pm speechless ," Abruzzo
·d. "Guys were asking me in
dugout how it feels, and I
can't explain it. It was
those things that just
I took some good
balls, and they were
and I was fortunate to
get a few out and help us win."
Although Abruzzo pounded
the long ball and the two
teams combined for 32 hits, it
was a bunt that provided the
go-ahead run for the Toreros

FULLERT ON - Jordan
Abruzzo spent some agonizing
moments beating himself up
for striking out in the ninth inning of Friday's one-run loss.
The UniversiNCAA REGIONAL ty of San
- - - - Diego catchUSD
19 er made up
Saint Louis 12 for it Saturday
by
pounding on Saint Louis pitch- (33-24).
ing.
With the game tied 12-12
Abruzzo blasted three long and runners on first and sechome runs to help the Toreros ond with none out in the botbeat the Billikens 19-12 in the tom of the eighth inning, leftNCAA baseball regionals be- handed-hit ting Shane Buschifore 1,446 at Cal State Fuller- ni laid down a bunt toward
ton's Goodwin Field. The victo- third base. The throw to first
ry keeps the Toreros alive in by Saint Louis third baseman
the double-eljmination region- B.J. Rodrigue got away from
al. They play at 5:05 p.m. today first baseman Tim Landy, and
against Fresno State, a 9-2 los~ USD's Michael Lugo scored
er to Cal State Fullerton in a from the second.
winner's bracket game late
"That is ironic,'' USD coach
Saturday.
Rich Hill said. "That's our
All three of Abruzzo's style. We definitely play small
homers came while the switch- ball and subscribe to that thehitting junior was batting left- ory. Our pitching has escaped
handed, and two of them went us in this tournamen t, but our
deep into the trees beyond the offense has picked us up."
right-field fence. Overall, he
The Toreros had only one
went 5-for-5 with four runs hit in the eighth inning while

scoring seven runs. Naturally,
the one hit was by Abruzzo a three-run double down the
right-field line.
Abruzzo's failure to come
through in the clutch Friday in
the 9-8 loss to Fresno State was
overshadow ed by the unique
way the game ended. David
Harris represente d the potential go-ahead run when he was
picked off first by Rancho
Bernardo High alumnus Brandon Burke.
Yet there was no mistaking
that striking out for the second out of that inning greatly
bothered Abruzzo.
"I came out with a little
chip on my shoulder, to be
honest," Abruzzo said. "It's
frustrating when stuff like that
happens, but it's baseball.
"We talk about perseverance a lot and to come back
like that was great. It's good to
get a win here and we're going
to keep fighting. We're not out
of this thing."
The Toreros built a 10-0
lead after four innings behind
four homers - two by Abruzzo
and one each by Justin Snyder
and Josh Romanski. But Saint
Louis (32-29) got back into the
game with an eight-run fifth
inning.
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Fresno St.
pulls fast
one on
Toreros
.,

Suddenly, so suddenly, USD's
hopes of a comeback win were
smashed in a shocking 9-8 loss to
Fresno State at Cal State Fullerton's
Goodwin Field.
"We have experienced some heartbreaking, gut-wrenching defeats this
season," said USD coach Rich Hill. "If ,
there's any team in America that
bounces back from real emotional
types of losses, it's this team."
The Toreros won't have much time
to dwell on it. USD (32-24) meets Saint
Louis (32-28) today at 4 p.m. in an
elimination game. Saint Louis lost 6-1
last night to Cal State Fullerton. Fresno State (44--16) and Fullerton (44--13)
meet afterward in a winners' bracket
SEE

Toreros, D4

,USDJalters, faces
oust
· t Louis
FlJILERfON - It is
that
virtually never, ever works.
Unless, apparently, you're Fresno
State pitcher Brandon Burke.
USD's David Harris
Fresno St. was on first base, teammate Steve Singleton was on third and the Toreros
were one hit away yesterToreros
day from erasing a fourrun, ninth-inning deficit
and tying their NCM Regional game against the Bulldogs.
That's when Burke, a sophomore
right-hander from Rancho Bernardo
High, faked a throw to third base,
spun and picked Harris off at first to
~nd the game.

9

8

USD pitcher Josh Butler can't bear to
look after giving up a two-run homer.
Francis Specker I Associated Press
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USO rally falls
short in the end

(

game.
"More than anything, you run that
play to keep the runner close," said
Fresno State coach Mike Batesole.
"You're usually not trying to pick the
guy off, just keep him closer. It just
happened to work this time."
Burke entered the game to face
USD catcher Jordan Abruzzo, a player
Burke faced numero us times when
the two were in high school
"He has absolutely owned me," said
Burke. "I hadn't faced him in two
years, and I thought he'd be looking
for this sweepin g cwve I used to
throw him."
Burke went to his fastball instead,
and he struck out Abruzzo for the
second out in the ninth.
"I felt fine once I got past him," said
Burke. 'That's when I knew I'd use
that move."
USD's Ryan Lilly stepped into the
batter's box and was getting ready to
hit, but the opportunity never came.
Hanis, straying too far to get a good
twe>out lead, never saw it coming.
Until that moment , the crowd of
1,893 had to be thinking USD was
going to complet e the comebac k.
The Toreros came back earlier in
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Fresno State first baseman Kent Sakamoto celebrates after tagging out USD's
David Harris on the game-ending pickoff play. Francis Specker / Associated Press
the game, scoring five runs in the fifth
after falling behind 4-0. And they were
doing it again in the ninth, despite
trailing 9-5 because of five homers the
Bulldog s hit in the game.
USD was courting destiny with the
kind of well-placed hits that make it
seem as if this is your day. And all of a
sudden it's a nightma re.
"It's shockin g to lose like that," said
Singleton. "You're so high, then you're
so low. But the game's about staying
even, so tomorro w we have to come
out the same way we came out today,
with a lot of fire and a lot of passion."
The Toreros hope second baseman

Keoni Ruth is with them when they
take the field.
Ruth was injured diving for a hit up
the middle in the sixth inning and had
to leave the game. He said he felt his
left shoulde r pop out of the socket, but
it went back into place on its own.
"It feels good right now," said Ruth,
who was wearing a sling afterward as a
precaution. He said he hopes to get an
MRI. "I want to do that as soon as
possible," he said. "Just to make sure.
If it's good, I'll definitely play."
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrlb.com

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
Nort h Cou nty Time s
Pow ay/Ran cho
Bern ardo

MIKE SULLIVAN
STAFF W RITER

FULL ERTO N - The fake
towar d third and throw back
to first is a baseb all play that
seldo m works. Even pitch ers
and coach es don'r expec t the
pickoff move to trans late into
. an out.
Yet one of those rcn-e occasions wher e the runn er is
caug ht napp ing happ ened
Frida y - at the worst possible time for
the Universi- Fresno St.
9
ty of San
USD
8
Dieg o and
the most impr obab le moment for Fresn o State .
Form er Ranc ho Berna rdo
High stand out Bran don
Burke execu ted the play perfectly and picke d off USD' s
Davi d Harri s for the game endin g out as the Bulldogs defeate d the Torer os 9-8 in the
openi ng round of the NCAA
baseb all regio nals befor e
1,893 at Goodwin Field on the
Cal State Fulle rton camp us.
The loss place s USD in
the loser' s brack et of the double-el imina tion regi6 nal. The
Toreros (32-24) play today at
4:05 p.m. again st Saint Louis
(32-28), which lost 6-1 to Cal
State Fulle rton ( 44-13 ) on
Frida y nigh!..

► USD
Continuetl from C-1

The Toreros were stunn ed
to lose in such a fashi on.
Burk e and the 19th-ranke d
Bulld ogs (44-16) were aston ished by the mann er in which
they recor ded their 16th consecutive win.
"I was just going to read
him," said Burke, who earne d
his fifth save. ''I wasn' t going
to throw the ball initially, but I
saw him caugh t up betw een
his feet so I just threw it."
Fresn o State coach Mike
Bates ole said the Bulld ogs
called the play just to ensur e
Harri s would n't stray too far
off the base. Bates ole didn' t
want the go-ah ead run to
score from first on a double.
Up until the final out, Fresno State' s powe r was the dif.
ferenc e in the game . The Bulldogs hit five home runs to account for eight of their runs.
Junio r Nick More si hit two
home rs, and it was his threerun shot in the seven th that
~ Fresn o State a 9-5 lead.

Three Fresn o State home rs
off USD junio r right- hande r
Josh Butle r led to the Bulldogs taking a 4-0 lead through
four inning s. But the Toreros
scored five times in the top of
the fifth with the big blows
being a two-r un home r by
freshm an Josh Roma nski and
a two-run single by Abruzzo.
USD was held score less
the next three inning s befor e
the ninth -innin g upris ing.
Now the Torer os find themselve s need ing to boun ce
back quick ly to keep their
seaso n from endin g today.
''We'v e exper ience d some
heartb reakin g, gut-wrenching
defea ts, last innin g type of
stuff and losing leads ," said
USD coach Rich Hill, "so if
there' s any team in Amer ica
that's used to bounc ing back
from real emoti onal losses, it's
this team. "
Junio r Keon i Ruth, USD's
first-team All-West Coast Conferen ce secon d basem an, had
to leave the game in the sixth
inning after injuri ng his left
shoul der while makin g a diving stop. His availa bility for
today's game is unkno wn.
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Bills battle back but come up short
By Jim Inghram
SPECIAL TO THE POST-DISPATCH
Saturday. Jun . 03 2006

FULLERTON, CALIF. - St. Loui
ged to come all the way back
from an early 10-run deficit but q
ave most of it back as the Billikens
lost to th~njversity of San Die~o 19-12 in an elimination game Saturday in
the Cal State-Fullerton regional of the NCAA baseball tournament.
The Toreros (33-24) , the No. 3 seed in the regional and an at-large team from
the West Coast Conference, raced to a 10-0 lead after four innings - scoring
six runs off starter and loser Eric Rohr (Belleville West) and four off
reliever Dave Sever.
SLU (32-29), the No . 4 seed , refused to give in. The Billikens scored eight
runs in the fifth , with the key hits being two-run doubles by Greg Rodgers (St.
Charles) , Ziggy Moore (Wentzville Holt) and Jon Guyre (Desmet).
San Diego added runs in the sixth to lead 12-8, but the Billikens again battled
back. With two outs, Matt Mach (MICDS) hit a chopper up the middle that scored
Tim Landy and Rodgers to tie the score 12-12.
"It took a lot of effort to climb back into it," SLU coach Bob Hughes sa id. "We
used every bit of energy to do it."
In the bottom of the eighth, the Billikens' efforts were wasted when San Diego
scored seven runs. The big hit was a bases-clearing double by catcher Jordan
Abruzzo . The three RBIs gave Abruzzo, who is expected to be a high draft pick
next week, eight in the game. He finished five for five with four runs . Three
of his hits were home runs, including one that traveled about 450 feet.
"We'd been pitching well before coming here," Hughes said. "Never in my wildest
dreams did I think a team would hit us like that."
San Diego had 18 hits, including three doubles and five home runs.
In the ninth, SLU went in order to close the game and end its first postseason
appearance since 1966.

If you enjoy reading about interesting news, you might like the 3 O'Clock Stir from
STLtoday.com. Sign up and you'll receive an email with unique stories of the day,
every Monday-Friday, at no charge .
Sign up at http://newsletters.st1today .com
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USDlooks
rock-solid

CF Justin Snyder, Soph•
.311, 2 HR, 29 RBI

up middle

of diamond
Toreros enter NCAAs
with experienced core
By Kirk Kenney
STAFF WRITER

Connect the dots on the blueprint
and
for a championshi p baseball
diait reveals a diamond ·
mond.
Success
middle
and -------- o center field .
four players who have
..llSI>
-started all 55 games this season. They
just happen to be catcher Jordan Abruzzo,
NCAA
Stev~ SingleBaseball shortstop
ton, second baseman
Regional Keoni Ruth and center
fielder Justin Snyder.
At Cal State
'This is the backFullerton
bone of the team," said
Today:USD
USD coach Rich Hill.
vs. Fresno
"No question."
State, 4 p.m.
Abruzzo, Singleton,
Ruth and Snyder will be
right in the middle of things when the
Toreros (32-23) open the NCAA tournament today at 4 p.m. against No.
19-ranked Fresno State (43-16). Saint
Louis (32-27) then meets No. 2-ranked
Cal State Fullerton (43-13) in the fourteam regional hosted by the Titans.
The winner advances to next weekend's Super Regionals, one step away
from the College World Series.
Hill began building for this opportunity three years ago, keeping in mind a
bit of advice he was given early in his
SEE Toreros,

SS Steve Sln9leton, Jr•
.362, 5 HR, 38 RBI
HIii: "The biggest plus
about Steve is his desire
to win and compete.
Shortstop position.
Leader on the field. He makes everybody
around him better."

2B Keonl Ruth, Jr.
.358, 2 HR, 34 RBI

C Jordan Abruzzo, Jr.

.300, 5 HR, 46 RBI

HIit "He's been
unbelievable in his
receiving ability and the
way he frames the ball.
He gets pitchers five to 10 pitches a game."

D•

Strong up the middle
The four players up the center of the
diamond for the Toreros, with coach Rich
Hill's comments about them this season:
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NCAA BASEBALL TOURNAMENT FORMAT
• The 64-team NCAA tournament field is divided into 16 four-team regionals. Games in the
double-elimination event are today through Monday.
• Regionals winners advance to next week's Super Regionals, a best-of-three format that
pairs two teams. The Fullerton Regional winner will be matched against the Malibu Regional
winner. The four teams competing in Malibu are Missouri, UC Irvine, UCLA and host
Pepperdine.
• The eight Super Regionals winners advance to the 60th College World Series, which
begins June 16 in Omaha, Neb. Those eight are separated into two four-team brackets for
double-elimination play. The bracket winners meet in a best-of-three series for the national
championship.
victory over Hawaii to win WAC tourney.
FULLERTON REGIONAL SCHEDULE
Key players: RF Brian Lapin (.357, 40 RBI),
(at Goodwin Field, Fullerton/ TV/Webcast:
DH Steve Susdorf (.327, 14 HR, 48 RBI) and
ESPNU and www.usdtoreros.com)
lB Kent Sakamoto (.326, 38 RBI) ... The
staff is led by RHP Andy
pitching
TODAY
Underwood (11-3, 3.11 ERA), LHP Eddie
Game 1: Fresno State vs. USO, 4 p.m.
Romero (12-2, 3.56 ERA) and RHP Doug
Game 2: Saint Louis vs. Fullerton, 8 p.m.
Fister (8-5, 3.66 ERA) and features RHP
TOMORROW
Brandon Burke (8-5, 3.99 ERA, 4 SV), a
Game 3: Gl loser vs. G2 loser, 4 p.m.
Rancho Bernardo High grad.
p.m.
8
winner,
G2
vs.
winner
Gl
4:
Game
history: This is Fresno State's
Postseason
SUNDAY
appearance but its
Regionals
NCAA
28th
p.m.
5
loser,
G4
vs.
winner
G3
5:
Game
2001.
since
first
Game 6: G4 winner vs. G5 winner, 9 p.m.

MONDAY

Game 7: G6 winner vs. G6 loser, 8 p.m.
(if necessary)

USD(32·23 )
Outlook: The Toreros were revived by

Monday's at-large berth and rejuvenated by
two weeks of rest since their final game of
the regular season. RHP Josh Butler and
LHP Brian Matusz could benefit most after
tiring down the stretch. It also helped lB
Daniel Magness, who is back in the lineup
after a bout with mononucleosis.
Key players Juniors SS Steve Singleton
(.362, 5 HR, 38 RBI) and 2B Keoni Ruth
(.358, 2 HR, 34 RBI, 18 SB) earned
first-team All-West Coast Conference
honors ... CJordan Abruzzo (.300, 5 HR,
46 RBI) is the top run producer ... 3B Ryan
Lilly (.293, 32 RBI) has stood out on
defense and come through with clutch hits
.•. LF/LH P Josh Romanski (.269, 16
RBl/4-4, 4.00 ERA, 5 SV) was selected wee
Freshman of the Year ... Butler (8-5, 2.89
ERA, 91 SO in 102¼ IP) and Matusz (4-3,
3.63 ERA, 88 SO in 84 1/3 IP) are expected
to start the first two games, with Matt
Couch (7-3, 3.35 ERA) ready in relief.
Postsuson history: The Toreros have
reached the NCAA Regionals for the third
time In five years.

FRESNO STATE (43· 16)
Outloak: Most of the No. 19-ranked
Bulldogs' wins have come during a 17-game
winning streak in midseason and a current
15-game winning streak that includes a
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SAINT LOUIS (32·27)
Outlook: The Billikens fall into the

just-happy-to-be-here category. It would be
a huge upset for them to beat Fullerton.
Key players: C Bill Musselman (.348, 27
RBI) is the team's top hitter and DH Greg
Rodgers (.344, 5 HR, 54 RBI) leads the
team in homers and RBI .•. RHP Ryan Bird
(8-5, 2.59 ERA) leads the pitching staff.

CAL STATE FULLERTON (43·13)
Outlook: The No. 2-ranked Titans are

among the Top 8 national seeds for the
tournament. They have hosted a regional
each of the past three years and advanced
each time. They will be the prohibitive
favorite to do so again.
Key players: The starting lineup includes
five players from the 2004 national title
team - SS Blake Davis (.365, 3 HR, 30 RBI),
2B Justin Turner (.359, 4 HR, 37 RBI), lB
Brett Pill (.324, 5 HR, 38 RBI), LF Danny
Dorn (.321, 2 HR, 30 RBI) and RF Brandon
Trip (.314, 8 HR, 37 RBI) ... RHP Wes
Roemer (11-1, 2.01 ERA) was the Big West
Pitcher of the Year. RHP Lauren Gagnier
(12-4, 2.67 ERA) and RHP Dustin Miller
(11-1, 2.84 ERA) weren't bad either.
Postseason history: The Titans made it to
the College World Series in their first
season of Division I play in 1975, the first of
13 appearances in Omaha. Fullerton has
won four national titles, most recently in
2004. Only four schools - USC (12), Texas
(6), Arizona State (5) and LSU (5) - have
won more.
- KIRK KENNEY

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
SD Union Tribune
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► TOREROS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE D1

Key position players
started all 55 games
coaching career.
"Sparky Anderson told me 15 years
ago that if you have a bad catcher,
you've got a bad ballclub," said Hill,
who got to know the longtime major
league manager and Thousand Oaks
resident when Hill was head coach at
Cal Lutheran.
Hill didn't go far to find his catcher,
coming across Abruzzo in Lakeside at
El Capitan High.
All Abruzzo did his first season for
the Toreros was earn freshman AllAmerica honors. The switch-hitting junior has batted .300 this season with
five homers and a team-leading 46 RBI.
It is his efforts behind the plate that
have been most impressive, however.
"He's throwing guys out and been
really great working with the pitchers," said Hill.
Abruzzo needed shoulder surgery
early in his career. As his arm strength
returned, so did opposing baserunners - to the dugout.
Abruzzo throws down to second
with confidence, knowing one of his
two roommates - like Abruzzo part of
a standout junior class - would be
there to take the throw. He's also confident either Singleton or Ruth will
make the play when the ball is hit their
way, or tum the double play.
"It's been nice when there's a ball hit
up the middle knowing Steve and Keoni

are going to get it," said Abruzzo.
Singleton was a switch-hitter
throughout his career before, but he
struggled right-handed over the summer and limited himself this season to
the left side. It was a good move. He
leads the team with a .362 batting
average, shares the team lead with five
homers and has 38 RBI.
Ruth is right behind Singleton at
.358, with 34 RBI. His 18 stolen bases
are three times more than anyone else
on the team. Three of the steals came
in a game against Vanderbilt, when he
stole second, third and home - all in
the second inning.
'The middle is the glue that has
held everything together," said Hill.
The center fielder has done his part,
too. Abruzzo knew Snyder would.
They played to,l!ether at El Capitan.
Snyder, a sophomore batting .311
with two homers and 29 RBI, wears
his emotions more openly than perhaps any other player on the team. His
intensity comes through while he's
wearing out an opposing pitcher with a
prolonged at-bat, sliding hard to break
up a double play or chasing down a
.long fly ball.
One of the more memorable plays
this season came against Saint Mary's·
when Snyder hung on to make a catch
after crashing into the outfield wall at
Cunningham Stadium.
"I put a dent in it," Snyder said with
pride. 'There's not much contact in baseball. You have to get it where you can."
That's one way of leaving your mark
on the program, although Abruzzo,
Singleton and Ruth can probably think
of a better one.
Such as winning a regional_.
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Toreros
aim for
Titanic
upset
■

USD baseball in
regional with strong
Fullerton squad

The 1breros (32-23) might
be considered the third-best
team in the regional, but
they refuse to concede they
are long shots to continue
their season beyond the
weekend.
When a three-game sweep
of national power Texas is
part of the resume and your
schedule is ranked 10th
toughest in the country, it's
hard to feel intimidated by
anybody.
"I think we showed with
Texas that there was a no
fear factor on this team,"
junior catcher Jordan Abruzzo said. "The confidence is
there. We're ready to take on
anyone. We're happy to be in
the regional and they can
throw anyone at us."
Fresno State and Cal
State Fullerton certainly provide stem competition.
The Bulldogs (43-16) boast
a 15-game winning streak
►

Continued from C-1

MIKE SULLIVAN
STAFF WRJTER

FULLERTON - They are
underdogs when it comes to
being part of the national
stage, ~ut the University pt
San Die~ baseball players
'and coa es aren't satisfied
with merely soaking up a festive atmosphere this week. .
end.
The Toreros are aimmg to
make a Texas-sized splash.
Again.
USD is part of a four-team
NCAA regional hosted by
second-ranked Cal State
Fullerton. They open play
against 19th-ranked Fresno
State at 4:05 p.m. today in a
double-elimination regional
rat also includes Saint
Louis.

USD, C-4

I

that rates as the nation's
longest current streak. The Titans ( 43-13) are one of college baseball's elite programs
and can wave four College
to
!IL , ., C

< ,

re,s

~AA_ reo.
gional for Just the third tlme,
the Toreros certainly face
long odds. But there's no
shortage of players ready to
scrap with any naysayers.
"There's not a team out
there that we can't beat,"
freshman pitcher Brian Matusz said. "We proved that by
beating Texas and playing all
the other tough teams we
played. Any given day, we can
go out and beat anyone."
·
---

The never-give-in approach has served USD well
all season, and the team's resolve was tested when it had
to sweat out the wait for an
NCAA at-large berth.
In a sport where schools
from major conferences
dominate the at-large selections, USD slid into the field
because the selection committee decided to invite
three West Coast Conference teams. That hadn't happened since 1988, but because it did, the Toreros are
part of the NCAA field for
the third time in the past
five seasons.
"I'm not sure that people
really understand how incredible that accomplishment is and how hard the
road is to get into the NCAA
tournament," USD coach
Rich Hill said. "That's why
we're soaking up every
minute of this and not taking
one second for granted, because it truly is an amazing
feat."
The Toreros might lack the
facilities and budgets of the
elite programs, but they
haven't backed down from
playing top teams. Hill is convinced USD's strong schedule
with Texas, Georgia, Houston,
Rice and Washington was a
prime factor in his team being selected.
A scholarship at USD costs
$42,000 annually, and the
baseball program is allotted
11.7 scholarships, so Hill cites
fund-raising and booster donations as key behind-thescenes elements when it
comes to fielding a competitive program and playing a
top-notch schedule.
The next step is winning a

NCAA BASEBALL: FULLERTONl REGIC>NAL
Teams listed in order of seeding:

1. CAL STATE FULLERTON (43-13)
■ Coach: George Horton, 445-185-1 in 10
seasons with the ntans
■ NCAA history: 28th appearance; 113-58
record, four College World Series titles
■ Top players: Junior SS Blake Davis (.365,
30 RBIs), junior RHP Lauren Gagnier (12-4,
2.67 ERA), senior 28 Justin Turner (.359, 37
RBIs), sophomore RHP Wes Roemer (11-1,
2.01)
■ Comment: The host Titans are ranked
second nationally by Baseball America but
drew just the fifth overall seed in the 64team field. Cal State Fullerton is part of
the postseason for the 15th consecutive
season, the fourth-longest streak in the
nation.

2. FRESNO STATE (43-16)
Coach: Mike Batesole, 132-103 in four
seasons with the Bulldogs
■ NCAA history: 28th appearance; 48-58
record
■ Top players: Sophomore OF Brian Lapin
(.357, 40 RBls),junior LHP Eddie Romero
(12-2, 3.56), sophomore OF Steve Susdorf
(.327, 14 HR),junior RHP Andy Underwood
(11-3, 3.11)
■ Comment: The 19th-ranked Bulldogs have
won 15 consecutive games but will be without power·hitting stars Beau Mills (.14 HRs,
58 RBIs) and Christian Vitters (11 HRs, 58
RBIs). Mills was suspended for academic
reasons, and Vitters can't swing the bat after
suffering a thumb injury last week. Sopho-

■

regional, something Hill
thinks the program is primed
to achieve. And he has plenty
of company among his players.
"We're not just happy to
freshman
it,"
in
be
pitcher/outfielder Josh Romanski said. "We think we
have as good a chance as anybody else in the regional. If
we play well, we can beat
anyone."

more RHP Brandon Burke (8-5, 3.99 ERA) is
a Rancho Bernardo High alumnus.

3. UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO (32-23)
Coach: Rich Hill, 265-199-3 in nine seasons with the Toreros
■ NCAA history: Third appearance; 2-4
record
■ Top players: Junior C Jordan Abruzzo
(.300. 46 RBIs), junior RHP Josh Butler (8-5,
2.89), junior 28 Keoni Ruth (.358, 18 stolen
bases), junior SS Steve Singleton (.362, 38
RBIs)
■ Comment: The Toreros also played in the
Fullerton regional during their last NCAA appearance in 2003. Two freshmen, LHP Brian
Matusz (4-3, 3.63) and LHP Josh Romanski
(4.00, five saves), will be counted on to complement Butler and sophomore RHP Matt
Couch (7-3, 3.35).

■

4. SAINT LOUIS (32-27)
Coach: Bob Hughes. 345-596-1 in 18 seasons with the Billikens
■ NCAA history: Fifth appearance; 5-7
record
■ Top players: Junior RHP Ryan Bird (8-5,
2.59), junior C Bill Musselman (.348, 27
RBIs), sophomore DH Greg Rodgers (.344,
54 RBIs). senior OF Johnny Sweeney (.309,
29 RBIs)
■ Comment: The Billikens are in the postseason for the first time since 1966. Saint
Louis crashed the regional field as the surprise winner of the Atlantic 10 postseason
tournament.
- Mike Sullivan

■

The quest begins today, as
junior right-hander Josh Butler takes the mound against
the red-hot Bulldogs. Matusz
is the probable starter Saturday regardless of whether the
opponent is Cal State Fullerton or Saint Louis (32-27).
Contact staff writer Mike Sullivan
or
739-6645
(760)
at
To
msullivan@nctimes.com.
comment, go to nctimes.com.
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Buschini back to the 'Dogs
By Chad Courrier
The Free Press

MANKATO-By this time, Shane Buschini thought he'd be playing professiona · ·
all in some
team's minor-league organization. But two weeks ago, the University of San Diego outfielder went
undrafted by Major League Baseball, forcing him to rethink his summer plans.
"(Getting drafted) is always something I've looked forward to," Buschini said. "It didn't happen, but I
still plan to (play professional baseball) someday."
In the meantime, Buschini is returning to Mankato to play for the MoonDogs, and he may be in the
lineup tonight against Rochester at Franklin Rogers Park.
"I'm really looking forward to playing in Mankato," Buschini said. "I had a great time last summer, and
I'll have even a better time this summer."
Buschini and UCLA pitcher Jason Novak are expected to arrive in Mankato today, with pitcher Tyson
Brummett arriving Thursday.
"We're getting a lot better," general manager Kyle Mrozek said.
Last season, Buschini batted .250 with nine doubles and nine home runs among his 51 hits. He tied a
team record with 47 RBIs, and he'll need just 26 RBIs this summer to break the franchise's career
record.
If nothing else, he could add some sizzle to a team that is batting only .214 with 44 runs in the first 17
games.
"I don't know about that, we'll see," Buschini said. "I just hope to contribute to the team."
After things didn't work out on draft day, Buschini joined the Orleans Cardinals of the Cape Cod
League, where he thought he'd play all summer. He had just-one hit in 11 at-bats, and he struck out five
times. When some guys returned to the team after draft day, he was expendable, setting up his return to
the Northwoods League and Mankato.
"The fans are great, they give great support every game," Buschini said. "I like the management, Kyle
and the other guys. I'm glad Coach (Jason) Nell is back. He was great to play for as an assistant, and I
look forward to the opportunity to play for him as the manager. It's going to be a great experience."
Copyright © 1999-2006 cnhi, inc.
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Blaine starting to regain his form
By Rhiannon Potkey, rpotkey@VenturaCountyStar.com
June 25, 2006

Justin Blaine (Westlake) would love to say the injury resulted from a heroic feat of laboring into the late
innings for a victory or reaching back to unfurl a sizzling fastball.
But Blaine's right oblique muscle was strained during a harmless hitting game with fellow pitchers used to
pass the time during spring training.
"It is a little ironic," Blaine said. "I felt it as soon as I took a swing. It was real bad."
After attempting to return to the mound too soon, Blaine was sent to extended spring training for
rehabilitation. The 6-foot-4, 188-pound left-hander is just getting back into form for Philadelphia's Class-A
team, the Lakewood BlueClaws.
Last week, he received a start and threw four scoreless innings, striking out four, walking none and allowi
two hits in a 10-2 victory.
"Slowly but surely, I am building up the innings," Blaine said. "Early on it was a struggle, but I amt
get past it now and feel like I am on the way to throwing the ball the way I am capable of throwin
Before the injury, Blaine arrived at spring training with 10 pounds of extra muscle after an off
working out in San Diego on the weekdays and golfing on the weekends.
Blaine is hoping to establish the consistency in the minors that he possessed while at the

ypjyersjty of ~an

.Diego.,
"I felt like at the end of short season last year I was starting to throw real well, and putting it all together,"
Blaine said. "But I haven't been able to get everything working for me yet. One game my fastball and
command will be there, but my breaking ball won't. I think I am closer to the point where it will all click."
Although he thrives on having the ball in his hand in the first inning, Blaine isn't averse to coming out of the
bullpen in relief.
"I have always started and felt most comfortable doing that, but I don't mind filling any role," Blaine said. "It
is hard for us all to get innings here, so whenever they need me is fine. As long as I am developing, that is all
I care about."
Having teammates around willing to share their experiences has benefited Blaine during his stay in the Phillies
system.
"I think the guys in the bullpen feed off each other," Blaine said. "You can see when a guy is going well and
want to know what he is doing or even when they are dealing with frustration . We just discuss it each night
and pick each other's brains."
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With his injury on the mend, Blaine is focused on making his pitch to advance to the next level.
"I knew I wouldn't be rushed up like Jered Weaver, but as long as I am moving up, it's a good sign," he said.
"I guess I will re-examine everything if I flatten out or plateau. I just want to keep throwing well and go up
when the time comes."

Short hits: Durham Bulls (Triple-A) outfielder Delmon Young (Camarillo) finished 1 for 4 with an RBI in his
first game back to the minor leagues after serving a SO-game suspension for throwing his bat at an umpire .
.. . Round Rock Express (Triple-A) pitcher Jason Hirsh (Cal Lutheran) was named to the United States roster
for the All-Star Futures Game. Held at PNC Park in Pittsburgh on July 9, the showdown pitting the U.S. versus
the world is part of the major league All-Star Game festivities .... Modesto Nuts (Class-A Advanced) infielder
Jeff Dragicevich (Camarillo) hit a grand slam to center field in the fourth inning of a 15-8 loss to Lancaster.
Dragicevich finished 2 for 5 with five RBIs ... . Binghamton Mets (Double-A) infielder Jay Caligiuri (Camarillo)
hit home runs in back-to-back games, including a 4-2 loss to Trenton. In the same game, Trenton Thunder
infielder Kevin Howard (Westlake) hit a triple . ... In his second Triple-A start since being demoted from the
Angels, Jered Weaver (Simi Valley) threw a two-hitter with a club-record 14 strikeouts in Salt Lake's win over
Sacramento on Friday night . Weaver carried a no-hitter through 6 2/3 innings.
Copyright 2006, Ventura County Star. All Rights Reserved.
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Burning up the bases: Reviewing AL West
Kenon Carter/ SportsBlurb.com
Posted: 2 days ago

Last week, we took a look at the speedsters of the National League West. This week,
we stay on the left coast and look at the sources of speed in the American League
West.

Los Angeles Angels
Besides Vladimir Guerrero , the Angels are not stocked with very much power in their lineup. In fact, only the
Cubs , who have been playing without potential Triple Crown contender Derrek Lee , and the Royals , who
have been playing without major league quality players altogether, have slugged at a lower percentage than
the Angels' .389 clip thus far.
Manager Mike Sciascia has relied upon small ball tactics to keep his team in contention , and their American
League leading 51 steals are evidence of that. If Guerrero's not hitting the ball out of the ballpark, Sciascia
gives the green light so often he makes Angel Stadium look like a high-speed car chase on the freeway .

.

~-

Led by Mr. Versatility himself, Chone Figgins, whose 20 stolen
bases rank him third in the AL, the Angels have been able to
compensate for its rather lifeless offense and remain in contention.
Shortstop Orlando Cabrera has swiped eight bags in as many
attempts, second baseman Adam Kennedy has stolen six and even
Guerrero has chipped in with four bags of his own. This will have to
be the recipe for the Angels if they want to stick with the more highpowered lineups of Texas and Oakland through ~tretch run .
The rest of the Angels' organization is loaded with talented and fast
young prospects as well. Waiting in the wings at Triple-A Salt Lake is
outfielder Reggie Willits . Willits is a former Oklahoma Sooner who
can fly and is moving through the system very quickly. He is currently
sporting a .426 on-base percentage, 14 stolen bases and has scored
45 runs in 45 games. He should compete for a starting gig in 2007.
One of many top-notch shortstops prospects in this farm system,
Erick Aybar, has stolen 13 bases, while highly regarded second
baseman Howie Kendrick has swiped six to go along with an
astronomical 1.066 OPS.
Leading Double-A Arkansas is outfielder Dwaine Bacon with 18
stolen bases. Bacon's days as a prospect are numbered, however, as
he is 27-years-old and lugs around a career .247 average as a pro.
He's stolen 227 bases in the minor leagues, but strikes out twice as
frequently as he walks .
Shortstop Brandon Wood , whose arrival in Anaheim is eagerly being waited up
to go along with an impressive .283-12-39 line.
v it of San Die o star Freddy
High-A Rancho Cucamonga currently serves as home to former
Sandoval and his 12 stolen bases. The long list of shortstop prospects continues wit 003 third round pick
Sean Rodriguez, who has stolen seven bags and posted a very respectable .293-9-33 line.
Meanwhile, in Cedar Rapids, outfielder Bradley Coon is on the run with 17 bags , and Curacao native
shortstop Hainley Statia has eight. The 20-year-old Statia will have to improve his defense (11 errors) if he
wants to overtake Rodriguez , Wood , Aybar and ultimately, Cabrera.

Oakland
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Roster begins to fall into place for Mat-Su Miners
ABL: Last-minute tweaks inevitable when players are collected from across nation,
meshed as team.
By RON WILMOT
Anchorage Daily News
(Published: June 11, 2006)

Putting together a successful Alaska Baseball League team takes
some luck, a willingness to gamble and the ability to perform a lot of
last-minute tasks.
Mat-Su Miners general manager Pete Christopher has looked far and
wide for top college players willing to try Alaska for the summer. But
seeking talent at competitive Division I programs has risks too,
because players can be drafted or play into the final weeks of June at
the NCAA baseball tournament.
If that happens, they'll miss the first few weeks of ABL play.
This season, for example, 11 players on the Miners' pre-summer
roster competed in the tourney. Fortunately for the Miners, just four
were still playing this weekend -- Oregon State pitchers Mark
Grbavac and Greg Keim as well as Stanford's Brent Milleville and Joey
August.
"You have to look at the best players out there," said new Miners
manager Matt Dorey, a volunteer assistant at Washington State.
"That's part of the gamble."

David Breck of Palmer throws
to first base during fielding
drills at the Mat-Su Miners'
open tryout at Hermon
Brothers Field on Friday.
(Photo by STEPHEN
NOWERS I Anchorage Daily
News)

Some players also get drafted by major league teams -- so ABL
managers tend to recruit freshmen and sophomores less likely to be
snatched up. If a player has the choice of signing a pro contract or playing summer-league ball in
Alaska, most will sign.
This season, for example, the Oakland Athletics selected College of Charleston junior pitcher Josh
McLaughlin -- the Miners' nasty closer last year -- on Wednesday in the 20th round of the draft.
McLaughlin recorded 11 saves for the Miners, with a 0. 79 ERA, 33 strikeouts and seven walks. He
was slated to return this year.
As of Friday, Christopher hadn't heard whether McLaughlin had signed with the Athletics, but he
anticipated he would.

•
ABL players come from all over the country and have only a few days to practice and get to know
one another before games begin.
Dorey said there can be awkward moments, but players are so busy getting the field ready,
practicing, and settling in with host families that those moments pass quickly.
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"We all speak that international baseball language," Dorey said. "We love it, and we love the
camaraderie that comes with it. Plus, (the players) all have the same reasons for being here -- to
play at the next level."
Dorey, 32, comes from a Washington State team that just completed its best season in 10 years.
In addition to helping with recruiting, Dorey served as a hitting and first-base coach. The Miners
job is his first as manager.
"This is a great opportunity to be at a high level," Dorey said. "You don't often get this type of
experience."
Four players from the Cougars join him: junior right-handed pitcher Wayne Daman, who was 4-0
with a 1.85 ERA with the Miners last season, sophomore shortstop Paul Gran (.299, 27 RBIs at
WSU this season), sophomore left-handed pitcher Steve Kost (1-1, 2.95 ERA at WSU) and
freshman second baseman Travis Coulter, who hit .345 with two homers and 27 RBIs and was
named a freshman All-American.
Joining the Miners for a third straight season is pitching coach John Hendricks, a former Miners
pitcher and now coach at Lenoir-Rhyne College in North Carolina. Last season, Hendricks turned a
Miners staff that didn't look formidable on paper into one of the best in the ABL with a team ERA of
2.37.
The Miners are seeking another assistant coac
was unable to come because of a family em

n Omori of Edmonds Community College
Christopher said.

Besides Daman and possibly McLaughlin
ther players return from last year's Miners: Yale
right-handed pitcher Chris Wietlispach (
.75 ERA at Yale this season), a sophomore; and
Daniel Magness, a University of San Diego jUQior infielder (.313, 2 HR, 22 RBIs at San Diego).
Possible impact players for the Miners:
• Joe Ercolano, a Lehigh University sophomore outfielder and teammate of former Miner Matt
McBride, who was selected 75th overall by the Cleveland Indians. Ercolano hit .339 with five
homers and 22 RBIs. He stole 14 bases in 18 attempts.
• Brandon Bowser, a University of New Orleans junior outfielder who hit .320 with two homers and
37 RBIs. He had 29 stolen bases in 32 attempts.
• John Hee, a University of Hawaii sophomore infielder who hit .284 with 22 RBIs .
• Donald Brown, a Pepperdine University sophomore outfielder who hit .276 with two homers and
36 RBIs. He played error-free in 63 games, including 53 starts.

- - - --··--·----•
Daily News sports reporter Ron Wilmot can be reached at rwilmot@adn.com or 1-907-352-6712.
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Baseball showcase a hit with players, scouts
BY JIM SEIMAS

SENTINEL STAFF WRITER
SANTA CLARA - When the baseball players take the field, Santa Clara University's Stephen Schott
Stadium is less than a third full.

A few proud parents a re scattered about the facility. But there's one section that is comp
The section behind home plate, where a radar gun is sitting atop a tripod.

ull.

When Los Gatos High phenom Kyle Blair throws his first pitch for the South Bay team
least six scouts are aiming their own guns toward the pitching mound. Others scouts
scribbling in notebooks, documenting his arm speed, mechanics, mound presence,
pitches .
The junior right-hander, who has already verbally committed to the, Upiversity of San Diego, checks in
at 92 mph.
Over the course of three days, 33 scouts attend the Bay Ar~a World Series III, a showcase for high
school sophomores and juniors that is rapidly gaining popularity.
Scouts' school and professional organization colors are displayed so prominently, it looks like a
clothing rainbow.
That alone is worth the accompanying $300 a player fee, several parents said.
"As far as I'm concerned, it's money well spent," said Linette Quist, whose son Dayne has only pitched
two innings entering tonight's championship.
Dayne Quist, who just completed his junior season at Santa Cruz High, stands 5-foot-9 and is one of
the smaller players on the field. But the crafty lefty proved he deserved his invitation. He didn't allow
an earned run in his appearance and picked off a runner at second base, teaming up with Santa Cruz
shortstop Dylan Gavin on the play.
Quist showed the ability to hit spots and silence a team full of talented Peninsula hitters Saturday,
when the Central Coast won 10-3.
Perhaps a scholarship awaits him.
There are a variety of showcases available, said event organizer Blaine Clemmens, a former recruiting
coordinator for the University of San Francisco .
He would know. Clemmens also works for Perfect Game USA, one of the largest scouting report
services in the country. Team One and the Area Code Games are also reputable scouting services.
"This is another opportunity to be seen," Clemmens said. " But it's unique in some ways. It's local and
it's regional. You've got the North Bay, East Bay, South Bay ... These kids all have pride in their
region. Why not do a tournament that brings these kids together?"
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Prior to games, players were Individually tested on hitting, throwing, defense and running.
Clemmens acknowledges his $300 player fee wouldn't work without the X factor - scouts.
He timed his tournament to run when scouts are in town to view the Area Code Games tryout.
Clemmens said his event is the cheapest showcase on the market, plus it saves the players hotel, air
fair and food expenses they might spend to attend an out-of-area showcase.
"I'm no dummy," he said. "I'm not going to try and start up this thing as a standalone and try and
bring in an audience. These scouts are my friends. I did what they did. I know what they want to see
and I know what the players want - to be seen. The scouts that are here for Area Code, here's
another 144 players they get to see on the same nickel. It makes sense for them."
Gary Van Toi, a pitching coach and recruiting coordinator at Gonzaga University, is one of the scouts
in town for the Area Code tryouts.
"This is different," Van Toi said. "At the Area Code tryouts, you don't get to see them in a game-type
environment. You don't get to see them use their tools in a real situation. Now, I get a good look at
200-plus players in four days and if I get one of them, I'm happy."
Van Toi mentions that Gonzaga is a private school, a reference to grades being a sticking point for
many prospective players. One quick look in the scouting pamphlet, and Van Toi can see ·a· player like
Aptos' Beau Fraser has a 4.2 GPA or teammate Kyle Anderson has a 3.8. Every player's GPA is
published.
Dan Hubbs, Cal's pitching coach and recruiting coordinator, said the BAWS is a commodity to both
parties.
"This is a good chance for a lot of kids not doing the showcase and travel circuit," he said. "Some kids
just don't get seen. For the NorCal kids, this is the biggest opportunity to be seen between this and
the Area Code tryouts."
Blair didn't attend BAWS just for the college scouts - he could get drafted in the MLB Draft next June.
He struck out five of the seven Central Coast batters he faced Friday night. Three straight batters
went down on three pitches.
"That guy threw his curve harder than harder than the hardest fastball in our league," Aptos' Kevin
Eichhorn said. "And it was pretty sharp too. I don't know how much it dropped. A foot? Two feet?"
Eichhorn, a sophomore, is one of five Mariner sophomores on the Coast team and one of 10 players
from Santa Cruz County competing.
Eichhorn had a monster first game. He played four innings at shortstop and made several plays. The
right - hander also pitched one inning and struck out the side in order, reaching 90 mph on the gun.
Offensively, he went 3-for- 3 with a three - run home run and four RBIs in a 14-11 win.
"It's a privilege to play here and in front of these scouts," he said of Santa Clara's new, $8.6-million
facility .
Not many of the players want to talk about themselves. Each is a star In their respective area, but
humbled by the talent level on display.
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During batting practice, Coast first baseman Gabe Arcoleo, of Palma, took 10 swings. In a span of five
swings he puts three out of the park - two over the batting cages beyond the left field fence, and one
off the towering scoreboard in straightaway center. ·
"That thing was a bomb," Eichhorn said. "That one that hit off the scoreboard was amazing. He
probably can hit it further because he has incredible pop."
Watsonville's 6-foot-5 first baseman Nico Vargas, the MVP of the Santa Cruz Coast Athletic League,
didn't fair as well during batting practice. Not one of his balls gets out of the infield.
During round-robin play, he shines. He goes a collective 2-fpr-4 with a double, RBI, stolen base and
two runs.
The scouts say little is put into game stats. Vargas knows this .
"I'm pretty tall, I've got size and I hit lefty," said Vargas, who batted .500 this season.
Eichhorn, five successful swings into BP, crossed the plate to hit left-handed, and continued to smack
line drives all around the field.
While the scouts aren't permitted to talk about specific players, the players were impressed.
"Eich keeps amazing me all the time," Vargas said. "I never knew Eich hit lefty. I was talking with his
dad and he said, 'You haven't seen him throw lefty?' He does too."
On the first day of competition, four different players reach 90 on the radar gun. Blair, who led Los
Gatos to the Central Coast Section Division II title, makes a big impression.
Because the talent level is nominated and verified by Clemmens, there still is some disparity on the
field, but not a lot.
"I know we don't have 144 Division I players in this," Clemmens said. "I hear some grumbling. But the
fact people are talking is good. I get e-mails that say I'm a knucklehead. That's good. I get
recommendations from people I trust. And I see a lot of these players too."
At the outset of the event, Clemmens addressed the players. He told them to play within themselves
and let the scouts judge from that.
"If you're a little guy who uses the field and runs well, do that," he said. "Don't swing for the fences. If
you're a big guy, hit it to the gaps. Shine on defense or running the bases. Be yourself."
All 18 coaches - three per team - are volunteers. Coast coach John Gillette's team is in the title
game for a second straight year.
The Coast didn't have a team in the inaugural BAW'::J. This year's team, at times, looks like it has
practiced together for months. They execute pick-offs, hold runners on, steals bases and hit and run.
"We don't have a sign," Gillette said of base stealing. "Here's my sign," he said, pointing his finger in
the direction of the next base.
"I told them, if you can run, then run. If you get thrown out, who cares? That allows scouts to see if
their catcher has an arm.' It tests the defense. I mean, I told them to be smart about it. But winning
is secondary. It's about being seen by the right people.''
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And a long the way, friendships are being forged.
"We won, we're having fun and we met some new guys," Aptos' Andrew Biancardi said after the first
game. "That's the most important thing. It's like going to camp."
Contact Jim Seimas at jseimas@santacruzentinel.com.
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Business exec uses league to boost baseball in Hawai'i
By Stacy Kanesh i ro
Advertise r Staff Wri ter

Baseball was Al Kam's vehicle into the corporate world.
As founder of the Hawaii Collegiate Baseball League, his goal is to show the youth of
Hawai'i and the collegiate players in the league how the game can lead them into the
future .
"Baseball is a door-opener to get you ahead," Kam said.
Kam, 48, knows firsthand .
The sport he played at Kamehameha, where he graduated in 1975, earned him a
baseball scholarship to the University of Denver. That was followed with a coaching
job there that allowed him to attain his master's in business administration.

(

The MBA enabled him to rise through the ranks at C. Brewer & Co., a one-time "Big
Five" company here. He then went on to become chief financial officer ofMauna Loa
Macadamia Nut Corp. and later CEO of Superior Coffee Co. Meanwhile, he was still
connected to the game as an assistant at UH-Hilo from 1980 to 1983, then in youth
leagues and more recently as an assistant to Vern Ramie at Kamehameha. Ramie serves
as the HCBL's commissioner.
Now, Kam is chairman of the PLK Group, an agricultural development business
through which he is able to have sole control of the two-year-old HCBL.
The league is similar to other summer wooden bat leagues around the country that allow
college players to develop their skills.
The HCBL runs from mid-June to late July. The league increased its membership from
four to six teams with three games a day at Aloha Stadium just about every night. (Most
Mondays are off days .)
The bulk of the players are from the Pac-10, West Coast, Big West and Western
Athletic conferences. Coaches of those member schools recommended the players, Kam
said.

Founder Al Kam has expanded t he
Hawaii Collegiate Baseball League from
four to six t eams this year.
REBECCA BREYER i The Honolulu
Advertiser

AL KAM
Founder of Hawaii
Collegiate Baseball League

Age: 48
High school: Kamehameha
1975
College: University of
Denver
Title: Chairman of PLK
Group, an agricultural
development business

Through word of mouth, sprinkling of players from other conferences made their way here. There also are some ju
college players, most of whom will be transferring to four-year programs, including four Hawai'i recruits .
There are a handful of recent high school graduates, but this is expected to be the last year of that practice. (Karo's
tuart,
a recent Kamehameha Schools graduate, is one of the few prep players in the league; he has signed with the University &t.
.san Diego 1) When the league applies for NCAA certification next summer, all of the players have to be collegiate players,
Kam said.
Karo's business is footing the bill for a league, which is owned and operated by a nonprofit organization called the Hawaii
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Youth Sports Foundation, and does not generate any revenue.
He prefers to pay for everything so there is no obligation to cater to any particular group. There is no marketing or
advertising of the league.
Since there is no admission charge for the games, Aloha Stadium does not charge spectators for parking. (On swap meet
days, entrants pay the 50-cent fee that swappers pay.)
Kam would not disclose costs to run the league, but among the expenses are:
• Rental, workers and lights at Aloha Stadium.
• Equipment, such as balls, wooden bats, uniforms, a new mobile batting cage.
• Umpires and coaches
• Housing (Kalo Terrace near UH) and meals for some 160 players
• Transportation of players to and from Kalo Terrace to Aloha Stadium.
"There's a greater purpose than just making money," Kam said of the venture. "Baseball is our route."
There are volunteers doing day-to-day work. Kam himself helps with the laundry each day.
The upstart league still faces challenges. Kam said some players asked him about poor attendance. He tells them to worry
about the product on the field and the rest will take care of itself.
Except for some radio broadcasts, Kam admits marketing the league is not a priority yet. The league has a Web site
(www.hawaii-cbl.com), but has yet to post scores or league statistics. The league has not reported scores to the media.
"We're still getting our feet wet," Kam said.
For Kam, the greater good is to encourage players do things "the right way" on the field and off it. The idea of having college
players is to give Hawai'i's youth incentive to do well in the classroom so they can be eligible to play in college and
eventually in the HCBL. That is why the league is tied in to AAU and American Legion. The two leagues, with high-school
aged players, run concurrent to the HCBL.There is rhyme and reason to all this .
"These guys are role models," Kam said of the HCBL players. "(Hawai'i's youth) need something to aspire for. The bar we
shoot for is too low. That is why we have this ."
The players seem to enjoy the league. Some other summer leagues on the Mainland house players in host homes. But Kam
knew Hawai'i's real estate situation is different; there aren't many homes here that have extra rooms.
"You go out and play against them and then it's fun to see them back at the apartments," said Wairnea pitcher Josh Schneider,
who will play for UH this coming season. "It's a good atmosphere. I'd recommend this league to anybody because they have a
good thing going out here."
On Thursday, the league is holding what is called "scout day" when pro scouts can test and evaluate the players. The scouts
can watch the players in game situations over a couple of days because all six teams play each day. To make the scouts' trips
from the Main1and worthwhile, the league will hold a Major League Baseball combine for high school class of 2007 and
2008 players on Saturday. To cap the trip, the HCBL will hold an all-star game on July 4.
Kam said the events give the players more exposure. In addition, college coaches might show up to monitor their players in
the HCBL and do some side trips to scout the American Legion games.
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"We think Hawai'i can be a mecca for baseball," Kam said. "This will give Hawai'i kids more opportunities to play college
and pro sports."
Reach Stacy Kaneshiro at skaneshiro@honoluluadvertiser.com.
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Horstman, Barry do themselves proud
Tee Talk
By TIM TROWER
Mail Tribune

Just as Noah Horstman was scripting a dramatic finish to his collegiate golf career, another former
Rogue Valley high school standout was finishing his opening chapter at the NCAA Division I level.
In essence, Horstman and Mike Barry did themselves proud as key figures on their respective
teams: Horstman, who recently graduated from Pacific University in Forest Grove, was allconference; Barry, at the University of San Diego, was an instant contributor in his freshman
•
season.
Horstman, who graduated from South Medford
Northwest Conference for four years, but not unti
team.

had been one of the best players in the
nth did he make the league's all-star

In the conference tournament at Aspen Lakes in Bend, H
honor.

t ied for fifth place to earn the

His big finish was not without drama. He recalls walking up the 18th fairway in the opening round
with a score of 3 over par and the notion he had to make something happen.

"It was a tough day," says Horstman, noting a difficult course was made tougher by tucked pins.
He felt like he needed to birdie the final hole, but a "horrible" third shot left him short of the green
on the par-5 finisher.
"I ended up chipping in in front of everybody," says Horstman. "They were all cheering and
applauding. It was probably the best feeling I've had in golf."
And it put a fitting exclamation mark on his collegiate experience.
Horstman is not a big man. At 5-foot-7, 125 pounds, there's a perception, perhaps, that he's an
underdog in the athletic arena. Maybe that was one reason for the heartening reaction to his chipin.
But the truth is, Horstman, who gets about 275 yards out of a normal, well-struck drive, was
anything but an underdog. As a freshman, he came within a couple of strokes of having the best
scoring average in the massive NCAA Division III region in which Pacific competes. It is made up of
Oregon, Washington, California and Texas schools.
One player advanced to nationals, barely beating out Horstman over the course of the fall and
spring seasons.
"I had the potential to go to nationals," says Horstman, who averaged 71.5 in the fall of his
freshman year and finished the spring at around 74.
He had considered using Pacific as a springboard to Division I play. He felt he was good enough,
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and the chance to play regularly for the Boxers had sharpened his mental approach and course
management. But after talking to coaches at larger schools about transferring, Horstman realized
after his freshman year how much Pacific had grown on him, and he stayed.
"I just fell in love with the school and the small-school atmosphere," he says. "It just kind of fit my
personality."
Horstman was heavily involved in school activities, serving on various clubs, including as president
of the student alumni relations council, and was in the Alpha Zeta fraternity. Add to that 20 hours
of work a week, and golf practice time seemed forever pinched.

"It ended well with the all-conference finish," says Horstman, "but I felt I could have played better.
I was always really close to a breakout round, and just a few holes took me out of it."
Horstman earned a bachelor's degree in business.administration and is now working as an assistant
at Centennial Golf Club. He's mulling a couple of career options: work on his game and take a stab
at playing professionally, or start the PGA program and work toward Class A certification.
Either way, it appears golf will remain a significant part of his future.
Barry, meanwhile, carried over success in high school to the University of San Diego. In 2005, he
became the first Medford high school state golf champion in 23 years.
With the Toreros, he enjoyed another red-letter experience, helping the team qualify for the
Western Regional for the first time in school history.
"That was kind of a big thing," says Barry. "We didn't have a great showing there or anything, but
just to get there was an accomplishment in itself."
Although he felt like he didn't play to his potential most of the year, Barry certainly had an impact.
He played 23 competitive rounds, tying for third most on the team, and his scoring average of
74.39 was the fourth lowest.
"I didn't really have a great fall semester," says Barry, "but I picked it up a little in the spring."
Adjusting to the academic workload in college and more golf against better players wasn't easy,
says Barry, but he survived.
His best round was a 68, and his best tournament finish was a tie for ninth place.
At regionals at Tucson National in Arizona, he opened with an 80, then followed with two rounds of
71 to finish the tournament at 6 over par - matching the best score among San Diego players.
The Toreros placed 25th out of 27 teams.
San Diego, which is coached by Tim Mickelson, the brother of PGA star Phil, loses only two seniors
off its roster.
"Golf-wise, I didn't think I played the greatest, which is kind of a bad feeling," says Barry. "But at
the same time, we made the West Regional for the first time. If I play good golf next year, maybe
we can take that step next year and make nationals."

You can find this story online at:
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Mickelson seeks third major in a row using family lessons
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infused by his parents
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what's in your wallet?'

By Ian O'Connor, USA TODAY

Genius is in the athlete's blood , in the DNA that allows him to bury a white ball in a small
hole faster than any man , woman or child . So the mystery of Phil Mickelson, the righty
who plays lefty, is easily solved . He is a reflection of his mother and father, a merging of
·
their very best sides.
The steely nerve Phil shows on a golf course? Let Phil Sr. tell you about the time that
Soviet bomber started buzzing his American carrier in the heat of the Cold War. Phil Sr.
went up in his F-8 above the Sea of Japan , sat by the Soviet pilot's wing and rushed the
Badger jet away from the ship, staying cool enough to film his own interception .
The mischief Phil savors when he grows bored with the middle of the fairway? Let Mary
tell you about the time she took a loaded water pistol into a movie theater and started
squirting the young lovers who were making out three rows down. When the couple kept
turning around, Mary kept looking down the end of her own row to deflect the blame
toward her oblivious husband, Phil Sr., who wondered why two strangers would be
glaring at him as they marched toward the door.

Credit cards
are just the

beginning

They shaped a golf champion , Mary and Phil Sr. did , a man who steps in to Winged Foot
Golf Club and the U.S. Open having won two consecutive majors and three of the last
nine . Tee to green , Phil Mickelson has always used his mother's playfulness to entertain
the crowds. Now his Grand Slam system of checks and balances is best represented by
his father's top-gun focus.
Only Mary and Phil Sr., the nurse and the fighter pilot, the practical joker and the
perfectionist, weren't as interested in nurturing a phenom as they were in raising a
responsible human being . If Mickelson once made news for playing loose with his money
on sports bets, Phil Sr. says his son has privately gone about "being· more generous than
anyone I know."
So you want to know why Mickelson pulls over to the curb, with no cameras or
notebooks in sight, and hands hundred-dollar bills to homeless men?
You want to know why Mickelson gives a $94 tip to a waitress who just served him a $6
breakfast at a Waffle House, or why he gives the kids working the lemonade stand at the
Rvrnn Nelson Classic $100 for a cup , or why he's poured his winnings into college funds for children of Special Ops
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soldiers killed in combat? You want to know why this son of suburban San Diego donated half-a-million bucks to
Katrina victims in the Gulf Coast?
Phil Sr. defers here to Mary, the mother forever willing to lend a hand, the nurse who once interrupted her vacation to
treat two motorcyclists who had spun out and flipped into a remote creek.
Mary once drove her 10-year-old son through an impoverished area and reminded him that everyone doesn't get to
live above two-car garages and behind white picket fences. "Phil was already crying," Mary recalls . "He saw these
children playing with rocks, using anything for a toy, with glass all over their playground . Even as a young boy he had
compassion for other people."
It's a virtue a grown-up Phil often hides from his parents, never mind reporters .
he did for the father of a child in his daughter's dance class, a father who was
paralyzed from the waist down in a motorcycle crash .

II Mary and Phil Sr. what
o Mexico when he was

Like mother, like son . Mickelson went to the man's home to speak to
o offer to remodel their house, to put in
wheelchair ramps, larger doorways and new bathrooms. "I don't belie
had ever even met the guy," says
Mickelson's brother, Tim, the golf coach at the LJnjyersjty of Sap Diego. Phil's siblings and parents don't know the
name of the paralyzed man because Phil didn't share it.
Family priorities
Life is short, after all. That's why Mary and Phil Sr. always pushed family obligations over the pursuit of silver trophies
and green jackets.
They weren't surprised when Phil swore he'd walk out of the 1999 U.S. Open at Pinehurst even if his beeper went off
on the final nine holes, signaling his wife, Amy, was about to give birth to their first child , Amanda . Payne Stewart
drained a 15-footer to beat Mickelson that Father's Day, then comforted him by saying there was nothing like being a
dad.
Four years later, Mickelson was awaiting the birth of his third child, Evan, when his charmed world came crashing
down . Everything went wrong in the delivery room . Evan was lifeless as his father shouted at him to breathe, and
Amy suffered a ruptured artery in her uterus and began hemorrhaging .
"I was with Amy's mother," Mary says, "and they were racing Evan out of the room . We heard Philip shout, 'Amy,
Amy.' He said, 'Mom, you go with Evan. I'm going with Amy.' Philip had this terrified look on his face , a look I'd never
seen him have . It was almost like he was in shock. Doctors and nurses were racing in and out, saying get this, get
that, get doctor so and so. Soon Evan's coloring started to get better, but Amy was almost in a semi-coma. I
remember hearing a nurse say, 'What a shame. She has two other little ones at home.' The nurse didn't think Amy
was going to make it."
Amy and Evan made it, and Phil considered passing on The Masters, at least until his wife encouraged him to play.
"Philip was very close to leaving golf," his mother says . "Amy just kept saying , 'This will pass. It will get better. This is
what you've worked for. This is what you've wanted.' "
Mickelson endured his worst season on tour in 2003, then steadied his emotional compass. He quit gambling on
sports and in casinos in honor of a pledge he made after those harrowing days in the hospital. He wasn't losing a lot
of money, Mary says. "But when it came out that he was seen in Las Vegas and supposedly gambling a lot, he said ,
'If that's what people perceive, I'll stop.' And he did.''
Mickelson didn't stop rolling the dice on his golf game, scrambling for a fresh strategy that would end his 0-for-46 run
in the majors. If you thought it wouldn't take a rocket scientist to figure it out, guess again. Dave Pelz, a former NASA
physicist, rewired Mickelson's short-game approach and risk-reward choices. Rick Smith , the polished teaching pro,
tweaked the mechanics of the swing .
The modern-day player who embraced Arnold Palmer's go-for-broke style like no other added a dose of Jack
Nicklaus caution to his bag . Mickelson tempered the Mary side of his game with some of Phil Sr.'s meticulous flight
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plans, and his days as a tortured Sunday soul were done.
He won the 2004 Masters on a putt his sister, Tina, had seen in a dream she had about their grandfather, Al Santos,
who had died at 97 three months earlier.
Santos hung the flags from his grandson's victories in his kitchen , and just before his death he told Phil he was tired
of the PGA Tour souvenirs. Santos wanted a flag from a major. He told Phil 2004 would be the year.
In Tina's dream , Santos assured her Phil would drop a winning 18-foot downhill putt on the 18th green at Augusta
National.
"My grandfather had his arm around me," Tina says, "and we were alone in the back of the green , watching Phil over
the exact same putt he made to win The Masters. I was worried he wouldn't make it. My grandfather said, 'You know
if I have anything to do with it, it's going in.'"
The ball went in through the left-side door. "I really believe I got a bit of a nudge back to the right by my grandfather,"
Phil says.
Early drive to win

In Mickelson's own dream-come-true, Amy was holding Evan in her arms, husband and wife basking in the first day
of the rest of their lives. Mickelson gathered in Amanda, the daughter he would've left Pinehurst for, and knew Payne
Stewart had died a prophet.
"Daddy won," Mickelson told Amanda. "Can you believe it?"
Mary and Phil Sr. believed it.
The kid was 18 months old when he first showed his stubborn streak with a club in his hand. A natural right-hander,
Mickelson insisted on hitting left-handed so he could mirror his father's right-handed swing while standing across from
him . Phil Sr. tried turning his boy around, but the son wouldn't budge, forcing the father into the garage to remake the
mini-driver into a lefty wood .
Phil Sr. would install a kidney-shaped green in his backyard , complete with a sand trap and U.S. Open rough. His son
would pop up wedges over a lemon tree and a tangerine tree and land them softly near the cup, dreaming that these
were shots to beat Nicklaus, Palmer and Tom Watson . Mary offered Philip a dime for every chip he dropped in the
hole; he rebelled after his deadeye aim forced her to lower the offer to a nickel.
Mickelson was 9 when he watched Seve Ballesteros take The Masters by the throat, when he yelled at his mother to
come to the TV and quick. "That's going to be me someday," Philip told his mother. "I'm going to be walking up like
that, and they're going to be cheering me.''
Phil Sr. tested his young athletes, setting up obstacle courses in the home so Philip could compete against Tina, the
gymnast who grew into a Golf Channel instructor. Phil Sr. would time his children as they negotiated the furniture to
jump over or crawl under, sharpening their competitive edge.
"Phil would get so mad when I would beat him," Tina says . .
Phil would always score better outdoors. "One time ," Tim recalls, "he went to the front of the house and asked me to
stand on the green in the back. Phil hit a blind wedge over the house and asked me to tell him where it landed . I told
him it was about 3 feet short and 10 feet to the left, and then he holed out the next shot. I said, 'OK, you've mastered
it,' and went back inside.''
Mickelson mastered the game enough to honor a promise to his mother. He predicted he would take enough of her
dimes on backyard shots to someday buy her a Mercedes. The first time Mickelson won the Mercedes
Championship, he gave Mary the keys.
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Now Mickelson is planning a Father's Day gift for Phil Sr., a fourth major for the family to celebrate two days after
Phil's 36th birthday .
Phil Sr. feels blessed to have had the privilege. Upon handing in his resignation papers in 1965, he had no idea the
Navy would have rejected them if they were presented a week or tw9 later. Before he started a family , Phil Sr.
would've been sent to Vietnam.
Forty-three years after he chased that Soviet jet over a faraway sea - "I let that pilot know I was right on him," Phil
Sr. says - the old man owns the patent to those sleek periscopes he sells to golf fans . He bought the patent, he
says , "because I got tired of being unable to watch Phil play."
Phil Sr. and Mary still busy themselves watching three healthy, successful children play. Tina is a TV personality, Tim
is the first coach to take the San Diego golf team to the NCAA playoffs and Phil is emerging from the all-engulfing
shadow of Tiger Woods and advancing a love affair with New Yorkers that rages on without explanation .
"I just think the people in that area appreciate his family values and his skills on the course," Phil Sr. says.
Nobody appreciates them more than the fighter pilot and the nurse who shaped both .
Ian O'Connor also writes for The (Westchester County, N. Y.) Journal News

Find this article at:
http://www.usatoday .com/sports/golf/pga/2006-06-13-mickelson_ x.htm?POE =SPO ISVA

D

Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Sources: Kings hire Musselman as coach
GREG BEACHAM
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - The Sacramento Kings hired Memphis Grizzlies assistant Eric Musselman on Friday as their new
head coach, two people with knowledge of the deal told The Associated Press.

Musselman coached the Golden State Warriors during two surprisingly successful seasons from 2002-04 . He will replace
Rick Adelman, who became the winningest coach in franchise history during eight standout seasons before the Maloof
family dismissed him May 9.
After a meandering search that stretched nearly four weeks but included only three clear candidates, the Kings have
filled the NBA's only coaching vacancy with Musselman, one of the league's most respected young minds.
The club planned a news conference Saturday to announce the deal, according to the two people, who spoke on
condition of anonymity because final details of the contract still were being worked out.
The 41-year-old Musselman will be the 20th head coach in the history of a franchise that began life as the Rochester
Royals in 1948. Adelman easily was the most successful coach in the club's 58 seasons, winning 395 games - 100 more
than Les Harrison, who coached the franchise to its only championship in 1951.
Adelman enjoyed eight consecutive winning seasons and subsequent playoff trips after taking over the Kings in 1998,
earning two Pacific Division titles and going as far as Game 7 of the 2002 Western Conference finals.
But owners Joe and Gavin Maloof decided not to renew Adel man's contract, primarily citing years of sub-par defense
from one of the NBA's most exciting teams . Adelman also had spotty communication with the brothers, who could be
seen yelling criticism at their coach from their court
eats la te in the season .
The Kings' record had declined in four consecuti
as the only remaining player from the 2001 -02
Kings acquired Ron Artest in January, Sacra
Sacramento also interviewed Golden Stat
job, but Musselman won over the entire
the family's extensive business empire -

ns during a wholesale roster overhaul that left guard Mike Bibby
ough Adelman led an impressive midseason revival when the
t to San Antonio in the first round of the playoffs.

t Mario Elie and Sacramento Monarchs coach John Whisenant for the
an - including Colleen Maloof, mother of the four sons who preside over
esident of basketball operations Geoff Petrie .

Musselman, a former University of San Die~o point guard, has been a coaching prodigy since getting his first head job in
the Continental Basketball Assoc1abon aE ju\: 23. After compiling the second -highest winning percentage in CBA history
behind George Karl, Musselman was an NBA assistant in Minnesota, Orlando and Atlanta .
In 2002, he was hired to coach moribund Golden State, where he went 75-89 despite two largely unimpressive rosters.
He was the runner-up for the NBA's coach of the year award in 2003 , won by San Antonio's Gregg Popovich.
Though his teams were more competitive than any Warriors clubs in the previous half-decade, he was fired when he
clashed with players and incoming boss Chris Mullin. Many Warriors didn 't appreciate a sometimes autocratic
management style compared by many to his hard -nosed father, the late former Cleveland and Minnesota head coach Bill
Musselman .
But when the Maloofs went looking for a charismatic, defense-oriented coach who will apply more discipl ine than
Adelman, Eric Musselman fit the bill.

I

Musselman also is known for wowing potential employers in interviews . Former Golden State general manager Garry St.
In reportedly hired Musselman for the club's top job after first interviewing Musselman only as a possible assistant.
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He spent the last two seasons as the top assistant in Memphis coach Mike Fratello's defense-heavy system . He
interviewed for the head coaching vacancies in Minnesota and Orlando last year.
Whisenant, a longtime friend of the Maloofs who never played or coached in the NBA, was thought to be the family's
choice for the job last weekend - but reports of his candidacy were widely blasted by fans and media in Sacramento, and
Whisenant never got a second interview in Las Vegas.
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Kings impressed by
USD lum Musselman
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Although Eric Musselma n
impressed the Maloof family
Thursday in his second interview for the Sacramen to
Kings' head coaching job, the
Memphis assistant and University of San Diego alumnus
soon might have more competition.
Musselma n, who coached
the Golden State Warriors
from 2002-04, appears to be
the leading candidate among
the three coaches interviewe d
by the Kings, who parted ways
with Rick Adelman on May 9.
If Kings owners Joe and
Gavin Maloof were sufficiently
impressed, the club could reach
a deal with Musselman by the
weekend. But spokesman Troy
Hanson told The Associated
Press that the Kings' list could
grow soon if the Maloofs decide
to discuss additional candidates - possibly college coaches and NBA assistants still involved in the playoffs.
Musselma n, who played
basketbal l at USD before
graduatin g in 1987, spoke
with the entire Maloof clan including Colleen Maloof, the
mother of four sons who preside over the family's extensive business empire - and
president of basketball operations Geoff Petrie at the Maloofs' casino in Las Vegas.
"It went very well, and
they're at the point where
they'll talk with Geoff some
more, and talk with the family
and see what they want to do,"
Hanson said.
Musselma n and Joe Maloof
didn't immediat ely return
phone messages Thursday.

--~ ~.... ramento, which lost to
tonio in the first round of
the playoffs, has the NBA's only
coaching vacancy. The Kings also have interviewe d Golden
State assistant Mario Elie and
Sacramen to Monarchs coach
John Whisenant for the job.

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
SD Union Tribune
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Heath not invited
to·predraft camp
By Mick McGrane
STAFF WRITER

San Diego State guard
Brandon Heath is testing the
NBA waters.
To date, he's found them a
bit tepid.
Aztecs basketball coach
Steve Fisher confirmed yes-terday that Heath, last season's Mountain West Conference Player of the Year, did
not receive an invitation to
take part in this week's NBA
predraft camp in Orlando.
The camp begins today and
runs through Sunday.
"I'm disappointed he didn't
get the invitation, because I'm
positive he's good enough to
be there and I think he should
have been invited," Fisher
said. "But I don't think he's
going to lack for exposure or
individual workouts, especially after doing what he did
here last year."
Heath, a junior, has until
June 18 to decide if he'll remain in the draft and forfeit
his final year of college eligibility. Because he did not retain an agent, he has the OJ>tion of returning for his senior
season. Fisher said he expects Heath to make an announcement on whether he
will return to SDSU late next
week.
A failure to receive an invitation to the camp does not
necessarily mean a player will
not be drafted. Two players
not invited to last year's camp
- Daniel Ewing and Orlen
Greene - were ultimately
signed by the Clippers and
Celtics, respectively.
Having already worked out
for the Clippers and Denver
Nuggets, Heath may work out
for the Lakers next week.

In addition to earning conference Player of the Year
honors, Heath also received
Associated Press All-America
honorable mention. He led
the MWC in scoring (18.4
points per game) and threepoint field goals per game
(2.97). He was the only SDSU
player to start all 33 games in
helping to lead the Aztecs to a
2~9 record, their first regularseason conference title since
1978 and their first NCAA
Tournament bid since 2002.
Along with fellow junior
Marcus Slau ter, Heath also
was named
.S. Basketball Write
ation's Dis-trict IX te
the National
Associa ·
sketball Coaches Al
13 first team.
Sla
ho will forgo
his s
son at SDSU, is
p
in this week's
c
orida. The NBA
e 28.
•
anwhile, neither of
~ recently graduated pro
'liopeTuls - Corey Belser and
Nick Lewis - received invitations to the Orlando camp.
However, both the 6-10 Lewis
and 6-6 Belser, the West
Coast Conference Defensive
Player of the Year, have been
working out for NBA teams
hoping to earn later looks.

Basketball camp
Fisher will hold his annual
individual camps for players
ages 10-18 June 25-29 (commuter and overnight) and July
31-Aug. 4 (commuter only).
Cost is $515 for overnight
campers and $350 for commuters. For more information, call the SDSU basketball
office at (619) 59~249.
Mick McGrane: (619) 293-1850;
mick.mcgrane@uniontrib.com
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View From Above: This year's graduates gave plenty of strength
By Obrey Brown, Staff Writer

SHOULD OLD ACQUAINTANCE BE FORGOTTEN?

Got into an argument with my little girl the other day. Kelli is 17, headed for her senior year this fall,
highly responsible and reliable -- the kind of kid who (like most of you adult-reading parents) for whom
you should proudly take a bow. The argument was simple: Should she go with us to her uncle's dental
school graduation or stay with friends and attend her high school's chorale award banquet that same
weekend. As of last Sunday, it was a standoff. There's a strong indication she won't be going with us . She
cares about losing her senior friends. They're all headed out.
All of which serves as a reminder that it's high school graduation time . Forget the nostalgia of this past
school year, 2005-2006. It was special, wasn't it? Especially from a sporting point of view. In the years
ahead, June 2006 may well blend together like all the rest, but the graduating senior classes of San
Gorgonio and Redlands East Valley high schools have plenty to remember.
Hope they all bought yearbooks. It'll be impossible to remember all that stuff, say, 15 years from now.

(

In 2021, a 2006 San G grad's liable to open his or her yearbook and spot the faces of, say, Anthony Dandy
or Jacque Maloof or Tiffany Melgoza. All four are graduating seniors -- Dandy a dandy basketball player
while Maloof could swim or play water polo . Melgoza could run and play softball -- often at the same time.
To see Melgoza play was to watch someone enjoying life. You could almost tell she didn't want it to end.
The kid -- er, young lady -- hit .411 with 2 homers for the second place Lady Spartans this past spring.
Maloof's about as good a female athlete who's ever walked through graduation from the corner of Arden
and Pacific. A rocket arm in any water polo game, she carries quite a plow through the waters of any swim
meet. Through the entire city of San Bernardino, you figure she's one the top guns.
Will anyone remember in 2021?
So many San G stars will be lost to graduation. Shot putterbest at those events . Just missed at CIF preliminaries. The
the big and strong center from the Spartans' CIF quarterfi
more. Hitchman and Jenkins will be whisked away to gra

s thrower Buddy Hitchman was the city's
, among others, a stud. William Jenkins,
am did everything he was asked -- and

Redlands East Valley has too many memories.
That 41-40 win over Colton, backed by back-up qua
game touchdown and two-point PAT when everyone

Mike Stadler -- a senior who threw a lateunting him out.

Brandon Dowdy's headed for the University of San Di ego's !.,asketball team . Steve Chatwood, we hear, has
made the call to Point Loma Nazarene's baseball team. Last we heard, big tight end Lance Evbouwan was
Arizona-bound. Tackle Carl Wilson? Headed for Kansas. Linebacker Derrell Acrey, a mainstay in discus and
shot put, put down Boise State for his collegiate destination to play football.
With a little luck and a better game plan, REV's basketball team could've been playing for the CIF, Division
I -A boys Southern Section championship . With a little more luck, the Wildcats could've been playing San G.
A year to remember?
REV's annual yearbook will be about two inches thick, possibly even more. Somewhere in there must be
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the listing of Nathan Vasquez, a smallish tough guy who stands somewhere around 130 pounds . The kid
made the grade by reaching this year's state wrestling championships. The Wildcat senior didn't win, but
just thinking how tough it was get that far is enough to mark it down in REV's yearbook as something
significant.
Courtney Pendergrass never won a CIF championship. But the graduating REV senior might be the most
decorated swimmer in school history. She's a free -style swimmer who'll have a nice collegiate career.
Some more names:
Dozie Amajoyi: The Aquinas running back who tore through everyone in leading the Falcons to a CIF
championship. This kid should probably "own" this year's Aquinas yearbook. Remember 2021. Between
now and then, that kid probably had a year no one'II forget, anyway.
Diana Torres: Some pitcher at REV will be the beneficiary of Torres' graduation. Add it all up. Four years,
four sensational years in the pitching circle for the Lady Wildcats. REV's had strong pitching throughout its
decade- long history.
Chad Rahn: San Gorgonio nominated this kid for the 2006 Ken Hubbs Award, an honor that's only
exceeded by the eventual winner (Colton's Allen Bradford). Rahn kept showing up in all the newspaper
results. Take the San Bernardino Sun, for example. Rahn racked up plenty of goals last fall during water
polo season. Led his team to the CIF playoffs. During the spring, his stroke made him one of the most
powerful swimmers . His name was in the newspaper more than Paul Oberjuerge .
Melissa Melcher, Heather Humphrey, Alli Whitmer, Jackie Norton, Kaitlyn Moss, Anna Ryan: How in the
name of Graduation 2006 can REV's volleyball program withstand the loss of those six seniors. Final
record : 27-3, including a 14-0 Citrus Belt League championship, knocking off Yucaipa.
Think all those kids came in as can't-miss freshmen back in the fall of 2002 . They earned their success
with every step, stroke and swing. You can just feel the coach's heartaches as graduation beckons.
Folks, the list can go on forever. Those senior classes made it happen. Pity the poor coaches that must
replace those reliable and experienced 12th graders. We'll meet you back in this spot next June for the
same rap about this year's crop of juniors.
Print this story
Email this story
Copyright © 2006 Highland Community News
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Jim Harbaugh Joins Celebrity Softball Game
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06/22/06 - Golden Baseball League (GBL) San Diego Surf Dawgs
SAN DIEGO - Former San Diego Charger
Quarterback Jim Harbaugh has joined an already
dynamic cast of celebrities who have signed on to
take part in the Celebrity Softball Game that will
' proceed the Surf Dawgs game against the Yuma
~ Scorpions on Monday, June 26th at 6 p.m on the
main diamond at Tony Gwynn Stadium .

Drafted in the first round in 1987 by the Chicago Bears, the quarterback
served time with the Chicago Bears , Indianapolis Colts, Baltimore
Ravens, San Diego Chargers, and the Carolina Panthers. In his 15-year
career, Harbaugh completed 2,305 of 3,918 passes for 26,288 yards and.
129 touchdowns. "Captain Comeback" was the 1995 AFC Player of the
Year and runner-up in the NFL MVP voting . He currently serves as the
.LJnjyersjty pf San DjegoHead Football Coach and resides in nearby
Coronado.

Ads by Goooooogle
2006 All Star Game
Score The Ultimate
Job At The 2006 AllStar Game!
www .Monster.com

Free CHL Hockey
News/Info

Latest game results
and player news
Team , league, and
ownership info
www .chlnews.blogspot.co

Fresh Start Surgical G
children with physical deformities the
chance for a "fresh start.
non-p
org anization , Fresh Start provides
the surgery and rehabilitatio
of c
e. The surgery weekend takes
place locally with children bein
around the world to have the surgery here in San
Diego. Proceeds from the game w
Fresh Start.
Here is a list of the celebrities scheduled

Women

Ticket Solutions - Premium
ticket broker offering World
Series Tickets , Super Bowl
Tickets, Final Four Tickets,
Orange Bowl Tickets,
Concert Tickets, and
Theatre Tickets - 200%
Guarantee !
Buy Sports Tickets Baseball MLB Tickets Football NFL Tickets Basketball NBA Tickets PGA Golf Tickets NASCAR Racing Tickets College Sports Tickets Concert Tickets - Theater
Tickets

Art & Graphic Design
Business
Computers
Criminal Justice
Dental
Hotel & Hospitality
Massage Therapy
Medical JHealthcare
And more ...

Find cheap concert tickets,
MLB , NHL, NBA, NFL
tickets and NASCAR Race
Tickets - Sports Blog .
Buy NFL Tickets , MLB
Tickets, NBA Tickets, NHL
Tickets , Nascar Tickets,
Theatre Tickets & Concert
Tickets at
CheapPremiumtickets.com .
Find Eagles , Patriots and
Super Bowl Tickets

Eric Allen (Philadelphia Eagles)
Andre Reed (Buffalo Bills)
Marc Prescott (Channel 8)

http://www. oursportscentral. com/services/releases/?id=33 3175 4

Get free MLB baseball
picks, baseball betting info ,
Belmont Stakes Betting
Odds , Belmont Stakes Picks
plus our new 2006 World
Cup Soccer section with
World Cup odds , World Cup
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Jim Trotter (Union -Tribune Sports Writer)
Jason Austell (Channel 7/39 Helicopter Reporter)
Scott Turner (San Diego Chargers 1998-2002)
Marcus Price (San Diego Chargers 1997-99)
Skip Hicks (Washington Redskins)
Quentin Jammer (Current San Diego Chargers Cornerback)

r-

'T e 2 of 4

betting information and
World Cup Soccer Picks.
NBA Picks , Sports Picks,
Free NBA Picks, MLB Picks,
Free Sports Picks from
NSAwins.com
Free Sports Picks along
with College Football Picks
& NFL Football Picks at
Bankroll Sports
Sports Handicapping
information at Cappersinfo
and Sports Picks at
MVPCapper

Terrell Fletcher (San Diego Chargers 1995-2002)
Alex Molden (San Diego Chargers 2001-02)
The San Diego Surf Dawgs, in conjunction with Fresh Start Surgical Gifts , present the Inaugural
Celebrity Softball Game to be played on June 26 when the Surf Dawgs take on the Yuma
Scorpions at 7:20. The softball game will begin at 6:00 p.m.
• Discuss this story on the Golden Baseball League message board .. .
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Ocilla family has stake in Indy car
By Steve Carter
CNHI News Service
- OCILLA - You would never expect part owners of a Indy Racing League team to be residents in a
small town in South Georgia. But Mark "Dill" Driscoll and his wife Susan are just such a couple.
The Driscolls are Ocilla residep.ts and owners of ignition, inc., a experiential marketing firm based in
Atlanta. The company, which also counts Kevin Wall as a co-owner, has offices all over the world,
including one in Irwin County.
"Dill" Driscoll said that experiential marketing deals with "human touch. I look at history having had
five screens. The movie screen came about in the '20s, the TV screen in the '50s, the computer screen in
the ' 80s and the cell phone right now. The fifth screen is human touch. That has been around forever."
Besides running their own business, the Driscolls are also part-owners in the Panther Racing IndyCar
race team.
Panther Racing has Vi tor Meira as its driver. After starting in the second row, Meira finished 10th in last
Sunday's Indianapolis 500. In today's Watkins Glen Indy Grand Prix, Meira will start on the fourth row.
He qualified with a speed of 131.837 miles per hour.
Due to an emergency helicopter not being on site, Watkins Glen qualifying was set according to
Friday's practice times. By rule, the helicopter has to be on site for IndyCar Series cars to run.
According to "Dill" Driscoll, his work with Panther Racing and ignition, inc., are intertwined.
"We help with the marketing," he said.
He added about his family's part-ownership in Panther Racing, "It's been good, but difficult. We have a
phenomenal talent in Vitor. He is an inspirational young man."
Racing for other teams, Meira finished second at the Indy 500 in 2005 and third in 2004. Panther Racing
was hoping for similar results this year. But "We had a tough go. We made a pit stop when the yellow
flag came out and that put us two laps down. But we fought all the way back to the top 10," Driscoll
said.
While the Driscolls have had fun with Panther Racing, there has been so
bering moments this
season. In an earlier race at Homestead, Fla., driver Paul Dana was kill
ractice crash.
"Dill" Driscoll said the entire IndyCar racing family grieved. "(How
ath is a part of racing. Big
accidents are a part of the game," said Driscoll.
He added, "(Dana) was a nice young kid chasing his dream. G
t his plans for each of us and
Paul left us pursuing his dream."
In total, the Panther Racing team has five other owners, besi
e Driscolls. That number includes
former NFL quarterback and curren\ University of Sap Djegq head football coach Jim Harbaugh.
However, even with the team's owners spread out across the country, the Driscolls are promising that
Meira will be coming to Ocilla sometime this year.
"We want to bring him in and show him around South Georgia," Driscoll said.
While Panther Racing is a part of the Driscolls' lives, their main focus is ignition, inc.
"We are blessed to have an international business. But we also face the trials and tribulations of an
international business," Driscoll said. "It's hard work. It's strenuous. I could be on the road for 30 days
at a time."
.
Some of the companies that ignition, inc., works for include Coca-Cola, Delta Airlines, Vodafone,
FTFA, ESPN The Magazine, Indy Racing League, Sony Pictures Digital, Warner Bros., American
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Honda Motor Co., Inc., Pioneer, Geneon, Embraer, ConAgra Foods, AOL, eBay, Blockbuster, Rhino
Linings and TBS.
While ignition, inc., has several international clients, the company also has ideas for the small town of
Ocilla.
"I would love it if Ocilla could become a place for retirement people. I look at Ocilla being a leader in
agri-tainment," Driscoll said. "We are only 150 miles from the beach and we have an abundance of
nature trails, hunting and fishing."
He added, "We do need a first-class golf course; with Tifton being the 'Turf Capital of the World,' that
should not be a problem."
But back to racing. Driscoll would also like to see a Craftsman Truck Series race to come to South
Georgia Motor Park in Cecil.
"I would love to see if we could get a truck race to Cecil," Driscoll said.
Susan added, "(Cecil) is an ideal spot. It is easy to get to and there are an abundance of hotel rooms in
the area."
Both Driscolls point out that ignition, inc., as well as Panther Racing are "faith-based companies."
Copyright © 1999-2006 cnhi, inc.
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County's all-stars lose on late, long TD pass
San Mateo can't hold lead against Santa Cruz in Lions Bowl
By JC Baker, CORRESPONDENT
Inside Bay Area

APTOS - San Mateo County's all-stars played well, but could not overcome both Santa Cruz County's big plays and the referee's
flags Saturday, dropping the second-annual Lions Bowl all-star football game 28-21 at Cabrillo College .
The County's team of just-graduated seniors lost a 14-point lead in the game's final 17 minutes, with the decisive blow being
Harlan Prather's 70-yard touchdown pass to Matt Kiel with 1: 09 left.
"These kids did everything we want them to do," said Woodside High coach Steve Nicolopulos, who managed the San Mateo all stars . "They got a quick jump on us, but we came back."
Referees played a crucial role in the game's final minutes . With the San Mateo side driving and the score tied at 21 with about
three minutes left, Burlingame High 's Jon McDonnell broke loose on the right for what appeared to be an 18-yard rush across
midfield .
The play was ruled dead by offsetting face - mask penalties, and when the San Mateo all-stars tried again, they could not make
the first down and had to punt. Santa Cruz got the ball at its 34 with 2 : 53 left, but was not making any progress . Sacks by Half
Moon Bay's Marshall Whelen and an illegal participation penalty pushed Santa Cruz back to its 15.
But flags flew again with 1: 19 left, and the San Mateo backfield was charged with a controvers ial pass interference call, setting
up Prather's third TD pass to Kiel.
"I think they should have let us play a little bit more, but it all evens out," H'
The game had gotten off to a wild start when, on the first play from scri
reversed to get it back, then tossed to a wide-open Kiel, who scampere
immed iately when Daniel Porter took the ensuing kickoff to the Santa
40 seconds into the game .
Menlo-Atherton 's Jeremy Jordan gave San Mateo the lead with 4 : 1
the Peninsula took a 21-7 lead 5:25 into the second half when Pri

grad Wesley Price said.
rather handed the ball off to a running back,
s for a touchdown. San Mateo retaliated
nd then scored two plays later on a 3-yard run

he first quarter with a 1-yard touchdown run , and
d up with McDonnell on a 16-yard scoring strike .

Burlingame's Julian Strickland - going tot~ Upjyersity of San Diego, in the fall - tallied three sacks, Whelen added two and
San Mateo High 's David Hafoka got one .
Price, who will take snaps just up Hillsdale Boulevard from his alma mater this fall at the College of San Mateo, said it was
gratifying to play alongside some of the same players who were trying to knock him to the ground just months ago .

"It is really nice (to play on the same side), " Price said. "(Strickland) is an MVP . He's going to be really successful at San Diego .
I wish he was going to CSM ."
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NFL Scout
Patriotslnsider.com

Jun 4, 2006

Concern over who will backup New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady remains a topic of conversation in
Patriots Nation . The presence of second-year pro Matt Cassel and rookies Corey Bramlet and Todd Mortensen
leaves open the possibility that the Patriots will look at bringing in another veteran to compete with the
youngsters for a chance to backup Brady.
The last time the Patriots gambled on handing their backup quarterback job to a second-year player who had
come out of the second day of the draft, things turned out OK.
That's not to say that Matt Cassel (seventh round, 2005) is another Tom Brady (sixth round, 2000) waiting to
happen . But with Doug Flutie's retirement, Cassel temporarily has been bumped up to No. 2 on the depth chart.
And he's confident he could handle the position if that's where he stays.
"It's a role that hopefully I can step into ," Cassel said . "As of right now, I'm just doing everything I can to put
myself into a position to hopefully fulfill that role and hopefully get myself ready. God forbid if anything were to
happen (to Brady}, that's the position I'd want to be in and prepare myself for."
Cassel has letters of recommendation from both Flutie and Brady,. with the latter saying how much he has
enjoyed working out with Cassel in the offseason. "I kind of love to be there with him" in the weight room, Brady
said . "He really pushes me. He's a very good athlete who is strong. He's fast and he likes to work hard. I think he
has some great traits ."
Cassel has good size (6-2, 222) and comes from an elite college program (USC). Of course, the big knock on
him is his lack of game experience. He threw only 33 passes in college while backing up both Carson Palmer and
Matt Leinart. He hasn't started a game since his senior year of high school, in 1999.
Brady might not have been a household name when he took over for an injured Drew Bledsoe early in the 2001
season, but he had been 20-5 as a two-year starter at Michigan and had led the Wolverines to a pair of bowl
victories.
"I'm not going to say that I've started a bunch of games and I've proven myself because that's not the case,"
Cassel said. "All I can say is that, if ever given an opportunity, I have prepared myself enough to be competitive
and go out and win ballgames ."
The Patriots still could sign a veteran to either backup Brady or at least give Cassel some competition for the job .
As of June 2 there were several known commodities still unsigned, including Kerry Collins, who started the 2005
season opener against New England, and Jay Fiedler, who should be familiar to the Patriots' coaches from his
days with the Dolphins.
Since being elevated to No. 1, Brady hasn't needed any real relief. He has started all
for Bledsoe . The Patriots usually have played Brady deep in.to blowouts, althoLJGb th
last year's regular-season finale against Miami. Cassel came in and saw his first ex
of 20 passes for 168 yards and two touchdowns in a 28-26 loss. After orchestratin
point fourth-quarter deficit, he failed to connect on a last-second two-point conver
forced overtime.

es since taking over
sit him down early in
action, completing 11
ited rally from a 12ss that would have

The only other QBs on the roster right now are Todd Mortensen and Corey Bra m
ortensen failed to hook on
with the Lions last summer as an undrafted free agent from the University of San iegg.,.The Patriots signed him
in January and allocated him to NFL Europe. Bramlet, an undrafted free agent from Wyoming, was the lone QB

http ://story. scout.com/a.z?s= 121 &p= 1O&c=536879&refid=4781
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at the Patriots' rookie minicamp .
"It's kind of nice to be able to take all the reps and get into the offense," Bramlet said . "It's a good way to start
learning."
Notes: Patriots minicamp begins in just over a week. The two-day event is the first time both the veterans and
the rookies will be in camp together. The team's 10 draft picks, the remaining undrafted rookie free agents, and
the veteran free agent acquisitions will all have an opportunity to work with and learn from the experienced
players . ... Discussions with veteran free agent and former Patriot Ty Law continue . According to a source
familiar with the situation, Patriots' director of pro personnel Scott Pioli is engaged in more substantive dialog with
Law's agent Carl Poston . Law's current suitors are the Titans, Chiefs and the Patriots .... June first roster cuts
came and went without any significant player moves by the Patriots . The team's release of undrafted rookie free
agent safety Kean Jackson was the only move. The remaining players can be found on the team roster page.

More Patriots Articles I Newswire I Patriots Discussion

Story URL: http ://patriots.scout.com/2/536879.html
Copyright © 2005 Scout.com and Patriotslnsider.com
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Conestoga rowers headed to Henley
By Keith Pompey
Inquirer Suburban Staff

Conestoga girls' crew coach Paul Coomes met with his quad earlier this season for what the girls thought would be a
routine conversation .
It wasn't.
Coomes told the girls - Caroline Post, Emma Lord, Katherine Axelsen and Kelly Murphy - that they had a chance to
become the second Pioneers quad to compete in the prestigious Henley Women's Regatta in Henley-on-Thames,
England. All the foursome had to do was prove that it was worthy of making the trip .
After performing better than even those close to the program expected, the Pioneers are one of four tea
Southeastern Pennsylvania competing in this weekend's 18th annual bracket-style, single-elimination reg
Mount St. Joseph Academy will join Conestoga in high schools competition, while St. Joseph's and Villan
scheduled to compete in the collegiate portion.
Mount St. Joseph will compete in the girls' eight and coxed-four events. St. Joseph's is scheduled to com
senior eight competition, and Villanova will row in the lightweight two.
"We are going to race as hard and be as competitive as we possibly can," said Lord, a senior who is a,University of Sank
.Diego..recruit. "We are going to win . But just being there itself is such an honor."
The trip is also a reward .
Conestoga, which finished fifth in Sunday's final at the 2006 USRowing National Youth Championships in Cincinnati, had
a combined record of 73-0 after sweeping all five Manny Flick/Horvat Series races, the Interscholastic Sculling
Association championships, the Cooper Cup, the Philadelphia city championships, the Stotesbury Cup Regatta, and the
Scholastic Rowing Association of America national championship titles .
"I didn 't expect to be this good," Coomes said.
"We are absolutely thrilled," said Murphy, who will row next season at Connecticut. "This is the most prestigious rowing
event. And we are excited about representing out country. "

Contact suburban staff writer Keith Pompey at 610-313-8029 at kpompey@phillynews.com .

•1~ 20\16 Philacklµhta l11quircr a11d wire ,~rv1cc sources All Righ1s Res,'rvcd
hnp:!!-."w ph ,11~ .com
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U.S. to play Ireland at USD
UNION -TRIBU NE

outside the United
in China, Portugal an
The U.S. women's national The United States is 1
socce r team will play Ireland since Greg Ryan took over
a
at USD's Torer o Stadium on head coach in March 2005.
Sunday, July 23.
The 1 p.m. game will be
televis ed live on ESPN2.
Ticke ts will go on sale today at 10 a.m. online at ussoccer.com., at all San Diegoand Southern California-area
Ttcke tmaste r outlets and by
phone at (619) 220-8497.
The match will be the second one at Torer o Stadium for
the U.S. women, who tied Japan 0-0 there in 2003.
The U.S. women are ~
this seaso , with all match es
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.S. women toi-__,;..- --"""'
play at USD
CIITCAGO - The U.S.
women's soccer team will
play three games in July
against Sweden, Ireland
and Canada, the first
matches of the year for the
national team on home soil.
The U.S. team plays Sweden on July 15 at the National Sports Center in Blaine,
Minn., in the team's first der
mestic match of the year.
The match against Ireland will be played July 23
in San Diego at Torero Stadium on the campus of the
University of San Diego.
The U.S. will play in
Cary, N.C., against Canada
at SAS Soccer Park on July
30.
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AMERICAN NEWS: U.S. NATIONAL TEAMS
World Cup
Breaking News
U.S. National Teams
Americans Abroad
MLS
United Soccer Leagues
CONCACAF
CONMEBOL

World Cup
Premiership
Championship
England National Team
Scottish News
German News
Italian News
Spanish News
Champions League
Rest of Europe
Match Reports
Match Previews
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WNT To Face Ireland

13/06/06

The U.S. Women's National Soccer
Team will face Ireland at 1 p.m. PT on
Sunday, July 23, in San Diego, Calif.,
at Torero Stadium on the campus of
the University of San Diego.Jn the
second of three matches irN.v. All
three matches will be bro
on ESPN2 as soccer fans a·
USA will get a chance to se
look U.S. team in it$ first do
games of 2006 .

News

Pope : We Are Sticking
Together
Record Crowd Watches
U.S. Match
WNT To Face Ireland
U.S . Falters Against
Czech Rep
U.S. Prepares For Czech
Threats
MLS Cities Hold World
Cup Parties

The confirmation of the Ireland
completes a three-games-over-t
Reading Pressure Helps
weekends July schedule that will
Convey
see the USA play Sweden on Satu r~
July 15, at the National Sports Center
Sweden Rally Twice,
in Blaine, Minn., in the USA's first domestic match of the year. Kickoff for
USA-Sweden is set for 5 p.m. CT. After the Ireland match on July 23, the USA Draw U-18's
will play in Cary, N.C. against Canada at SAS Soccer Park on Sunday, July 30,
Arena Leery Of Czech
at 1 p.m. ET. Fans can also follow all three matches on ussoccer.com's
Reports
MatchTracker.
Challenge Your Friends
Tickets for USA-Ireland will go on sale starting tomorrow, June 14, at 10 a.m .
USM NT Gets To Know The
PT online at ussoccer.com, at all San Diego and Southern California area
Neighbors
Ticketmaster outlets (including Tower Records, Robinson's-May and Second
Spin stores) and by phone at 619-220-8497. (Note: Tickets will be available
Johnson Eyes European
at Torero Stadium only on the day of the event.) Groups of 15 or more can
Adventure
purchase tickets by logging onto ussoccer.com or calling (312) 528-1290.
McBride Heads U.S. To
Victory
The match at Torero Stadium, which holds almost 7,000 fans, will mark the
second trip to San Diego for the U.S. women, who tied Japan 0-0 there in the Arena Secrecy Irks
first game of 2003 . Ironically, the only U.S. Men's National Team match ever
Beasley
held at Torero also ended in a 0-0 draw, against Canada, in the first match of

http://www.soccer365.com/US_NEWS/National_Teams/page_9l_121940.shtml
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FIFA Ranks Don 't Faze
Keller

The picturesque Torero Stadium has quickly gained a reputation as one of the
best small soccer facilities in the country. The match is highly convenient for
the U.S. team, which will play in the Midwest on July 15 and on the East
Coast on July 30 , but will be able to bus to the match in San Diego from its
Residency Training Camp in Carson, Calif.

Statistics
Soccer Shop
Discussion Forum
Contact Us
Advertise

Poll
Will the U.S. advance
from Group play?

Yes, by winning their next
two

(> -

-r

24%

Nope, here's hoping for
better times in 2010

The USA has played Ireland four times in its history and scored five goals in
the each of those matches, the most recent being a memorable five-goal
performance by Abby Wambach on the " Fan Celebration Tour" after the
Olympics in 2004. All five of her goals came in the second half of the match
played in Houston, Texas. The meeting with Ireland on June 14, 2003, in Salt
Lake City, Utah, was memorable as well, as young forward Heather O'Reilly,
who is of course of Irish decent, made her first- ever start for the USA, and
within 74 seconds had scored the first goal of the game and broken her leg in
a collision with Ireland goalkeeper Emma Byrne on the same play . The injury
eventually cost O'Reilly a place on the 2003 Women's World Cup Team.
Ireland is at the end of the qualification process for the 2007 Women 's World
Cup but will not be going to China, sitting fourth out of five teams with two
matches left to play in Group 4, which also includes defending Women 's World
Cup championship Germany and rising European power Russia .

76%

[vote f

The U.S. women have played nine matches so far this year, all outside of the
country (China , Portugal and Japan), and have a 6-0-3 record. The U.S. team
is 14-0-4 since Greg Ryan took over as head coach in March of 2005 .
TICKET INFORMATION FOR JULY WNT MATCHES
USA vs. Sweden - July 15, 2006, National Sports Center - Blaine,
Minnesota

Tickets are on sale online at ussoccer.com, at all Minnesota and Wisconsin
area Ticketmaster outlets (including Cash Wise Foods, Hy-Vee Foods, and
Marshall Field 's) and by phone at 651-989-5151. Groups of 15 or more can
purchase tickets by logging onto ussoccer.com or calling (763) 792-7337 .
USA vs. Ireland - July 23, 2006, Torero Stadium - San Diego, Calif.

Tickets for USA-Ireland will go on sale starting tomorrow, June 14, at 10 a.m .
PT online at ussoccer.com, at all San Diego and Southern California area '
Ticketmaster outlets (including Tower Records, Robinson 's-May and Second
Spin stores) and by phone at 619-220-8497. {Note : Tickets will be available
at Torero Stadium only 011 the day of the event.) Groups of 15 or more can
purchase tickets by logging onto ussoccer.com or calling {312) 528-1290.

...,

USA vs. Canada - July 30, 2006, SAS Soccer Park - Cary, N.C.

0

"
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Tickets are on sale online at ussoccer.com, at all Cary area Ticketmaster
outlets (including Hechts, FYE, and Publix Stores) and by phone at 919-8344000. Groups of 15 or more can purchase tickets by logging onto
ussoccer.com or calling (312) 528-1290.
Press Release courtesy of www.ussoccer.com
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